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ABSTRACT 
The Steel Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPSW-WC) configuration is an extension of 
the conventional Steel Plate Shear Wall (SPSW) seismic lateral force resisting system.  The 
SPSW system is composed of a steel frame with web plates between the beams and columns.  In 
North America, the web plates of the SPSW are typically slender and unstiffened and dissipate 
energy through yielding of a diagonal tension field.   
Architectural constraints often encourage the designer to place a pair of conventional 
SPSWs adjacently.  The SPSW-WC configuration consists of linking a pair of SPSW piers 
together with coupling beams at the floor level.  The SPSW-WC configuration retains many of 
the benefits of the SPSW system, such as high initial stiffness, good ductility, and the ability to 
dissipate a large amount of energy, while introducing another form of energy dissipation.  
Additionally, the SPSW-WC system achieves greater material efficiency than a pair of 
conventional SPSWs. 
However, limited research is available on the SPSW-WC configuration.  Therefore, the 
purpose of this work is to present a comprehensive study of the SPSW-WC configuration as a 
seismic lateral force resisting system in high seismic regions.  The conventional SPSW design 
procedure was extended for the SPSW-WC configuration.  The design procedure was used to 
develop a suite of prototype structures.  The fundamental response of the SPSW-WC 
configuration was explored through a mechanism analysis.  Closed-form analytical expressions 
were derived based on the geometry and member sizes of a SPSW-WC frame for the ultimate 
strength and the degree of coupling, a parameter related to the proportion of the applied moment 
resisted by a vertical axial force couple in the piers.  The prototype structures were analyzed 
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using time history analysis under different levels of ground shaking.  The performance of the 
SPSW-WC was compared with the conventional SPSW system. 
An experimental test program was developed to explore the response of the SPSW-WC 
with realistic fabrication techniques.  Two half-scale specimens were constructed to represent the 
bottom three stories of two six-story prototype structures.  The degree of coupling and the 
characteristic inelastic behavior in the coupling beams were the primary parameters that 
differentiated the two specimens.  The specimens were subjected to a cyclic displacement 
protocol, with mixed-mode hybrid control algorithms used to emulate the demands on bottom 
three stories of a six-story structure. 
The experimental SPSW-WC specimens demonstrated robust cyclic performance that 
was consistent with the design intent.  Both specimens reached 4% lateral drift, the maximum 
displacement that could be imposed by the facility, with minimal strength degradation.  
Additionally, a large amount of energy was dissipated during each test, with over 20% equivalent 
viscous damping observed in the 4% drift cycles.  The web plates, horizontal boundary elements, 
and coupling beams all exhibited ductile response through large inelastic deformations. 
Numerical simulations of the experimental specimens accurately captured the global and 
local behavior observed in the laboratory.  The numerical modeling approach used in this study 
is shown to be an accurate tool for evaluating nonlinear response of the SPSW-WC system.  
Furthermore, the assumptions in the design procedure were validated using the response of the 
experimental test program. 
The SPSW-WC configuration was shown to be a viable seismic lateral force resisting 
system for use in high seismic regions through analytical, numerical, and experimental 
exploration.  A design procedure and supporting equations for quantifying fundamental system 
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parameters have established a framework for proportioning SPSW-WC systems to achieve 
acceptable seismic performance.  Therefore, this work provides the basis for implementation of 
the SPSW-WC configuration in standard design practice. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Earthquake-Resistant Structural Design 
 The Industrial Revolution led to an explosion of city development during the 18th and 
19th century.  Workers migrated from their rural communities into city centers in search of 
factory jobs.  Structures were built to accommodate the demand for housing and industrial 
facilities.  The risk of financial and human loses resulting from earthquake-induced structural 
collapse became significant for population centers near active faults.  However, at the time, 
ground shaking was not explicitly considered in the design of structures.  When discussing the 
influence of the 1906 San Francisco Earthquake on structural analysis, Professor Charles Derleth 
said: 
“An attempt to calculate earthquake stress is futile.  Such 
calculations could lead to no practical conclusions of value.” (Derleth 
1907) 
It wasn’t until the 1908 Messina, Italy Earthquake that resulted in 83,000 deaths that the 
structural engineering community began thinking about earthquake loading (Housner 1984).  The 
1925 Santa Barbara, California building code was the first standard to require consideration of 
earthquake demands, accounted for by a lateral load proportional to the gravity load.  (Housner 
1949). 
Structures had previously been designed to resist gravity and wind loads based on linear 
elastic analysis while limiting the stress in the members to allowable levels well below the 
material yield strength.  However, designing structures to behave elastically under earthquake 
loading proved difficult and expensive, as noted by John Blume and Nathan Newmark: 
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“To design for such earthquakes by requiring that the structure 
remain in the elastic range would be grossly uneconomical and would 
represent the payment of too great a cost to provide for the probability of 
such an occurrence.” (Blume et al. 1961) 
In response to the high cost of designing a structure to remain elastic under the 
earthquake-induced lateral loads, George W. Housner states: 
“In most cases it would be quite costly to design for lateral forces 
of this magnitude, and it would probably be considered desirable to make 
a less strong structure and accept permanent deformations in the event of a 
severe earthquake.” (Housner 1956) 
Since that time, this fundamental concept developed into the foundation for seismic 
design, and building codes today continue to rely on inelasticity within the structural elements in 
order to dissipate energy; allowing the seismic lateral-force-resisting system to be designed for 
smaller demands than predicted by elastic dynamic analysis (ASCE 2005).  Depending on the 
system, the inelastic demands are often concentrated at discrete points within the structure (AISC 
2005a).  Steel moment frames dissipate energy by developing plastic hinges within the beam 
elements.  The braces of steel braced frames buckle in compression and yield in tension to 
dissipate energy.  Eccentrically braced frames (EBF) dissipate energy by yielding the link beams 
in either flexure or shear.  In all of these systems, the objective of the designer is to concentrate 
damage into components that do are not critical to the structure to resist gravity loads, therefore 
preventing collapse.  Steel plate shear walls are a relatively new system that employs a thin infill 
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plate between the beams and columns to efficiently dissipate energy while playing a noncritical 
role in the gravity resistance of the system.      
1.2 Steel Plate Shear Walls 
Steel plate shear walls (SPW) are a seismic lateral force resisting system used 
predominately in North America and Asia.  The SPW system consists of a steel frame with web 
plates connected to the beam and columns of each story, referred to as Horizontal Boundary 
Elements (HBE) and Vertical Boundary Elements (VBEs) respectively, as shown in Figure 1.1.  
SPWs dissipate energy primarily through yielding of the web plates.  If the boundary elements 
are rigidly connected to form a moment frame, additional energy can be dissipated by the 
development of plastic hinges at the ends of the HBEs (and the base of VBEs if the base 
boundary condition is fixed). 
Figure 1.1 – Diagram of Steel Plate Shear 
Wall (SPW). 
Figure 1.2 – Diagonal Tension Field of single 
panel. 
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The web plates provide significant strength and stiffness, allowing the use of thin web 
plates.  The web plate may be stiffened, common in Japan, to prevent out-of-plane buckling prior 
to shear yielding.  However the unstiffened SPW is much more common, particularly in the 
United States, and will be the focus of discussion in this dissertation.  In an unstiffened SPW, the 
web plate buckles out-of-plane under negligible horizontal shear force.  The web plate develops 
buckled waves inclined at an angle (approximately 30 to 45 degrees with the vertical), 
developing a diagonal tension field (Figure 1.2).  The diagonal tension field is similar to tension 
field action in plate girders (Basler 1961), with the VBEs synonymous to the plate girder flanges, 
the web plates synonymous to the plate girder web and the HBEs synonymous to the plate girder 
stiffeners.  However the boundary elements of a SPW are significantly stiffer than their plate 
girder components, enabling the entire web panel to yield. 
The SPW system has exhibited numerous benefits over other seismic lateral force 
resisting systems.  Compared to concrete shear walls, SPWs are substantially thinner, reducing 
the lateral force resisting system footprint.  Additionally, SPWs are lighter, reducing the seismic 
demands and resulting in more economical foundations.  SPWs can be constructed at a similar 
rate to other steel seismic lateral force resisting systems, and often faster than concrete systems 
(Sabelli and Bruneau 2006).  The web plates are able to develop significant strength and stiffness 
over relatively short lengths.  Therefore they can be used efficiently in narrow bays where braced 
frames would be ineffective.  The yielding mechanism of the web plates exhibits excellent 
ductility and stable hysteretic behavior under cyclic loading (Driver et al. 1997). 
1.3 Steel Plate Shear Walls with Coupling 
One drawback of SPWs is that the web plates inhibit building occupant movement 
through the bay of the seismic lateral force resisting system.  Therefore SPWs are often placed 
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surrounding the building core, which typically contains the elevators and stairwells, to satisfy 
architectural requirements.  However, building occupant movement requirements often dictate 
openings within the bays around a building core, leading to the placement of a pair of SPWs 
adjacently within a single bay. Additionally, in the United States up until 2010 (AISC 2010), the 
SPW width was limited to 2.5 times the story height (AISC 2005a).  Therefore, for a typical 
story height of 12 ft the SPW width was limited to 30 ft.  However, the bay width commonly 
exceeds 30 ft; therefore the designer may choose to place two SPWs within a single bay. 
Adjacent SPW piers are typically designed to act independently.  It is a logical extension 
of the SPW system to link two SPW piers together with Coupling Beams (CB) at the floor level 
to form a Steel Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPW-WC) as shown in Figure 1.3.  Since a 
planar SPW is symmetrical about the vertical axis (Figure 1.1), the VBEs are subjected to 
identical demands.  However, the SPW-WC system has two types of vertical boundary elements, 
as shown in Figure 1.3; External Vertical Boundary Elements (eVBEs) which are connected to 
the web plates and HBEs and Internal Vertical Boundary Elements (iVBEs) which are 
additionally connected to the coupling beams.  The demands on the internal and external VBEs 
differ, therefore they often will not be the same size. 
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The SPW-WC system retains the benefits of the SPW described in the previous section, 
particularly the high initial stiffness, stable hysteretic behavior and good ductility, while 
introducing the coupling beam as an additional source of energy dissipation.  The SPW-WC 
system increases material efficiency compared to a pair of planar SPWs.   
1.4 Research Objectives and Scope 
Limited research has been conducted on the SPW-WC system.  Therefore a seminal study 
of the Steel Plate Shear Wall with Coupling system was initiated in order to fill this critical 
knowledge gap.  The objective was to fully characterize the SPSW-WC system to enable wide-
spread adoption.  Therefore, a multi-faceted approach was required: 
 Design Procedure – The design procedure for conventional SPSWs was extended 
for the SPSW-WC configuration.  The benefits of the coupling mechanism were 
accounted for and their influence on the design of the other members was 
Figure 1.3 – Diagram of Steel Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPW-WC). 
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incorporated into the procedure.  The design procedure was used to develop a 
suite of prototype structures that provided realistic context for this study.    
 Mechanism Analysis – A mechanism analysis was conducted on the SPSW-WC 
configuration in order to develop a deeper understanding of the internal 
resistance.  Closed-form analytical expressions based on simple plastic analysis 
were developed to estimate quantities important during the design phase. 
 Seismic Behavior – The seismic response was examined through nonlinear time 
history analysis.  Fourteen prototype structures were subjected to a suite of 
ground motions.  The behavior of the SPSW-WC configuration was compared to 
the conventional SPSW system response. 
 Experimental Test Program – A large-scale experimental test program was 
conducted to examine the behavior of realistic SPSW-WC frames under a cyclic 
displacement protocol.  Half-scale was selected to accurately represent fabrication 
details while satisfying laboratory constraints.  The response of the experimental 
test program was used to further validate the numerical models and design 
assumptions. 
1.5 Organization of this Document 
This document describes the core components of an extensive study on coupled steel 
plate shear walls, organized as follow: 
 Chapter 1 provides background on the fundamental philosophy undergirding 
earthquake-resistant structural design.  The geometry and lateral force resisting 
mechanism of the Steel Plate Shear Wall (SPW) system are described.  The Steel 
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Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPW-WC) system is presented as an expansion 
of the existing SPW system. 
 Chapter 2 reviews previous research related to the SPW system.  The available 
literature on the SPW-WC system is presented.  Eccentrically Braced Frames and 
Linked Column Frames are explored to leverage existing detailing research. 
 Chapter 3 reviews the design methodology behind the Special Plate Shear Walls 
(SPSW) system used in the United States.  These design provisions are extended 
to develop a design procedure for the Special Plate Shear Wall with Coupling 
(SPSW-WC) system.  Prototype structures are designed using these guidelines. 
 Chapter 4 presents a study of the mechanisms of the SPW-WC system.  Plastic 
analysis is used to study the distribution of forces within SPW-WCs at the 
ultimate strength level. 
 Chapter 5 explores the behavior of the SPSW-WC system based on fourteen 
prototype structures.  Nonlinear numerical models of the prototype structures are 
developed and their response to a suite of ground motions is studied.  The 
applicability of the SPSW system seismic design parameters (R, Cd, and Ω0) for 
the SPSW-WC system is examined. 
 Chapter 6 describes the experimental testing program.    Two test specimens, 
FLEX and INT are derived from the prototype structures.  The detailing of the 
specimens is presented.  The control algorithms are derived to replicate the 
demands of the prototype structure on the experimental specimens.  Finally, the 
instrumentation plan is outlined. 
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 Chapters 7 and 8 present the experimental behavior of the FLEX and INT 
specimens, respectively.  The progression of damage is outlined.  The 
measurements from the sensors are used to explore the internal mechanisms. 
 Chapter 9 summarized the experimental test program.  The response of the two 
specimens are compared.  The influence of the degree of coupling is explored. 
 Chapter 10 compares the numerical simulations of the test specimens to the 
experimental response.  The assumptions during the design phase are examined in 
the context of the actual response. 
 Chapter 11 provides conclusions of the study.  Additionally, directions for future 
work are introduced. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
To provide technical background and historical context, a broad literature review of the 
Steel Plate Shear Wall (SPW) system, which forms the basis of the SPW-WC system, is 
presented.  Specific focus is placed on the limited prior research on the Steel Plate Shear Wall 
with Coupling (SPW-WC).  Since the coupling beams of the SPW-WC system are expected to 
develop significant inelasticity, and their behavior is related to the links found in Eccentrically 
Braced Frames (EBF), research related to the behavior and design of EBF links is presented.  
Finally, background on coupled concrete wall systems is briefly explored to illustrate similarities 
with the SPW-WC system. 
2.1 Steel Plate Shear Walls 
In Japan, buckling is not permitted in elements that provide lateral resistance.  Therefore 
SPWs are typically stiffened, permitting the web plate to yield in shear prior to out-of-plane 
buckling.  Stiffened SPWs exhibit similar stiffness and strength to unstiffened SPWs.  However, 
the stiffeners increase the construction cost and wall thickness.  In the United States, the 
unstiffened SPW is the basis for the Special Plate Shear Wall (SPSW) system (AISC 2005a).  
The SPW-WC system is an extension of the unstiffened SPW system. 
Wagner (1931) recognized that aluminum plate girders do not fail at the onset of shear 
buckling.  Wagner was the first to propose a theory recognizing the post-buckled strength of thin 
plates.  The web shear stress can be decomposed into tensile and compressive principle stresses 
inclined at a 45° angle.  As the shear stress is applied, the principle compressive stress exceeds 
the buckling strength of the slender plate, causing the plate to develop ripples parallel to the 
principle tensile stress.  Additional load is resisted through increasing diagonal tension.  The 
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diagonal tension was considered to act along strips inclined at an angle α.    Webs that were 
capable of shear yielding prior to plate instability were classified as "shear resistant" and webs 
that possessed negligible buckling resistance were classified as "pure diagonal tension webs".  
Kuhn et al. (1952) introduced "incomplete diagonal tension" which considered the combination 
of plate shear resistance and diagonal tension.   
Basler (1961) recognized that plate girders also demonstrated strength beyond shear 
buckling of the web.  Prior to his work, plate girder webs were stiffened to preclude web 
buckling from occurring prior to reaching the flexural strength of the member.  Extending the 
work on aluminum webs done by Wagner (1931), Basler superimposed the post-buckled strength 
of the web plate with their shear strength.  The flanges of plate girders are typically insufficiently 
stiff to anchor the diagonal tension field, therefore only the diagonal strips between the 
transverse web stiffeners were considered in the post-buckled strength.  The load path of a plate 
girder is considered similar to a Pratt truss, with the flanges representing the top and bottom 
chords, the web stiffeners representing vertical compression struts and the diagonal tension field 
acting as the diagonal tension elements.   
2.1.1 Takahashi, Takeda, Takemoto and Takagi (1973) 
Although diagonal tension fields had been recognized in aeronautical plates and plate 
girders, Takahashi et al. (1973) conducted the first large-scale study of stiffened SPWs.  Twelve 
panels were tested with either a 0.09", 0.13" or 0.18" thick web plate and one of three stiffener 
arrangements that were placed either on a single side or both sides.  The panels were designed to 
yield in shear prior to plate buckling.  Additionally, the stiffeners were arranged to ensure that 
local plate buckling occurred prior to global panel buckling.  The test setup consisted of a rigid 
83" wide, 35" tall, rectangular frame with pinned connections as shown in Figure 2.1.  Each 
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(1983) also recognized that unstiffened SPWs may provide increased material efficiency.  They 
developed the strip model to analytically model unstiffened SPWs as shown in Figure 2.3.  The 
boundary elements were represented by beam-column elements and the web plate diagonal 
tension field was represented by a series of tension-only inclined truss elements at an angle α.  
The strip elements had a cross-sectional area equal to the product of their tributary width and the 
plate thickness.  The angle of the diagonal tension field with the vertical, α, for a frame with 
simple connections was derived based on a least work formulation, 
 4
1
2tan
1
w
c
w
b
t L
A
t h
A




 (2.1) 
where wt  is the thickness of the web plate, h  is the distance between the HBE centerlines, L is 
the distance between the VBE centerlines, bA  and cA  are the cross-sectional areas of the HBEs 
and VBEs, respectively.    A parametric study concluded that 10 strips were sufficient to model 
most web plates.   
At the time, the strip model was considered too tedious and computationally expensive 
for design use.  Therefore the equivalent truss model was introduced for SPWs as shown in 
Figure 2.4.  The tension field truss elements from the strip model were replaced by a diagonal 
brace truss element with an equivalent area to provide equivalent stiffness.  A parametric study 
was conducted to compare the stiffness of the strip and equivalent truss models.  The web plate 
thickness, panel aspect ratio, panel height and column stiffness were studied.   The equivalent 
truss model was demonstrated to adequately estimate a more detailed strip model.   
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Figure 2.3 – Strip model of SPW. Figure 2.4 – Equivalent truss model of SPW.
2.1.3 Timler and Kulak (1983) 
Timler and Kulak (1983) tested the first slender, unstiffened SPW.  The primary 
objective was to explore the post-buckled tension field behavior and the accuracy of the 
purposed analytical methods outlined above.   The tension field angle was further refined to 
include the flexibility of the VBEs,  
 4
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Where cI  is the moment of inertia of the VBEs and the other terms are as defined above.  Since 
the web plate demands imposed on the top and bottom of a HBE are similar and opposite, the 
HBE was assumed to undergo limited deformation and was assumed rigid for the derivation.  A 
full-scale specimen was designed to represent two identical single-story, single-bay panels as 
α
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shown in Figure 2.5.  Each panel was approximately 148" wide and 98" tall (centerline 
dimensions).  The web plates were 0.20" thick and unstiffened; therefore they buckled under 
negligible load.  The web plate was welded to a 0.24" thick fish plate which in turn was welded 
to the boundary elements. The specimen was tested horizontally, with the horizontal and vertical 
elements representing the VBEs and HBEs, respectively.  The specimen was symmetrical about 
the center member, therefore the web plate demands on this member were equal and opposite; 
similar to the situation of a mid-height HBE in a real structure.   
Figure 2.5 – Single-story, single-bay symmetrical test setup [after (Timler and Kulak 
1983)]. 
The specimen was loaded three times to a service level displacement of 0.25% drift in 
each direction followed by monotonic loading to failure, as shown in Figure 2.6.  The weld 
between the web plate and fish plate failed, preventing further loading.  It was postulated that the 
boundary elements and web plate had further deformation capacity, although the load had 
plateaued.  The angle of the principle stress, measured by rosette strain gages, was found to be 
within 10% of the predicted value by Equation (2.2).  The strip model was found to adequately 
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and seven in the other.  However, the maximum displacement was limited by the test setup.  As 
the panel was loaded in one direction, the web plate underwent inelastic deformation.  Upon load 
reversal, the panel did not pick up load again until the previous inelastic deformations were 
recovered.  Therefore, around zero displacement only the boundary frame was resisting load, as 
shown by the two distinct slopes in Figure 2.7.  An analytical constitutive model was developed 
to describe the hysteretic response of SPWs.  The analytical strip model accurately matched the 
backbone of the cyclic testing.  The proposed hysteretic constitutive model combined with the 
strip model predicted the hysteretic response well.  Fixed beam-column connections were found 
to significantly increase the energy dissipation capacity of the system. 
Figure 2.8 – Single-story, single-bay symmetrical test setup [after (Tromposch and Kulak 
1987)]. 
2.1.5 Caccese, Elgaaly and Chen (1993) 
The experimental behavior of multi-story SPWs was studied by Caccese, Elgaaly and 
Chen (1993).  Ten, three-story, one-bay specimens were designed based on a prototype structure 
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at one-quarter scale as shown in Figure 2.9.  The web plates were 22 GA (0.0299"), 14 GA 
(0.0747") or 12 GA (0.1046") thick and the HBE-to-VBE connections were either simple or 
fixed connections.  Additionally, one specimen was construction with simple HBE-to-VBE 
connections and without a web plate.  The bay width was 49" with 33" story heights.  The VBEs 
and HBEs were W14x13 and S3x5.7 shapes respectively.  The web plate was directly welded to 
the boundary elements.  The bottom HBE was continuously fixed to the loading fixture to anchor 
the unbalanced tension field.  At the top, a stiff 9" deep story was provided to balance the third 
story tension field.  Each specimen was loaded at the top of the third story cyclically in 0.25% 
roof drift increments up to 2% roof drift, with three cycles at each level. If the specimen 
survived, the cyclic loading plan was repeated.  If possible, the specimen was then loaded 
monotonically to failure (or to the limits of the testing setup).  The specimens were not loaded 
vertically; therefore the influence of gravity was not accounted for. 
The specimens with web plates were between 5.4 and 17 times stiffer than the specimen 
without a web plate (Chen 1991).  For a given set of boundary elements, the stiffness and 
ultimate strength were found to be correlated with the plate thickness, up to a point where the 
specimen strength was limited by column instability.  For thinner web plates, development of 
plastic hinges in the boundary elements and web plate yielding represented the ultimate strength.   
The ultimate strength of the specimens with thicker web plates were governed by VBE instability 
due to the large overturning forces induced in the VBEs by the web plates.  However, for a given 
plate thickness, the boundary elements can be proportioned to preclude this less desirable failure 
mechanism (Kennedy et al. 1994).  Contrary to the analytical work by Tromposch and Kulak 
(1987), the shear and moment resisting connections exhibited similar ultimate strength and 
energy dissipation.  Therefore, it is likely that the fully welded connection between the web plate 
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and the boundary elements essentially created a fully-restrained connection in both cases (Kulak 
et al. 1994).    
Figure 2.9 – Three-story, single-bay test 
specimen [after (Caccese et al. 1993)]. 
Figure 2.10 – Top displacement versus load 
for M14 comparison between experimental 
and strip model [after (Elgaaly et al. 1993)]. 
2.1.6 Elgaaly, Caccese and Du (1993) 
Elgaaly, Caccese and Du (1993) analytically studied the strength of SPWs with slender 
web plates; utilizing the experimental test results from Caccese, Elgaaly and Chen (1993).  Two 
specimens with moment-resisting connections and 14 GA (0.0747") or 12 GA (0.1046") thick 
web plates were modeled using Finite Elements (FE).  The model considered geometric and 
material nonlinearity.  Each web plate was represented by a 6x6 grid of shell elements.  Each 
boundary element was represented by 6 beam-column elements.  The initial plate imperfections 
were not accounted for.  The FE model over predicted the stiffness by 30% and 40% and the 
ultimate strength by 26% and 18% for the 14 GA and 12 GA specimens respectively.  The 
authors contributed the over-predicted stiffness to the lack of modeling of the initial 
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imperfections in the plate.  Additionally, the buckled shape of the web plate was too complicated 
to model with a course mesh, while a more refined mesh was deemed too computationally 
expensive.   
The specimen with 22 GA web plates was further studied using the strip model (Figure 
2.3) with twelve truss elements inclined at a 42.8° angle.  The material constitutive relationship 
for the truss elements was elastic-perfectly plastic.  The pushover behavior of the experimental 
specimen and the strip model are shown in Figure 2.10.  The strip model was determined to 
accurately predict the initial stiffness and the ultimate strength.  To further enhance the accuracy 
of the strip model, the authors proposed a tri-linear constitutive relationship for the truss 
elements, with a branch of softening prior to fully plastic behaviour at the material yield stress.  
The softening stress and the slope of the softening branch were determined empirically using the 
experimental results from three specimens with moment-resisting connections.  The tri-linear 
strip model was able to capture the gradual softening behavior of the experimental specimens, as 
shown in Figure 2.10.  It is possible that the tri-linear constitutive relationship was necessary due 
to the use of cold-rolled steel web plates in place of the conventional hot-rolled steel web plates; 
cold-rolled steel exhibits a more gradual yielding than hot-rolled steel (Kennedy et al. 1994).  
Additionally, the requirement of the empirically derived coefficients precludes the application of 
the tri-linear strip model to the general case.   
2.1.7 Xue and Lu (1994) 
Xue and Lu (1994) analytically studied the influence of connecting the web plates to the 
columns and the type of HBE-to-VBE connections.  They studied these parameters in the context 
of a 12-story, three-bay prototype structures shown in Figure 2.11.  The two outside bays were 
30' wide and constituted a moment frame.  Web plates were placed in the interior, 12' wide bay.    
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The web plates were 0.11", 0.095", or 0.085" thick; designated G I, G II, or G III respectively.  
The web plates were either connected to the HBEs or both the HBEs and VBEs.  The HBE-to-
VBE connections within the interior bay were either simple or fixed connections; for a total of 
four scenarios.    Additionally, there was one model without web plates and with simple HBE-to-
VBE connections.  The beams and columns were modeled using elastic beam-column elements.  
The web plates were represented by 4-node shell elements in a 6x6 mesh.  The plate constitutive 
relationship was bi-linear with kinematic hardening.  The shear buckling modes were used to 
conservatively estimate the initial plate imperfections.  The models were loaded to 
approximately double the service design load, remaining essentially elastic.    
All of the models with web plates were significantly stiffer than the frame-only model.  
The models with the web plates connected to the VBEs in addition to the HBEs were slightly 
stiffer than the models with the web plates only connected to the HBEs.  The stiffness of the 
simple and fixed connection (for the interior bay only) models was nearly identical.  The simple 
connections also reduced shear demands on the VBEs.  Therefore the authors recommended that 
SPWs be constructed with simple HBE-to-VBE connections and with the web plates only 
connected to the HBEs.  However, the simplified scope of this study has prevented adoption of 
these recommendations.      
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2.1.8 Driver, Kulak, Kennedy and Elwi (1997) 
Driver et al. (1997) developed a testing program to study the performance of a large-scale 
multi-story SPW under heavy cyclic loading typical of earthquake demands.  A four-story, 
single-bay specimen was constructed at approximately one-half scale of a typical office building 
as shown in Figure 2.12.  The bay width was 10' and the four story heights were approximately 
6'.  A deep beam was provided at the top to anchor the top story tension field.  The web plates 
were 0.19" and 0.13" thick for the top and bottom two stories respectively.  A fish plate 
configuration was utilized to connect the web plate to the boundary elements without introducing 
eccentricities.  The HBEs were connected to the VBEs with Complete Joint Penetration (CJP) 
welds to represent moment-resisting connections.  The VBEs were connected to the base plate 
with CJP welds.   All connections met the requirements of the provisions for ductile moment 
resisting frames in the Canadian standard (CSA 1994). The system was braced out-of-plane at 
the 8 HBE-VBE connections.    Equal lateral load was applied at each story level.  Vertical load 
was applied at the top of the VBEs to simulate gravity loads; approximately 16% of the column 
cross-sectional strength.    
The lateral loads were applied over 30 cycles with the drift of the first story used as the 
control parameter (ATC 1992) as shown in Figure 2.13.  Ten cycles were completed under load 
control.  The yield deflection of the bottom story was found to be 0.33".  Subsequent cycles were 
performed in displacement control in increments of 0.33" with three cycles at each displacement 
up to 1", followed by two cycles at each displacement.  At a displacement of 1.8" the stroke of 
the actuators was reach in the negative direction.  This maximum negative displacement was 
held constant while the displacement was increased as prescribed in the positive directions; 
accounting for the asymmetrical loading shown in Figure 2.13.  The peak strength of the 
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specimen was observed at five times the yield displacement; approximately at the point where 
plate tears and column local buckling initiated in the bottom story.  After the peak load was 
reached, the degradation was gradual without any sudden changes of stiffness.  At nine times the 
yield displacement, the weld connecting one of the columns to the base plate suddenly fractured.  
The specimen still retained 85% of its peak strength at this displacement level.  The specimen 
demonstrated stable hysteresis behavior and excellent ductility.  The moment-resisting HBE-to-
VBE connections provided additional energy dissipation and produced a less pinched hysteresis 
than previous tests with shear-type connections. 
A preliminary finite element model was developed using nonlinear beam-column and 
shell elements to analyze the specimen prior to experimental testing.  The test conducted by 
Timler and Kulak (1983) was used to validate the model.  After the experimental testing was 
completed, the as-built dimensions and ancillary material data, including residual stresses, were 
used to refine the model.  The initial imperfections were approximated by the first buckling 
mode.  Due to convergence issues, geometric nonlinearity was not considered.  The model was 
loaded monotonically.  The FE model was able to accurately capture the initial stiffness and the 
ultimate strength.  The model slightly overestimates the specimen stiffness at higher 
displacement levels; which is likely due to the lack of second-order geometric effects.  
Additionally, the model was loaded cyclically but failed to capture the pinched hysteresis 
behavior.  Future refinement of the analytical model for cyclic analysis was recommended. 
A strip model was developed of the test specimen.  The angle of the inclined tension field 
derived by Timler and Kulak (1983) was based on SPW with simple HBE-to-VBE connections.  
However, based on a sensitivity study, it was shown that the global behavior of the strip model is 
insensitive to the diagonal tension field angle; therefore an lower and upper bound of 42° and 
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50° were used respectively.  The strip model accurately predicted the stiffness and ultimate 
strength of the specimen as shown in Figure 2.13.   
2.1.9 Behbahanifard, Grondin and Elwi (2003) 
The majority of the damage in the specimen tested by Driver et al. (1997) was 
concentrated in the first story.  Although the second story web plate buckled, no significant 
permanent damage was present.  To further study the response of large-scale multi-story SPWs, 
Behbahanifard et al. (2003) tested the top three stories of the specimen (Figure 2.12).  The 
bottom web plate and HBE were removed and the VBEs cut.  The VBEs and then former second 
story web plate were welded to a 3.5" thick plate.  Therefore the test specimen was 18' tall, with 
a 10' bay width.  The bottom web plate was 0.19" thick and the top two web plates were 0.13" 
thick.  Since the second story web plate was thinner and had a lower yield stress than the first 
story, the second story was considered critical and the story drift of the second story was selected 
as the displacement control parameter (ATC 1992).  A 240 kip vertical load was applied to the 
top of the specimen to simulate the gravity loading.   
The specimen was cycled under load control for ten cycles before significant yielding 
was observed at a second story drift of 0.37" in one direction and 0.28" in the other direction.  
Therefore 0.28" was used as the yield displacement (δy) for further displacement increments.  
The displacement was incremented by 0.28" with three cycles at each level; reduced to two 
cycles per level after 0.84" (3δy).  While cycling to 1.4" (5δy) a fracture occurred in a first story 
HBE-to-VBE connection.  The cycle was completed and the connection repaired.  The test was 
concluded after 24 cycles with a displacement ductility of 7.9δy after stroke limitations of the 
hydraulic actuators had been reached.  However, the first story VBEs and HBEs were exhibiting 
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significant local buckling along and significant growth of tears in the first story plate had 
occurred.   
During the first ten cycles the response was approximately linear, exhibiting a high 
stiffness as shown in Figure 2.14.  Additional cycles produced the typical SPW pinched 
hysteresis.  During each cycle the web plate stretches, becoming larger than the space framed by 
the boundary elements.  Therefore increasing deformation is required to redevelop the diagonal 
tension field.  As a result, the previous test on this specimen influenced the hysteresis; 
accounting for the asymmetrical response.  The performance of this specimen even after 
subjected to a previous 34 cycle test demonstrates the high ductility, stable hysteresis behavior 
and high energy dissipation capacity of the SPW system.  Additionally, the redundancy of the 
system is exemplified by the fracture of a connection with less than 6% drop of strength.      
The three-story test specimen was modeled using Finite Elements (FE).  The boundary 
elements and web plates were represented using shell elements (ABAQUS S4R).  The first story 
web plate had significant out-of-plane deformations resulting from the first previous testing.  
These deformations were measured and incorporated in to the FE model.  The second and third 
story web plates had initial deformations in the shape of the first buckling mode with amplitude 
of 0.40".  The steel constitutive behavior was idealized as bilinear with kinematic hardening 
which captured the Bauschinger effect; calibrated based on ancillary test data.  The model was 
loaded under displacement control monotonically and cyclically, shown in Figure 2.14.  In the 
pushover analysis, the model was able to accurately capture the stiffness, but slightly 
underestimated the ultimate strength.  The authors predict that material models capturing the 
previous plastic deformations would improve the estimate of the ultimate strength.  The model 
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concentration.  The web plate was directly welded to one of the boundary elements and 
connected to a fish plate for the other boundary element in Detail C.  The test setup aimed to 1) 
replicated the opening and closing of the HBE-to-VBE connection and 2) the tension in the web 
plate.  The test setup consisted of a W12x87 VBE and a W21x68 HBE connected at a 90° angle 
which could be opened or closed by hydraulic jacks to represent deformation of the connection.  
The web plates were 49" by 49", 0.20" thick, which were connected to the two boundary 
elements and an additional hydraulic jack capable of imposing the simulated tension field.  When 
applicable, 0.24" thick fish plates were used.  The specimens were loaded cyclically based on 
ATC-24 (ATC 1992).   
All four of the connection details tested performed satisfactory under cyclic loading with 
stable hysterics.  All of the details developed small tears except Detail A.  However, the tears 
were localized and did not result in the loss of strength.  The modified version of Detail B did not 
improve the global behavior.  A finite element model was developed that was accurately able to 
capture the global and local behavior of the web plate connection. 
2.1.11 Lubell, Prion, Ventura and Rezai (2000) 
A collaborative effort between the University of British Columbia and the University of 
Alberta set out to examine the response of SPWs to dynamic shake table excitation (Rezai 1999).  
Prior to selecting the test specimen, a numerical parametric study was conducted using elastic 
strip and shell models.  The parametric study examined the influence of the aspect ratio, web 
plate thickness, stiffness of the surrounding frame, the number of stories and the story mass.  
Based on the parametric study, a specimen was selected that adequately represented a prototype 
structure while satisfying geometric and loading constraints of the shake table.  A four-story, 
single-bay specimen with rigid HBE-to-VBE connections was selected that represented a typical 
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office building at one-quarter scale.  The columns were spaced 35" apart and the story heights 
were each 35" achieving a panel aspect ratio of unity.  The HBEs and VBEs were S3x5.7 
sections.  The top HBE was a deep S8x23 to anchor the top diagonal tension field.  The web 
plates were 0.06" (16 GA) thick attached to a 0.10" thick, 1" wide fish plate. 
Prior to shake table testing, two single-story specimens and one four-story specimen were 
tested under quasi-static loading (Lubell et al. 2000).  The single-story specimens consisted of 
the bottom panel of the four-story specimen shown in Figure 2.16.  The first single-story 
specimen was loaded under load control to global yielding, corresponding to a 40k base shear 
and a 0.35" displacement of the top beam.  The specimen was cycled in integer increments of the 
yield displacement until 4 times the yield displacement was reached.  The specimen was then 
loaded monotonically to 7 times the yield displacement when testing was terminated due out-of-
plane deflection at the top of the specimen.  In order to further anchor the diagonal tension field 
and limit out-of-plane deflections, an additional S3x5.7 beam was welded to the top beam of the 
second single-story specimen.  The loading for the second single-story specimen was conducted 
per ATC-24 (ATC 1992).  The second single-story specimen experience global yielding at a 
42.7k base shear and 0.24" top displacement.  The specimen was then loaded cyclically to 
integer increments of the yield displacement with three cycles at each load level.  At 6 times the 
yield displacement the test was terminated due to column fracture at the base due to the 
development of a plastic hinge.  The increased stiffness of the top beam was attributed to the 
increased global stiffness and strength.  The four-story specimen was loaded with equal loads at 
each floor level.  Due to the overturning forces, the four-story specimen was more flexible than 
the single-story specimens, achieving global yield at a 33.7k base shear and 0.35" displacement 
at the first story.  The specimen failed at 1.5 times the yield displacement due to out-of-plane 
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buckling of the column.  All specimens exhibited stable hysteresis and good displacement 
ductility.  The three quasi-static test specimens were studied using the strip model.  The strip 
model was found to accurately predict the post-yield strength and stiffness, but may over-
estimate the elastic stiffness.   
The shake table specimen was similar to the four-story specimen used for quasi-static 
testing shown in Figure 2.16.  The columns were replaced with B100x9 (metric) to enhance their 
out-of-plane stability.  A W4x13 was used at the bottom to anchor the first story tension field.  
The entire specimen was welded to a 1" thick plate which was anchored to the shake table.  The 
specimen was braced out-of-plane at the HBE-to-VBE connections.  Steel plates were attached to 
each floor to simulate a 3.7 k story mass.   
The specimen was tested under 37 simulations of 4 ground motions at various 
amplitudes.  The force limitations of the shake table limited the specimen to predominately 
elastic response.  The majority of the energy was dissipated by the first story with the bulk of the 
remainder dissipated by the second story.  However the largest computed tensile strain in the first 
story web plate was only 65% of the yield strain.  The global flexural deformations of the 
structure were found to be significant in the story drift of the upper stories.    
A modified strip model was purposed that accounted for incomplete tension fields and 
the increased stiffness of the corners of the web plates.  The web plate was represented by 5 
diagonal strips at various orientations.  The modified strip model provided an improved estimate 
of the initial stiffness but did not accurately capture the yield and post-yield behavior. 
2.1.12 Bruneau and Bhagwagar (2002) 
Bruneau and Bhagwagar (2002) explored the influence of web material on a retrofit of an 
existing hospital in New York.  A single frame of a 20-story tower was used as the prototype 
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2.1.13 Astaneh-Asl and Zhao (2004) 
 The first Steel Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPW-WC) specimens were tested by 
Astaneh-Asl and Zhao (2004) as part of a study conducted in support of a court house building 
design in Seattle, Washington.  The test specimen configuration is shown schematically in Figure 
2.17.  The SPW-WC system consists of two SPW piers linked by coupling beams at the floor 
level.  Two-story and three-story half-scale specimens were tested, corresponding to two 
different story heights used in the prototype building (Zhao 2006).  The external VBEs were 24" 
diameter Concrete Filled Tubes (CFT) in lieu of the traditional wide-flange sections.  The 
internal VBEs, HBEs and coupling beams were W18x86 sections.  The HBE-to-VBE and CB-to-
VBE connections were welded moment-resisting connections.  The web plates were 0.25" and 
0.375" thick for the two-story and three-story specimens, respectively.  The web plates were 
directly welded to the boundary elements.  The web plates and internal VBE had bolted splice 
connections at the mid-height of each story.  Since the SPW-WC system is symmetrical about 
the coupling beam centerline, only half of the SPW-WC was tested with a roller-boundary 
condition at the coupling beam centerline (Figure 2.17).  The internal and external VBEs were 
spaced 8' - 6" apart.  The half coupled length was 2' - 5" between the internal VBE centerline and 
the roller boundary condition.   The story height was 10' and 6' - 8" for the two-story and three-
story specimens, respectively.  The external CFT VBEs were axially preloaded with prestressed 
bars to represent gravity loading.  The specimens were rigidly connected at the base and loaded 
at the top.   
The specimens were loaded based on the cyclic loading history established by the SAC 
program (FEMA 2000).  Both specimens behaved in a very ductile manner, enduring 79 cycles 
and reaching 3.2% story drift.  Both specimens failed due to fracture of the top coupling beam at 
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the face of the internal VBE due to low-cycle fatigue.  The internal CFT VBE remained 
essentially elastic throughout the testing; the remaining structural elements underwent inelastic 
deformations.   
2.1.14 Sabouri-Ghomi, Ventura and Kharrazi (2005) 
Sabouri-Ghomi, Ventura and Kharrazi (2005) proposed a simple analytical plate-frame 
interaction (PFI) model to study the behavior of SPW with thin and thick web plates as well as 
perforations; whereas the strip model is only directly applicable for SPWs with thin, solid web 
plates.  The model considers the behavior of the boundary frame and web plate separately 
utilizing the theory of superposition.  The boundary elements were assumed to be rigid when 
considering the deformation of the web plate, enabling the development of the diagonal tension 
field.  The buckling strength and stiffness of the web plate was considered in the web plate 
action, although negligible for thin web plates.  This PFI model was demonstrated to accurately 
capture the hysteric behavior of several experimental tests.   
2.1.15 Berman and Bruneau (2005) 
The boundary elements and foundation of SPW systems are typically proportioned to 
resist the maximum demands of the web plates.  Therefore it is desirable to select the lightest 
feasible web plate to limit the demands on the other parts of the system.  The web plates are 
typically selected from the available hot-rolled plate material.  However, due to limited material 
availability and the significant strength developed by relatively thin web plates, sufficiently thin 
web plates may only be available with cold-rolled material.  Berman and Bruneau (2005) tested 
three specimens utilizing cold-rolled, light-gage web plates.  The specimens, tested at 
approximately half-scale, were based on a prototype hospital retrofit where light-gage web plates 
were desirable to limit the additional demands on the existing boundary elements.  The bay width 
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and story height were 12' and 6' respectively, corresponding to a panel aspect ratio of 2:1.  The 
VBEs and HBEs were W12x96 and W18x86 shapes respectively, connected by simple 
connections.   Two specimens were tested with a 0.03" (22 GA) thick flat plate and one specimen 
was tested with a 0.04" (20 GA) thick corrugated plate, orientated at 45°.  The yield strength for 
the three web plates were 22, 31, and 48 ksi respectively.  The web plates were connected to a 
WT7x26.5 that was bolted to the boundary elements.  The web plate of one of the flat web plate 
specimens and the corrugated web plate specimen were connected to the WT using an industrial 
strength epoxy.  The web plate of the other flat web plate specimen was fully welded to the WT.   
The specimens were connected to the laboratory floor and loaded at the centerline of the 
top HBE.  The specimens were cycled per ATC-24 (ATC 1992). The specimen with the flat web 
plate epoxied to the WT suffered a premature failure of the epoxy at 0.25% drift.  Disassembly 
of the specimen demonstrated insufficient epoxy coverage. The corrugated web plate specimen 
exhibited unsymmetrical hysteretic behavior, since the diagonal tension field was only able to 
develop parallel to the corrugations, similar to a braced frame with a single slender brace.  At 
three times the yield displacement the specimen suffered rapid loss in strength due to fracture of 
the web plate at places of repeated local buckling.  The epoxy connection between the web plate 
and the WT performed adequately.  The specimen with a flat web plate and welded to the WT 
exhibited excellent hysteresis behavior.  It reached a maximum drift of 3.7% and ductility of 12.  
The specimen failed due to the fracture of the web plate near the webs connected it to the WTs.  
The strip model was able to accurately capture the initial stiffness and post-yield 
envelope of the experimental behavior.  The hysteresis of the boundary frame was calculated 
analytically and experimentally.  The behavior of the boundary frame was then subtracted from 
the global behavior to determine the hysteresis of the web plate, shown in Figure 2.19.  As 
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influence the global response.  Specimens with thin web plates were classified as shear-
dominated with distributed yielding over the height.  However, specimens with thick web plates 
concentrated the plastic demand in the first story and were classified as flexure-dominated.  
Local buckling of the columns contributed to a reduced global strength.  The need to proportion 
the boundary elements to resist the demands of the web plates was further emphasized.   
 
Figure 2.20 – Third scale SPSW specimens [after (Park et al. 2007)]. 
2.1.17 Vian, Bruneau and Purba (2009) 
The use of low yield strength (LYS) steel web plates in SPWs limits the demands on the 
boundary elements by the web plates while providing excellent ductility when the use of 
traditional hot-rolled steel web plates would provide significant overstrength.  Vian et al. (2009) 
tested three single-bay, single-story specimens using LYS steel with 24 ksi and 44 ksi yield and 
ultimate strength respectively.  The VBE and HBE centerline spacing were 13' – 1 /12" and 6' -6 
3/4" respectively (Figure 2.21).  For all three specimens, the VBEs were W18x71 sections and 
the HBEs were W18X65 sections.  The HBE-to-VBE connections were moment-resisting, 
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however the HBEs utilized Reduced Beam Sections (RBS), which reduced their plastic flexural 
strength to 60% of the unreduced flexural strength, at their ends to ensure inelasticity in the HBE 
was concentrated at the ends (AISC 2005a).  A reference specimen consisted of a solid web 
plate.  An additional specimen included four rows of 7.8" diameter circular perforations in the 
web plate aligned in 45° strips spaced 16.7" apart (along the diagonal).  The purpose of the 
perforations was twofold; 1) to enable utilities from passing through the SPW and 2) to study the 
possibility of utilizing perforations to reduce the strength and stiffness of the panel.  A third 
specimen explored further openings for utilities and consisted of a solid panel with 6.3" circular 
cutouts at the VBE and HBE intersections.  The openings were reinforced with an effort to 
maintain the full stiffness and strength of the solid panel.   
The specimens were loaded at midspan of the top HBE by a square tube connected to 
four actuators (Figure 2.21).  The loading apparatus was susceptible to rotation about the vertical 
axis.  Excessive rotation of the top beam limited further loading at between 3% and 4% drift for 
all specimens. The loading procedure was a hybrid of ATC-24 (ATC 1992) and the Seismic 
Provisions (AISC 2005a) recommendations.  The solid web plate specimen was tested cyclically 
to a story drift of 3% corresponding to a displacement ductility of 10.  The perforated specimen 
exhibited a 15% reduction of initial stiffness and ultimate strength compared to the solid 
specimen.  The perforated specimen achieved a displacement ductility of 13.3 at a 4% story drift 
prior to the conclusion of testing due to excessive rotation of loading apparatus.  The specimen 
with corner cutouts demonstrated similar initial stiffness and ultimate strength to the solid web 
plate specimen.  Similarly, it was tested to a 3% story drift corresponding to a displacement 
ductility of 10.  All specimens exhibited stable hysteresis behavior and were expected to have 
further displacement capacity.  In all specimens the plastic hinging in the HBEs was 
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2.1.18 Bhowmick, Driver and Grondin (2009) 
The seismic response of a 15-story and 4-story steel plate shear walls designed using the 
Canadian steel provisions CAN/CSA-S16-01 (Canadian Standards Association 2001) was 
evaluated utilizing nonlinear dynamic analyses by Bhowmick, Driver and Grondin (2009).  The 
SPSWs were modeled using shell elements in ABAQUS.  The capacity design approach in 
CAN/CSA S16-01 was found to underestimate the shear strength and flexural demands at the 
base of the structure due to the unaccounted additional resistance provided by the boundary 
elements.  Consequently, the axial and flexural demands in the VBEs were also underestimated.       
The influence of strain rate was explored analytically by accounting for the steel strength 
rate dependence.  The Cowper-Symonds overstress power law was used to relate the dynamic 
yield strength to the static yield strength (Cowper and Symonds 1957). For the shaking typical 
for Vancouver, Canada, the strain rates did not significantly influence the response.  However, it 
was noted that this effect might be significant in higher seismic regions.  On the evaluated 
structures, the P-delta effect was found to have a minimal impact. 
2.1.19 Choi and Park (2010) 
Choi and Park (2010) proposed a new hysteretic material to improve the accuracy of the 
strip model and equivalent brace model.  The plate buckling stress required to initiate buckling 
remains after the corrugations have developed.  Therefore, the steel is subjected to biaxial 
loading.   The tensile stress required to initiate yielding can be determined using the von Mises 
yield criterion.  Therefore, the residual compressive stress reduced the available tensile strength.   
Based on nonlinear shell element models, the authors proposed a new uniaxial hysteretic 
material model for use with the strip model, as shown in Figure 2.23.  The hysteretic model was 
implemented in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2013).  The proposed model provided good 
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agreement with the global behavior and local member demands of previous experimental 
specimens (Driver et al. 1997; Park et al. 2007). 
 
Figure 2.23 – Proposed hysteretic model for strip elements [from (Choi and Park 2010)]. 
2.1.20 Tsai, Li, Lin, Tsai and Yu (2010) 
Tsai et al. (2010) studied the behavior of narrow SPWs.  The design provisions limited 
the bay width to story height ratio to be between 0.8 and 2.5 (AISC 2005a).  In narrow SPWs the 
system behaves in a flexural dominated response in lieu of a shear dominated response resulting 
in a high overturning moment and high axial and moment demands on the VBEs (Lubell et al. 
2000).  With exception of the development of plastic hinges at the ends of the HBEs, the 
boundary elements are required to remain elastic (AISC 2005a).  However, if the boundary 
condition is fixed, plastic hinges must develop in the VBEs in the first story to develop a plastic 
collapse mechanism.  Since the VBEs of narrow SPWs may be controlled by flexural demands 
from the combined frame action and the demands from the web plates, the required VBE flexural 
strength to prevent in-span hinging of the first floor VBE was determined.   
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For stories with small aspect ratios, the inward force from the web plate on the VBEs 
may control their design.  A restrainer can be used to brace the two VBEs to reduce this demand. 
A restrainer is typically placed on each side of the web plate and connected to the VBE flanges 
with a pinned-connection as shown in Figure 2.24.  The two restrainers are connected together 
by bolts passing through the web plate.  The holes in the web plate are typically oversized to 
prevent the restrainer from constraining the movement of the web plate.  The restrainer also 
prevents out-of-plane buckling of the web plate, similar to a stiffener.  However, the restrainer 
does not prevent stretching of the web plate.  Therefore it is expected that the restrainer will have 
negligible effect on the panel slenderness and aspect ratio.  The restrainer is proportioned to 
remain elastic in compression in order to restrict the inward deformations of the VBEs.  
Additionally it is recommended that the restrainers possess significant stiffness to prevent out-of-
plane buckling of the web plate.  Therefore, it is suggested to provide restrainers with a moment 
of inertia greater than that of an equivalent web plate stiffener.  The presence of a restrainer also 
reduces the HBE axial demand and the VBE flexural demands.  The tension field angle α was 
derived for SPWs with restrainers, however the additional complexity did not warrant the 
slightly improved accuracy.   
Narrow SPWs and the influence of restrainers were studied numerically using a detailed 
FE model, the strip model and the equivalent brace (EB) model.  The models represented a 
single-story, single-bay structure with 6' - 7" and 9' - 10" bay width and story height respectively 
for a 0.67 panel aspect ratio.  The VBEs were H300x300x12x2 (metric) sections and the top 
HBE was a H400x200x9x12 (metric) section.  The models were either unrestrained SPWs or 
SPWs with two equally spaced sets of restrainers.  The web plate was either 0.08" or 0.13" thick 
for a total of four models.  The FE, strip and EB model all demonstrated similar stiffness and 
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ultimate strength; despite previous research that suggested that the strip model might not 
adequately predict the behavior of narrow SPWs (Rezai 1999).  In the model with the thicker 
web plate and without the restrainers the VBEs were insufficient to fully develop the diagonal 
tension field, leading to the development of a plastic hinge away from the base of the 
compression VBE.  However the restrained model with the same plate thickness was able to fully 
develop the diagonal tension field and the plastic hinge in the column was at the base.   
Four two-story, single-bay specimens were tested to investigate the proposed first story 
VBE capacity design procedure, the influence of restrainers and to explore the hysteric behavior 
of narrow SPWs (Li et al. 2010).  All of the specimens had a bay width of 7' and story height of 
10' - 8" yielding a centerline panel aspect ratio of 0.66, shown in Figure 2.25.  The web plate was 
0.1" thick LYS steel with 28 ksi yield strength.  All HBE-to-VBE connections were moment 
resisting.  The top and middle HBEs utilized Reduced Beam Section (RBS) connections which 
consist of "dog bone" beam flanges several inches from the connection to reduce the flexural 
strength of the beam to move the plastic hinge away from the connection.    Specimen N did not 
utilize restrainers and was designed with the proposed VBE capacity design.  Specimen S also 
did not utilize restrainers but had lighter boundary elements than Specimen N.  Specimen RS was 
identical to Specimen S but had two pairs of restrainers for each story.  Specimen CY was 
identical to Specimen RS but with a larger top HBE to allow the development of plastic hinges at 
the top of the VBEs.   
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Structures (ASCE 2005) in 2005.  Berman (2011) assessed the seismic behavior of SPSWs 
designed based on these new code provisions.  Based on the SAC buildings, 3, 9, 14 and 20 story 
buildings were considered with 13' tall stories (FEMA 2000).  These buildings were designed 
using three different bay widths, for a total of 12 designs.  The specimens were designed using 
capacity design principles, however, they were stiffened if they failed to meet an estimated 2% 
drift criteria for Category II structures. 
The buildings were modeled using a strip model and subjected to nonlinear response 
history analysis.  The strip model was validated using the experimental test performed by Driver 
at al. (1997).  A suite of ground motions was utilized that represents a 10% and 2% probability of 
exceedance in 50 years.  The code designed SPSWs were found to satisfy the drift criteria when 
subjected to design level excitation.  The deflection amplification factor, Cd equal to 6, was 
found to reasonable approximately the inelastic deformation.  For the design level (10/50) 
shaking, the web plate ductility demand was generally less than 4 for structures with more than 9 
stories.  However, for the 2/50 event, the web plate ductility demand was typically less than 8 for 
structures with more than 9 stories, which caused concerns.  The demands on the VBEs 
estimated from capacity design was found to over-predict that actual demands on the VBEs by 
roughly 50%. 
2.1.22 Li, Tsai, Chan and Lin (2012) 
Experimental testing and analytical studies of a SPSW-WC were conducted by Li et al. 
(2012).  The main objective of the study was to investigate the performance of the coupling 
beams.  A six story office building in Chiayi City, Taiwan was used as the prototype for the test 
specimen.  The office building had a 6 by 3 bay plan, with two SPSW-WCs placed along the 
short direction and moment frames placed in the orthogonal direction.  The structure was 
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designed using the AISC Seismic Provisions (AISC 2005a).  The specimen consisted of the 
bottom two-and-a-half stories of the SPSW-WC frame at 0.40 scale, as shown in Figure 2.26.  
The interior and exterior VBEs were H204x200x16x24 sections, the HBEs were 
H170x120x7x10 sections and the coupling beams were H170x160x7x22 sections.  The web 
plates were low yield strength 0.14" thick steel plates, connected using a fish plate detail.  The 
HBEs utilized RBS connections to reduce the demands on the VBEs.  The coupling beams were 
dominated by shear yielding behavior with a length of approximately 1.5 Mp/Vp long.  A new 
design procedure was developed to ensure that the plastic hinge developed in the bottom 25% of 
the first story VBE, as an extension of previous work limiting plastic hinge development to the 
base of the first story VBE (Tsai et al. 2010).  
The specimen was tested at the National Center for Research on Earthquake Engineering 
in Taiwan in the MATS setup.  The specimen was fixed at the base and used a network of 
transfer beams to load each pier.  This configuration allowed the specimen to be loaded with a 
constant vertical force, a lateral force, and an overturning moment.  Therefore, each pier was 
subjected to a vertical load and a lateral load.  The specimen was subjected to a constant vertical 
load to simulate the gravity load, two cycles at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4 and 5% drift 
lateral displacements, and an overturning proportional to the applied lateral load to achieve an 
inverted triangular effective loading height.  The specimen was braced at the second and third 
story VBE/HBE connections. 
The specimen demonstrated good strength and ductility under the cyclic loading protocol.  
The third story web plate connection to the transfer beam on one of the piers prematurely failed, 
however, it did not significantly negatively influence the global strength of the specimen.  The 
web plates yielded first, followed by the HBEs and CBs and then the interior and exterior VBEs.  
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The VBEs did not develop plastic hinges outside of the bottom 25% of the first story, validating 
the proposed design procedure.  The authors recommend that the coupling beam demands could 
be estimated as the design story drift.  Strip and shell models were developed of the test 
specimen with reasonable agreement to the experimental results. 
 
Figure 2.26 – SPSW-WC specimen [after (Li et al. 2012)]. 
2.1.23 Design Provisions 
2.1.23.1 United	States	
In 2005 the Special Plate Shear Wall (SPSW) was introduced in ASCE 7, Minimum 
Design Loads for Building and other Structures (ASCE 2005) [herein referred to as ASCE 7] 
and AISC 341, Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2005a) [herein referred 
to as the Seismic Provisions].  ASCE 7 provides the requirements for loading on structures, 
including seismic induced loading.  The Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) spectral 
response acceleration for short periods ( SS ) and MCE spectral response acceleration at a period 
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of 1.0 s ( 1S ) are provided in map format based on the location of the site.  They are adjusted with 
site coefficients ( aF  and vF ) to account for the class of soil at the site to determine the MCE 
spectral response acceleration for short periods ( MSS ) and 1.0 s ( 1MS ) adjusted for site 
conditions.  Two-thirds of these accelerations are taken to determine the design spectral 
acceleration parameters ( DSS  and 1DS ).  These two design accelerations are used to construct a 
design response spectrum for the structure as a function of the fundamental period.   
The most common design procedure is the Equivalent Lateral Force (ELF) procedure. 
The ELF procedure allows the designer to approximate the seismic demand on a structure based 
on an elastic analysis.  The acceleration determined from the design response spectrum is divided 
by the response modification coefficient, R, in order to estimate the demands on the structure 
accounting for inelastic response.  The R coefficient is approximately the ratio of the base shear 
developed by an equivalent elastic structure divided by the base shear of the actual inelastic 
response, subjected to the same level of shaking.  The R coefficient is related to the energy 
dissipation and ductility capacity of the seismic lateral force resisting system.  For a steel system 
not specifically detailed for seismic resistance R is taken as 3.  For SPSWs the response 
modification coefficient, R, is 7.  The design spectral acceleration, divided by R is multiplied by 
the mass of the structure to determine the design base shear for elastic design.  In order to 
determine seismic deflections, the deflections determined from the elastic analysis with reduced 
loading must be amplified by the deflection amplification factor, Cd; equal to 6 for the SPSW 
system.  The system over strength factor, Ω0, estimates the anticipated as strength of the system 
compared to the design strength; equal to 2.0 for the SPSW system.   
The Seismic Provisions specify the design requirements for SPSWs (AISC 2005a).  The 
SPSW system is expected to develop inelasticity primarily through diagonal web plate yielding 
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and the development of plastic hinges at the end of the HBEs.  The web panel shear strength is 
given by 
 0.42 sin 2n y w cfV F t L    (2.4) 
where   is the resistance factor, given as 0.90, yF  is the web plate yield strength, wt  is the web 
plate thickness, cfL  is the clear distance between the VBEs and   is the angle of the diagonal 
tension field.  This design equation is similar to the web panel shear strength based on plastic 
analysis with the coefficient reduced from 0.50 to 0.42 to account for a system overstrength of 
1.2 (Berman and Bruneau 2003).   The diagonal tension field angle, α, can be calculated using 
the equation derived for an SPW with simple HBE-to-VBE connections, Equation (2.2).  In 
2010, the Seismic Provisions (AISC 2010) the diagonal tension field angle was permitted to be 
taken as 40° in lieu of this more complicated equation.   
In order to ensure that the boundary elements are sufficiently stiff to develop the diagonal 
tension field, the moment of inertia of the VBEs are limited to not less than 
 
4
0.0031 wVBE
t hI
L
  (2.5) 
Where VBEI  the moment of inertia of the VBE, h  is the distance between the HBE centerlines, L  
is the distance between the VBE centerlines and wt  is the web plate thickness.  The boundary 
elements are proportioned based on a capacity design methodology assuming uniform yielding of 
the web plates.  They are required to remain elastic under these demands; although the 
development of plastic hinges at the ends of the HBEs is permitted.  Therefore the design of the 
boundary elements is often controlled by the thickness of the web plates.   
The commentary to the Seismic Provisions provides additional recommendations for the 
design of SPSWs. The strip model is provided as an acceptable method of analysis.  Several 
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methods for determining the demands on the VBEs are also illustrated.  A detailed literature 
review as well as further design recommendations and examples are provided in AISC Design 
Guide 20 – Steel Plate Shear Walls (Sabelli and Bruneau 2006).   
2.2 Eccentrically Braced Frame Links 
Eccentrically braced frames (EBF) consist of columns, beams, braces and links.  At least 
one end of the brace is connected to the link, as shown in Figure 2.27.  The link represents the 
eccentricity between the brace-to-beam connection and the beam-to-column connection.  The 
eccentrically braced frame is proportioned such that the inelasticity is concentrated in the link 
while the beams, columns and braces are to remain elastic based on a capacity design 
methodology (AISC 2005a).  Essentially the links provide a fuse element that connects two 
components of the structure undergoing rigid-body displacements.  The link elements are 
typically relatively short and dissipate energy through either shear yielding or flexural yielding.  
Experimental testing of link beams has demonstrated excellent ductility, large energy dissipation 
and stable hysteretic response.   
A beam, such as a link, subjected to double-curvature with equal and opposite end 
moments, will either yield in flexure or shear.  The shear is constant over the length of the beam, 
given by 
 2 MV
e
  (2.6) 
where M  is the end moment, V  is the shear and e  is the length of the beam.  If the beam is 
sufficiently short, the beam will yield in shear prior to developing plastic hinges at the ends.  If 
the beam is long, flexural plastic hinges will develop at the ends prior to overall shear yielding of 
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the section.  At the plastic limit, Equation (2.6) can be rearranged to determine the transition 
from shear yielding to flexural yielding. 
 2 p
p
M
e
V
  (2.7) 
Links that are shorter than 1.6 p pM V  are considered short links and are dominated by shear 
yielding.  Links that are longer than 2.6 p pM V  are considered long links and are dominated by 
flexural yielding.  Links in between these two limits are considered intermediate length links.  
According to the Seismic Provisions, the link must be able to achieve a 0.08 and 0.02 radian 
plastic link rotation for the short and long links respectively (AISC 2010).  However, EBF links 
are often connected to elements subjected to significant deformation.  In the SPSW-WC 
configuration, the coupling beams are connected to a pair of columns.  The column panel zones 
are expected to undergo limit deformation and therefore provide a solid interface for the coupling 
beam.  Therefore, the boundary condition of the coupling beams is most similar to the link beams 
in the link column frame system (Lewis 2010). 
The coupling beams of the SPW-WC system can be related to the links of the EBF 
system.  Both elements undergo rotation as the components they are connect to themselves 
rotate.  They are each expected to dissipate energy through shear and flexural yielding, 
depending on their length.  The load is applied to both in the form of end moments and shears.  
Therefore the previous research on EBF links is expected to be relevant to the performance of 
SPW-WC coupling beams.  The addition of coupling beams to the SPW system is expected to 
introduce the excellent energy dissipation capabilities of the EBF links into the SPW system.   
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Figure 2.27 – Illustration of eccentrically braced frames (EBF). 
2.2.1 Roeder and Popov (1978) 
  Roeder and Popov (1978) studied the EBF system in the context of a 20-story, four-bay, 
structure.  Based on dynamic elastic analyses, the EBF system performed better than an 
equivalent moment-frame and concentrically braced frame under seismic excitation.   Two 
experimental specimens were developed at one-third scale based on the bottom three stories of 
the 20-story prototype structure.  The hysteretic response of both specimens was very stable and 
was not pinched.  The link elements demonstrated excellent stiffness and ductility, as shown in 
Figure 2.28.  The links did not deteriorate in stiffness or strength until large displacements, at 
which point tears in the web began to develop.  The EBF system was shown to exhibit the energy 
dissipation capabilities of a moment-frame system while retaining the stiffness of the 
concentrically braced frame system while promoting increased material efficiency over both.    
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similar specimen without web stiffeners exhibited pinched loops and earlier failure due to web 
local buckling.  Similarly, the longer specimens also demonstrated pinched loops due to flange 
local buckling as flexure became dominate in the energy dissipation.  The results of this study 
demonstrated the high energy dissipation capacity of EBF links.  It also emphasized the use of 
shear dominated links and the addition of web stiffeners to prevent web local buckling. 
2.2.3 Malley and Popov (1984) 
Malley and Popov (1984) further explored the behavior of EBF links under the same 
loading conditions as Hjelmstad and Popov (1983), utilizing the same loading apparatus.  The 
experimental program was setup to explore the influence of the loading history, stiffener details 
and connection details.  The specimens were either W18x40 or W18x60 sections and were all 
36" long.   
All of the specimens were able to dissipate a large amount of energy, independent of 
loading history.  The results of these experiments and those conducted by Hjelmstad and Popov 
(1983) showed that shear links were capable of link rotations exceeding 0.10 radians for cyclic 
loading.  Placing a web stiffener on only one side of the web resulted in performance equal to 
placing web stiffeners on each side of the web.  Attaching the web stiffener to only a single 
flange resulted in similar prebuckling behavior, but after buckling had occurred the energy 
dissipation capacity rapidly decreased compared to the performance achieved by attaching the 
stiffener to both flanges.  Welding the stiffener to just the web enhanced the prebuckling energy 
dissipation, but failed quickly after web buckling occurred.  The use of a fully welded connection 
proved desirable.  In specimens with bolted web end connections, bolt slip transferred a large 
proportion of the shear force to the flanges.  Based on the results of these tests, combined with 
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previous research, design recommendations were provided for EBF geometry, member sizes, 
link connections and the detailing of web stiffeners. 
2.2.4 Engelhardt and Popov (1992) 
Previous research had concentrated on short EBF links.  It had been recommended that 
the links not exceed 1.6 p pM V  (Kasai and Popov 1986). However, several buildings 
constructed were utilizing long links.  Engelhardt and Popov (1992) conducted a study of long 
links to explore the yielding and failure mechanisms, the plastic rotation capacity, the influence 
of stiffeners and explore connection details.  The test setup was a subassembly of a single story 
EBF with the configuration shown in Figure 2.27a at approximately two-third scale, as shown in 
Figure 2.30.  The column segment of the test apparatus (vertical element) was a W10x77 section 
for all tests.  The beam and link segment was either a W12x16 or W12x22 section with a length 
between 20" and 60"; corresponding to nondimensional length of 1.45 to 4.25 p pM V .  The 
brace was either a W-shape or rectangular tube, proportioned based on capacity design 
requirements for the link sizes.   
The typical cyclic response of long links is shown in Figure 2.31.  Although flange local 
buckling near the column developed early in the test, it did not detrimentally affect the strength.  
The controlling failure mechanisms for most of the long links was failure of the link-to-column 
connection.  The long links were able to achieve plastic rotations between 0.03 and 0.12 radians 
prior to failure (about half of that for stable loading).  The authors note that the link-to-column 
detail is of great importance and that further improvements could improve performance.   
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Seismic Provisions loading protocol, six specimens were tested using a revised loading protocol 
(RLP) based on nonlinear time history analysis of EBFs (Richards and Uang 2006).  
Many of the specimens failed to reach the plastic link rotation required by the Seismic 
Provisions (AISC 2010).  Most specimens suffered from web fractures, initiating at the 
termination of the fillet welds connecting the stiffeners to the web.  The fractures often 
developed prior to web buckling and propagated parallel to the flanges until ultimate failure of 
the link.  The cyclic behavior of one of these specimens is shown in Figure 2.33.  A series of 
specimens were tested to study the influence of terminating the stiffener weld further from the 
flange.  Although terminating the stiffener weld further from the flange was beneficial, the web 
fracture continued to ultimately occur.  It was noted that the Seismic Provisions loading protocol 
was much more severe than the loading protocol used in previous research.  Six specimens were 
tested using the RLP, which was designed to more accurately represent the seismic demands.  
These six specimens were able to exceed the plastic link rotations required by between 10% and 
50%.   
For short links, this study concluded that the flange slenderness limit could be slightly 
relaxed.  However for long links, which are dissipate energy by the develop of plastic hinges at 
their ends, the more relaxed flange slenderness limit resulted in excessive flange local buckling.  
The average overstrength was 1.41 and 1.22 for the short links and the long links respectively.  
Thick flanges were found to not significantly contribute to the overstrength as predicted.  The 
AISC Seismic Provisions assumed overstrength of 1.5 was determined to be reasonable.    
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plastic hinge at the base of the wall.  This mechanism does not dissipate energy throughout the 
height of the structure and concentrates all of the demands at the base.   
As an additional source of energy dissipation, the use of coupling beams to connect a pair 
of concrete shear walls together, as shown in Figure 2.36, has shown favorable performance.  
Coupled concrete shear walls have several advantages over planar concrete shear walls.  The 
coupling beams are detailed to develop plastic hinges under seismic loading.  Therefore, in 
addition to the development of a plastic hinge at the base of the structure, coupled concrete shear 
walls are able to dissipate energy at every floor level through the coupling beam plastic hinges.  
The addition of coupling also increased the overall stiffness of the system, particularly useful for 
service level loads.  Additionally, the coupling beams resist loading through frame action, 
inducing axial force in each pier through the transfer of shear from the coupling beams to the 
piers.  Therefore, a portion of the overturning moment is resisted by axial compression-tension 
couple in the piers, in addition to the flexural strength of the piers.  The degree of coupling (DC) 
is the ratio of the moment resisted by the axial couple to the total overturning moment (Harries 
2001),  
 
W
TLDC
M TL
    (2.8) 
Where T is the axial load in the piers due to the shear in the coupling beams, L is the lever arm 
between the centroid of the piers and WM  is the moment in the individual piers, as shown in 
Figure 2.36. 
Much like the links in EBFs, the coupling beams are important in the overall seismic 
behavior of coupled concrete shear walls.  Extensive research has been conducted on coupling 
beam components (Bhunia et al. 2007; Harries 2001; Harries et al. 2000)   as well as on complete 
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coupled concrete shear walls (Harries and McNeice 2006; Harries et al. 1993, 1998; Paulay and 
Santhakumar 1976) 
 
Figure 2.36 – Diagram of coupled concrete shear wall. 
2.5 Literature Review Summary 
The SPSW system has been extensively studied numerically as well as experimentally.  
The SPSW system has demonstrated good initial stiffness, high ductility and the ability to 
dissipate a large amount of energy.  These characteristics make it well suited for use as a seismic 
lateral force resisting system in high seismic regions.   
The coupling beams of the SPSW-WC share many similarities with the links beams of 
EBFs.  EBF links have showed excellent performance under seismic loading.  They have been 
extensively studied and the behavior as well as component details presented in the previous work 
will provide a good foundation for the SPSW-WC coupling beams.   
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The boundary conditions of the coupling beams is similar to the replaceable links in the 
Linked Column Frame system.  Therefore, the previous work on LCF link detailing can be 
extended to the coupling beams of the SPSW-WC configuration.   
The SPSW-WC configuration is a logical extension of the SPSW system.  Furthermore, it 
is expected to retain the benefits of the SPSW system while introducing another source of energy 
dissipation and increasing architectural flexibility.  Limited research is available on the behavior 
of the SPSW-WC system.  Prior work has concentrated on particular case studies or did not 
provide fully realistic boundary conditions, limiting the application to the general SPSW-WC 
case.    
Therefore, the purpose of this work was to fill this gap in the literature and characterize 
the SPSW-WC system.  The SPSW-WC system is examined through analytical mechanisms.  
These mechanisms are combined with the existing design procedure for the SPSW system to 
develop design procedures.  These design procedures are evaluated through nonlinear time 
history numerical analyses of a suite of prototype structures.  A large-scale experimental test 
program explores the behavior of the SPSW-WC through two test specimens.  The response of 
these specimens are used to further validate the numerical models and design recommendations.   
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN OF STEEL PLATE SHEAR WALLS 
WITH COUPLING 
This chapter presents a design methodology for the SPSW-WC system.  In the United 
States, the Special Plate Shear Wall (SPSW), as defined by the American Institute of Steel 
Construction (AISC) Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2005a), forms the 
basis for most SPW design.  Therefore, the SPSW provisions are extended to design the Special 
Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPSW-WC) system.  The SPSW design methodology is 
extended to account for the addition of the coupling mechanism.  This design methodology is 
used as the foundation for the study of the mechanisms and performance of the SPSW-WC 
system.   
3.1 SPSW Design Provisions 
Special Plate Shear Walls (SPSWs) designed according to the Seismic Provisions 
“…are expected to provide significant inelastic deformation 
capacity primarily through web plate yielding and plastic-hinge formation 
in the ends of the horizontal boundary elements (HBEs).” (AISC 2005a) 
The boundary elements of SPSWs are proportioned based on capacity design principles 
assuming that the web plates have fully yielded, forming a diagonal tension field (AISC 2005a).  
This design principle ensures that the boundary elements remain elastic, with the exception of 
the development of plastic hinges at the HBE ends, under the demands of the fully developed 
diagonal tension field.  Therefore, the required strength of the boundary elements is primarily a 
function of the plastic strength of the web plates.   
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3.2 SPSW-WC Design Procedure  
This section describes the design of the SPSW-WC system.  This design procedure is an 
extension of the capacity design methodology commonly utilized for the SPSW system.  The 
influences of the coupling mechanism are emphasized.   
3.2.1 Web Plates 
The SPSW system requires that the HBE-to-VBE connections are moment resisting 
(AISC 2005a). The moment frame formed by the boundary elements can provide significant 
additional lateral resistance. Therefore, the total strength of a SPSW is the sum of the web plate 
shear strength due to tension field action and frame action of the boundary elements.  An elastic 
strip model analysis can be performed to estimate the proportion of the story shear that is resisted 
by the boundary elements (Sabelli and Bruneau 2006).  The web plates are then proportioned to 
resist the remainder of the story shear.  In the current Seismic Provisions (AISC 2010), it is not 
explicitly forbidden to share the design base shear between the web plates and the boundary 
frame.  However, the in-progress draft of the 2016 Seismic Provisions, requires that the entire 
design base shear be resisted by the web plates and that the boundary frame be designed for 25% 
of the design base shear.  Since this requirement is still under discussion, and its implementation 
would significantly penalize the SPSW-WC system, the present work focused on scenarios 
where the boundary frame contribution is used to reduce the design demand on the web plates.   
According to the Seismic Provisions (AISC 2005a) the shear strength of a web plate is 
given by 
 0.42 sin 2n y w cfV F t L   (3.1) 
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where   is 0.90, yF  is the web plate yield strength, wt  is the web plate thickness, cfL  is the 
clear distance between the VBE flanges and   is the angle of the diagonal tension field 
measured from the vertical, given by Equation (2.2) or taken as 40° (AISC 2010).  Since the 
localized behavior of the web plates in a SPSW-WC is likely similar to the SPSW system, 
Equation (3.1) can be used without modification.  
The coupling beams in a SPSW-WC increase the lateral resistance provided by frame 
action compared to two independent planar SPSWs.  Therefore, the story shear that must be 
resisted by the web plates in a SPSW-WC is reduced, resulting in thinner web plates. 
3.2.2 Horizontal Boundary Elements (HBE) 
In order to anchor the fully yielded diagonal tension field, the Horizontal Boundary 
Elements (HBEs) are required to remain elastic within the span.  However, plastic hinges are 
allowed to develop at the ends, as required to develop a collapse mechanism.  Therefore, based 
on the capacity design methodology, the HBEs are proportioned to resist the forces due to the 
yielding of the web plates above ( 1iw  ) and below ( iw ) the HBE as shown in Figure 3.1a.  
Therefore, the required HBE strength is a function of the web plate thicknesses.   
The vertical components from the diagonal tension field above and below are in opposite 
directions, therefore the HBE must only resist the difference between the two diagonal tension 
fields.  Since the diagonal tension field angle is similar between stories, and web plate 
thicknesses gradually change between stories, the diagonal tension field imbalance is moderate.  
In the SPSW-WC system, the web plate thickness is smaller than in the SPSW system, therefore 
the magnitude of the diagonal tension field typically is smaller.   Therefore lighter HBEs can be 
utilized in the SPSW-WC system than in the SPSW system. 
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Figure 3.1 – Free body diagram of SPSW-WC. 
3.2.3 Vertical Boundary Elements (VBE) 
A planar SPSW is inherently symmetrical, thus the left and right VBEs are identical.  
However, in a SPSW-WC, the internal and external VBEs, are different.  The VBE demands in 
the external VBEs of a SPSW-WC and both VBEs of a planar SPSW are generated by 1) web 
plate yielding and 2) the reactions from the HBEs (Figure 3.1b).  The axial demand imposed on 
the VBEs by the web plates is given by the vertical component of the diagonal tension field ( vw
), given by 
 0.5 sin 2v y ww F t   (3.2) 
The vertical reaction from the HBEs ( HBEV ) imposed on the VBEs comprises the shear 
required to develop plastic hinges at the ends of the HBEs and the vertical imbalance between 
the web plates above and below (Figure 3.1a).  Since the web plates and HBEs are lighter in a 
SPSW-WC than in a planar SPSW, the axial demands on VBEs are reduced. 
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When the web plates are fully yielded, the CBs have developed flexural or shear plastic 
hinges and the shear in the CBs required to develop these plastic hinges acts (Figure 3.1d) on the 
internal VBEs in opposition to the vertical reactions from the HBEs and web plates (Figure 
3.1c).  Therefore, the CBs further reduce the axial demands of internal VBEs in a SPSW-WC.   
The shear and moment in a VBE can be estimated by considering each story individually 
as shown in Figure 3.1b and c (Sabelli and Bruneau 2006).  Within the span, the VBE is 
subjected to a distributed load from the web plate yielding.  Since the HBEs are assumed to have 
developed plastic hinges at their ends, half of the flexural plastic strength of a HBE can be 
distributed to the VBE above and below the HBE-to-VBE connection.  The plastic flexural 
strength of a CB can also be distributed to the internal VBEs in a similar manner.  The moments 
applied to the internal VBE from a CB are additive to the moments applied from the HBE, 
therefore increasing the shear and moment demand on the internal VBE.  However, this affect is 
local to the given story, and does not accumulate down the height of the building.  Although the 
CB may locally increase the moment demands on the internal VBEs, this increase in demand 
typically does not have much effect on the VBE designs due to the cumulative axial demand 
reduction down the height of the building.  
3.2.4 Coupling Beams (CB) 
In addition to providing stiffness, the coupling beams are proportioned to provide an 
additional source of energy dissipation.  Since the CBs are not directly connected to the web 
plates, the capacity design methodology is not applicable.  Therefore, the selection of the CBs is 
an independent design choice.  In this research, to study the influence of the coupling beams on 
system behavior, the coupling beams were proportioned based on the size of the HBE at each 
floor level.  Since the coupling beam is expected to develop plastic hinges at each end, the plastic 
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flexural strength was used as the governing parameter.  Therefore the CBs were selected to have 
a targeted plastic flexural capacity based on the plastic flexural capacity of the HBE at each floor 
level.   
Figure 3.2 – Plan layout of prototype 
structures. 
Figure 3.3 – Elevation of prototype 
structures. 
3.3 Prototype Structures 
In order to study the mechanisms and behavior of the SPSW-WC system, prototype 
structures were designed.  The prototype plan geometry was based on the plan of the square 5-
bay, 9-story SAC model building as shown in Figure 3.2 (FEMA 2000).  However, to maintain 
compatibility with large-scale experimental testing laboratory constraints, the bay width was 
slightly expanded from 30 ft to 31 ft 3 in.  The basement and foundation supports were replaced 
by a fixed boundary condition at the ground level as shown in Figure 3.3.  The first story height 
was 18 ft and the remaining stories were 13 ft tall.   Six-story and 12-story building heights were 
explored. 
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The story masses were 69.04 kip-sec2/ft for the first floor level and 67.86 kip-sec2/ft for 
the remaining floor levels.  The dead load and reduced live load were 96 psf and 20 psf 
respectively to represent a standard office building (FEMA 2000).  The load combination that 
controlled the design consisted of the horizontal seismic load effect, the reduced live load and the 
dead load multiplied by the sum of 1.2 and 20% of the design spectral acceleration at short 
periods (SDS).    
 
Figure 3.4 – Prototype design response spectrum. 
 The prototype building was configured with four lateral force resisting bays in each 
direction around the perimeter as shown in Figure 3.2.  The lateral forces were determined for an 
office building (importance factor, I, equal to 1) at a Los Angeles, CA location with site class D.  
The shape of the ASCE 7 design response spectrum was used (ASCE 2005), but the spectral 
ordinates from SAC (FEMA 2000) were used instead of the ASCE 7 mapped values, as shown in 
Figure 3.4, to allow for consistent use of the SAC ground motions in response history analysis.  
The approximate periods of the prototype 6-story and 12-story buildings were 0.55 sec and 0.90 
sec, respectively, resulting in design spectral accelerations (Sa) of 1.07g and 0.88g, respectively.  
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The Equivalent Lateral Force (ELF) procedure defined the design base shear and the system 
parameters prescribed by ASCE 7 for SPSWs were employed: the response modification 
coefficient, R, equal to 7, the system overstrength factor, Ω0, equal to 2, and the deflection 
amplification factor, Cd, equal to 6 (ASCE 2005).  Therefore the design base shear was the 
product of the total building weight and the design spectral acceleration (Sa) divided by the 
response modification coefficient (R). 
The design base shear were distributed over the height of the building using the ELF 
procedure or a lateral force distribution based on inelastic behavior, herein referred to as the 
inelastic lateral force (ILF) procedure (Chao et al. 2007; Ghosh et al. 2009).  The ELF procedure 
distributes the design base shear over the height of the building in an approximately inverted-
triangular pattern, with the largest portion of the load at the roof of the building.  The ILF 
procedure approximates the effects of higher-mode structural response by distributing a greater 
proportion of the base shear to the upper stories, as shown in Figure 3.5. For several other ductile 
seismic lateral force resisting systems, The ILF procedure has been demonstrated to more 
accurately represent the maximum force distribution that may be induced during nonlinear time 
history analysis (Chao et al. 2007). 
The design procedure outlined in the previous section and the geometry and loads 
presented in this section were used to design prototype structures in order to study the 
mechanisms and behavior of the SPSW-WC system.  The design procedure is summarized in 
Figure 3.6.  The member sizes were initially selected using the preliminary design procedures 
outlined by Sabelli and Bruneau (2006). The web plates were sized, rounded to the nearest steel-
gage thickness, to resist their proportion of the story shear determined from an elastic strip 
model.  The majority of the web plate thicknesses were available in ASTM A36, 36 ksi yield 
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strength, steel.  Web plates in the upper stories of the prototypes were thinner than the thinnest 
available A36 plate; however these thicknesses are available in suitable steel grades such as 
ASTM A1011 SS Gr. 30 (Sabelli and Bruneau 2006) that are similar to A36.  The VBEs, HBEs 
and CBs were then selected to satisfy the capacity design criteria outlined above assuming 
ASTM A992, 50 ksi yield strength, steel.  Since the design story shear for the web plates was 
determined from an elastic strip model analysis, the design procedure was iterative (Figure 3.6).   
 
Figure 3.5 – ELF and ILF force distributions for 6-story prototype building. 
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Figure 3.6 – Flow chart of design procedure. 
3.3.1 Prototype Designs 
The design procedures presented above were used to design 6-story and 12-story 
structures based on the prototype geometry.  Four different configurations, were explored: 1) a 
single 22 ft wide planar SPSW [PLANAR]; 2) a SPSW-WC with 11 ft wide piers and 
intermediate flexural/shear yielding dominated CBs [INT]; 3) a SPSW-WC with 11 ft wide piers 
with flexural yielding dominated CBs [FLEX]; and 4) a pair of uncoupled 11 ft wide planar 
SPSWs [UNCOUP].   
The flexural yielding dominated CBs [FLEX] were the same size as the HBEs at the 
corresponding floor level.  Based on the classification used in the Seismic Provisions (AISC 
2005a) for eccentrically braced frame (EBF) links, these CBs have inelastic behavior dominated 
by flexural yielding (i.e., they are longer than 2.6 Mp/Vp).  The intermediate flexural/shear 
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yielding dominated CBs [INT] were selected to have twice the plastic moment capacity of the 
HBEs at the corresponding floor levels.  These CBs have intermediate lengths based on the EBF 
link classification (i.e., they have lengths between 1.6Mp/Vp and 2.6 Mp/Vp).   
The 6-story model building was designed with the four different SPSW configurations 
using the ELF and ILF procedures for a total of eight 6-story prototypes.  The 12-story model 
building was designed with the first three configurations listed above for a total of six 12-story 
prototypes. A pair of uncoupled planar SPSWs [UNCOUP] proved to be an unfeasible design for 
the 12-story building since suitable VBE designs could not be obtained with rolled W sections.  
The prototypes are named based on their configuration designation, denoted in brackets above, 
followed by the number of stories and an E or I for the ELF or ILF procedure respectively (e.g., a 
6-story building with a pair of uncoupled planar SPSWs based on ELF design is denoted as 
UNCOUP-6E).   
The story drifts from elastic analysis were amplified by the deflection amplification 
factor (Cd) to estimate the inelastic story drifts (ASCE 2005).  If a story did not satisfy the drift 
criterion, the web plate thickness was increased, which typically increased the size of the 
boundary elements due to the capacity design requirements. 
The 6-story and 12-story prototype designs are presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, 
respectively.  Detailed design calculations for select prototypes are available in appendix A.  The 
weight of each component of the prototypes is illustrated in Figure 3.7.  For all prototypes, the 
VBEs account for the majority of the system weight.  Since the PLANAR prototypes are 
composed of half as many VBEs, their overall system weight is the lightest.  The two-pier 
UNCOUP configuration is significantly heavier than the PLANAR configuration.  However, 
architectural requirements often will favor the former configuration.   The introduction of 
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coupling in the FLEX and INT configurations greatly reduces the weight of the system compared 
to the UNCOUP configuration.  This is achieved mainly by the reduction in VBE sizes described 
in the previous section.  The more heavily coupled INT configuration offers increased cost 
savings over the FLEX and UNCOUP configurations.  This demonstrates increased system 
efficiency with level of coupling, and the correlation is more pronounced for the 12-story 
prototypes.  The prototypes designed using the ELF procedure (Figure 3.7a) are slightly lighter 
than their ILF (Figure 3.7b) counterparts due to the higher effective height of the design force 
distribution for the ILF procedure.   
Table 3.1 – 6-Story prototype designs. 
Sty 
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB  
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB 
 PLANAR-6E  PLANAR-6I 
6 0.031 W24X131 W24X131 W18X86 -  0.050 W24X131 W24X131 W18X106 - 
5 0.063 W24X131 W24X131 W18X86 -  0.078 W24X131 W24X131 W18X106 - 
4 0.094 W24X207 W24X207 W18X97 -  0.109 W24X229 W24X229 W18X97 - 
3 0.109 W24X207 W24X207 W18X97 -  0.125 W24X229 W24X229 W18X97 - 
2 0.141 W24X370 W24X370 W18X106 -  0.141 W24X370 W24X370 W18X97 - 
1 0.156 W24X370 W24X370 W18X106 -  0.156 W24X370 W24X370 W18X97 - 
 FLEX-6E  FLEX-6I 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X84 W18X35 W18X35  0.037 W24X94 W24X103 W18X35 W18X35 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X84 W18X35 W18X35  0.070 W24X94 W24X103 W18X40 W18X40 
4 0.063 W24X162 W24X146 W18X40 W18X40  0.094 W24X162 W24X146 W18X46 W18X46 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W18X50  0.109 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W18X50 
2 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X50  0.125 W24X279 W24X229 W18X50 W18X50 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X50  0.125 W24X279 W24X229 W18X50 W18X50 
 INT-6E  INT-6I 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X94 W18X35 W18X86  0.031 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X86 
5 0.034 W24X76 W24X94 W18X35 W18X86  0.044 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X86 
4 0.056 W24X146 W24X131 W18X35 W18X86  0.070 W24X162 W24X131 W18X40 W18X86 
3 0.094 W24X146 W24X131 W18X46 W18X86  0.109 W24X162 W24X131 W18X50 W18X97 
2 0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X97  0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X97 
1 0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X97  0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X97 
 UNCOUP-6E  UNCOUP-6I 
6 0.070 W24X131 W24X131 W18X46 -  0.109 W24X176 W24X176 W18X158 - 
5 0.094 W24X131 W24X131 W18X46 -  0.125 W24X176 W24X176 W18X50 - 
4 0.109 W24X192 W24X192 W18X50 -  0.141 W24X250 W24X250 W18X55 - 
3 0.125 W24X192 W24X192 W18X50 -  0.125 W24X250 W24X250 W18X55 - 
2 0.141 W24X306 W24X279 W18X50 -  0.141 W24X370 W24X370 W18X55 - 
1 0.141 W24X306 W24X279 W18X50 -  0.141 W24X370 W24X370 W18X55 - 
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Table 3.2 – 12-Story prototype designs. 
Sty 
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB  
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB 
 PLANAR-12E  PLANAR-12I 
12 0.037 W27X129 W27X129 W18X97 -  0.094 W27X194 W27X194 W18X175 - 
11 0.078 W27X129 W27X129 W18X97 -  0.125 W27X194 W27X194 W18X130 - 
10 0.094 W27X217 W27X217 W18X86 -  0.141 W27X368 W27X539 W18X119 - 
9 0.125 W27X217 W27X217 W18X97 -  0.156 W27X368 W27X539 W18X106 - 
8 0.156 W27X368 W27X368 W18X119 -  0.172 W27X539 W27X539 W18X97 - 
7 0.172 W27X368 W27X368 W18X119 -  0.187 W27X539 W27X539 W18X97 - 
6 0.203 W36X652 W36X800 W18X130 -  0.203 W36X529 W36X529 W18X130 - 
5 0.219 W36X652 W36X800 W18X119 -  0.219 W36X529 W36X529 W18X106 - 
4 0.250 W36X652 W36X652 W18X130 -  0.250 W36X800 W36X800 W18X143 - 
3 0.250 W36X652 W36X652 W18X119 -  0.250 W36X800 W36X800 W18X119 - 
2 0.250 W36X800 W36X800 W18X119 -  0.250 W36X800 W36X800 W18X119 - 
1 0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X283 -  0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X175 - 
 FLEX-12E  FLEX-12I 
12 0.025 W27X94 W27X94 W18X35 W18X35  0.063 W27X129 W27X129 W18X40 W18X40 
11 0.050 W27X94 W27X94 W18X35 W18X35  0.109 W27X129 W27X129 W18X50 W18X50 
10 0.094 W27X161 W27X146 W18X46 W18X46  0.141 W27X235 W27X217 W18X50 W18X50 
9 0.109 W27X161 W27X146 W18X50 W18X50  0.172 W27X235 W27X217 W18X60 W18X60 
8 0.125 W30X261 W30X211 W18X50 W18X50  0.187 W30X326 W30X292 W18X60 W18X60 
7 0.156 W30X261 W30X211 W18X50 W18X50  0.187 W30X326 W30X292 W18X60 W18X60 
6 0.172 W33X387 W33X291 W18X60 W18X60  0.187 W36X487 W33X354 W18X60 W18X60 
5 0.203 W33X387 W33X291 W18X65 W18X65  0.203 W36X487 W33X354 W18X65 W18X65 
4 0.219 W36X529 W36X395 W18X71 W18X71  0.219 W36X652 W36X487 W18X71 W18X71 
3 0.250 W36X529 W36X395 W18X86 W18X86  0.250 W36X652 W36X487 W18X86 W18X86 
2 0.250 W36X800 W36X529 W18X86 W18X86  0.250 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W18X86 
1 0.250 W36X800 W36X529 W18X86 W18X86  0.219 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W18X86 
 INT-12E  INT-12I 
12 0.025 W27X94 W27X94 W18X35 W18X65  0.034 W27X102 W27X114 W18X40 W18X86 
11 0.031 W27X94 W27X94 W18X35 W18X65  0.070 W27X102 W27X114 W18X40 W18X86 
10 0.056 W27X146 W27X114 W18X35 W18X86  0.109 W27X178 W27X146 W18X50 W18X97 
9 0.078 W27X146 W27X114 W18X40 W18X86  0.125 W27X178 W27X146 W18X50 W18X97 
8 0.125 W30X235 W30X148 W18X50 W18X97  0.141 W30X261 W30X191 W18X50 W18X97 
7 0.141 W30X235 W30X148 W18X50 W18X97  0.156 W30X261 W30X191 W18X50 W18X97 
6 0.172 W33X354 W33X221 W18X55 W18X106  0.172 W36X395 W33X241 W18X55 W18X106 
5 0.187 W33X354 W33X221 W18X60 W18X119  0.187 W36X395 W33X241 W18X60 W18X119 
4 0.203 W36X487 W36X282 W18X65 W18X130  0.203 W36X529 W36X330 W18X65 W18X130 
3 0.203 W36X487 W36X282 W18X86 W18X175  0.203 W36X529 W36X330 W18X86 W18X175 
2 0.219 W36X652 W36X395 W18X86 W18X175  0.219 W36X800 W36X441 W18X86 W18X175 
1 0.219 W36X652 W36X395 W18X86 W18X175  0.219 W36X800 W36X441 W18X86 W18X175 
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Figure 3.7 – Prototype design component weights. 
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CHAPTER 4 MECHANISMS OF STEEL PLATE SHEAR 
WALLS WITH COUPLING 
This chapter examines the mechanisms of the SPSW-WC system in the context of plastic 
analysis.  Analytical expressions for key parameters are derived to replace the need for detailed 
nonlinear analysis.  The relationship between these parameters and material efficiency are 
examined.     
4.1 Introduction 
In a planar SPSW system the overturning moment due to lateral loads is resisted 
primarily through two mechanisms (Figure 4.1): (1) the moment within the individual VBEs (
VBEM ) and (2) the couple formed by the axial force in the VBEs induced by the web plates and 
HBEs ( PIERM ).  The SPSW-WC system introduces an additional mechanism to resist the applied 
moment, namely, a couple formed by the net axial force within each pier ( COUPM ) as shown in 
Figure 4.1c and d.  The Degree of Coupling (DC) is the proportion of the total moment that is 
resisted by this force couple (Canadian Standards Association 1994; Harries et al. 2004): 
 COUP COUP
TOTAL VBE PIER COUP
M MDC
M M M M
        (4.1) 
The DC is a simple metric for quantifying the level of interaction between the two piers.  
For an uncoupled system (i.e., two planar SPSWs), the lateral force does not induce a net axial 
force within either pier, therefore COUPM  and the DC are zero.  For a fully coupled system, such 
as a coupled concrete shear wall with a “pinned” base, the load is solely resisted through axial 
force within each pier and the DC is unity.  The DC is determined by the relative resistance of 
the various components within the SPSW-WC system.  Therefore, the DC varies throughout the 
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loading history as different components yield and effectively become more flexible.  The DC is a 
measure of the interaction between the two piers and is a basic parameters that can be used to 
directly compare structures of different height and frame geometry. 
 
Figure 4.1 – Mechanisms of SPSW-WC. 
This chapter focuses on fundamental characterization of system strength and the DC.  
The DC can be calculated based on detailed nonlinear analysis by examining element forces and 
base reactions.  However, this procedure is complicated and it is desirable to have an estimate of 
the DC during the design phase when proportioning the boundary elements (HBEs and VBEs), 
CBs and web plates.  Since the web plates are sized to resist the proportion of the lateral force 
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that is not resisted by frame action of the boundary elements and CBs (Sabelli and Bruneau 
2006), a simple approach for calculating the DC allows the designer to estimate the demands on 
the web plates.  Additionally, an optimal DC should be targeted by the designer to maximize 
material efficiency.  Since the design provisions for planar SPSWs are based on a capacity 
design methodology with the web plates assumed to have fully yielded over the height of the 
structure (AISC 2005a), plastic analysis is used here to develop closed form expressions for the 
SPSW-WC system strength and the DC.  These simple analytical relationships, which are shown 
to agree well with numerical simulations, provide a valuable tool for use in the design process.   
4.2 Plastic analysis of a single-story SPSW-WC 
As a first step in defining critical aspects of SPSW-WC behavior, plastic analysis of a 
single-story structure is used to develop equations for the plastic strength and DC of the SPSW-
WC system.  These equations are derived using the equilibrium and kinematic methods of plastic 
analysis. The mechanisms derived for the single-story SPSW-WC are then extended for the more 
general multistory SPSW-WC case.  In all of the development presented below, the externally 
applied loads act from left to right with respect to the figures shown.  
4.2.1 Equilibrium Method 
The plastic strength of a system can be estimated by assuming a plastic collapse 
mechanism and calculating the corresponding collapse load.  In steel frames, inelasticity is 
assumed to be concentrated in plastic hinges that develop throughout the system until a plastic 
collapse mechanism is formed (Bruneau et al. 1998).  In SPSWs, the web plates are expected to 
fully yield, thus forming a plastic diagonal tension field (Sabelli and Bruneau 2006).  The web 
plate can be set to its yield strength, plastic hinges can be assigned at appropriate locations and 
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equilibrium can then be used to determine the maximum permissible applied external loads to 
initiate collapse. 
The VBEs in the single story SPSW-WC, which are shown in Figure 4.1a, are idealized 
with fixed boundary conditions at their bases.  Since the boundary elements are proportioned to 
resist in-span hinging, the maximum moment in the boundary elements occurs at their ends.  
Therefore, plastic hinges are expected to develop at the base of the VBEs, and at the ends of the 
HBEs and CB, as shown in Figure 4.1b.  If the flexural strength of the HBEs exceeds the flexural 
strength of the VBEs, plastic hinges may develop at the top of the VBEs instead of at the HBE 
ends.  Additionally, the web plate must also plasticize to develop a mechanism.    
Figure 4.2 – Free body diagram of single SPSW-WC pier. 
The structure can be partitioned as shown in Figure 4.2 with the internal moments at the 
plastic hinge locations replaced with their cross-sectional plastic flexural strength.  The web 
plates can be replaced by a distributed load on the boundary elements with a magnitude equal to 
the product of the plate yield strength and the plate thickness inclined at an angle  .  These 
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substitutions reduce the structure to a series of statically determinate components as shown in 
Figure 4.2.  The horizontal forces do not influence the subsequent equilibrium equations and 
therefore are not shown for clarity. 
The contributions of the three components that comprise the internal moment in the 
SPSW-WC system for resisting overturning need to be determined to calculate the DC as defined 
in Equation (4.1).  These components, VBEM , PIERM  and COUPM , are illustrated in Figure 4.1d.  
At the ultimate strength level, the VBEs are assumed to have developed plastic hinges at their 
bases.  Therefore, the cumulative moment in the VBEs is given by: 
 ( ) ( )2 2VBE P EVBE P IVBEM M M    (4.2) 
where ( )P EVBEM  and ( )P IVBEM  are the plastic cross-sectional flexural strengths of the external and 
internal VBEs, respectively.   
The individual moment resistance of the piers ( PIERM ) and the resistance provided by the 
coupling ( COUPM ) are a function of the axial force within the VBEs (Figure 4.1b).  The axial 
force in the internal and external VBEs ( VBEP ) of each pier can be transformed into a resultant 
pier moment ( PIERM ) and axial force ( PIERP ) as shown in Figure 4.1c.  With only lateral loads 
applied, the individual pier axial forces ( PIERP ) are equal and opposite, forming the coupling 
mechanism ( COUPM ) as shown in Figure 4.1d. 
To determine the axial force in the VBEs, the left pier of the SPSW-WC system is 
separated into individual free-body diagrams as shown in Figure 4.2.  The vertical reaction from 
the HBE applied to the VBEs can be determined from the free-body diagram of the HBE shown 
in Figure 4.2a.  Since plastic hinges are expected to have developed at the HBE ends, the end 
moments are the HBE plastic flexural strength ( ( )P HBEM ).  The web plate demands are 
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represented by a uniform load with vertical component shown ( 11w ).  By summing moments 
about the right end of the HBE, the shear in the HBE at the left end is given by: 
 ( ) 11( )
2
2
P HBE
VBE L
M w LV
L
   (4.3) 
where L  is the distance between the external and internal VBE centerlines.  Similarly, by 
summing moments about the left end of the HBE, the shear in the HBE at the right end is given 
by: 
 ( ) 11( )
2
2
P HBE
VBE R
M w LV
L
   (4.4) 
A free-body diagram of the CB can be used to determine its shear force, which is applied 
to the internal VBEs as shown in Figure 4.2b.  Since plastic hinges have developed at the ends, 
the end moments can be replaced by the CB plastic cross-sectional flexural strength ( ( )P CBM ).  If 
the coupling beam is sufficiently stocky to yield in shear prior to flexural yielding, the end 
moment required to develop shear yielding should be used in lieu of the cross-sectional flexural 
strength.  Summing moments about either end of the CB, the CB shear force ( CBV ) is found to 
be: 
 ( )
2 P CB
CB
M
V
e
  (4.5) 
where e  is the distance between the two internal VBE centerlines.   
The bottom HBE anchors the web plate but does not participate in the frame action.  
Therefore, it is common for the bottom HBE to be connected to the VBEs with a pinned 
connection, which makes the bottom HBE statically determinate where the only applied load is 
the distributed load from the web plate ( 11w ) as shown in Figure 4.2c.  By summing about either 
end, the reaction of the bottom HBE on the VBEs is given by: 
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 11
2BOT
w LV   (4.6) 
The axial force at the base of the external VBE ( ( )EVBE LP ) is a function of the top and 
bottom HBE reactions and the web plate as shown in Figure 4.2d.  The vertical component of the 
yielded web plate demand can be represented be a distributed load ( 21w ): 
  21 1 sin 22 y ww F t   (4.7) 
where yF  is the yield stress of the web plate, wt  is the thickness of the web plate and   is the 
angle of the diagonal tension field. 
Summing forces in the vertical direction, the axial force in the external VBE at the base is 
given by: 
 ( ) ( ) 21EVBE L HBE L BOTP V w H V    (4.8) 
where H  is the distance between the top and bottom HBE centerlines.  Substituting the 
expressions for the top HBE, bottom HBE and web plate reactions, Equations (4.3), (4.6) and 
(4.7) respectively, into Equation (4.8) yields: 
  ( )( ) 2 1 sin 22P HBEEVBE L y w
M
P F t H
L
   (4.9) 
Similarly, the axial force at the base of the internal VBE ( ( )IVBE LP ) is a function of the top 
and bottom HBE reactions, the coupling beam reaction and the web plate as shown in Figure 
4.2e.  Summing forces in the vertical direction, the axial force at the base is given by: 
 ( ) ( ) 21IVBE L HBE R CB BOTP V V V w H     (4.10) 
Substituting the top HBE, bottom HBE, CB and web plate reactions, Equations (4.4), 
(4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) respectively, into Equation (4.10) yields: 
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  ( ) ( )( ) 2 2 1 sin 22P HBE P CBIVBE L y w
M M
P F t H
L e
    (4.11) 
The axial forces in the external and internal VBEs of the left pier can be represented by a 
moment ( ( )PIER LM ) and a net axial force ( ( )PIER LP ) at the center of the pier as shown in transition 
from Figure 4.1b to Figure 4.1c.  The moment resulting from the VBE axial forces can be 
determined by summing the moment about the center of the pier: 
 ( ) ( )( ) 2 2
EVBE L IVBE L
PIER L
P L P L
M    (4.12) 
Substituting the axial force in the external and internal VBEs given by Equations (4.9) 
and (4.11) respectively yields: 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) 12 sin 22PIER L P HBE P CB y w
LM M M F t HL
e
    (4.13) 
The net axial force can be determined by summing the external and internal VBE axial 
forces (with appropriate directions), Equations (4.9) and (4.11) respectively: 
 ( )( ) ( ) ( )
2 P CB
PIER L IVBE L EVBE L
M
P P P
e
     (4.14) 
The right pier moment ( ( )PIER RM ) and net axial force ( ( )PIER RP ) can be determined using a 
similar procedure (not shown), which yields: 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 12 sin 22PIER R PIER L P HBE P CB y w
LM M M M F t HL
e
     (4.15) 
 ( )( ) ( )
2 P CB
PIER R PIER L
M
P P
e
     (4.16) 
Therefore, the cumulative moment resistance provided by the two piers is given by: 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )24 sin 2PIER PIER L PIER R P HBE P CB y wLM M M M M F t HLe        (4.17) 
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The moment resistance provided by the couple formed from the axial force in the two 
piers ( COUPM ) can be determined by summing moments about the center of the system as shown 
in the transition from Figure 4.1c to Figure 4.1d: 
  ( ) ( )2 2COUP PIER L PIER RL eM P P       (4.18) 
Substituting Equations (4.14) and (4.16) into Equation (4.18) yields: 
  ( )2 P CBCOUP MM L ee   (4.19) 
The three components of moment resistance VBEM , PIERM  and COUPM  (Equations (4.2)
, (4.17) and (4.19) respectively) can be used to determine the DC (Equation (4.1)): 
 
 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
2 2 4 2 sin 2
P CB
P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y w
M
L e
eDC
M M M M F t HL 

      (4.20) 
In addition, with the internal force distribution assumed in the development of the DC 
expression and the resulting base reactions, the ultimate strength of the system can be found by 
summing moments about the base (Figure 4.1d): 
   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2 4 2 sin 2P VBE PIER COUP P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y wF M M M M M M M F t HLH H           
  (4.21) 
4.2.2 Kinematic Method 
The ultimate strength and DC for a single-story SPSW-WC can also be obtained using 
the kinematic method of plastic analysis.  Assuming the collapse mechanism that is shown in 
Figure 4.1b, the applied force ( F ) undergoes a displacement , where H  .  Therefore the 
external work is given by: 
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 EW FH  (4.22) 
The internal work of the web plate can be determined by examining its force on each 
boundary element undergoing displacement.  The internal work of the web plate at the bottom 
HBE is zero since it does not undergo any displacement.  The web plate forces on the internal 
and external VBEs are equal and opposite and therefore do not contribute to the internal work.  
The web plate force on the top HBE undergoes a horizontal displacement .  The vertical 
deformations are negligible compared to the horizontal therefore the vertical resultant of the web 
plate force can be neglected.  The horizontal component of the web plate force on the top HBE is 
given by (Berman and Bruneau 2003): 
  1 sin 2
2PL y w
V F t L   (4.23) 
Therefore, the internal work of the web plates is the product of the number of plates (2), 
web plate force ( PLV ) and the displacement of the top HBE ( H ): 
  ( ) sin 2I PL y wW F t HL    (4.24) 
The boundary elements are assumed to remain elastic outside of the plastic hinge regions.  
Therefore, their internal work can be represented by the work done by the plastic hinges.  From 
geometry (Figure 4.1a) all of the plastic hinge moments PM  undergo a rotation  .  Therefore, 
the internal work of the boundary elements is given by: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 4 2I BE P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CBW M M M M        (4.25) 
The internal work of the system is the summation of the internal work of the boundary 
elements and the web plate, Equations (4.24) and (4.25) respectively: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 4 2 sin 2I I BE I PL P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y wW W W M M M M F t HL           (4.26) 
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Equating the external and internal work, Equations (4.22) and (4.26) respectively, the 
plastic strength, which agrees with the equilibrium method derivation, is determined as: 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 2 4 2 sin 2P P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y wF M M M M F t HLH         (4.27) 
The degree of coupling (Equation (4.1)) relates the proportion of the overturning moment 
resisted by the coupling mechanism to the overall overturning moment resistance.  The DC can 
be expressed in terms of internal work as 
 ( )I COUP
I
W
DC
W
  (4.28) 
where ( )I COUPW  is the internal work due to the coupling mechanism ( COUPM  shown in Figure 
4.1d).  Since there are no vertical loads, the axial force ( PIERP ) of the two piers is equal and 
opposite with a magnitude equal to the shear force within the coupling beam ( CBV ) as shown in 
Figure 4.2b.  These two forces form a couple with a moment arm equal to the distance between 
the centers of the two piers.  Therefore, the moment formed by the coupling mechanism is given 
by: 
  COUP CBM V L e   (4.29) 
The coupling beam shear force can be rewritten in terms its end moments, resulting in the 
previously derived equation for COUPM : 
  ( )2 P CBCOUP MM L ee   (4.30) 
This moment undergoes a rotation  , therefore the internal work is given by: 
  ( )( ) 2 P CBI COUP MW L ee    (4.31) 
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The degree of coupling can be determined by substituting the total internal work and web 
plate internal work (Equations (4.26) and (4.31) respectively) into Equation (4.28): 
 
 
 
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2
2 2 4 2 sin 2
P CB
P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y w
M
L e
eDC
M M M M F t HL 

      (4.32) 
Thus, the same DC is derived using the kinematic method and the equilibrium method 
(Equation (4.28)). 
4.3 Plastic analysis of multistory SPSW-WC 
The mechanisms derived for the single story SPSW-WC system are generalized for 
multistory frames in this section.  Prediction of the plastic collapse mechanism becomes more 
complicated for multistory frames due to the potential for overall (uniform yielding) and local 
(soft-story) mechanisms.  In a soft-story mechanism, as shown in Figure 4.3a, the inelastic 
demands are concentrated in a single story.  Plastic hinges develop at the top and bottom of the 
story in the VBEs and the web plates yield.  In this undesirable mechanism, the only internal 
work done is by the web plates and VBEs of the soft story.  The external work is done by the 
applied lateral loads above the soft story all undergoing the same displacement ().  Since the 
coupling beams do not participate in this failure mechanism, the plastic strength for the system 
with a soft-story j is the same as a pair of planar SPSW walls (Berman and Bruneau 2003), 
   ( ) ( )4 4sin 2s j jn P EVBE P IVBEi y wj j
i j j
M M
F F t L
H


   (4.33) 
where iF  are the lateral forces applied above story j, wjt  is the web plate thickness of story j, jH  
is the height of story j, ( ) jP EVBEM  and ( ) jP IVBEM  are the plastic flexural strength of the external 
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and internal VBEs respectively of story j.  The designer should proportion the system to preclude 
this type of plastic mechanism.   
 
Figure 4.3 – Plastic collapse mechanisms for multistory SPSW-WC. 
A more desirable plastic mechanism involves uniform yielding of the web plates over all 
stories as shown in Figure 4.3b.  The external work is done by all of the applied lateral loads 
undergoing a displacement proportional to their height above the base.  The internal work is 
composed of plastic hinges in the boundary elements and coupling beams and web plate 
yielding.  Plastic hinges develop at the bases of the VBEs (assuming a fixed boundary condition) 
and at the ends of the HBEs and CBs undergoing a rotation  .  If the roof level HBE (or HBE 
combined with CB at the internal VBEs) exceeds the flexural strength of the VBEs, plastic 
hinges will develop at the top of the VBEs instead of the HBEs (and CB).  The internal work 
done by the web plates is positive on the bottom of the HBEs and negative on the top. Therefore, 
the plastic strength of the system is given by 
 
 
1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1
1 1
2 2 4 2 sin(2 ) sin(2 )
s s
i i
n n
i i P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y i wi i wi i
i i
F h M M M M F Lh t t  
 
         (4.34) 
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∆
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where ih  is the height above the base for floor i (Figure 4.3b).  Setting the number of stories sn  
to 1 reduces the multistory SPSW-WC equation to the strength for the single story case derived 
above (Equation (4.27)).  Typically the lateral force distribution over the height of the building is 
prescribed by the applicable building code; therefore Equation (4.34) can be used to estimate the 
plastic base shear of the system.   
Using the kinematic approach, the degree of coupling (DC) can be estimated for any 
story over the height of the system.  Since the VBEs are assumed to only develop plastic hinges 
at the bases, their contribution to the total moment resistance will be zero for all stories above the 
base.  Extending the DC equation for a single story of the SPSW-WC system (Equation (4.28)) 
to the multistory case for story j, 
 
 
 
( )
( )
( ) ( ) 1 1
2
4 2 sin(2 ) sin(2 )
s
i
j
s
j
i i
n
P CB
I COUP i j
j n
I
P HBE P CB y i wi i wi i
i j
M
L eW e
DC
W M M F Lh t t 

 


 
    


 (4.35) 
For the overall system DC at the base, the internal work of the VBEs is added to the 
denominator, 
 
 
 
1 1
( )
1
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 1
1
2
2 2 4 2 sin(2 ) sin(2 )
s
i
s
i i
n
P CB
i
n
P EVBE P IVBE P HBE P CB y i wi i wi i
i
M
L e
eDC
M M M M F Lh t t 

 



      


(4.36) 
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4.4 Comparison with numerical simulations 
4.4.1 Single Story 
As an initial validation study for the analytical relationships derived above, the SPSW-
WC frame shown in Figure 4.1a was numerically modeled including geometric and material 
nonlinearity (McKenna et al. 2000).  The boundary elements were represented by force-based 
beam-columns with fiber cross sections. An elastic-plastic constitutive relationship with a 50 ksi 
yield stress was used to model the fibers.  A negligible amount (0.04% of the initial elastic 
modulus) of material strain hardening was added for numerical stability.  In a SPSW-WC, the 
CBs can be short and shear behavior can be important; therefore additional flexibility was added 
to the CB elements to represent Timoshenko shear beam deformations.  The CBs were capable of 
developing flexural plastic hinges as well as shear plastic hinges.  The web plates were 
represented by 15 tension-only elastic-plastic (36 ksi yield) truss elements inclined at an angle 
 .  The bases of the VBEs were fixed.  The lateral load was equally applied to the four 
VBE/HBE connections and the analysis was run under displacement control with the top level 
displacement used as the control quantity.  Additional information on the numerical model, in 
particular the geometry, is presented in Chapter 5. 
The base shear normalized by the analytical estimate given by Equation (4.27) versus the 
roof drift is shown in Figure 4.4a.  The response is initially linear when material behavior is in 
the elastic range, and then the model gradually softens as cross-section fibers and web plate 
strips begin to yield.  At approximately 2% roof drift the system has nearly completely 
plasticized with a normalized base shear of 0.99.  The DC versus roof drift is presented in Figure 
4.4b.  The DC is a function of the relative stiffness of the boundary elements, web plates and 
coupling beams.  Up to approximately 0.25% roof drift the system remains elastic, therefore the 
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relative stiffnesses remain constant resulting in an initial constant DC.  However, as the web 
strips begin to yield, the pier stiffness decreases relative to the coupling beam, and the DC 
increases.  At approximately 2% roof drift the system has completely yielded, once again 
reaching a state of constant relative stiffness.  Therefore, the DC once again is essentially 
constant with a value within 3% of the value predicted analytically by Equation (4.20).  These 
numerical results demonstrate the validity of the derived expression for degree of coupling and 
ultimate strength. 
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Figure 4.4 – Pushover analysis of single story SPSW-WC system. 
 
4.4.2 Multi-Story 
The influence of coupling and the accuracy of the ultimate strength and degree of 
coupling predicted analytically were studied by designing and analyzing 32 multi-story 
structures.  Six-story and 12-story structures with geometry presented in Chapter 3 were 
explored. A restrainer was added at mid-height of the first story to counteract the web plate pull-
in on the VBEs  (Tsai et al. 2010).  The coupling beams were proportioned to have a plastic 
section modulus between 25% and 600% of the HBE (CB/HBE ratio) at each floor level.  The 
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coupled length was either 6 ft or 9 ft 3 in.  The 32 prototype structures are summarized in Table 
4.1.  The components of the prototype structures are presented in Table 4.1 through Table 4.5. 
The base VBE boundary condition was either fixed or pinned for the 6-story and 12-story 
structures, respectively.  The design base shear was determined for Los Angeles, California with 
site class D (ASCE 2005).  The base shear was distributed over the height of the structure using 
the equivalent lateral force (ELF) procedure and using the conventional SPSW response 
modification coefficient, R, equal to 7.  The majority of the structures satisfied the drift criteria 
utilizing the conventional SPSW deflection amplification factor, Cd, equal to 6; however, those 
structures that did not meet the drift criteria were not modified to increase their stiffness.   
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Table 4.1 – Comparison of numerical simulations and analytical predictions for base shear 
and DC. 
Structure 
Height 
Coupled 
Length CB/HBE 
Base Shear 
/ Fp 
Numerical 
DC 
Analytical  
DC 
Numerical / 
Analytical DC 
6 Story 
6 ft 
25% 0.93 0.12 0.10 1.16 
50% 0.94 0.15 0.13 1.15 
100% 0.96 0.24 0.21 1.14 
150% 0.97 0.37 0.35 1.06 
200% 0.98 0.45 0.44 1.03 
300% 0.98 0.55 0.54 1.01 
400% 0.97 0.65 0.66 0.99 
600% 0.95 0.75 0.78 0.96 
9 ft 3 in 
25% 0.93 0.09 0.08 1.13 
50% 0.93 0.11 0.10 1.12 
100% 0.95 0.18 0.16 1.12 
150% 0.96 0.30 0.27 1.10 
200% 0.98 0.40 0.37 1.08 
300% 0.99 0.50 0.47 1.06 
400% 0.99 0.61 0.59 1.03 
600% 0.98 0.75 0.74 1.01 
12 Story 
6 ft 
25% 0.96 0.13 0.12 1.08 
50% 0.96 0.17 0.16 1.08 
100% 1.00 0.23 0.22 1.05 
150% 1.01 0.41 0.40 1.01 
200% 1.01 0.47 0.47 1.00 
300% 1.01 0.54 0.55 0.99 
400% 1.01 0.60 0.63 0.96 
600% 0.99 0.84 0.88 0.94 
9 ft 3 in 
25% 0.90 0.12 0.11 1.13 
50% 0.91 0.19 0.17 1.12 
100% 0.89 0.29 0.26 1.14 
150% 1.00 0.39 0.37 1.04 
200% 1.01 0.46 0.44 1.04 
300% 1.02 0.51 0.49 1.04 
400% 1.02 0.58 0.57 1.02 
600% 1.02 0.77 0.78 0.99 
Mean     0.97     1.06 
Std. Dev     0.04     0.06 
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Table 4.2 – Six-story prototype structures with 6'-0" coupled length. 
Sty 
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB  
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB 
 CB/HBE = 25%  CB/HBE = 200% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W24X84 W24X84 W18X35 W18X86 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.044 W24X84 W24X84 W18X35 W18X86 
4 0.070 W24X162 W24X131 W18X40 W14X26  0.078 W24X146 W24X103 W18X40 W18X86 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X131 W18X50 W14X26  0.094 W24X146 W24X103 W18X46 W18X86 
2 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W14X26  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X97 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X46 W14X26  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X46 W18X86 
 CB/HBE = 50%  CB/HBE = 300% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W24X84 W24X94 W18X35 W18X97 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.044 W24X84 W24X94 W18X35 W18X97 
4 0.070 W24X162 W24X131 W18X40 W14X26  0.078 W24X146 W24X131 W18X40 W18X119 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X131 W18X50 W14X38  0.094 W24X146 W24X131 W18X46 W18X130 
2 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W14X38  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X143 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X46 W14X38  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X46 W18X130 
 CB/HBE = 100%  CB/HBE = 400% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W18X35  0.031 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X130 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W18X35  0.037 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X130 
4 0.063 W24X162 W24X131 W18X40 W18X40  0.078 W24X146 W24X146 W18X40 W18X143 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X131 W18X50 W18X50  0.094 W24X146 W24X146 W18X46 W18X175 
2 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X50  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X192 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X46 W18X46  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X46 W18X175 
 CB/HBE = 150%  CB/HBE = 600% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W18X50  0.031 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W24X146 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W18X50  0.037 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W24X146 
4 0.063 W24X146 W24X131 W18X40 W18X60  0.056 W24X146 W24X192 W18X35 W24X146 
3 0.094 W24X146 W24X131 W18X46 W18X86  0.094 W24X146 W24X192 W18X46 W24X192 
2 0.109 W24X229 W24X207 W18X50 W18X86  0.109 W24X229 W24X207 W18X50 W24X207 
1 0.125 W24X229 W24X207 W18X46 W18X86  0.109 W24X229 W24X207 W18X46 W24X192 
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Table 4.3 – Six-story prototype structures with 9'-3" coupled length. 
Sty 
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB  
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB 
 CB/HBE = 25%  CB/HBE = 200% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W24X76 W24X94 W18X35 W18X86 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.034 W24X76 W24X94 W18X35 W18X86 
4 0.070 W24X162 W24X146 W18X40 W14X26  0.056 W24X146 W24X131 W18X35 W18X86 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W14X26  0.094 W24X146 W24X131 W18X46 W18X86 
2 0.141 W24X250 W24X229 W18X50 W14X26  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X97 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X229 W18X50 W14X26  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X46 W18X86 
 CB/HBE = 50%  CB/HBE = 300% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X97 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X76 W18X35 W14X26  0.034 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X97 
4 0.070 W24X162 W24X146 W18X40 W14X26  0.056 W24X146 W24X146 W18X35 W18X97 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W14X38  0.094 W24X146 W24X146 W18X46 W18X13 
2 0.125 W24X250 W24X229 W18X50 W14X38  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X50 W18X14 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X229 W18X46 W14X38  0.109 W24X229 W24X176 W18X46 W18X13 
 CB/HBE = 100%  CB/HBE = 400% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X84 W18X35 W18X35  0.031 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X130 
5 0.044 W24X76 W24X84 W18X35 W18X35  0.034 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X130 
4 0.063 W24X162 W24X146 W18X40 W18X40  0.056 W24X146 W24X176 W18X35 W18X130 
3 0.109 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W18X50  0.094 W24X146 W24X176 W18X46 W18X175 
2 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X50  0.109 W24X229 W24X192 W18X50 W18X192 
1 0.125 W24X250 W24X207 W18X46 W18X46  0.109 W24X229 W24X192 W18X46 W18X175 
 CB/HBE = 150%  CB/HBE = 600% 
6 0.031 W24X76 W24X84 W18X35 W18X50  0.031 W24X76 W24X162 W18X35 W24X146 
5 0.037 W24X76 W24X84 W18X35 W18X50  0.031 W24X76 W24X162 W18X35 W24X146 
4 0.063 W24X146 W24X131 W18X40 W18X60  0.050 W24X146 W24X229 W18X35 W24X146 
3 0.094 W24X146 W24X131 W18X46 W18X71  0.094 W24X146 W24X229 W18X46 W24X192 
2 0.109 W24X229 W24X207 W18X50 W18X86  0.109 W24X229 W24X250 W18X50 W24X207 
1 0.125 W24X229 W24X207 W18X46 W18X86  0.109 W24X229 W24X250 W18X46 W24X192 
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Table 4.4 – Twelve-story prototype structures with 6'-0" coupled length. 
Sty 
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB  
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB 
 CB/HBE = 25%  CB/HBE = 200% 
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X86 
11 0.034 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.037 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X86 
10 0.070 W27X161 W30X124 W18X40 W14X26  0.070 W27X161 W27X102 W18X40 W18X86 
9 0.109 W27X161 W30X124 W18X50 W14X26  0.109 W27X161 W27X102 W18X50 W18X97 
8 0.141 W27X258 W36X210 W18X50 W14X26  0.141 W33X241 W27X146 W18X50 W18X97 
7 0.172 W27X258 W36X210 W18X55 W14X26  0.156 W33X241 W27X146 W18X50 W18X97 
6 0.203 W33X387 W33X318 W18X65 W14X26  0.172 W33X354 W36X210 W18X55 W18X106 
5 0.219 W33X387 W33X318 W18X71 W14X26  0.188 W33X354 W36X210 W18X60 W18X119 
4 0.250 W36X652 W36X441 W18X86 W14X38  0.219 W40X503 W36X302 W18X71 W18X143 
3 0.250 W36X652 W36X441 W18X86 W14X132  0.219 W40X503 W36X302 W18X86 W18X175 
2 0.219 W36X800 W36X800 W18X86 W14X68  0.219 W36X800 W33X354 W18X86 W18X311 
1 0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W14X132  0.203 W36X800 W33X354 W18X86 W18X311 
 CB/HBE = 50%  CB/HBE = 300% 
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W21X93 W24X94 W18X35 W18X97 
11 0.037 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.037 W21X93 W24X94 W18X35 W18X97 
10 0.070 W27X161 W30X124 W18X40 W14X26  0.070 W27X161 W30X108 W18X40 W18X119 
9 0.109 W27X161 W30X124 W18X50 W14X38  0.109 W27X161 W30X108 W18X50 W18X143 
8 0.141 W27X258 W33X201 W18X50 W14X38  0.141 W33X241 W33X130 W18X50 W18X143 
7 0.172 W27X258 W33X201 W18X55 W14X38  0.156 W33X241 W33X130 W18X50 W18X143 
6 0.188 W33X387 W36X302 W18X60 W14X48  0.172 W33X354 W36X170 W18X55 W18X158 
5 0.219 W33X387 W36X302 W18X71 W14X48  0.188 W33X354 W36X170 W18X60 W18X175 
4 0.250 W36X652 W40X431 W18X86 W14X68  0.219 W40X503 W40X235 W18X71 W18X192 
3 0.250 W36X652 W40X431 W18X86 W14X132  0.219 W40X503 W40X235 W18X86 W18X258 
2 0.203 W36X800 W36X800 W18X86 W14X132  0.219 W36X800 W40X277 W18X86 W18X311 
1 0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W14X211  0.219 W36X800 W40X277 W18X86 W18X311 
 CB/HBE = 100%  CB/HBE = 400% 
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X35  0.031 W21X93 W27X102 W18X35 W18X130 
11 0.037 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X35  0.037 W21X93 W27X102 W18X35 W18X130 
10 0.070 W27X161 W27X114 W18X40 W18X40  0.070 W27X161 W33X130 W18X40 W18X143 
9 0.109 W27X161 W27X114 W18X50 W18X50  0.109 W27X161 W33X130 W18X50 W18X192 
8 0.141 W33X241 W27X178 W18X50 W18X50  0.141 W33X241 W33X141 W18X50 W18X192 
7 0.156 W33X241 W27X178 W18X50 W18X50  0.156 W33X241 W33X141 W18X50 W18X192 
6 0.188 W40X372 W36X262 W18X60 W18X60  0.172 W33X354 W33X141 W18X55 W18X211 
5 0.203 W40X372 W36X262 W18X65 W18X65  0.188 W33X354 W33X141 W18X60 W18X234 
4 0.219 W36X652 W40X362 W18X86 W18X86  0.203 W36X487 W36X232 W18X65 W18X234 
3 0.250 W36X652 W40X362 W18X86 W18X86  0.219 W36X487 W36X232 W18X71 W18X258 
2 0.250 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W18X86  0.219 W36X800 W36X232 W18X86 W18X311 
1 0.250 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W18X86  0.219 W36X800 W36X232 W18X86 W18X311 
 CB/HBE = 150%  CB/HBE = 600%
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X50  0.031 W21X93 W33X141 W18X35 W30X148 
11 0.037 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X50  0.037 W21X93 W33X141 W18X35 W30X148 
10 0.070 W27X161 W30X108 W18X40 W18X60  0.063 W27X161 W33X201 W18X40 W30X148 
9 0.109 W27X161 W30X108 W18X50 W18X86  0.109 W27X161 W33X201 W18X50 W36X160 
8 0.141 W33X241 W27X161 W18X50 W18X86  0.141 W30X235 W33X221 W18X50 W36X160 
7 0.156 W33X241 W27X161 W18X50 W18X86  0.156 W30X235 W33X221 W18X50 W36X160 
6 0.188 W36X361 W40X235 W18X60 W18X86  0.172 W33X354 W36X247 W18X55 W36X182 
5 0.203 W36X361 W40X235 W18X65 W18X97  0.188 W33X354 W36X247 W18X60 W40X183 
4 0.219 W36X529 W40X362 W18X71 W18X106  0.203 W36X487 W36X262 W18X65 W40X211 
3 0.250 W36X529 W40X362 W18X86 W18X130  0.219 W36X487 W36X262 W18X71 W40X211 
2 0.219 W36X800 W40X397 W18X86 W18X311  0.219 W36X800 W40X503 W18X86 W40X249 
1 0.203 W36X800 W40X397 W18X86 W18X311  0.188 W36X800 W40X503 W18X86 W36X800 
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Table 4.5 – Twelve-story prototype structures with 9'-3" coupled length. 
Sty 
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB  
Web 
Plate 
(in) 
Ext. VBE Int. VBE HBE CB 
 CB/HBE = 25%  CB/HBE = 200% 
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W21X93 W24X94 W18X35 W18X86 
11 0.037 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W21X93 W24X94 W18X35 W18X86 
10 0.070 W24X146 W30X132 W18X40 W14X26  0.056 W24X131 W30X108 W18X35 W18X86 
9 0.094 W24X146 W30X132 W18X46 W14X26  0.078 W24X131 W30X108 W18X40 W18X86 
8 0.156 W27X258 W33X221 W18X60 W14X26  0.125 W27X217 W33X141 W18X50 W18X97 
7 0.172 W27X258 W33X221 W18X55 W14X26  0.141 W27X217 W33X141 W18X50 W18X97 
6 0.203 W33X387 W33X354 W18X65 W14X26  0.172 W36X330 W36X210 W18X55 W18X106 
5 0.219 W33X387 W33X354 W18X71 W14X26  0.188 W36X330 W36X210 W18X60 W18X119 
4 0.250 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W14X38  0.203 W36X487 W40X324 W18X65 W18X130 
3 0.203 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W14X132  0.203 W36X487 W40X324 W18X86 W18X175 
2 0.188 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W14X132  0.203 W36X800 W40X372 W18X86 W18X311 
1 0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W14X132  0.203 W36X800 W40X372 W18X86 W18X311 
 CB/HBE = 50%  CB/HBE = 300% 
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W21X93 W30X108 W18X35 W18X97 
11 0.037 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W14X26  0.031 W21X93 W30X108 W18X35 W18X97 
10 0.070 W27X161 W24X146 W18X40 W14X26  0.056 W24X131 W30X124 W18X35 W18X97 
9 0.109 W27X161 W24X146 W18X50 W14X38  0.078 W24X131 W30X124 W18X40 W18X119 
8 0.141 W27X258 W36X231 W18X50 W14X38  0.125 W27X217 W33X141 W18X50 W18X143 
7 0.172 W27X258 W36X231 W18X55 W14X38  0.141 W27X217 W33X141 W18X50 W18X143 
6 0.203 W33X387 W44X335 W18X65 W14X48  0.172 W36X330 W36X182 W18X55 W18X158 
5 0.219 W33X387 W44X335 W18X71 W14X48  0.188 W36X330 W36X182 W18X60 W18X175 
4 0.188 W36X800 W36X652 W18X86 W14X68  0.188 W36X487 W36X247 W18X60 W18X175 
3 0.172 W36X800 W36X652 W18X283 W14X193  0.203 W36X487 W36X247 W18X65 W18X192 
2 0.172 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W14X211  0.219 W36X652 W33X318 W18X86 W18X258 
1 0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W14X211  0.203 W36X652 W33X318 W18X86 W18X258 
 CB/HBE = 100%  CB/HBE = 400% 
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X35  0.031 W21X93 W30X124 W18X35 W18X130 
11 0.034 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X35  0.031 W21X93 W30X124 W18X35 W18X130 
10 0.063 W24X146 W30X124 W18X40 W18X40  0.056 W24X131 W36X150 W18X35 W18X130 
9 0.078 W24X146 W30X124 W18X40 W18X40  0.078 W24X131 W36X150 W18X40 W18X143 
8 0.141 W27X235 W36X194 W18X55 W18X55  0.125 W33X221 W36X160 W18X50 W18X192 
7 0.156 W27X235 W36X194 W18X50 W18X50  0.141 W33X221 W36X160 W18X50 W18X192 
6 0.188 W33X354 W40X277 W18X60 W18X60  0.172 W36X330 W40X167 W18X55 W18X211 
5 0.203 W33X354 W40X277 W18X65 W18X65  0.188 W36X330 W40X167 W18X60 W18X234 
4 0.219 W40X593 W36X529 W18X71 W18X71  0.203 W36X487 W36X182 W18X60 W18X234 
3 0.203 W40X593 W36X529 W18X86 W18X86  0.203 W36X487 W36X182 W18X65 W18X234 
2 0.156 W36X800 W36X800 W18X283 W18X283  0.219 W36X652 W36X232 W18X65 W18X234 
1 0.313 W36X800 W36X800 W18X311 W18X311  0.219 W36X652 W36X232 W18X60 W18X234 
 CB/HBE = 150%  CB/HBE = 600%
12 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X50  0.031 W21X93 W40X167 W18X35 W30X148 
11 0.031 W21X93 W21X93 W18X35 W18X50  0.031 W21X93 W40X167 W18X35 W30X148 
10 0.056 W24X131 W30X116 W18X40 W18X60  0.050 W24X131 W36X231 W18X35 W30X148 
9 0.078 W24X131 W30X116 W18X40 W18X60  0.070 W24X131 W36X231 W18X40 W30X148 
8 0.125 W33X221 W33X169 W18X50 W18X86  0.109 W27X217 W36X256 W18X50 W36X160 
7 0.141 W33X221 W33X169 W18X50 W18X86  0.141 W27X217 W36X256 W18X50 W36X160 
6 0.172 W33X354 W33X241 W18X55 W18X86  0.156 W33X318 W44X290 W18X50 W36X160 
5 0.203 W33X354 W33X241 W18X65 W18X97  0.172 W33X318 W44X290 W18X55 W40X167 
4 0.219 W36X487 W40X392 W18X71 W18X106  0.188 W36X441 W40X324 W18X60 W36X210 
3 0.219 W36X487 W40X392 W18X86 W18X130  0.203 W36X441 W40X324 W18X65 W40X211 
2 0.203 W36X800 W40X431 W18X86 W18X311  0.203 W36X652 W40X324 W18X60 W36X210 
1 0.203 W36X800 W40X431 W18X86 W18X311  0.203 W36X652 W40X324 W18X55 W36X210 
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A pushover analysis was conducted for each SPSW-WC.  The base shear versus roof drift 
behavior is shown in Figure 4.5a-d.  For each case, the numerical simulation base shear is 
normalized by the base shear predicted analytically by Equation (4.34).  Similar to the single 
story SPWS-WC, the response is initially linear when the material behavior is in the elastic 
range.  However, at approximately 1% roof drift, the boundary elements, coupling beams and 
web plates begin to yield and the system softens.  The system reaches a plateau in strength with a 
normalized base shear of approximately unity.   
The normalized base shear for all 32 structures is presented in Table 4.1.  The mean 
normalized base shears are 0.96 and 0.98 for the 6-story and 12-story structures, respectively.  
The base shear from the numerical models is slightly less than the base shear predicted 
analytically for several reasons.  Firstly, axial force in the boundary elements and coupling 
beams precludes them from achieving their cross-sectional flexural strength assumed by the 
plastic analysis.  This effect is most evident at the base of the VBEs in the 6-story structures 
since they are subjected to large axial forces and are required develop plastic hinges to develop a 
collapse mechanism.  Additionally, plastic analysis assumes that the web plates are fully 
plasticized.  The web strips near the VBE-HBE connections are subjected to limited 
displacement demands and may not yield.  The mean normalized base shear for all of the 
prototypes is 0.97 with a standard deviation of 0.04.  This value, which is close to unity, 
validates the ultimate strength derived above (Equation (4.34)). 
The degree of coupling versus roof drift is shown in Figure 4.5e-h for three CB/HBE 
ratios.  Three different progressions of yielding can be observed.   In the most lightly coupled 
(100% CB/HBE ratio) structures, the coupling beams yield prior to the individual piers, 
demonstrated by the DC drop at approximately 0.5% roof drift.  After the system has completely 
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yielded the DC stabilizes once again to a constant value.  The individual piers and coupling 
beams in the moderately coupled (200% CB/HBE ratio) 6-story structures (Figure 4.5e and f) 
yield simultaneously, therefore the DC is approximately constant throughout the entire loading 
history.  In the most heavily coupled (400% CB/HBE ratio) structures, the individual wall piers 
yield first, resulting in an increase in the degree of coupling before once again settling to a 
constant value.   
 
Figure 4.5 – Pushover analysis of multi-story SPSW-WCs. 
The degree of coupling at the ultimate strength level in the numerical simulations and 
from the analytical prediction using Equation (4.36) for all 32 structures is presented in Table 
4.1.  As expected, the DC is positively correlated to the CB/HBE ratio and inversely correlated to 
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the coupled length.  The ratio of the numerical simulation DC to the analytically predicted DC is 
shown in the last column of Table 4.1.  The mean ratios are 1.07 and 1.04 for the 6-story and 12-
story structures, respectively.  The denominator in the analytical DC (Equation (4.1)) is the total 
moment, which is proportional to the base shear.  Therefore, since the base shear and total 
moment are slightly underestimated, the DC will be slightly overestimated.  The close 
numerical/analytical agreement for the DC demonstrates the accuracy of plastic analysis to 
predict the DC at the ultimate strength level.  Therefore, Equation (4.36) can be utilized in lieu of 
a numerical simulation to determine the degree of coupling.   
The degree of coupling determined based on numerical simulations and analytical 
predictions (Equation (4.35)) along the height of the structure is shown in Figure 4.6 for the 6-
story structure with 9 ft 3 in coupled length.  At the top of the structure, the DC increases 
significantly as the total moment approaches zero (the denominator in the DC equation).  For 
heavily coupled structures, the coupling mechanism introduces a point of inflection in the 
displaced shape of an individual pier.  Therefore, the internal moment in the pier ( PIERM ) is in 
the opposite direction as the coupling moment ( COUPM ), leading to a DC greater than unity. The 
numerical and analytical results produced similar values over the height of the structure, 
validating the use of plastic analysis for predicting the degree of coupling at any given story in 
the SPSW-WC system. 
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Figure 4.6 – Degree of coupling over structure height. 
For the prototype structures considered in this study, there is a clear trend for the DC to 
increase at higher levels in the structures, particularly for more heavily coupled systems.  
However, this result arises from the approach to proportioning the coupling beams, namely, the 
flexural strength of the coupling beam at a floor level was linked to the flexural strength of the 
HBE at that floor level.   Since the selection of the HBE was driven by the imbalance between 
the web plate forces above and below, the HBE size is relatively constant throughout the height 
of the structure (compared to the total moment), leading to relatively constant size CBs 
throughout the height of the structure.  Meanwhile, the web plates and VBEs are significantly 
lighter at the top of the structure than at the bottom.  Therefore, the relative influence of the 
coupling beams increases with the floor level, as shown in Figure 4.6.  If desired, the coupling 
beam sizes could be assigned differently to tailor the DC over the height of the structure.  The 
good agreement between the numerical simulations and the analytical predictions validate the 
use of plastic analysis to predict the ultimate strength and degree of coupling for the SPSW-WC 
system.    
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4.5 Influence of Coupling on Material Efficiency 
The addition of CBs to a pair of planar SPSWs retains the benefits of a traditional SPSW 
while providing equal or better performance.  It is also desirable to evaluate system efficiency in 
terms of material weight and to study the impact of the DC on weight.  For the 32 prototype 
structures considered in this study, the normalized weight versus DC is shown in Figure 4.7.  To 
allow comparison between the different structure heights and coupled lengths, each structure 
weight is normalized by the weight of a corresponding uncoupled design.  Initially, as coupling 
is introduced and the DC is increased, the system weight decreases.  However, as the DC is 
further increased beyond the optimal range, the system weight begins to increase.  For high DCs, 
the racking-type of deformations are small in comparison to the overturning-type of 
deformations.  Therefore, most of the moment resistance is provided by the CBs.  Very heavy 
CBs are required to transfer the necessary shear between the piers, leading to heavier designs.  
For a similar DC, the system weight is similar for the two coupled lengths, as shown by the 
similar trends for each structure height in Figure 4.7.  Therefore, the DC can be used to describe 
the effectiveness of the coupling of the two piers independent of the geometry of the system.   
At a DC of approximately 0.4, the 6-story structure is approximately 15% lighter than an 
uncoupled system.  The 12-story structure uses 40% less material than the uncoupled system at a 
DC of approximately 0.6.  Therefore, the SPSW-WC system provides additional material 
efficiency compared to the traditional planar SPSW system.  Designers should target a DC 
between 0.4 and 0.6 for the SPSW-WC system. 
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Figure 4.7 – System weight versus degree of coupling. 
4.6 Conclusions 
 The ultimate strength and degree of coupling (DC) of SPSW-WC can be accurately 
predicted by closed-form analytical expressions. 
 The SPSW-WC achieves a maximum efficiency with a DC between 0.4 and 0.6.  
Therefore, SPSW-WCs should be proportioned to achieve a DC in this range, and a DC 
around 0.5 is a good target for preliminary design.   
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CHAPTER 5 BEHAVIOR OF STEEL PLATE SHEAR WALLS 
WITH COUPLING 
This chapter explores the SPSW-WC system with focus on seismic design and analysis.  
Based on a prototype building plan, the preliminary design provisions outlined in Chapter 3 are 
used to design fourteen prototype buildings.  These prototypes are then analyzed using static 
pushover and response-history analysis to validate the performance of the design provisions.  
The numerical results provide a strong basis for understanding the performance of the SPSW-
WC system and, will support incorporation of the system into design provisions. 
5.1 Nonlinear Analysis 
To explore the behavior of the SPSW-WC system, the prototype structures were studied 
numerically under static and dynamic loads.  The numerical model was used to explore the 
behavior of the SPSW-WC system.  The numerical model was compared to the experimental test 
specimens for further validation. 
5.1.1 Numerical Model 
The prototypes were modeled using a nonlinear structural analysis program Opensees 
(McKenna et al. 2013).  MATLAB was used as a preprocessor to generate the models.  The 
models were automatically generated based on the input parameters.  The bay width, coupled 
length, and floor elevations were used to generate the geometry.  The sections for the VBEs, 
HBEs and coupling beams were used to generate the sections.  The material yield strengths were 
provided to generate the constitutive relationships.   
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5.1.1.1 Model	Geometry	
The web plates in the walls were represented with a strip model (Thorburn et al. 1983), 
which has been demonstrated to provide computational efficiency and accuracy for capturing the 
behavior of SPSWs (Driver et al. 1997; Li et al. 2010). The web plates were represented at each 
story by 15 truss elements inclined in each direction (to capture the resistance of the plate when 
pushed left or right) as shown in Figure 5.1.  Previous work had determined that 10 strips were 
sufficient to capture the behavior (Thorburn et al. 1983), however, 15 strips were used in each 
direction for increased fidelity. 
 
Figure 5.1 – Numerical model elevation. 
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Since the boundary elements were represented as "line" elements, their depth was 
accounted for using rigid offsets.  The web plate strips were connected to the boundary elements 
using rigid offsets, perpendicular to the axis of the member.  The boundary condition at the base 
was determined from the input file.  For the six-story prototypes, the VBEs were fixed at the 
base.  For the twelve-story prototypes, the VBEs were pinned at the base.  A lean-on column was 
added to both sides of the model to represent the destabilizing effect of the vertical load carried 
by the gravity-only columns.  The gravity load from each floor not directly applied to the SPSW-
WC was equally distributed to the lean-on columns.  The lean-on columns were elastic truss 
elements with pinned connections at the ends (at the floor levels) to maximize destabilizing 
effects.   
5.1.1.2 Model	Materials	and	Sections	
The corotational geometric transformation was used to capture second-order geometric 
effects.  The boundary elements and coupling beams were modeled using force-based nonlinear 
beam-columns, where the element section was an aggregation of a fiber-based section (72 fibers 
total) to capture the flexural behavior and a constitutive relationship to represent Timoshenko 
shear deformations.   
The fibers of the boundary elements and coupling beams were represented using the 
Steel02 uniaxial constitutive relationship based on a Giuffre-Menegotto-Pinto material model.  
The material model captured cyclic kinematic and isotropic hardening and was calibrated using 
cyclic uniaxial tests of steel coupons from 50 ksi yield strength steel rolled shapes (Kaufmann et 
al. 2001).  The uniaxial constitutive  relationship Steel02 properties are summarized in Table 5.1 
(McKenna et al. 2013).   The experimental coupon and numerical relationship are shown in 
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Figure 5.2.  The numerical model accurately captures the initial stiffness, yield strength, and 
hardening of the steel coupon.   
Table 5.1 – Summary of Steel02 parameters. 
Parameter Description Value 
E Elastic tangent 29000 ksi 
Fy Yield strength 59 ksi 
b Strain-hardening ratio 0.0032 
R0 Elastic to plastic transition parameter 25 
CR1 Elastic to plastic transition parameter 0.925 
CR2 Elastic to plastic transition parameter 0.15 
a1 Isotropic hardening parameter 0.016 
a2 Isotropic hardening parameter 1.0 
a3 Isotropic hardening parameter 0.016 
a4 Isotropic hardening parameter 1.0 
 
 
Figure 5.2 – Comparison of steel coupon and numerical material relationship. 
The shear behavior of the boundary elements and CBs was represented by a bilinear 
uniaxial relationship with elastic shear rigidity equal to the product of the shear area (Cowper 
1966) and the shear modulus of steel. The shear yield strength was equal to 60% of the product 
of the shear area and the steel yield stress.  The combination of the fiber-section and the shear 
constitutive behavior captured the increased flexibility of shorter elements (greater than 
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predicted by Bernoulli-Euler beam theory) and allowed the section to yield in flexure and shear; 
which was of importance for the stockier coupling beams. 
The constitutive model of the truss elements was elastic-plastic with a 36 ksi yield 
strength in tension, however it did not provide any strength or stiffness in compression as shown 
in Figure 5.3.  During reloading, each strip did not provide resistance until the previous 
maximum plastic deformation was reached. Fracture was not explicitly included in any of the 
component models, but the coupling beam and web plate data from the analyses were checked to 
ensure that the ductility demands did not exceed the anticipated capacities  
 
Figure 5.3 – Web plate strip constitutive relationship. 
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5.1.2 Model Validation 
5.1.2.1 SPSW	Pier	
The 4-story large-scale SPSW tested by Driver, Kulak, et al. (1997a) was used to validate 
the numerical model.  The geometry and member sizes (Figure 5.4) were used as inputs to 
generate a model that used the same framework as described above for the prototype structures, 
shown in Figure 5.5.  The steel yield strengths were adjusted to match the available ancillary test 
data.   
Figure 5.4 – Driver et. al. (1997) 
experimental test specimen. Figure 5.5 – Numerical model of Driver et. 
al. (1997) specimen. 
 
The displacement versus base shear for the first story, where the majority of the 
inelasticity was concentrated, is shown in Figure 5.6.  The agreement between the experimental 
response and numerical simulation demonstrates the accuracy of the model for a planar SPSW 
pier.   
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Figure 5.6 – Numerical simulation and experimental response for Driver et. al. (1997) 
SPSW. 
5.1.2.2 Coupling	Beams	
To validate the coupling beam model used to study the prototype structures, recent large-
scale experimental data for link beams (Lewis 2010) was compared to numerical simulations.  
The link beams were tested between two columns, similar to the boundary condition of the 
coupling beams.  W12x22 and W12x96 specimens were tested with a 53 in length, which 
corresponded to a flexural (3.2Mp/Vp) and shear dominated link (1.3Mp/Vp), respectively.  These 
tests were numerically modeled as a single coupling beam element with fixed-boundary 
conditions at both ends.  One end was then cyclically displaced transversely to represent the 
experimental loading protocol.   
Figure 5.7 shows experimental and numerical data for link shear force versus total link 
rotation and demonstrates that the numerical model was able to accurately capture the 
experimental behavior of both specimens.  These two specimens bounded the behavior of the 
majority of the prototype building coupling beams (several coupling beams were 3.5Mp/Vp long) 
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and thus the numerical model is deemed to provide a realistic representation of coupling beam 
behavior.  Based on the validation of the numerical models for the two components of a SPSW-
WC (individual SPSW piers and coupling beams), numerical models combining these two 
components were judged to be capable of capturing the global behavior of SPSW-WC systems.    
Figure 5.7 – Validation of coupling beam numerical model with experimental response 
(Lewis 2010): (a) short link beam; (b) long link beam. 
5.1.3 Static Pushover Analysis 
The prototype structures were initially studied using static pushover analysis to evaluate 
the relative stiffness, strength and degree of coupling for the designs.  The analysis was 
conducted under displacement control with the roof displacement used as the control parameter.  
The Newton-Raphson with line search algorithm was used to solve the nonlinear system of 
equations.  The Energy Increment method was used to verify convergence and the Penalty 
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method was used to enforce the constraints. (McKenna et al. 2013).  Normalized base shear 
versus roof drift of the prototypes is shown in Figure 5.8.  The initial region of response is linear 
up to the design base shear for all prototypes, and significantly beyond the design base shear for 
many of the prototypes.  The stiffness is similar for the four configurations within each set.  At 
approximately 1.5 times the design base shear, the prototypes begin to soften as the web plate 
strips and coupling beams begin to yield. 
Although the prototypes are proportioned for the same design base shear, the system 
yield strength tends to be higher when the level of coupling is higher (i.e., the INT yield 
strengths are higher than the corresponding FLEX yield strengths).  Therefore, additional 
benefits of the SPSW-WC system are not accounted for in the design procedure.  In the 6-story 
building, the UNCOUP prototypes were stiffened during the design process to satisfy seismic 
drift limits, which accounts for their greater strength.  The ELF and ILF force distributions 
yielded similar strength designs.  However, the ILF prototypes are heavier due to the higher 
effective loading height.  Prototypes FLEX-12E and FLEX-12I have a slight decrease in stiffness 
at approximately the design base shear as the coupling beams begin to yield and cause softening.  
The destabilizing effect of the gravity load causes the systems to reach a maximum load 
followed by a region of negative stiffness (despite the monotonic material hardening) as shown 
in Figure 5.8.   The maximum base shear normalized by the design base shear is used as an 
estimate of the system overstrength (Table 5.2).  The mean overstrengths for the SPSW and 
SPSW-WCs prototypes are 1.69 and 1.71, respectively.  Therefore the design system 
overstrength factor Ω0 = 2 assigned to the SPSW system appears to be adequate for the SPSW-
WC system.   
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Figure 5.8 – Pushover analysis results for prototype designs. 
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Table 5.2 – System overstrength from pushover analysis. 
  -6E -6I -12E -12I Mean 
PLANAR 1.58 1.64 1.55 1.59 1.59 1.69 UNCOUP 1.76 1.99     1.88 
FLEX 1.60 1.68 1.61 1.86 1.69 1.71 INT 1.68 1.82 1.65 1.79 1.74 
Mean 1.66 1.78 1.60 1.75     1.72 1.68     
 
As discussed in Chapter 4, coupling introduces an additional mechanism to resist the 
overturning moment. For the SPSW-WC prototypes, DC versus roof drift is shown in Figure 5.9.  
The ELF and ILF prototypes demonstrated very similar DC so they will not be differentiated 
within this discussion.  In the elastic range, DC is determined by the relative stiffness of the 
individual piers and the coupling beams and is therefore constant.  Within this region, FLEX-6 
and INT-6 have a DC of approximately 0.38 and 0.47 respectively; whereas FLEX-12 and INT-
12 have a DC of approximately 0.49 and 0.57 respectively.  As expected, the heavier coupling 
beams in the INT prototypes compared to the FLEX prototypes resulted in a higher DC.  The 12-
story prototypes consist of thicker web plates, therefore larger HBEs are required, dictating 
larger CBs and accounting for the resulting larger DC compared to the 6-story prototypes.  For 
FLEX-6, FLEX-12 and INT-12, as the systems began to soften the DC decreased, indicating that 
the coupling beams yield prior to the individual wall piers.  This is exemplified by the stiffness 
reduction seen in the FLEX-12 prototypes in Figure 5.8.  The DC is constant once the wall piers 
and CBs are fully yielded as their relative stiffnesses became constant.  For the INT-6, as the 
system began to soften the DC increased, indicating that the system was resisting an increased 
portion of the load through the coupling mechanisms.  Therefore the individual wall piers were 
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yielding prior to the coupling beams.  In design, the CBs can be proportioned to achieve different 
sequences of inelastic response within the system that relate to performance-based design 
objectives.   
 
Figure 5.9 – Degree of coupling for prototype designs. 
The CB total rotation is composed of two components (Figure 5.10c): 1) the pier 
rotations, PIER   (Figure 5.10a) and 2) the relative vertical displacement of the CB ends divided 
by the CB length, v    (Figure 5.10b).  Therefore the coupling beam rotation often exceeds the 
story drift.   
 
Figure 5.10 – Coupling beam rotation components. 
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The components of the coupling beam rotation are shown in Figure 5.11 for the third 
story coupling beam for the FLEX-6I and FLEX-6E prototypes, which demonstrated typical 
coupling beam behavior.  The rotation of the rigid offsets, used to represent the depth of the 
VBEs, were used to determine the rotation of the piers.  The rotation of the two piers was 
averaged since they were similar due to the symmetric geometry of the system.  The pier 
rotations were approximately equal to the total story drift, as indicated by the approximately 1:1 
relationship between PIER  and the roof drift in Figure 5.11.  The relative vertical displacement of 
the CB ends is a function of the axial deformation of the internal VBEs.  However, the actions of 
the CBs on to the internal VBEs reduce their axial forces.  For the two prototypes shown in 
Figure 5.11, the pier rotations are similar.  However, the rotation due to the relative vertical 
displacement between the internal VBEs is less for INT-6I than FLEX-6I due to the beneficial 
internal VBE axial force reduction caused by the coupling beams.  Therefore, increasing the 
level of coupling reduces the coupling beam rotations. 
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Figure 5.11 – Components of coupling beam rotations. 
5.1.4 Response History Analysis 
To further validate the preliminary design procedures outlined above and to evaluate 
seismic performance, the prototype buildings were studied under ground excitation using the 
numerical models described above.  Rayleigh damping was included in the model based on 2% 
of critical damping for the first and third modes.  The constant average acceleration Newmark 
integrator was used with the maximum time step equal to the time step provided with the ground 
motion (between 0.005s and 0.02s), and the time step was automatically reduced if the analysis 
did not converge.  This procedure demonstrated adequate accuracy based on a time step 
convergence study.   
A set of 60 ground motions for Los Angeles were developed as part of the SAC program 
(FEMA 2000; Somerville et al. 1997).  The SAC ground motions are pre-scaled (FEMA 2000; 
Somerville et al. 1997) to represent three seismic hazard levels (20 ground motions for each 
level): 50%, 10% and 2% probability of being exceeded in 50 years (referred to herein as the 
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50/50, 10/50 and 2/50 motions).  The basic characteristics of the suite of ground motions are 
prestned in Table 5.3, Table 5.4, and Table 5.5. 
 for the 50/50, 10/50 and 2/50 motions, respectively.  The response spectrum for the 
design level shaking (10% probability of being exceeded in 50 years) is shown in Figure 5.12.  
The good agreement between the median time history spectrum and the design spectrum 
validated the use of the SAC ground motions for time history analysis.  The calculated 
fundamental periods of the 6-story and 12-story buildings were approximately 0.9 sec and 1.6 
sec respectively, as shown in Table 5.6.  
 
Table 5.3 – Basic characteristic of 50/50 ground motions.  
Designation Record Duration Magnitude R (km) Scale PGA (in/s2) 
LA41 Coyote Lake, 1979 39.38 5.7 8.8 2.28 227.7 
LA42 Coyote Lake, 1979 39.38 5.7 8.8 2.28 128.7 
LA43 Imperial Valley, 1979 39.08 6.5 1.2 0.4 55.4 
LA44 Imperial Valley, 1979 39.08 6.5 1.2 0.4 43.1 
LA45 Kern, 1952 78.6 7.7 107 2.92 55.7 
LA46 Kern, 1952 78.6 7.7 107 2.92 61.4 
LA47 Landers, 1992 79.98 7.3 64 2.63 130.4 
LA48 Landers, 1992 79.98 7.3 64 2.63 118.8 
LA49 Morgan Hill, 1984 59.98 6.2 15 2.35 123 
LA50 Morgan Hill, 1984 59.98 6.2 15 2.35 211 
LA51 Parkfield, 1966, Cholame, 5W 43.92 6.1 3.7 1.81 301.4 
LA52 Parkfield, 1966, Cholame, 5W 43.92 6.1 3.7 1.81 243.8 
LA53 Parkfield, 1966, Cholame, 8W 26.14 6.1 8 2.92 267.7 
LA54 Parkfield, 1966, Cholame, 8W 26.14 6.1 8 2.92 305.1 
LA55 North Palm Springs, 1986 59.98 6 9.6 2.75 199.8 
LA56 North Palm Springs, 1986 59.98 6 9.6 2.75 146.3 
LA57 San Fernando, 1971 79.46 6.5 1 1.3 97.7 
LA58 San Fernando, 1971 79.46 6.5 1 1.3 89.2 
LA59 Whittier, 1987 39.98 6 17 3.62 296.7 
LA60 Whittier, 1987 39.98 6 17 3.62 184.7 
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Table 5.4 – Basic characteristics of 10/50 ground motions. 
Designation Record Duration Magnitude R (km) Scale PGA (in/s2) 
LA01 Imperial Valley, 1940 39.38 6.9 10 2.01 178 
LA02 Imperial Valley, 1940 39.38 6.9 10 2.01 261 
LA03 Imperial Valley, 1979 39.38 6.5 4.1 1.01 152 
LA04 Imperial Valley, 1979 39.38 6.5 4.1 1.01 188.4 
LA05 Imperial Valley, 1979 39.08 6.5 1.2 0.84 116.4 
LA06 Imperial Valley, 1979 39.08 6.5 1.2 0.84 90.6 
LA07 Landers, 1992 79.98 7.3 36 3.2 162.6 
LA08 Landers, 1992 79.98 7.3 36 3.2 164.4 
LA09 Landers, 1992 79.98 7.3 25 2.17 200.7 
LA10 Landers, 1992 79.98 7.3 25 2.17 139.1 
LA11 Loma Prieta, 1989 39.98 7 12.4 1.79 256.9 
LA12 Loma Prieta, 1989 39.98 7 12.4 1.79 374.4 
LA13 Northridge, 1994, Newhall 59.98 6.7 6.7 1.03 261.8 
LA14 Northridge, 1994, Newhall 59.98 6.7 6.7 1.03 253.7 
LA15 Northridge, 1994, Rinaldi 14.95 6.7 7.5 0.79 206 
LA16 Northridge, 1994, Rinaldi 14.95 6.7 7.5 0.79 223.9 
LA17 Northridge, 1994, Sylmar 59.98 6.7 6.4 0.99 219.9 
LA18 Northridge, 1994, Sylmar 59.98 6.7 6.4 0.99 315.5 
LA19 North Palm Springs, 1986 59.98 6 6.7 2.97 393.5 
LA20 North Palm Springs, 1986 59.98 6 6.7 2.97 380.9 
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Table 5.5 – Basic characteristics of 2/50 ground motions. 
Designation Record Duration Magnitude R (km) Scale PGA (in/s2) 
LA21 Kobe, 1995 59.98 6.9 3.4 1.15 495.3 
LA22 Kobe, 1995 59.98 6.9 3.4 1.15 355.4 
LA23 Loma Prieta, 1989 24.99 7 3.5 0.82 161.4 
LA24 Loma Prieta, 1989 24.99 7 3.5 0.82 182.6 
LA25 Northridge, 1994 14.95 6.7 7.5 1.29 335.3 
LA26 Northridge, 1994 14.95 6.7 7.5 1.29 364.3 
LA27 Northridge, 1994 59.98 6.7 6.4 1.61 357.8 
LA28 Northridge, 1994 59.98 6.7 6.4 1.61 513.4 
LA29 Tabas, 1974 49.98 7.4 1.2 1.08 312.4 
LA30 Tabas, 1974 49.98 7.4 1.2 1.08 382.9 
LA31 Elysian Park (simulated) 29.99 7.1 17.5 1.43 500.5 
LA32 Elysian Park (simulated) 29.99 7.1 17.5 1.43 458.1 
LA33 Elysian Park (simulated) 29.99 7.1 10.7 0.97 302.1 
LA34 Elysian Park (simulated) 29.99 7.1 10.7 0.97 262.8 
LA35 Elysian Park (simulated) 29.99 7.1 11.2 1.1 383.1 
LA36 Elysian Park (simulated) 29.99 7.1 11.2 1.1 424.9 
LA37 Palos Verdes (simulated) 59.98 7.1 1.5 0.9 274.7 
LA38 Palos Verdes (simulated) 59.98 7.1 1.5 0.9 299.7 
LA39 Palos Verdes (simulated) 59.98 7.1 1.5 0.88 193.1 
LA40 Palos Verdes (simulated) 59.98 7.1 1.5 0.88 241.4 
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Figure 5.12 – 10/50 ground motion response spectra and design spectrum. 
 
Table 5.6 – Summary of peak mean response history demands under 10/50 motion. 
Fundamental Story Web Plate CB 
Period Drift Ductility Rotation 
(sec) (%) (rad) 
PLANAR-6E 0.84 3.73 18.1 - 
INT-6E 0.94 2.31 12.5 0.02 
FLEX-6E 0.97 2.80 14.2 0.03 
UNCOUP-6E 1.09 2.13 9.4 - 
PLANAR-6I 0.82 2.78 11.1 - 
INT-6I 0.90 2.17 11.2 0.02 
FLEX-6I 0.93 2.13 10.2 0.02 
UNCOUP-6I 0.98 1.49 6.7 - 
PLANAR-12E 1.67 4.70 24.3 - 
INT-12E 1.64 3.58 20.3 0.03 
FLEX-12E 1.66 3.55 20.7 0.05 
PLANAR-12I 1.63 2.37 9.0 - 
INT-12I 1.54 2.27 12.1 0.02 
FLEX-12I 1.56 2.14 8.9 0.04 
 
5.1.4.1 Story	Drift	
To evaluate the performance of the prototypes at each seismic hazard level, the maximum 
story drift for each story at any point during the ground motion was calculated.  The story drift 
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was calculated with the rigid-body component due to cantilever-type response removed to obtain 
the racking story drift.  The total story drift for each pier was determined by subtracting the 
average horizontal displacement of the VBE nodes at the top and at the bottom of a story, 
divided by the height of the story.  The rigid-body component was removed by subtracting the 
slope of the line connecting the two VBE nodes at the bottom of the story for each pier.  The 
story drift of the two piers was then averaged.  The mean and mean plus one standard deviation 
of the maximum story drift for the prototype structures subjected to the 10/50 and 2/50 motions 
are shown in Figure 5.13 along with the inelastic story drift estimate obtained as part of the 
design process by multiplying the elastic story drifts by the deflection amplification factor.  The 
largest mean story drift of all of the stories is presented in Table 5.6.   
When the 6-story prototypes designed using the ELF procedure were subjected to the 
10/50 motions, the mean response of prototype PLANAR-6E exceeded the 2% design story drift 
limit by 87% in the worst story, and the mean response of FLEX-6E exceeded the drift limit by 
40% in the worst story (Table 5.6).  For UNCOUP-6E and INT-6E the mean responses exceeded 
the drift limit by less than 20%.  Notably, UNCOUP-6E represents a design that could be 
expected based on current practice for the given building layout if two separate piers were 
required within the bay due to architectural constraints.  In contrast, INT-6E is a new coupled 
design proposed by the present research, which provides good performance similar to UNCOUP-
6E but is 25% lighter.  INT-6E exhibits more uniform story drift distribution than FLEX-6E due 
to the higher degree of coupling in INT-6E. 
The 6-story prototypes designed using the ILF procedure demonstrated lower story drifts 
than their ELF counterparts, particularly in the upper stories, bringing the SPSW-WC prototypes 
within or close to the 2% drift limit.  The mean response of PLANAR-6I still exceeded the 2% 
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drift limit in the upper story by 40%.  The mean response of UNCOUP-6I was 25% under the 
drift limit but the design is 33% heavier than the heaviest coupled design that also performed 
well.  The mean responses of both SPSW-WC ILF prototypes INT-6I and FLEX-6I were within 
9% of the design story drift limit while the system weights were over 33% lighter than 
UNCOUP-6I.   
The 12-story prototypes designed using the ELF procedure exhibited large story drift in 
the top third of the building, and the mean response significantly exceeded the 2% drift limit.  
Therefore the ELF design procedure assumption of first-mode dominated response was not valid 
for either the planar SPSW or SPSW-WC prototypes since higher-mode effects were subjecting 
the upper stories to greater demands than anticipated.  Both SPSW-WC prototypes INT-12E and 
FLEX-12E had smaller mean story drifts in the worst story (top) than PLANAR-12E, with the 
mean drift response in the top story around 3.5% for the coupled walls and greater than 4.5% for 
the planar wall (Table 5.6).  
The 12-story prototypes designed using the ILF procedure exhibited significantly 
improved performance over their ELF counterparts.  For all 3 prototypes, the story drift profiles 
are more uniform and the mean responses satisfy the 2% drift limit, except for the top stories, 
which are less than 20% over the limit.   The ILF procedure led to improved seismic 
performance in comparison to the ELF procedure for the planar SPSW and SPSW-WC 
prototypes in both the 6-story and 12-story buildings.  For both building heights, all ELF 
prototypes failed to satisfy the drift criterion.  However, all ILF prototypes met or came close to 
meeting the criterion except for the planar 6-story prototype.  In the 12-story prototypes, the ILF 
procedure more accurately represents the actual demand distribution that is observed under 
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dynamic excitation.  The ILF prototypes also demonstrate significant performance improvement 
compared to the ELF prototypes when subjected to the 2/50 motions (Figure 5.13).   
 
Figure 5.13 – Maximum story drift profiles for prototype designs. 
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The inelastic drift estimate using Cd to amplify elastic drifts provides a reasonable 
representation of mean demand for INT-6E and UNCOUP-6E but does not capture the larger 
upper story drifts observed in PLANAR-6E and FLEX-6E.  When the ILF procedure is 
employed, the coupled wall drift estimates using Cd are reasonable, but the mean drifts in the 
UNCOUP configuration are significantly overestimated while those in the PLANAR 
configuration are underestimated in the upper story.  The large drift demands in the upper stories 
of the 12-story ELF prototypes are not captured by the inelastic drift estimate using Cd.  The 12-
story ILF prototypes have more reasonable demand in the upper stories and the inelastic drift 
estimate provides a reasonable approximation of the inelastic response at the very top of the 
building, but significantly overestimates drift demands in the rest of the building.  The accuracy 
of the inelastic drift estimate is not apparently correlated with the degree of coupling, and 
although it provides only a gross approximation of realistic response, extending the use of the 
current planar SPSW value of Cd = 6 to the coupled SPSW configuration seems reasonable.  In 
addition, the response modification factor that underlies all of the prototypes in the present 
research appears to provide a reasonable basis for designing the coupled SPSW configuration.  
The present research establishes that behavior of SPSW-WCs is similar to or better than 
corresponding uncoupled systems.  As such, the SPSW-WC configuration is viewed as a sub-
classification of the broader SPSW system and design using the established SPSW system 
parameters is reasonable. 
5.1.4.2 Web	Plate	Ductility	
The inelastic demands on the web plates can be quantified by the mean web plate 
ductility demand, µmean, shown in Figure 5.14.  To determine the web plate elongation, e, for 
each story the mean elongation of the strips was calculated.  The web plate ductility demand, 
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µmean, was determined by taking the mean of the maximum web plate elongation over the n 
ground motion, emax, minus the yield elongation, ey, normalized by the yield elongation: 
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 (5.1) 
The maximum value of µmean over all of the stories is shown in Table 5.6. 
.  Since the web plate elongation is a function of the racking drift for the corresponding 
story, the web plate ductility demand is correlated with the maximum story drift (Figure 5.13).  
The web plate ductility trends towards larger values with increasing height, similar to the story 
drift.  The prototypes with undesirable story drift performance (such as PLANAR-6E and all of 
the 12-story ELF prototypes) exhibited large web plate ductility demands, especially at the upper 
stories.  However, the ILF prototypes that demonstrated excellent story drift behavior exhibit 
web plate ductility demands generally below 12.  The height of the building does not seem to 
influence the web plate ductility demands.  Additionally, there is not a clear correlation between 
the level of coupling and web plate ductility demand.  Therefore the web plate demands in the 
SPSW-WC system are expected to be similar to the SPSW system.  Previous testing has been 
dominated by boundary element failure prior to web plate fracture around web plate ductility of 
12 (Berman 2011). 
5.1.4.3 Coupling	Beam	Rotation	
The demands on the CBs in the SPSW-WC are similar to the demands on links in EBFs.  
The rotation demands on EBF links are commonly quantified using the inelastic link rotation 
angle.  The elastic CB rotation was determined for each CB as the largest rotation that was 
resisted elastically during pushover analysis.  Therefore, the inelastic CB rotation was 
determined as the total CB rotation less the elastic CB rotation.   
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Figure 5.14 – Mean web plate ductility demand. 
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The maximum inelastic CB rotation for each ground motion is represented in Fig. 5.15 
for the 10/50 motions.  The peak maximum inelastic CB rotation for each prototype is shown in 
Table 5.6.  The inelastic CB rotation generally increases with story level.  However, the INT 
configuration exhibits significantly reduced inelastic CB rotation at the top stories.  In some 
cases, the CB at the roof level remained elastic.  This is consistent with the limited rotation 
demand on the roof CB in the coupled displacement profile (similar to a system with a roof 
outrigger).  For EBF links, the inelastic link rotation angle is limited to 0.02 rad and 0.08 rad for 
flexural and shear dominated links, respectively, with linear interpolation for intermediate links 
(AISC 2005a).  Using the EBF link inelastic rotation criteria, the inelastic CB rotation for the 
FLEX prototypes would be limited to 0.02 rad.  The inelastic CB rotation for INT prototypes is 
limited to a maximum of 0.05 rad (larger for heavier CBs).  All of the INT prototypes satisfy this 
criteria based on mean demand for the 10/50 motions.  The mean roof inelastic CB rotation for 
FLEX-6E is approximately 0.03 rad, exceeding the EBF criterion by around 50%.  The mean 
response for FLEX-6I exceeds this criterion only by 17%.  FLEX-12E experienced a mean 
inelastic CB rotation of 0.048 rad at the roof level, which is consistent with the undesirable story 
drift performance.  Research by Dusicka and Lewis (2010)  has developed link-to-column 
connections that move inelasticity away from the connection and demonstrate increased rotation 
capacity.   Therefore SPSW-WC CB rotations may be accommodated using special detailed 
connections. 
5.2 Conclusions 
 The SPSW-WC system exhibits similar stiffness and strength to the planar SPSW system.  
The overstrength of the SPSW-WC system is similar to the SPSW system. 
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Figure 5.15 – Inelastic coupling beam rotation demands for prototype designs. 
 All prototypes designed using the ELF procedure failed to meet seismic story drift limits 
during earthquake response history analysis using design-level seismic input.  The ILF 
procedure greatly improved the story drift performance.  The ELF procedure failed to 
account for higher-mode structural response in the 12-story building, exemplified by 
large story drifts in the upper stories.  The ILF procedure provides a better estimate of the 
inelastic demands for SPSWs and SPSW-WCs. 
 Web plate ductility demands of SPSW-WCs are similar to SPSWs.  Based on prior 
experimental research, the web plates are expected to have sufficient ductility to satisfy 
the inelastic demands in SPSW-WCs. 
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 Coupling beam rotation demands in SPSW-WCs may exceed EBF link limits.  However, 
recent experimental research has identified detailing to provide additional coupling beam 
rotation capacity that is adequate for SPSW-WCs. 
 The SPSW-WC system demonstrates similar structural response to the planar SPSW 
system while improving architectural flexibility and material efficiency. 
 The code-based design parameters that are currently used for the SPSW system (R = 7, Cd 
= 6, Ω0 = 2) appear to be adequate when extended to the SPSW-WC system.  
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loading capabilities of the facility.  Therefore, the 6-story prototype structure was selected as the 
model for the experimental test specimens.  The prototypes designed using the ILF procedure 
demonstrated improved performance over the prototypes designed using the ELF procedure, as 
shown in Chapter 5.  Therefore, the FLEX-6I and INT-6I prototypes were selected as the basis 
for the test specimens.  The level of coupling was the primary parameter of interest that 
differentiated the two test specimens.   
Figure 6.1 – Experimental specimen design methodology. 
The methodology used to develop the experimental test specimens from the FLEX-6I and 
INT-6I prototype structures is outline in Figure 6.1.  First, the full-scale, 6-story prototypes were 
reduced to lab-scale while maintaining similitude.  Secondly, control algorithms were developed 
to replicate the demands imposed by the top three-stories of a six-story structure on the three-
story experimental test specimen.  Therefore, the behavior of the three-story test specimen was 
representative of the behavior of the six-story, full-scale prototype. 
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scale VBEs.  The influence of the HBEs and CBs was dominated by the development of plastic 
hinges at their ends.  Therefore, the plastic section modulus was the primary consideration during 
selection of these members.    
Figure 6.2 – Geometry and members of experimental test specimens. 
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Figure 6.4 – INT specimen elevation. 
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Table 6.2 – Similitude comparison of full scale prototype and laboratory FLEX specimen. 
Component Floor Prototype Lab Area 
Moment 
of Inertia 
Plastic 
Section 
Modulus
Web PL 
3 0.109" 0.048" 2% - - 
2 0.125" 0.048" -11% - - 
1 0.125" 0.048" -11% - - 
eVBE 
3 W24X162 W8X58 94% 29% 61% 
2 W24X279 W8X58 13% -31% -10% 
1 W24X279 W8X58 13% -31% -10% 
iVBE 
3 W24X146 W8X48 77% 18% 47% 
2 W24X229 W8X48 13% -30% -9% 
1 W24X229 W8X48 13% -30% -9% 
HBE 3 W18X50 W6X12 31% -19% 3% 
2 W18X50 W6X12 31% -19% 3% 
CB 3 W18X50 W6X12 31% -19% 3% 
2 W18X50 W6X12 31% -19% 3% 
 
Table 6.3 – Similitude comparison of full scale prototype and laboratory INT specimen. 
Component Floor Prototype Lab Area 
Moment 
of Inertia 
Plastic 
Section 
Modulus
Web PL 
3 0.109" 0.048" 2% - - 
2 0.125" 0.048" -11% - - 
1 0.125" 0.048" -11% - - 
eVBE 
3 W24X162 W8X48 60% 4% 32% 
2 W24X250 W8X48 4% -37% -17% 
1 W24X250 W8X48 4% -37% -17% 
iVBE 
3 W24X131 W8X40 64% 6% 35% 
2 W24X207 W8X40 4% -37% -17% 
1 W24X207 W8X40 4% -37% -17% 
HBE 3 W18X50 W6X12 31% -19% 3% 
2 W18X50 W6X12 31% -19% 3% 
CB 3 W18X97 W6X25 39% -11% 13% 
2 W18X97 W6X25 39% -11% 13% 
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The full-scale prototype web plates were ASTM A36 steel with an assumed yield 
strength of Fy = 36 ksi.  The web plates buckle in shear under negligible lateral load, therefore 
the plastic distributed load imposed by the web plates (product of the plate thickness and the 
plate yield stress) on the boundary elements was the primary consideration.  Based on similitude, 
the target plate strength was 1.9 kip/in.  For thin plates, material availability was limited to sheet 
metal stock.  Ancillary tests of available plate are presented in Table 6.4.  Plates commonly used 
in SPSW construction are typically hot-rolled.  However, the thinnest available hot-rolled plate 
was 0.060” thick (16 Ga) ASTM A1011 CS which was 68% stronger than desired (Group A in 
Table 6.4).  Therefore, 0.0457” thick (18 Ga) ASTM A1008 cold-rolled plate was tested with an 
acceptable understrength of 13% (Group B in Table 6.4).  Additional 18 Ga ASTM A1008 was 
ordered for construction of the laboratory specimens.  These plates were understrength by 37% 
(Group C in Table 6.4).   
Table 6.4 – Web plate ancillary strength. 
Group Material 
Specification 
Characteristics Thickness 
(t) 
Yield 
Stress 
(Fy) 
Plastic 
Strength 
(Fyt) 
Deviation
Similitude 
Target 
ASTM A36 Hot-Rolled 0.054” 36 ksi 1.9 kip/in - 
A ASTM A1011 
CS 
Hot-Rolled 0.060” (16 
Ga) 
53 ksi 3.2 kip/in 68% 
B ASTM A1008 Cold-Rolled 0.0457” 
(18 Ga) 
36 ksi 1.65 kip/in -13% 
C ASTM A1008 Cold-Rolled 0.0447” 
(18 Ga) 
27 ksi 1.2 kip/in -37% 
 
The typical stress versus strain response of cold-rolled and hot-rolled material in tension 
is shown in Figure 6.5.  Both materials behave similarly in the elastic region.  However, hot-
rolled steel can typically be characterized as having a well-defined yield point and yield plateau.  
Cold-rolled steel exhibit a less distinct yield point with the immediate onset of strain-hardening.  
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The VBEs were welded with 5/16” fillet welds all around to 2” thick plates at the bases and tops, 
as shown in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 respectively.  The base plates and top plates were drilled 
with 16 thru-holes to allow connection to the floor plate or top adapter plate for connection 
within the test setup as shown in Figure 6.8.  Three-eighth inch thick doubler plates were welded 
on each side of the webs of the VBEs to discourage plastic hinges from developing near the fillet 
welds.     
Figure 6.6 – Original VBE to base plate 
connection. 
Figure 6.7 – Original VBE to top plate 
connection. 
During the early stages of testing the FLEX specimen, it was determined that the base 
and top connection details were inadequate to resist the development of plastic hinges in the 
VBEs.  Consequently, fins were attached between the flange tips and the top or bottom plates as 
shown in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10.  The fins were 3/4" thick and were 4” wide on the outside 
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using weld access holes.  After the CJP weld was placed, the backing bar was removed and the 
root was backgouged and reinforced with a fillet weld.  A shear tab was provided as backing for 
a CJP weld between the HBE weld and the VBE flange. 
6.1.4.3 Coupling	Beams	
The coupling beams were connected to the internal VBEs using bolted end plate 
connections.  This permitted the coupling beam to be replaced if necessary and aided erection of 
the experimental test specimens as shown in Figure 6.12.  The coupling beams were 
approximately 3’-1” long W6x12s and W6x25s for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.  
The coupling beams were welded to 1” or 1 1/2" thick end plates with 5/16” fillet welds all 
around as shown in Figure 6.13.  Similar to the base of the VBEs, 3/8” thick stiffeners were 
placed on each side of the web to prevent plastic hinges from forming near the fillet welds.  This 
detail has previously demonstrated good performance in large-scale tests under repeated cycles 
of large plastic rotation demand (Lewis 2010).  The end plates were drilled with 8 standard size 
holes for either 3/4" (FLEX) or 7/8” (INT) bolts for connection to the face of the internal VBEs. 
Three-eighths thick transverse web stiffeners were added to a single side of the coupling 
beams to divide them into 6 equal width panels as shown in Figure 6.12.  The stiffeners were 
position and sized based on the EBF link provisions (AISC 2005a) as shown Figure 6.14.  The 
stiffeners were fitted inside the flanges and the top and bottom corners were clipped to avoid the 
k-region.   
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spaced 5 1/2" in the transverse direction.  The 5 1/2" hole spacing was selected to match the 
minimum workable gage of common W-Shapes.   
6.2.3.1 FLEX	specimen	connection	
The bracing system W10x45 stubs and north (back) bracing W10x112 guide were first 
installed. Each specimen was fabricated as two piers, and two coupling beams.  Each pier 
(denoted as west pier and east pier in Figure 6.25) was first bolted to the floor plate in position 
prior to the installation of the LBCBs on the strong wall.  The coupling beams were then 
installed between the piers.  The adapter plates were placed on top of each pier.  The LBCBs 
were then installed, with their platens fully retracted, in the tallest position, to provide the largest 
possible clear height.  The west LBCB was installed the furthest west to prevent interference 
with other laboratory testing (Figure 6.26); the east LBCB was installed as close to the west 
LBCB as possible, leaving a 7 3/4" gap between the LBCBs.  Finally, the front bracing system 
W10x112 guides were installed.  The brace system was then shimmed to provide incidental 
contact with the specimen at the brace points without binding. 
The LBCB platens were then brought down and aligned with the adapter plates.  The 
adapter plates were nominally connected to the LBCB platens and disconnected from the 
specimen.  The LBCB platens were then fully retracted and connected with 75 1” diameter 
socket cap head screws to the adapter plate.  After Coordinate Measurement Machine (CMM) 
alignment, described below, the LBCB platen was moved to align the adapter plate with the VBE 
top plates and the top HBE, and connected with 40 1” diameter socket head cap screws.  All 
bolts were torqued to 500 ft-lb. 
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6.3.2.1 Similitude	Validation	
The first challenge was addressed by beginning the design at full scale.  Full scale 
prototype structures (Figure 6.30a) were designed using realistic geometry and loads, as 
summarized in Chapter 5.  Similitude principles were derived in section 6.1.2 to scale the full 
scale structure to lab scale.   
Figure 6.30 – Controls development methodology. 
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Figure 6.31 – Pushover analysis of similitude 
models. 
Figure 6.32 – Degree of coupling of 
similitude models. 
 
Numerical models were developed for SPSW-WCs in Chapter 5.  A numerical model was 
developed for the full-scale prototype structures shown in Figure 6.30a.  To validate the scaling 
methodology, this numerical framework was used to develop a lab-scale prototype shown Figure 
6.30b.  However, members used in this model were fictitious, perfectly satisfying the similitude 
requirements.  This is an unrealistic model due to the unavailability of members with exactly the 
required cross-section area, moment of inertia, and plastic section modulus.  Therefore, the 
members in the bottom three stories were replaced with the discrete members selected in section 
6.1.2 as shown in Figure 6.30c. 
These three models (Figure 6.30 a-c) were subjected to a pushover analysis.  The 
normalized base shear versus roof drift is presented in Figure 6.31.  The degree of coupling (DC) 
versus roof drift is shown in Figure 6.32.  The near identical response in both figures of the Full-
Scale and Lab-Scale – Similitude model verifies the similitude procedure.  This demonstrates 
that the non-dimensional response is invariant to the scale.  The Lab Scale – Discrete model 
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traces similar paths to the Full-Scale model.  This indicates that the discrete members chosen 
accurately capture the similitude requirements.   
6.3.2.2 Control	Algorithm	Development	
The full-scale prototype structure was a 6-story building.  Therefore, control algorithms 
were developed to replicate the demands on the bottom three stories of a six-story structure.  A 
load distribution was assumed over the height of the structure. Each pier was connected to an 
LBCB that was capable of imposing a horizontal lateral load (V), vertical axial local (PPIER), and 
local moment (MPIER).  An exploded view of the 6-story, lab-scale prototype is shown in Figure 
6.33.  The equal and opposite demands on the lab specimen are not shown for clarity.    
 
Figure 6.33 – Exploded view of prototype structure. 
The specimens were loaded in displacement control in the lateral direction (Dx).  
Therefore, for a given displacement, the shear force (V) applied could be determined.  However, 
PIERP
PIERM
V
eL
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=
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since lateral loads were not imposed over the height of the lab specimen, the tributary assumed 
load distribution for the bottom three stories was assumed to be applied by the LBCB as well.  
Therefore, the observed shear force (V) represented the entire base shear.  The tributary lateral 
load from the fictitious upper three stories, VTOP, was given by 
 TOPV V   (6.4) 
where γ is the proportion of the lateral load applied to the fictitious upper three stories in the 
assumed lateral load distribution.  Therefore, the total moment above the prototype cut (
TOPAPPLIED
M  ) is given by,  
 
TOPAPPLIED TOP
M V h   (6.5) 
where h  is the effective height of the lateral load applied to the fictitious upper stories in the 
assumed lateral load distribution above the prototype cut.   
The internal resistance of a SPSW-WC at the prototype cut is composed of two 
components; 1) the moment within the piers ( PIERM  ) and 2) an internal couple formed by equal 
and opposite axial loads in each pier ( COUPM  ), 
 
TOPAPPLIED COUP PIER
M M M    (6.6) 
The degree of coupling at any location in a structure is related to the proportion of these two 
mechanisms: 
 
TOP
COUP
APPLIER
MDC
M
   (6.7) 
The degree of coupling can be analytically calculated using the equations derived in Chapter 4, 
and is therefore a function of the geometry and member sizes of the structures.  Based on 
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geometry of the structure (Figure 6.33), the moment from the internal couple ( COUPM  ) is given 
by 
 ( )COUP PIERM P L e    (6.8) 
where L  and e  are the bay width and coupled length respectively, and PIERP  is the equal and 
opposite axial force within each pier that resists overturning. (The axial force due to gravity is 
superimposed onto PIERP .)  From observations of numerical analysis, the moment in both piers is 
generally similar.  Therefore, the total moment in the piers ( PIERM ) is approximated by 
 2PIER PIERM M   (6.9) 
where PIERM  is the moment within each pier.  Substituting Equations (6.4), (6.5), and (6.8) into 
Equation (6.7) and adding a constant gravity load ( GRAVITYP  ) 
 
( ) ( )
TOP
COUP PIER PIER
APPLIED TOP
PIER GRAVITY
M P L e P L eDC
M V h V h
V h DCP P
L e


   
 
  (6.10) 
Substituting Equations (6.4), (6.5), (6.8), (6.9), and (6.10) into Equation (6.6) and rearranging 
 
( ) 2
( ) 2
(1 )
2
TOPAPPLIED COUP PIER PIER PIER
PIER
PIER
M M M P L e M
V h DCV h L e M
L e
V h DCM


     
  

  (6.11) 
Therefore, the axial load and moment within each pier are proportional to the observed lateral 
load (measured after an applied displacement increment), and a function of the assumed lateral 
load distribution, structure geometry, and the degree of coupling at the prototype cut. 
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6.3.2.3 	Control	Algorithms	Validation	
A pushover analysis was conducted on the six-story lab scale prototype (Figure 6.30c).  
The shear force and degree of coupling above the third floor prototype cut are shown on the left 
side of Figure 6.34.  These parameters were used as inputs in to the control algorithms presented 
in Equations (6.10) and (6.11), along with the model geometry.  The internal forces from the 
numerical model and derived using the control algorithms are presented on the right side of 
Figure 6.34. There is good agreement for the axial force and bending moment for both piers.  
Therefore, the derived control algorithms accurately estimate the internal demands at the 
prototype cut. 
Figure 6.34 – Comparison of prototype internal forces and control algorithms. 
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The degree of coupling must be known a priori to use the control algorithms.  The 
specimen is expected to behave inelastically over the majority of the load protocol.  Therefore 
using the plastic degree of coupling is logical.   An analytical procedure is presented in Chapter 3 
to predict the plastic degree of coupling.  The internal forces from the numerical model and the 
derived control algorithms when using the plastic DC are shown in Figure 6.35.  The use of the 
plastic DC reduces axial force in the elastic region, since in this case the plastic DC is less than 
the elastic DC.  Conversely, the use of the plastic DC slightly increases the pier moment in the 
elastic region.  However, as the prototype plasticizes, the control algorithms accurately predict 
the axial force and pier moment.   
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Figure 6.35 – Comparison of prototype internal forces when using plastic DC. 
 
Figure 6.36 – Comparison of hysteretic behavior using the elastic and plastic DC. 
The laboratory specimen model was subjected to a hysteretic load protocol using the 
derived control algorithms, shown in Figure 6.36.  The degree of coupling was constant as either 
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the elastic DC or the plastic DC.  The overall response is similar in both cases.  Therefore, the 
use of the plastic degree of coupling is a justified simplification for use with the derived control 
algorithms. 
6.3.2.5 Load	Profile	
The axial force and pier moment from the control algorithms are a function of the 
assumed load profile.  The constants required for the control algorithms are summarized for the 
ELF, ILF, and rectangular load profiles in Table 6.5.  The hysteric response of the lab specimen, 
using the three assumed load profiles, is shown in Figure 6.37.  The similarity between the three 
responses indicates that the overall behavior is not heavily influence by the assumed load profile.  
The ILF procedure was used for the experimental test program to ensure consistency with the 
original design. 
Table 6.5 – Load profile constants for lab specimens. 
Load Profile  h  
Rectangular 0.57 100.6”
ELF (ASCE 7) 0.84 120.3”
ILF 0.88 135.1”
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Figure 6.37 – Comparison of load profile distributions. 
6.3.2.6 Control	Algorithm	Implementation	
The control algorithms (Equations (6.10) and (6.11)) were entered into the LbcbPlugin 
using the user defined Derived Degree of Freedom (DDOF) interface (Figure 6.29).  The 
parameters used for each specimen are outlined in Table 6.6. Since the axial force and moment 
are a function of the lateral force, their target changed as the step was completed.  Therefore, 
after each step, the axial force and moment were checked to be within a user defined tolerance, 
and another iteration was commanded if necessary, as shown as the step loop in Figure 6.29.  
Typically convergence was achieved within a single correction step. 
Table 6.6 – Summary of control algorithm parameters. 
Parameters FLEX INT 
Bay Width (L) 57” 57” 
Coupled Length (e) 48” 48” 
Effective height above cut ( h  ) 135.07” 135.07” 
Top proportion (  ) 0.878 0.878 
Degree of Coupling (DC) 0.5 0.9 
Gravity Load per pier ( GRAVITYP ) 53k 53k 
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Figure 6.38 – Lateral drift load protocol. 
6.4 Instrumentation 
The specimens were instrumented in order to capture global and local behavior.  The 
instrumentation focused on recording the specimen response to aide in verification of numerical 
models.  A combination of linear potentiometers, string potentiometers, LVDTs, inclinometers, 
strain gages and a CMM system were utilized.  Additionally, 6 stationary cameras documented 
the deformation of the specimen over the duration of the test.  The sensors and quantity used per 
specimen are summarized in Table 6.8. 
Table 6.8 – Summary of instrumentation. 
Sensor Type Quantity 
Control Sensors (Linear Potentiometers) 12 
Linear Potentiometers 48 
LVDTs 12 
String Potentiometers 36 
Inclinometers 20 
Strain Gages ~460 
CMM LEDs ~148 
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measured relative to the north strong wall, east strong wall, and floor.  The control point was also 
measured relative to these references, and the pin locations relative to the control point were 
calculated.  A combination of a traditional tape measure and a Bosch laser tape measure were 
utilized.  Additionally, the length of each sensor was measured to verify the pin location 
measurements.  The measurements were repeated if they differed by more than 0.5% from the 
measured sensor length. 
Table 6.9 – Control sensor pin locations for FLEX specimen. 
Pier Sensor Fixed Pins Free Pins Length 
    X Y Z X Y Z Calc Measured Deviation
West 
XN -82.2” -11.9” 33.8” -33.0” -12.1” 1.1” 59.1” 58.9” 0.37% 
XS -82.3” 11.0” 33.5” -33.4” 11.4” 1.1” 58.6” 58.8” 0.21% 
Y 1.5” -45.9” 5.4” 0.4” -3.8” 2.9” 42.2” 42.3” 0.24% 
ZEN -45.6” -12.4” 51.6” -27.4” -12.4” 1.1” 53.7” 53.6” 0.16% 
ZES -45.5” 11.6” 51.0” -27.9” 11.4” 1.1” 52.9” 52.9” 0.12% 
ZI 43.8” -12.1” 51.3” 29.4” -11.5” 0.8” 52.5” 52.4” 0.26% 
East 
XN 81.3” -14.1” 33.3” 34.0” -12.1” 1.0” 57.3” 57.3” 0.01% 
XS 80.5” 10.7” 33.7” 34.9” 12.5” 1.2” 56.0” 56.0” 0.01% 
Y 0.0” -45.9” 3.6” 0.0” -3.8” 2.6” 42.1” 42.0” 0.17% 
ZEN 47.2” -13.2” 51.5” 28.7” -12.3” 1.2” 53.6” 53.5” 0.16% 
ZES 46.6” 11.3” 51.2” 28.3” 12.3” 0.9” 53.5” 53.6” 0.06% 
ZI -42.6” -12.2” 51.2” -28.4” -12.6” 1.1” 52.0” 52.0” 0.03% 
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Table 6.10 – Control sensor pin location for INT specimen. 
Pier Sensor Fixed Pins Free Pins Length 
    X Y Z X Y Z Calc Measured Deviation
West 
XN -82.6” -12.4” 33.8” -33.2” -12.4” 1.2” 59.2” 59.1” 0.23% 
XS -83.2” 10.2” 32.8” -33.4” 11.4” 1.1” 59.0” 59.1” 0.13% 
Y 1.1” -46.4” 5.3” 1.1” -3.6” 2.9” 42.8” 42.8” 0.15% 
ZEN -46.3” -12.9” 51.6” -27.4” -12.8” 1.0” 54.0” 54.0” 0.05% 
ZES -46.8” 11.0” 50.9” -28.2” 11.2” 1.2” 53.1” 53.0” 0.19% 
ZI 43.0” -12.3” 51.5” 35.4” -12.1” 1.2” 50.8” 50.8” 0.18% 
East 
XN 69.3” -16.2” 32.8” 22.9” -12.9” 1.1” 56.3” 56.5” 0.39% 
XS 68.1” 9.4” 33.1” 23.0” 12.1” 1.1” 55.4” 55.6” 0.37% 
Y -12.1” -47.6” 3.8” -11.0” -4.2” 2.3” 43.4” 43.6” 0.34% 
ZEN 35.0” -14.9” 51.3” 17.3” -13.1” 1.1” 53.3” 53.3” 0.10% 
ZES 35.4” 9.6” 51.1” 16.9” 12.0” 0.9” 53.5” 53.4” 0.19% 
ZI -54.8” -14.1” 51.5” -45.1” -13.6” 1.0” 51.4” 51.3” 0.24% 
 
The control sensors were connected to the LBCB Operations Manager using a National 
Instruments (NI) BNC-2095 terminal block, a NI SCXI-1104C in a NI SCXI-1001 chassis.  A 
junction box placed between the control sensors and the LBCB Operations Manager provided an 
excitation for the control sensors.  An adjustable power supply was set to approximately 30 volts.  
Prior to testing each day, the control sensor sensitivities were input in to the LBCB Operations 
Manager, adjusted for the excitation voltage.   
The LBCB Operations Manager reported the control sensor displacements to the 
LbcbPlugin over a TCP/IP link at the end of each step.  The LbcbPlugin computed the coordinate 
transformation to determine the Cartesian displacement of the top of each pier.  If the measured 
displacement differed from the desired displacement by more than a user defined tolerance, the 
displacement command to the LBCB Operations Manager was updated and an additional 
correction step was triggered (Figure 6.29).  Therefore, the LBCB commands were adjusted until 
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potentiometers.  During installation, the extensions were adjusted to place the linear 
potentiometer at mid-stroke at the beginning of the test.   
Table 6.11 – Web plate linear potentiometers. 
Pier Floor Orientation Name 
West 
1 Upward east LP/WestPier/Floor1/1 Upward west LP/WestPier/Floor1/2 
2 Upward east LP/WestPier/Floor2/1 Upward west LP/WestPier/Floor2/2 
3 Upward east LP/WestPier/Floor3/1 Upward west LP/WestPier/Floor3/2 
East 
1 Upward east LP/EastPier/Floor1/1 Upward west LP/EastPier/Floor1/2 
2 Upward east LP/EastPier/Floor2/1 Upward west LP/EastPier/Floor2/2 
3 Upward east LP/EastPier/Floor3/1 Upward west LP/EastPier/Floor3/2 
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Figure 6.46 – Diagram of web plate linear potentiometers. 
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Figure 6.49 – Diagram of coupling beam linear potentiometers. 
Table 6.12 – Coupling beam linear potentiometers. 
Floor Section Orientation Name 
2 
0 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S0_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S0_2 
1 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S1_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S1_2 
2 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S2_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S2_2 
3 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S3_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S3_2 
4 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S4_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S4_2 
5 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S5_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S5_2 
6 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor2/S6_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor2/S6_2 
3 
0 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S0_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S0_2 
1 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S1_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S1_2 
2 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S2_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S2_2 
3 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S3_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S3_2 
4 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S4_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S4_2 
5 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S5_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S5_2 
6 Upward east LP/CBPier/Floor3/S6_1 Upward west LP/CBPier/Floor3/S6_2 
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6.4.4.1 Web	Linear	Potentiometer	Transformation	to	Story	Drift	
The diagonal web plate linear potentiometers can be used to calculate the relative 
movement between the top and bottom HBE of a story.  However, this assumes that the HBEs do 
not rotate relative to each other.  Accounting for the appropriate sign conventions, and assuming 
small rotations, the relative story displacement, H , can be calculated from the extension of the 
two linear potentiometers ( 1  and 2 ), 
  1 212cosH       (6.12). 
The geometry of the web plate linear potentiometers is summarized in Table 6.14.  
 
Table 6.14 – Geometry of web plate linear potentiometers. 
Floor Angle (θ)
3 52.2° 
2 52.7° 
1 62° 
6.4.4.2 Coupling	Beam	Linear	Potentiometers	Transformation	to	Rotation	
The measurements of the “x” pattern of coupling beam linear potentiometers can be 
transformed to the rotation between the two sections based on the linear potentiometers 
measurements and geometry as shown in Figure 6.52.   
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Figure 6.52 – Diagram of coupling beam linear potentiometers in undeformed and 
deformed state. 
In the undeformed state (Figure 6.52a), the length of the “1” linear potentiometer ( 1L  ) is 
given by 
 1
1
cos
cos
W WL
L
      (6.13) 
When one end of the coupling beam has rotated (Figure 6.52b), the linear potentiometer will 
have a new length ( 1ˆL ) given by 
 
 1
1
2 2ˆ ˆcos ˆ ˆcos
d dW W
L
L
 
 
 
     (6.14) 
Therefore, the change in length of the linear potentiometer ( 1 ) is given by 
 
1 1 1
1
ˆ
2
ˆ coscos
L L
dW W

  

 
  (6.15) 
Assuming small displacements, the change in angle of the linear potentiometer ( ˆ  ) can be 
neglected.  Therefore, equation (6.15) reduces to 
1
2
W
d

1
2
W
d


(a) (b)
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1 1
1
1
2
cos
2 cos
d
d


  
 
  (6.16) 
Similarly for the “2” coupling beam linear potentiometer, 
 22
2 cos
d
    (6.17) 
The rotations measured from each linear potentiometers can be average, 
 
1 2
1 2
2 1
1 [ ]
2
2 cos 2 cos1
2
cos [ ]
d d
d
  
 

 
      
   
  (6.18) 
Similarly, the horizontal movement of the two coupling beam sections can be determined 
from the two linear potentiometers, 
  1 2cos2H
       (6.19) 
The relative rotation and horizontal movement between two coupling beam sections can 
be calculated using the measurements from the two linear potentiometers and the geometry, 
summarized in Table 6.15. 
Table 6.15 – Geometry of coupling beam linear potentiometers. 
Section FLEX INT 
 Width (W) Height (d) Angle (θ) Width (W) Height (H) Angle (θ)
S0 3’-1 1/2" 5 3/4" 8.7° 3’-0 3/4"  5 15/16” 9.2° 
S1-S6 6 3/8” 5 3/4" 42.0° 6 1/8” 5 15/16” 44.2° 
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Table 6.18 – String potentiometers. 
Pier VBE Section Name Stroke Distance below work point
West 
External 
9 SP/WestPier/E9 25” 7.1” 
8 SP/WestPier/E8 25” 41.6” 
7 SP/WestPier/E7 25” 76.7” 
6 SP/WestPier/E6 25” 108.4” 
5 SP/WestPier/E5 25” 141.0 
4 SP/WestPier/E4 10” 158.9” 
3 SP/WestPier/E3 5” 186.7” 
2 SP/WestPier/E1 20 208.4” 
1 SP/WestPier/E1 5” 229.6” 
Internal 
9 SP/WestPier/I9 25” 9.1” 
8 SP/WestPier/I8 25” 41.3” 
7 SP/WestPier/I7 25” 59.0” 
6 SP/WestPier/I6 25” 108.6” 
5 SP/WestPier/I5 25” 127.1” 
4 SP/WestPier/I4 10” 160.9” 
3 SP/WestPier/I3 5” 186.6” 
2 SP/WestPier/I2 5” 208.6” 
1 SP/WestPier/I1 5” 229.7” 
East 
External 
9 SP/EastPier/E9 25” 7.1” 
8 SP/EastPier/E8 25” 41.6” 
7 SP/EastPier/E7 25” 76.7” 
6 SP/EastPier/E6 25” 108.4” 
5 SP/EastPier/E5 25” 141.4” 
4 SP/EastPier/E4 5” 158.9” 
3 SP/EastPier/E3 20” 186.75 
2 SP/EastPier/E2 5” 209” 
1 SP/EastPier/E1 5” 229.9” 
Internal 
9 SP/EastPier/I1 25” 9.1” 
8 SP/EastPier/I2 25” 60.3” 
7 SP/EastPier/I3 25” 71.7” 
6 SP/EastPier/I4 25” 108.5” 
5 SP/EastPier/I5 25” 126.8” 
4 SP/EastPier/I6 10” 158.8” 
3 SP/EastPier/I7 20” 187 
2 SP/EastPier/I8 25” 208.4” 
1 SP/EastPier/I9 5” 229.8” 
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Table 6.20 – Summary of strain gage sensors. 
Strain Gage Type Product Number
Linear FLA-5-11-3LT 
Linear High Strain YEFLA-5-3LT 
Rosette FRA-5-11-3LT 
Rosette – High Strain YEFRA-5-3-LT 
 
The quality of the strain measurements is heavily dependent of the surface preparation 
and application process.  The mill scale was first removed using a right-angle grinder, leaving a 
smooth, shiny surface.  The surface was then sanded with a 120-grit and 240-grit belt sander.  
Finally, the surface was polished with 320-grit and 400-grit sand paper by hand.   
 The surface was cleaned with Vishay MCA-1 M-Prep Conditioner A and Kimberly Labs 
Kim Wipes until the wipe was free of dirt. The surface was then neutralized with Vishay MN5A-
1 M-Prep Neutralized 5A.  The gage was then laid on a mirror, cleaned using the same process, 
and attached to Vishay PCT-2M Gage Installation Tape.  The gage / tape assembly was placed 
on the application site, with one edge lifted.  The gage was lightly brushed with M-Bond 200 
Catalyst, and a small drop of M-Bond 200 Adhesive was placed at the base of the tape.  The gage 
and tape were then pressed firmly onto the surface, and held with the thumb for 1 minute.  This 
process yielded good connection between the specimen and the strain gage.   
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Figure 6.58 – Pier strain gages. 
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The strain gages were applied to each VBE, in 9 sections as shown in Figure 6.58a.  At 
each section, four linear gages were placed on the outside flanges, symmetric about the web 
centerline as shown in Figure 6.58b.  They were oriented to enable to calculation of the axial 
stress, minor-axis curvature, and major-axis curvature.  Additionally, a rosette was placed at the 
center of the web to measure the shear stress.  Strain gage sections were approximately third-
points on floor 1, and quarter-points on floor 2 and 3.  High strain linear strain gages were 
applied to the HBEs at third-points, without rosettes.  Four high strain rosettes were placed at 
third-points on each web plate, including four above and four below the restrainer on the first 
floor web plates. 
Between the end of the coupling beam, and the first stiffener, four high strain gages were 
applied in a similar layout as shown in Figure 6.59a.  Mid-way between the remaining stiffeners, 
a gage was placed on each flange opposite the web centerline as shown in Figure 6.59b.  
Between the first and second stiffener of the coupling beam a rosette was applied.   
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Figure 6.60 – Diagram of inclinometers position. 
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Figure 6.63 – Diagram of west pier LEDs. 
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7.1 Description of Test 
The base shear versus lateral drift is shown in Figure 7.2.  The imposed lateral drift 
history is summarized in Figure 7.3.  The peak lateral drift for each cycle and associated step 
numbers are presented in Table 7.1.  The base shear is the sum of the lateral forces applied by 
both LBCBs.  The lateral drift is the mean of the displacement of the west and east pier, as 
measured by the control sensors as shown in Figure 7.5, divided by the pier height (equal to 19' – 
7 ¼").  The target lateral displacement for each pier was identical.  However, slight differences 
in the specimen response, LBCB deformations, and control sensor readings led to slightly 
different commands to each LBCB.  However, in general, the displacement of each LBCB was 
nearly identical, as shown by the overlapping blue and orange plots in Figure 7.5. 
Figure 7.2 – FLEX specimen lateral force 
versus drift. 
Figure 7.3 – FLEX lateral displacement load 
history. 
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Figure 7.4 – Lateral force versus drift of 
each pier. 
Figure 7.5 – Lateral drift history of each 
pier. 
Table 7.1 – Lateral drift cycles and associated step numbers. 
Peak Lateral Drift Steps Test Day 
0.1% 1-41 Day 1 
0.1% 42-81 Day 1 
0.25% 82-130 Day 2 
0.25% 131-178 Day 2 
0.5% 179-227 Day 2 
0.5% 228-275 Day 2 
1.0% 276-374 Day 2 
1.0% 375-470 Day 3 
1.5%a 471-580 Day 3 
1.5% 581-725 Day 4 
1.5% 726-870 Day 4 
2.0% 871-1062 Day 5 
2.0% 1063-1254 Day 5 
2.5% 1255-1491 Day 5 
2.5% 1492-1727 Day 5 
3.0% 1728-1919 Day 5 
3.0% 1920-2111 Day 5 
3.5% 2112-2331 Day 6 
3.5% 2332-2551 Day 6 
4.0% 2552-2743 Day 6 
4.0% 2744-2920 Day 7 
a Premature VBE fracture limited lateral drift to 0.76% in the negative direction. 
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The specimen response was initially linear as shown for the 0.1% drift cycles (Steps 1-
81) in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7.  The specimen at 0.1% lateral drift is shown in Figure 7.8.  The 
lateral displacement was increased in 0.01” increments, with the vertical load and pier moment 
derived according to the control algorithms.  There are discontinuities near zero displacement 
where loading began and was concluded for the day.  The initial lateral stiffness was 
approximately 137 kip/in.  There is a slight amount of energy dissipated, as evident by the area 
enclosed by the 0.1% drift cycles.  This is likely due to friction within the loading mechanism as 
well as flexibility or movement within the displacement transducers and/or their fixtures.  At this 
level of response, the behavior of the tension and compression piers (west and east piers, 
respectively, when loaded in the positive (east) direction) is similar. 
Deep booms were emitted by the web plates on steps 21, 41 and 61, near 0% 
displacement.  Deformations of the web plates were not visible at this drift level.  Testing was 
concluded for the day after completion of the second 0.1% drift cycle.  These cycles were used to 
verify the functionality of the sensors.     
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drift peak, the unloading branch traced a path approximately parallel to the loading branch.  The 
hysteresis loops opened up slightly.  The second 0.25% drift cycle was slightly more pinched 
than the first cycle (Figure 7.13).  In both loading directions, the compression pier resisted a 
larger portion of the load than the tension pier (Figure 7.14).  This effect was more evident in the 
negative direction (east pier in tension) than in the positive direction.   
Waves were noticed in all the web plates at the positive and negative peaks as shown in 
Figure 7.16. Whitewash flaking was observed on the east pier, floor 2 web plate.  Yield lines 
were observed at the end of the coupling beams, outside of the web stiffener, as shown in Figure 
7.17.  The yield lines were circular and indicated the development of plastic hinges at the ends of 
the coupling beams.  When the specimen returned to 0% lateral drift, the web plates once again 
returned to a nearly planar state. 
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Figure 7.22 – Vertical movement of floor plate versus step. 
 
Figure 7.23 – Vertical movement of floor plate versus lateral drift. 
The specimen was unloaded to zero lateral force at 0.35”.  Eight of the 12 pretensioned 
DWYIDAG bars clamping the floor plate to the strong floor were changed from 1 1/4” diameter 
to 2" diameter as indicated in Figure 7.25.  All DWYIDAG bars were restretched to the highest 
available pretension.  
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direction, as shown in Figure 7.19.  For each pier, the response when subjected to compression 
was similar. The uplift of the floor plate was reduced from 0.18” to 0.07” and 0.08” to 0.02” for 
the functioning east and west LVDTs respectively as shown in Figure 7.22 and Figure 7.23 at 1% 
drift.   
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Immediately following the last -1.0% drift cycle, the 1.5% drift cycles began.  The 
displacement increment remained at 0.1” to a peak displacement of 3.53”, as shown in Figure 
7.26 and Figure 7.27.  The specimen at 1.5% lateral drift is shown in Figure 7.26.  The specimen 
exhibited gradual softening, with approximately zero stiffness at 1.5% drift.  The specimen 
traced a linear path parallel to the initial stiffness upon unloading.  At approximately zero lateral 
force, the specimen was briefly softened before resuming loading with a similar stiffness to the 
elastic stiffness.   
The development of flexural plastic hinges at the ends of the coupling beams continued.  
The whitewash flaked in a semicircular shape within the coupling beam webs just outside of the 
web stiffener as shown in Figure 7.29.   
The HBEs began to yield in the RBS regions.  Whitewash flaking was observed near the 
edge of the shear tab, as shown in Figure 7.30. 
The external VBEs had developed approximately horizontal yield lines on the outside 
flanges, as shown in Figure 7.31 and Figure 7.32 for the west and east external VBEs, 
respectively.   
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  At step 561, a loud metallic fracture was heard.  The loading was halted in the LBCB 
Operations Manager.  The lateral load immediately dropped 23.8 kips. Examination of the 
specimen revealed that the base of the east exterior VBE fractured near the welded connection to 
the base plate.  The exterior flange and web fractured immediately above the fillet weld as shown 
in Figure 7.33.  The specimen was unloaded to zero lateral force at -0.3” lateral displacement for 
retrofit.   
Upon review, it was decided that the connection between the VBEs and base plates was 
inadequate to develop plastic hinges in the VBEs.  Therefore fin plates were welded to the flange 
tips of the VBEs at the top and bottom of the specimen as described in Chapter 6.  The FLEX 
specimen was retrofitted in place over the course of three weeks as shown in Figure 7.34 and 
Figure 7.35.  Additionally, the original fillet weld around the base of the east exterior VBE was 
removed and replaced. 
The LVDTs and linear potentiometers on the floor plate and base plates were removed to 
allow access to the specimen.  The string potentiometers were temporarily disconnected to avoid 
accidental entanglement.  These sensors were offset during data analysis to account for 
movement resulting from the retrofit.   
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Loading continued with two 2% drift cycles (steps 871-1254) as shown in Figure 7.38 
and Figure 7.39.  The specimen at 2% lateral drift is shown in Figure 7.40.  The displacement 
increment remained 0.1”, to a 4.71” lateral displacement peak.  The response of the specimen 
during the 2% drift cycles was typical of later cycles.  The second cycle at a given drift level was 
more pinched than the first.  As before, the compression pier contributed more of the lateral 
strength (Figure 7.39).   
Small tears in the web plates were observed at the discontinuity between the VBE and 
HBE fish plate as shown in Figure 7.41.  The gap between these two plates provided a natural 
stress riser.  Although tear propagation was expected near these tears, the tears remained stable.   
The exterior VBEs continued to yield at their base.  Yield lines developed in the webs of 
the exterior VBEs, as shown in Figure 7.42. 
Figure 7.38 – Lateral force versus drift for 
2% cycles. 
 
Figure 7.39 – Lateral force versus drift of 
each pier for 2% cycles. 
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control sensor linear potentiometers temporarily failed.  Therefore, the readings of the control 
sensors were erroneous.  The LbcbPlugin commanded a large displacement to the LBCB 
Operations Manager to correct for the observed difference between the control sensors and target 
displacement.  The incremental limits of the LBCB Operations Manager prevented execution of 
this errant step.  The power supply resumed regular operation and the test continued.  There was 
a small displacement adjustment as shown near 1% drift in Figure 7.44. 
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The displacement increment was increased to 0.15” for the 3% lateral drift (steps 1727 – 
2110) cycles as shown in Figure 7.46 and Figure 7.47.  The majority of the whitewash had flaked 
off the web plates as shown in Figure 7.48.  The ends of the coupling beams had developed 
plastic hinges.  Additionally, yield lines were present near the RBS region of the HBEs.  The 
specimen was visibly displaced at the peaks.  The rotations of the coupling beams were in the 
opposite direction as the HBEs.  Additionally, the coupling beams appeared to undergo more 
rotation than the story drift.  After the second -3% drift cycle, at zero lateral force, the test was 
concluded for the day.   
 
Figure 7.46 – Lateral force versus drift for 
3% cycles. 
Figure 7.47 – Lateral force versus drift of 
each pier for 3% cycles. 
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7.3 Data Analysis 
A wide array of instrumentation was used to document the behavior of the specimen as 
described in Chapter 6.  Analysis of these measurements is discussed in this section.  
Comparative analysis with the INT specimen is presented in Chapter 9. 
7.3.1 Lateral Force Envelope 
The peak force from each cycle is shown in Figure 7.74.  In general, the peak lateral force 
was the same for the first and second cycle at each drift level.  Between the 1% lateral drift 
cycles, the floor plate was re-pretensioned to the strong floor, therefore the second cycle 
achieved a higher lateral force.  The second cycle at 4% lateral displacement only achieved 86% 
and 89% of the peak first cycle strength in the positive and negative directions respectively.  The 
peak strength in the positive and negative directions were similar.   
 
Figure 7.74 – Peak lateral force of each cycle. 
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7.3.2 Step versus continuous data 
The load protocol was divided into discrete steps based on the lateral displacement.  
During each step, several correction steps may have been required to adjust for elastic 
deformations and to achieve convergence of the control algorithms.  During the test, continuous 
data were collected at 0.5Hz and at the completion of each step.  The continuous and step data 
for the lateral force versus lateral drift are shown in Figure 7.75a and Figure 7.75b for the entire 
load history and the 0.5% lateral drift cycles, respectively. 
 
Figure 7.75 – Continuous and step data lateral force versus lateral drift. 
The step data traces a similar path to the continuous data.  During each step, the lateral 
displacement was first imposed, increasing the lateral force (in an absolute sense).  Therefore, 
the pier moment and vertical force was increased in a correction step.  These additional demands 
on the piers decreased their lateral force for the given lateral displacement.  This process 
typically took 1 or 2 steps to achieved convergence.   
In the continuous data (Figure 7.75b) for the 0.5% lateral drift cycles, the lateral force is 
initially larger, and then decreases to the value recorded to the step data.  Therefore, the step data 
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does not capture the intermediate state.  However, these intermediate states are a result of the 
testing protocol and do not affect the overall SPSW-WC behavior.  Therefore, for clarity the step 
data was used throughout for data comparison unless otherwise noted.   
7.3.3 Top Displacement Validation 
The lateral displacement at the top of each pier was recorded by three independent classes 
of instruments: 
 The LBCB’s internal linear displacement transducers 
 Six linear potentiometer control sensors 
 String potentiometer connected to the web of the internal and external VBEs 
As mentioned in Chapter 6, the LBCBs are deformable bodies.  Therefore, the applied 
load induces a small amount of elastic deformation of the LBCBs themselves.  The LBCB’s 
internal displacement transducers measure the relative movement between the LBCB and the 
specimen.   
The control sensors consist of six linear potentiometers connected to reference frames.  
The Cartesian displacement of the specimen can be calculated as function of the sensor readings 
and the pin locations of the linear potentiometers.  However, errors in the measurements of the 
pin locations could lead to errors in the displacements reported by the control sensors.   
The string potentiometers measured the movement of the specimen in the lateral direction 
relative to reference columns.  The resolution of the string potentiometers was lower than 
typically used for control feedback.  
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Figure 7.76 – Lateral drift as measured by LBCBs, control sensors, and string 
potentiometers. 
The measured lateral displacement for these sensors is shown in Figure 7.76.  As can be 
seen in Figure 7.76a, all four measurements track the same trend.  However, the discrepancies 
are most apparent at the peaks as shown in Figure 7.76b.  As expected, the LBCB internal 
displacement transducers report the highest displacement, accounting for displacement of the 
specimen as well as the LBCBs.  However, there is good agreement between the control sensors 
and the string potentiometers.  Additionally, the control sensors measurements are approximately 
the average of the two string potentiometers.  Therefore, the lateral displacements measured from 
the control sensors were considered valid, and have been used for all discussions herein, unless 
otherwise noted.    
The raw data from the control sensors appeared to “trail” behind the rest of the sensors by 
1 step.  For example, the other sensors would reach their peak value one step prior to the control 
sensors.  Additionally, the measurement for the first and second step for the control sensors was 
identical.  This behavior was observed by other users of the MUST-SIM facility.  Therefore, it 
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was concluded that the recording of the control sensor measurements was one step out of sync 
with the step triggering.  The data was shifted for data analysis.   
7.3.4 Energy Dissipated 
The lateral force versus lateral drift is presented in Figure 7.2.  The hysteretic loops are 
broken out by cycle in section 0.  The energy dissipated during each cycle ( DE  ) was obtained by 
integrating the area enclosed by the lateral force versus displacement paths.  The equivalent 
viscous damping was calculated as 
 1
4
D
eq
so
E
E
    (7.1) 
where soE  is the maximum elastic strain energy of the cycle, half of the product of the 
maximum force and maximum deformation of the cycle.  The energy dissipated and equivalent 
viscous damping during each cycle are summarized in Table 7.3.  For each peak drift level, the 
energy dissipated is visualized in Figure 7.77.   
As expected for elastic response, the energy dissipation is less than 2 kip-in for each of 
the 0.1% lateral drift cycles.  The ratio of the energy dissipated during the second cycle to the 
first cycle for each peak lateral drift is shown in Figure 7.78.  With exception of the 1% peak 
lateral drift cycles, the second cycle dissipates less energy than the first.  This can visually be 
observed in the individual loops above.  The second cycle is more pinched and takes a “short 
cut” between peaks.  In the inelastic region, the second cycle dissipated 5-15% less energy than 
the first cycle.  The energy dissipated per cycle increases for the increases peak lateral drift, as 
expected. 
The floor plate was re-pretensioned to the strong floor between the 1% lateral force 
cycles, reducing the amount of rocking, accounting for the increased energy dissipation.   
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Table 7.3 – Energy dissipation for each cycle. 
Peak Lateral 
Drift Floor 1 
Floor 
2 
Floor 
3 
Total Energy 
Dissipated ( DE  ) 
Equivalent Viscous 
Damping ( eq  ) 
 kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in  
0.1% 0.9 0.7 0.3 1.9 4.1% 
0.1% 0.8 0.6 0.1 1.5 3.2% 
0.25% 3.1 2.8 1.7 7.5 3.1% 
0.25% 2.1 1.8 0.7 4.6 1.9% 
0.5% 16.0 14.5 10.0 40.5 5.3% 
0.5% 10.7 9.8 6.3 26.8 3.5% 
1.0% 90.3 85.3 58.5 234.1 10.9% 
1.0%a 100.7 90.5 57.1 248.2 10.4% 
1.5%b 164.7 139.0 87.1 390.8 9.7% 
1.5% 237.9 196.0 114.4 548.3 12.8% 
1.5% 204.3 178.3 98.4 480.9 11.3% 
2.0% 452.1 344.7 196.5 993.3 16.2 
2.0% 396.7 304.3 169.9 870.9 14.2% 
2.5% 653.0 493.7 291.5 1,438.2 17.9% 
2.5% 598.6 449.1 255.0 1,302.8 16.3% 
3.0% 848.2 646.6 396.9 1,891.7 19.1% 
3.0% 799.4 602.5 363.5 1,765.4 18.1% 
3.5% 1,050.0 809.9 524.0 2,384.0 20.3% 
3.5% 1,020.7 766.3 478.1 2,265.1 19.7% 
4.0% 1,251.0 919.3 580.9 2,751.2 20.8% 
4.0% 1,028.2 733.8 494.9 2,256.9 19.1% 
Total 8,930 6,790 4,186 19,905  
a Floor plate retensioned 
b VBE premature fracture prevented completion of cycle. 
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Figure 7.77 – Energy dissipated per cycle. 
 
Figure 7.78 – Ratio of energy dissipated during second cycle to first cycle. 
The lateral energy dissipation can be broken into the energy dissipated in each floor, as 
presented in Table 7.3.  The difference between the string potentiometers at the top and bottom 
of each floor were used to calculate the story displacement.  The lateral force imposed by the 
LBCB at the top of each pier was used to determine the story shear.   
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The proportion of the energy dissipated in each floor during each peak lateral drift cycle 
is presented in Figure 7.79.  Floor 1 was the tallest, therefore it was the most flexible and 
dissipated the most energy.  However, the energy dissipated by floor 1 was similar to floor 2.  
Floor 3 dissipated only about 20% of the energy.  During testing, it was visibly observed that the 
web plates of floor 3 experienced less deformation than floor 1 and floor 2. 
 
Figure 7.79 – Proportion of energy dissipated by floor. 
 
7.3.5 Degree of Coupling 
The control algorithms were derived in Chapter 6 to impose a prescribed degree of 
coupling at the top of the laboratory specimen.  The target degree of coupling was determined 
based on the 6-story prototype structure, at the interface with the laboratory specimen.  The 
analytical expressions derived in Chapter 4 were used to calculate the degree of coupling, and 
were validated using numerical simulations.  The target degree of coupling at the top of the 
FLEX specimen was 0.5.   
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The applied moment at the top of the specimen comprised two components, 1) the local 
moment applied to the top of each pier ( PIERM ) and 2) the couple formed by the vertical force on 
each pier ( COUPM ).  Therefore, the degree of coupling is given by 
 COUP
COUP PIER
MDC
M M
    (7.2) 
Since the demands were imposed by the LBCBs, these components can be easily calculated.  The 
couple formed by the vertical force can be determined by summing moments about the center of 
the specimen 
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  (7.3) 
where L  is the bay width (4’-9”), e  is the coupled length (4’), and WESTP   and EASTP  are the 
vertical force applied by the LBCBs on the west and east piers respectively (positive down).  
Substituting equation (7.3) into equation (7.2), 
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  (7.4) 
  where WESTM  and EASTM  are the moment at the top of the west and east pier respectively.   
The degree of coupling over the duration of the test is shown in Figure 7.80.  The dashed 
red line indicates the target degree of coupling (0.5).  In general, the degree of coupling is 
constant throughout the test with a value around 0.5.  However, there are numerous large spikes 
with illogically large values (5+) and negative values.  These spikes occur during steps when the 
lateral force (V ) is near zero.  As derived in Chapter 6, the applied pier moment and vertical pier 
force are proportional to the measured lateral force.  Therefore, when the lateral force is small, 
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the degree of coupling reduces to a “zero divided by zero” condition.  Therefore, these spikes 
represent situations where the degree of coupling is nonsensical (i.e., when the specimen is 
unloaded).   
Figure 7.80 – Degree of coupling at the top 
of FLEX. 
Figure 7.81 – Degree of coupling with steps 
with lateral force less than 25k filtered. 
The degree of coupling plotted with the step with lateral force less than 25k filters is 
shown in Figure 7.81.  The large spikes are no longer present and the general trends still tracks 
the target degree of coupling.  Therefore, the control algorithms were properly imposing the 
desired demands on the piers.  The “noise” in the degree of coupling about 0.5 can be attributed 
to the convergence tolerance of the force control based control algorithms.  During each step, the 
vertical force and pier moment were calculated for the observed lateral force.  If these values 
were outside of tolerance, a correction step was issued.  However, to allow reasonable 
convergence times, the tolerances allowed some discrepancies between the target demands and 
those prescribed to achieve an exact degree of coupling.  These discrepancies lead to the “noise” 
in the degree of coupling in Figure 7.81, typically less than 0.05. 
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At step 2789, the west external VBE completely fractured from the base plate.  
Therefore, the west pier had significant flexibility, and the required pier demands could not be 
imposed due to actuator stroke limits.  Therefore, for this step the force-control convergence 
tolerances were increased to allow the test to continue.  This resulted in a degree of coupling for 
this step that deviated from the target, as indicated by the red marker in Figure 7.81. 
7.3.6 Vertical Forces 
The vertical force versus lateral drift is shown in Figure 7.82a and Figure 7.82b for the 
west and east pier respectively.  The vertical force is positive downward (compression in the 
pier) and negative upward (tension in the pier).  The west pier was pulled into tension in the 
positive lateral drift direction, therefore it appears to have a negative stiffness.  The applied 
vertical force was derived using the control algorithms and was proportional to the lateral force.  
Therefore, the shape of Figure 7.82 is similar to the overall lateral force versus lateral drift 
shown in Figure 7.2.   
A constant 53k gravity load was superimposed with the vertical load calculated from the 
control algorithms.  Therefore the plots in Figure 7.82 are centered around +53 k.  Additionally, 
at 0% lateral drift, the initial application of the gravity load is apparent (Figure 7.82a).   
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Figure 7.82 – Vertical force versus lateral drift of each pier. 
The vertical force verses vertical displacement is presented in Figure 7.83.  Initially, the 
relationship is approximately linear and elastic.  However, as the test progresses, the piers appear 
to yield in the vertical direction, as evident by the nearly horizontal slope shown in Figure 7.83 
and the open hysteretic loops.  Contrary to the softening shown in Figure 7.82 as a result of the 
lateral force softening, the softening shown in Figure 7.83 is a result of softening in the vertical 
direction.  There is limited energy dissipation on the tension side due to the reduced overall 
tension force as a result of the superimposed gravity. 
The fracture of the west exterior VBE is evident by the sudden increase in vertical 
displacement with decreased lateral load as indicated by the region between the red markers in 
Figure 7.83a.  As the control algorithms attempted to reestablish the vertical load, the vertical 
displacement continued to increase with a modest increase in vertical force.  At this point the 
force control tolerances were relaxed to allow the test to continue.  A total of 252 kip-in of 
energy was dissipated in the vertical direction, 1.2% of the energy dissipated in the lateral 
direction. 
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Figure 7.83 – Vertical force versus vertical displacement of each pier. 
 
7.3.7 Pier Moments 
The individual pier moments versus lateral drift for each pier are presented in Figure 
7.84.  In the positive lateral displacement direction, a negative moment was applied.  The pier 
moment was derived using the control algorithms and was proportional to the lateral force.  
Therefore the pier moment versus lateral drift is similar to the lateral force versus lateral drift as 
shown in Figure 7.2.  Each pier reached a peak moment of approximately 550 kip-ft.   
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Figure 7.84 – Pier moment versus lateral drift of each pier. 
 The pier moment versus pier rotation of each pier is shown in Figure 7.85.  The rotation 
was determined using the control sensors.  However, for small rotations the measurements were 
close to the resolution of the sensors, as indicated by the jagged response in Figure 7.85b.  The 
relationship is initially linear and elastic.  However around 500 kip-ft, the hysteresis loops 
slightly open up.  A total of 1534 kip-in of energy was dissipated through rotation, 7.7% of the 
energy dissipated in the lateral direction.  When the west external VBE fractured, a large rotation 
was accompanied by a large drop in the moment as shown in the region between the red markers 
in Figure 7.85a.  However, as the test continued at the west pier VBE came back in to bearing, 
the response was similar to previous cycles in the positive lateral displacement direction.   
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Figure 7.85 – Pier moment versus pier rotation for each pier. 
7.3.8 Story Drift 
The measurements of the strings potentiometers are presented in Figure 7.86.  The string 
potentiometers were set up to record extension as positive.  Therefore, for the west pier, positive 
string potentiometer measurement corresponded to positive lateral drift.  The measurements of 
the east pier string potentiometers have been reversed to maintain consistency with other 
measurements.  The “4” string potentiometer dragged on the bracing system, returning erroneous 
data and therefore has been omitted.  The cable on SP/WestPier/I8 snapped at step 1302, as 
shown by the vertical line to out-of-range in Figure 7.86c. 
The string potentiometers are numbered incrementally, with “1” at the base and “9” at the 
top.  Since the base was essentially stationary, and the displacement was applied at the top, the 
displacement recorded increased monotonically with the string potentiometers number.  This is 
evident in Figure 7.86 by the progression from brown to blue within each cycle.  The “9” string 
potentiometers closely matched the lateral drift recorded by the control sensors as shown in 
Figure 7.76.  Therefore the top line in Figure 7.86 represents the lateral drift. 
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Figure 7.86 – String potentiometer measurements versus step. 
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Figure 7.87 – String potentiometers for first 4% lateral drift cycle. 
The measurements of the east pier, external string potentiometers for the first 4% lateral 
drift cycle (steps 2552-2743) are shown in Figure 7.87 (with the same legend as Figure 7.86).  As 
expected the string potentiometer “1” does not move significantly.  However, as the elevation of 
the string potentiometers increases, so does the displacement.  At the top, “9”, records the lateral 
displacement at the top of the pier.  All string potentiometers reach their maximum value during 
the same step, showing clean peaks. The response is approximately symmetrical in the positive 
and negative regions due to a similar load history. 
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Figure 7.88 – VBE displacement profiles at 
peak of each cycle. 
Figure 7.89 – VBE story drift at peak of 
each cycle. 
The string potentiometers were used to plot the displacement profile of the VBEs in 
Figure 7.88.  The displacement profiles are shown at the peak lateral drift.  The internal and 
external VBEs of each pier are shown.  The displacement at the top of Figure 7.88 is 
approximately the lateral displacement at the top of the pier.  For a given top lateral 
displacement, all of the VBEs trace a similar profile.  Therefore, the response of the internal and 
external VBEs were similar.  A linear displacement profile would be indicative of a uniform 
displacement over the height of the specimen.  The displacement profile is nominally linear over 
the lower two stories, and then reduced slightly for the top story. 
The lateral drift of the VBEs versus height is presented in Figure 7.89.  The measurement 
of each string potentiometer was normalized by its height above the base.  Therefore, for a 
uniform drift distribution, the drift would be constant over the height.   
The drift is small at the base of the structure since the movement was limited.  However, 
any movement was amplified by near zero height of the bottom string potentiometer.  The drift 
distribution was fairly constant over the height.  There was a slight decrease in drift at the top 
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and bottom of the structure.  However, the boundary conditions in these regions were 
unrealistically rigid.  In general, the specimen demonstrated the desirable uniform drift 
mechanism.   
Since the only load applied was by the LBCBs, the shear force within each pier was 
constant for each story.  However, each story had different geometry and boundary conditions.  
Therefore the deformation on each story were unique.  Story drift is good measure of the 
response of a given story.  The story drift was calculated as the difference between the 
displacement of the string potentiometers at the top and bottom of the floor, normalized by the 
story height (7’-9” for floor 1, 5’-7” for floor 2 and floor 3). 
The story drift for each floor versus step for each pier is shown in Figure 7.90.  For both 
piers, floor 1 and floor 2 have similar story drifts for each step and floor 3 had a smaller story 
drift.  The story drift versus story shear is plotted in Figure 7.91.  The lower energy dissipated by 
floor 3 can visible be seen by the tighter hysteretic loops.  
During testing, the web plates on floor 3 did not flake as rapidly as they did on the other 
floors.  Floor 1 is significantly taller than the other floors, leading to a more flexible story.  Floor 
2 was the only story with accurate boundary conditions above and below.  In particular, the 
HBEs at the top and bottom of floor 2 were able to rotate and develop plastic hinges.  Therefore, 
it is logical that floor 2 was more flexible than floor 3.   
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Figure 7.90 – Story drift versus step of each pier. 
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Figure 7.91 – Story shear versus story drift of each pier. 
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7.3.9 Member Rotations 
Inclinometers were placed in the VBEs, HBEs and coupling beams near the HBE-VBE 
connections as shown in Figure 7.92.  The inclinometers measured the rotation of the elements 
over the duration of the test as shown in Figure 7.93.  The rotation of the internal and external 
VBEs are approximately the same.  Additionally, the rotations at each end of the HBEs are the 
same.   
 
Figure 7.92 – Diagram of inclinometer locations. 
 
The rotation of the ends of the coupling beams is in the opposite direction as the rest of 
the specimen.  The coupling beam is connected to the compression VBE on one pier and the 
tension VBE on the other.  Therefore, the coupling beam must rotate to satisfy the vertical 
displacement of each VBE in opposite direction.  This mechanism is visibly apparent at 
moderate drift levels as seen in Figure 7.48. 
Inclinometer
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The VBE rotations are approximately proportional to the lateral drift.  Therefore the VBE 
rotations increase for increasing drift levels.  However, the HBE rotations reach a maximum 
value (Figure 7.93), and do not significantly increase for increasing lateral drift.   
The rotations of individual components for a single elastic and inelastic cycle is presented 
in Figure 7.94a and Figure 7.94b respectively.  During the elastic cycles, the rotation of the 
VBEs and HBEs are approximately equal (Figure 7.94a).  However, during the inelastic cycles, 
the rotation of the HBEs have plateaued while the rotation of the VBEs have increased (Figure 
7.94b).  When returning from a peak, the slope of the VBEs rotation is approximately liner.  
However, HBEs return to zero rotation parallel to the VBEs, and then soften significantly.    
 The rotation of the members meeting at a connection are presented in Figure 7.95.  The 
rotation of the VBEs inclinometer appears to be proportional to the lateral drift, without any 
maximum value (Figure 7.93).  The rotation of the coupling beam is slightly less than the VBE.  
Therefore, the rotation of the coupling beams continues to increase as the lateral drift increases, 
unlike the HBEs.   
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Figure 7.93 – Inclinometer rotation versus step. 
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Figure 7.94 – Inclinometer rotations for individual cycles. 
The rotation of the HBE or coupling beam can be subtracted from the rotation of the VBE 
to determine the rotation of the connection, including the plastic hinge.  Figure 7.96 presents the 
rotation of the 12 beam-to-column connections in floor 2 and 3.   
If the two members rotate in the same direction and a hinge does not develop, the relative 
rotation would be zero.  During the elastic cycles, the relative rotation of the HBE RBS 
connections was very small as shown in Figure 7.96a-d.  However, as the lateral drift is 
increased, plastic hinges develop in the RBS region and the relative rotation increases.  At 4% 
lateral drift, the RBS hinges rotated approximately 2.3 deg or 0.04 rad.  Therefore, the plastic 
rotation of the HBEs was approximately equal to the story drift.  This is consistent with the 
plastic mechanisms utilized in the Chapter 4. 
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Figure 7.95 – Rotations of members meeting at a connection. 
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Figure 7.96 – Relative rotation of connections. 
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Figure 7.97 – Envelope of connection relative rotations. 
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The envelope of the connection rotations is presented in Figure 7.97.  The maximum 
connection rotation is presented versus lateral drift.  At low lateral drift cycles, the HBE and 
VBEs rotate together, as shown by the zero relative rotation of the HBEs in Figure 7.97a-d.  
However, for the cycles greater than 1% lateral drift, relative rotation develops between the HBE 
and VBE.  This rotation was accommodated by the development of a flexural hinge in the RBS 
region. 
The rotation reported for the coupling beams is the relative rotation of the coupling beam 
outside of the web stiffener to the VBE.  Therefore, only the rotation within the flexural hinge 
region was captured.  The rotation of the coupling beams relative to the VBEs is even present 
during the elastic cycles as shown in Figure 7.97e-f.  The rotation of the floor 2 coupling beam 
was greater than the floor 3 coupling beam.  At 4% lateral drift, the coupling beam rotation was 
5.4 deg or 0.09 rad and 4.3 deg or 0.08 rad for floor 2 and floor 3 respectively.  Therefore, the 
rotation of the coupling beams exceeds the lateral drift. 
7.3.10  Coupling Beam Rotation 
Linear potentiometers were attached to the coupling beams in an “x” pattern to measure 
the relative rotation over the length.  The measurement for the linear potentiometers between the 
coupling beams stiffeners are presented in Figure 7.98a-d.  The readings for the long 
potentiometers that were connected to the end plate on each side of the coupling beam are 
presented in Figure 7.98e-f.  For a positive rotation, the “1” sensors measured retraction 
(negative) and the “2” sensors measured extension (“2”), as shown in Figure 7.98a-b and Figure 
7.98c-d respectively.   
Sensor LP/CBPier/Floor3/S0_2 had an intermittent electrical short which caused 
occasional erroneous data, which was filtered as shown in Figure 7.98f.  At the end of the test, 
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both the floor 2 and floor 3 coupling beams fractured, leading to large measurements, not 
representative of physical deformation of the beam. 
The measurements from these sensors can be used to calculate the relative rotation and 
horizontal displacement of the sections, as derived in Chapter 6.  These derived readings are 
presented in Figure 7.99.  The horizontal displacements are generally less than 0.1” (Figure 
7.99c-d).  This behavior is expected since the displacement of each pier was the same.   
The floor 2 coupling beam has large rotations in S1 and S6 (Figure 7.99a).  Therefore, 
majority of the coupling beam rotation was at the ends.  This was confirmed by the visible 
flaking of the white wash at the end of the coupling beam, indicating the development of a 
plastic hinge.  Furthermore, the rotation is largest in the sections near the ends, with decreasing 
rotation towards the middle.   
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Figure 7.98 – Coupling beam linear potentiometers. 
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Figure 7.99 – Relative rotation and horizontal displacement of coupling beam sections. 
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7.3.11 VBE Internal Forces 
The internal member forces can be estimated using the strain gages attached to the 
specimen as described in Chapter 6.  Linear strain gages were applied on the outside of the 
flanges enabling strain and major axis curvature to be calculated.  The internal axial force and 
major axis bending moment can be estimated assuming a linear elastic constitutive relationship 
with a modulus of elasticity of 29,000ksi. Therefore, the derived internal forces are limited to the 
elastic range. The internal forces were estimated at two sections in floor 1 and three sections in 
floor 2 and 3.   
Strain gages are susceptible to failure and erroneous measurements.  If a strain gage 
reading exceeded the yield strain (50 ksi / 29000 ksi = 0.0017 in/in), the measurement was 
discarded.  
The VBE axial forces for the west and east piers are presented in Figure 7.100 and Figure 
7.101 respectively.  The diagonal tension field of the web plates is the sole reason for the 
variation between the axial force at different sections.   This variation is minor, and discrepancies 
between sections is likely more due variation in the instrumentation.  For all of the sections, the 
axial force initially increases with drift level, but then reaches a plateau value.  This behavior can 
be contributed to the fact that the load input to the specimen plateaus at the higher drift levels. 
For floor 3, the peak axial forces are similar for the internal and external VBE.  This is 
consistent with the symmetry of the system in floor 3.  There are not any coupling beams above 
floor 3.  Additionally, the loading imposed by the LBCB is symmetrical about the centerline of 
the pier.  Therefore, the demands on the internal and external VBEs are similar.   
In floor 1 and 2, the axial force in the external VBE is greater than the axial force in the 
internal VBE.  This is consistent with the mechanism analysis that indicates that coupling beam 
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reduces the axial demand on the internal VBE.  The effect is greater for floor 1 than floor 2, 
indicating that the axial force benefit is commutative down the height of the structure.   
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Figure 7.100 – West pier VBE axial forces. 
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Figure 7.101 – East pier VBE axial forces. 
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The envelope of the VBE axial forces versus the peak lateral drift of each cycle are 
shown in Figure 7.104 and Figure 7.105 for the west and east pier, respectively.  Note, noisy 
gages in Figure 7.100 and Figure 7.101 influenced the envelope curves.  For lateral drift cycles 
under 1%, the relationship between the VBE axial force and the drift was approximately linear.  
However, for the higher lateral drift cycles, the VBE axial force plateaued.  The VBE axial force 
was less in the external VBEs than the internal VBEs.  
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Figure 7.102 – Envelope of west pier VBE axial forces. 
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Figure 7.103 – Envelope of east pier VBE axial forces. 
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The internal bending moment about the major axis for the exterior and internal VBEs are 
presented in Figure 7.104 and Figure 7.105 for the west and east pier respectively.  The 
measurements were omitted if both strain gages on either flange were out of range.  In general, 
the maximum bending moment in the external and internal VBEs was approximately 100 kip-ft.  
This value was approximately half of the plastic flexural strength of the section, neglecting the 
interaction of the axial force. 
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Figure 7.104 – West pier VBE bending moments. 
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Figure 7.105 – East pier VBE bending moments. 
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7.4 Test Validation 
Several sensors were placed on the specimens to identify inadvertent specimen 
movement or loading.  The measurement of these sensors were inconsequential to the behavior 
of the specimen.  However, they provide useful validation that the specimen was loaded at 
intended.  The data collected during the testing of the FLEX specimen is available in Appendix 
D. 
7.4.1 Out-of-plane Behavior 
The bracing system described in Chapter 6 was designed to prevent out of plane 
movement of the specimen without inhibiting in plane movement.  Although each LBCB was 
capable of 6 DOF control, only 3 DOF were actively controlled; 1) lateral displacement (Dx), 2) 
vertical force (Fz), and 3) pier moment (My).  The remaining three DOF; 1) out-of-plane 
displacement (Dy), 2) rotation about the primary axis (Rx), and 3) torsion (Rz) were indirectly 
held constant.  However, forces in these DOFs were allowed to naturally develop.   
The displacements and forces of the out-of-plane DOFs are presented in Figure 7.106a-b 
and Figure 7.106c-d respectively.    The displacements in Figure 7.106a-b are the measurements 
observed by the LBCB internal displacement transducers.  At the end of each day of testing, the 
actuators were locked, however slight drift of the platen occurred overnight.  During startup, the 
displacement commands are set to the current LBCB position through an “auto balance” 
algorithm.  The jumps in the displacements as shown in Figure 7.106a-b are due to drift 
overnight which was not corrected the following day.    However, at step 2290, Dy was moved in 
the negative direction to reduce the out-of-plane Fy as shown in Figure 7.106a. Between these 
discontinuities, the out-of-plane displacements are fairly stable.   
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Figure 7.106 – Displacements and forces of out-of-plane DOFs. 
The forces in the out-of-plane DOFs developed naturally and were not explicitly 
controlled.  The out-of-plane force, Fy, remained under 5 kips for the majority of the test.  As 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, a slight correction was required for the west pier at step 
2290.  The low out-of-plane force indicates that the friction between the specimen and the 
bracing system was negligible.   
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If the control point coincided with the center of stiffness of the specimen, application of 
the in-plane forces (Fx and Fz) should not have induced moments about the out-of-plane DOFs 
(Mx and Mz).  However, eccentricity between the control point and the center of stiffness will 
induce out-of-plane moments.  As shown in Figure 7.106c-d, the out-of-plane moments Mx and 
Mz never exceeded 30 kip-ft.  Therefore, these unintended loads are considered negligible to the 
overall behavior.  On the west pier (Figure 7.106c), Mx suddenly increases at step 578 due to 
uncorrected Rx accumulated overnight (Figure 7.106a). 
7.4.2 Floor Sensors 
Linear potentiometers were placed between the floor plate and the strong floor to 
measure horizontal slip of the floor plate as described in Chapter 6.  The relative movement of 
the floor plate relative to the strong floor is presented in Figure 7.107.  Throughout the test, the 
floor plate did not move more than 0.025”, likely due to elastic deformation of the plate.  
Therefore, it is unlikely there was unanticipated sliding of the specimen. 
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Figure 7.107 – Horizontal movement of floor 
plate relative to the strong floor. 
Figure 7.108 – Vertical movement of VBE 
base plates relative to floor plate. 
Figure 7.109 – Horizontal movement of VBE 
base plates relative to floor plate for the 
west pier. 
Figure 7.110 – Horizontal movement of VBE 
base plates relative to floor plate for the east 
pier. 
Additionally, LVDTs were placed to measure the vertical movement of the VBE base 
plate relative to the floor plate, as shown in Figure 7.108.  As expected, the movement in the 
negative direction is minimal due to bearing.  However, the uplift of the base plates did not 
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exceed 0.045” over the duration of the test.  Therefore, the connection between the base plate 
and the floor plate was considered adequate.   
Horizontal linear potentiometers were placed between the VBE base plates and floor 
plate to measure relative movement in the north-south and east-west directions.  The horizontal 
movement of the west pier and east pier are shown in Figure 7.109 and Figure 7.110 
respectively.  Over the duration of the test, the base plates did not move more than 0.1” relative 
to the floor plate.  The holes in the base plates were oversized by 0.25” to allow fit-up.  
Therefore, unreasonable slip did not occur between the VBE base plates and the floor plate. 
7.5 FLEX Summary 
The FLEX specimen demonstrated the robust characteristics of the SPSW-WC system 
subjected to inelastic cyclic loading.  The specimen had a high level of ductility, resisting the 
maximum lateral displacement that could be applied.  Additionally, a large amount of energy 
was dissipated during each cycle, with a peak equivalent viscous damping of approximately 
20%.  Therefore, the SPSW-WC system is a good candidate for use in high seismic regions.   
The specimen reached a wide-array of limit states, without significant loss of force.  This 
demonstrates the highly redundant load path of the system and the ability to compensate for 
localized fractures.  The web plates were inadvertently punctured by the bracing system without 
any discernable change in strength.  Small tears were induced in the web plates by the 
connection detail, however, they remained stable over the duration of the test.  The HBEs 
fractured in the RBS region due to low-cycle fatigue from local buckling.  Additionally, the 
coupling beams ultimately failed due to low-cycle fatigue from local buckling.  However, the 
specimen strength did not significantly drop until catastrophic failure of the VBE connection to 
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the base plate occurred.  Even after the VBE fracture, loading was able to continue in the 
opposite direction with only a 10% drop in strength. 
The coupling beams were subjected to large rotations, with plastic hinges developed at 
the ends.  The coupling beams were subjected to rotations of almost double the story drift.  
However, the end web stiffeners successfully shifted the plastic hinge away from the welded 
connection.  The coupling beams achieved rotations in excess of 0.08 rad in the connection 
region.   
The axial force reduction on the internal VBEs by the coupling beams in the proposed 
design procedure was experimentally validated.  Additionally, the lighter internal VBEs 
exceeded the performance of the heavier exterior VBEs. 
Therefore, the FLEX specimen has shown the SPSW-WC system has the characteristics 
to be used as a lateral force resisting system in high seismic regions.  Additionally, some of the 
connection details used showed good performance under heavy cyclic loading.  The response of 
a SPSW-WC system with a higher degree of coupling is explored through the INT specimen, 
presented in the next chapter. 
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Table 8.1 – Summary of FLEX and INT member sizes. 
Member FLEX INT 
Coupling Beam W6x12 W6x25
External VBE W8x58 W8x48
Internal VBE W8x48 W8x40
HBEs W6x12 
Web Plates 18 Ga 
 
8.1 Description of Test 
The loading procedure for the INT specimen can be segmented into two phases.  The first 
phase consisted of a similar load history to the FLEX specimen, utilizing the derived control 
algorithms presented in Chapter 6.  This phase of testing was conducted from step 1 through 
3258 and was the primary behavior of interest.   
After the INT specimen had sustained significant damage, particularly complete fracture 
at the base of both external VBEs, application of the pier moment and vertical force in load 
control became unfeasible.  However, it was desirable to continue testing to explore the failure 
mechanism of the coupling beams.  Therefore, to impose similar boundary conditions on the 
coupling beams as prior to VBE fracture, the load protocol was switched to solely displacement 
control for the second phase of testing.  The second phase of testing is not fully indicative of 
SPSW-WC behavior and will be discussed separately. 
8.1.1 Primary Phase of Testing 
The loading plan during the primary phase of testing of the INT specimen was similar to 
the FLEX specimen.  The overall lateral force versus lateral drift is presented in Figure 8.2.  The 
lateral drift versus step is presented in Figure 8.3.  The lateral force is taken as the sum of the 
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lateral force from each LBCB.  The average lateral displacement of each LBCB, divided by the 
height of the specimen is used to calculate the lateral drift.   
The lateral force versus lateral drift for the individual piers is presented in Figure 8.4.  
The load history of each pier is shown in Figure 8.5.  The peak lateral drift and associated step 
numbers are presented in Table 8.2.  The lateral displacement from each pier is nearly identical.   
The INT specimen demonstrated a high initial stiffness, high ductility, and good energy 
dissipation (Figure 8.2).  The specimen lateral displacement capability exceeded the stroke 
limitation of the LBCBs.  Therefore, the specimen was cycled at 4% until failure (Figure 8.3). 
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Figure 8.2 – INT specimen lateral force 
versus drift. 
Figure 8.3 – INT lateral displacement load 
history. 
Figure 8.4 – Lateral force versus drift for 
each pier. 
Figure 8.5 – Load history of each pier. 
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Table 8.2 – Lateral drift cycles and associated step numbers. 
Peak Lateral Drift Steps Test Day 
0.1% 1-41 Day 1 
0.1% 42-81 Day 1 
0.25% 82-177 Day 1 
0.25% 178-273 Day 1 
0.5% 274-369 Day 1 
0.5% 370-465 Day 1 
1.0% 466-561 Day 1 
1.0% 562-658 Day 1 
1.5% 659-802 Day 2 
1.5% 803-946 Day 2 
2.0% 947-1137 Day 2 
2.0% 1138-1329 Day 3 
2.5% 1330-1565 Day 3 
2.5% 1566-1801 Day 3 
3.0% 1802-1993 Day 4 
3.0% 1994-2185 Day 4 
3.5% 2186-2405 Day 4 
3.5% 2406-2624 Day 4 / Day 5
4.0% 2625-2816 Day 5 
4.0% 2817-3007 Day 5 
4.0% 3008-3189 Day 5 
4.0%a 3190-3258 Day 5 
a Only positive peak reached due to east exterior VBE fracture. 
The test began with elastic cycles with a peak lateral drift of 0.1% lateral drift (steps 1-
81).  The lateral displacement was increased in 0.025” increments.  The overall specimen and 
individual pier lateral force versus drift are presented in Figure 8.6 and Figure 8.7 respectively.  
The response was approximately linear and elastic, with an overall stiffness of 154 kip/in.   There 
is a slight amount of energy dissipation in the overall response, as indicated by the loop traced by 
the force versus drift.   
The specimen at 0.1% lateral drift is shown in Figure 8.8.  During each cycles, booms 
were heard as the specimen passed through zero displacement.  Slight rippling was observed in 
the web plates at the peak as shown in Figure 8.9.  The operation of the instrumentation was 
validated after the completion of these cycles. 
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Cycles to 0.5% lateral drift were then conducted (steps 274-465). The loading rate was 
increased to 0.05” per step to a peak lateral displacement of 1.17”.  The lateral force versus drift 
is presented in Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14.  The peak force in the positive and negative 
directions were similar during both the first and second cycle.  The response was pinched during 
the second cycle compared to the first cycle (Figure 8.13).  The hysteresis loops continued 
opening. 
The specimen at 0.5% peak lateral drift is shown in Figure 8.15.  Buckling of the web 
plates was evident in all of the panels at the peak drifts.  The floor 1 web plates developed ripples 
above and below the restrainers.  Booms were heard in the transition regions between peaks.  
The noise emitted by the web plates was louder than during previous cycles.  Generally, the 
specimen was quiet in new displacement territory.  Minor whitewash flaking of the web plates 
was observed during the second positive cycle.   
Fine yield lines developed on the west exterior VBE flange at the base after the second 
negative peak as shown in Figure 8.16.  The yield lines developed from the top of the fin plates 
to approximately half the distance to the base plate. 
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developed from approximately 2” above the top of the VBE fins to approximately mid-height of 
the VBE fins.  Similar to the development of yield lines on the west exterior VBE, they occurred 
in the compression VBE.   
During this cycle, the yield lines on the outside face of the west exterior VBE remained 
stable.  However, yield lines were observed on the inside of the exterior flange, slightly above 
the VBE fins.   
Faint yield lines were observed just inside of the RBS sections on the east floor 2 HBE as 
shown in Figure 8.22.   
At the first negative peak, additional yield lines developed on the west exterior VBE.  
The yield lines developed radially with the center approximately at the top of the VBE fins.  
However, the yield lines remained near the bottom of the VBE.  The yield lines on the east floor 
2 HBE continued to develop.   Additionally, yield lines were observed on the west floor 2 HBE.   
During the second positive peak, the yield lines on the inside of the east exterior VBE 
grew to approximately 6” above the VBE fins.  Small lines started to develop over the bottom 
quarter of the east exterior VBE on the outside face, near the flange tip as shown in Figure 8.23. 
After the reaching the second negative peak, the testing was concluded for the day.  The 
second cycle was ended prematurely in order to leave the specimen at zero lateral force 
overnight.  The web plate whitewash had significantly flaked.  At zero force, the web plates were 
visibly stretched and assumed a bulged position, as shown in Figure 8.24. 
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VBE fish plates.  The yielding of the webs of the HBEs continued, as shown in Figure 8.28.  The 
yield lines started outside of the shear tab, approximately at the middle of the RBS region.  The 
yield lines were faint.  The yield lines on the east external VBE significantly expanded, reaching 
42” above the base plate as shown in Figure 8.29.  Horizontal yield lines started to develop on 
the web of the east exterior VBE (Figure 8.30).  During the negative cycle, ticking of the white 
wash could be heard on the west exterior VBE.  Yield lines on the west exterior VBE developed 
similar to the east exterior VBE, again, during compression.  During web plate reorientation, the 
linear potentiometers were heard rattling.  The web plates boomed in regions of low lateral force.  
During the 1.5% lateral drift cycles, the coupling beams began to yield over their length.  White 
wash flaked in the panels between the stiffeners (Figure 8.31).  The yield lines had a slight bias 
towards horizontal.  Small yield lines started to develop in the webs of the exterior VBEs at the 
HBE connection. Very small tears were found in the web plates at the gap between the HBE and 
VBE fish plates (Figure 8.32).  These openings were a natural stress riser.  However, the tears 
remained stable throughout the test.  At zero displacement, the web plates were significantly 
bulged out of the frame.  Their orientation appeared to be random.   
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During unloading after the second negative peak (step 1287), the “Y” control sensors on 
the west pier began reporting inconsistent data.  Although the displacement in the y direction was 
not corrected, the erroneous readings of a single control sensor influenced the calculation of all 
DOFs.  The elastic deformation tolerances were increased and loading continued.   
At approximately zero force (step 1311), the problematic control sensor was replaced.  
The manifold pressure was shutdown to enable the LBCB Operations Manager to be shutdown.  
The sensitivity of the replaced control sensor was updated, and the LBCB Operations Manager 
and LBCBs restarted.   
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The 0.1” displacement increment was maintained for the 2.5% lateral drift cycles (steps 
1330-1801).  The peak displacement was 5.88”.  The lateral force versus drift is presented in 
Figure 8.40 and Figure 8.41.  The specimen at 2.5% lateral drift is shown in Figure 8.42.  Flaking 
of the whitewash on the east pier exceeded the flaking on the west pier.  The white wash was 
applied by two different researchers on each pier.  Therefore, the visible difference between the 
whitewash flaking of each pier is attributed to different application techniques and is not 
representative of different damage states. The yielding of the webs of the exterior VBEs 
continued to grow, as shown in Figure 8.43.  The yielding extended approximately 2’ above the 
VBE fins.  At zero displacement, the web plates showed significant damage and stretching 
(Figure 8.44).  Each panel either bellowed in the north or south direction.  During the second 
2.5% lateral drift cycle, scaring was observed on the first floor web plates from contact with 
bolts on the bracing system (Figure 8.45).  However, tears in the web plates had not yet 
developed. 
At the first positive peak (step 1388), the emergency stop button was inadvertently 
disconnected, triggering shutdown of the hydraulic pumps.  The LBCBs actuators were locked 
and the manifold pressure shutdown.  The LBCB Operations Manager was restarted and the 
hydraulic pumps started.  The LBCBs were then energized using the standard startup procedure.  
The link between the LBCB Operations Manager and the DAQ was not restarted after the 
shutdown.  Therefore, the DAQ did not record LBCB commands, displacements or loads during 
steps 1389-1397.  Communication was then reestablished between the LBCB Operations 
Manager and DAQ for the remainder of the test.  The LBCB measurements were recorded in 
network logs between the LBCB Operations Manager and the LbcbPlugin.  These logs were used 
to reconstruct the LBCB measurements for data analysis.   
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During unloading of the last negative peak, the west “Y” control senor again started 
reporting erroneous readings.  Since the “Y” control sensor had limited movement during the 
loading protocol, it was temporarily replaced with a power supply providing a constant voltage.  
The power supply emulated the response of the “Y” control sensor.  The power supply voltage 
was tweaked until the calculated out-of-plane measurement was negligible.   
During the diagnostics of the west “Y” control sensor, the measurements of the other 
control sensors changed.  The issue was traced back to improper grounding of the control 
sensors.  The grounding issue was related to the wiring of the control sensor extension cables.  
Therefore, the issue could only be mitigated during the rest of the test.   
During the unloading of the last negative peak, the control sensors reported a 0.3” 
difference between the lateral displacement of the east and west pier.  Therefore, the lateral 
displacement commands to the LBCBs differed by approximately 0.3”.   
At approximately zero lateral force, the test was concluded for the day.  The following 
day, the cable on the west “Y” control sensor was repaired.  A faulty connection within the 
connector was contributed to the erratic measurements.  The junction boxes were attached to 
additional ground points to prevent crosstalk between the sensors.   
The offset of the east “XS” control sensor was tweaked to achieve a reading with limited 
torsion (Rz).  Therefore, there was an initial adjustment as the LBCBs were moved to their new 
command, as indicated by the red marker on Figure 8.41. Testing was continued and the 2.5% 
cycles were completed.    
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the control sensor measurements, at the beginning of the 3% drift cycles, the elastic deformation 
correction was disabled in the LbcbPlugin.  Therefore, the command to the LBCBs was directly 
read from the input file and the same for each pier.  Therefore, the ~0.3” offset between the 
LBCBs was eliminated, as indicated by the red markers in Figure 8.47.  
The specimen at 3% lateral drift is shown in Figure 8.48.  The diagonal tension field was 
clearly developed for all of the panels.  Small tears began to develop at the interference between 
the floor 1 web plates and the bracing system.   
The curvature of the VBEs at the base was visible at the peak displacements (Figure 
8.49).  Slight flange local buckling was observed at the base of the internal VBEs at peak 
displacements (Figure 8.50).  The web of the exterior VBEs began to flake at the top of the 
specimen (Figure 8.49).   
The plastic hinges of the HBEs had fully developed as shown in Figure 8.51.  The white 
wash had completely flaked at the center of the RBS region.  Additionally, flange local buckling 
began to develop at the middle of the RBS regions.  The yielding of the webs of the VBEs at the 
HBEs remained stable (Figure 8.51). 
The compression flange on the fl+oor 2 coupling beam developed a slight “cupping”.  
The booming of the web plates continued in the transition region near zero lateral force. 
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The specimen at 3.5% lateral drift is shown in Figure 8.54.  Large holes were ripped in 
the east web plate where contact was made with bolts that were part of the bracing system as 
shown in Figure 8.55.   
At the peak drifts, flange local buckling was observed at the base of the interior VBEs as 
shown in Figure 8.57.  The webs and flanges of the interior VBEs had fully yielded.  The ripples 
in the web plates were fully developed and fairly large (Figure 8.56).   
Cracks were observed in the strap plates on back between the HBE and VBE fish plates.   
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The maximum lateral displacement that could be imposed by the LBCBs was 10”, or 
approximately 4% lateral drift.  Therefore, the specimen was cycled at the 4% lateral drift level 
until failure (steps 2625-3258).  The displacement increment was 0.2” to a peak of 9.41”.  The 
lateral force versus drift is shown in Figure 8.58 and Figure 8.59. 
The specimen at 4% lateral drift is shown in Figure 8.60.  The curvature of the VBEs at 
the base was easily visible (Figure 8.61).  Bolts on the bracing system continued to tear the web 
plate on the first floor, as shown in Figure 8.62.  Local buckling of the interior VBEs at the base 
continued (Figure 8.63).   
 
At step 2951, near the -4% lateral drift peak the east exterior VBE fractured above the 
fins through the outside flange and partially through the web as shown in Figure 8.64.  There was 
an immediate 34k drop in lateral load.  The loading was continued.  At step 3101, at 
approximately 0% lateral drift, the crack in the web propagated joining the crack in the flange, as 
shown in Figure 8.65.  There was not a discernable change in load as the crack propagated.   
At -3.7% lateral drift (step 3146) the remaining flange fracture, completely separating the 
VBE from the base. Due to the change in stiffness of the pier, the force control algorithms were 
disabled during unloading until 0% lateral displacement.  At zero drift, the force control 
algorithms were enabled, corresponding with a sudden drop in lateral force (Figure 8.58). 
The HBEs had fully developed plastic hinges ant their ends with significant flange local 
buckling in the RBS region, as shown in Figure 8.66.  Several fracture had develop in the 
repeated flange local buckling region. 
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During the second negative 4% lateral drift cycle, the fracture in the east exterior VBE 
continued to open up (Figure 8.67).  However, the inside flange remained intact.  During the 
third positive 4% lateral drift cycle the opening in the east exterior VBE completely closed 
(Figure 8.68).   
At the third -4% lateral drift peak, the inside flange of the east exterior VBE fractured, 
completely disconnecting the east exterior VBE from the base of the specimen, as shown in 
Figure 8.69.  The deformation induced a several inch tear in the east floor 1 web plate.   
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Figure 8.74 – Load history of second phase of testing. 
The lateral displacement continued to be applied in 0.2” increments, with the same 
displacement applied to each pier.  The vertical displacement and rotation of each pier from the 
first 4% lateral drift cycle were imposed at the top of each pier (steps 2696 – 2888), as shown in 
Figure 8.74.  Therefore, the displacement load history at the top of each LBCB from the first 4% 
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lateral drift cycle, before any significant limit states, was repeated for the subsequent secondary 
phase 4% lateral drift cycles.   However, since the stiffness of the specimen had significantly 
changed, a different force path was traced.   
Since the interior VBEs remained intact, the boundary conditions for the coupling beams 
were still reasonable.  Therefore, the displacement only loading protocol was considered to 
sufficiently accurately model the demands on the coupling beams prior to the fracture of the 
external VBEs.    
Figure 8.75 – Lateral force versus drift for 
secondary phase 4% cycles. 
Figure 8.76 – Lateral force versus drift of 
each pier for secondary phase 4% cycles. 
The lateral force versus drift for the overall specimen during the secondary phase of 
testing is presented in Figure 8.75.  The response of the individual piers are presented in Figure 
8.76.  The behavior has a general “S” shape.  After each subsequent cycle, the peak force and the 
energy dissipation decreases.   
During the first secondary -4% cycle, the floor 2 coupling beam developed significant 
flange local buckling in the compression flanges (Figure 8.77).  All of the HBEs had experienced 
significant flange local buckling in the RBS region.  Several of the RBS developed fractures in 
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Table 8.3 – Summary of limit states. 
Limit First 
Observed 
Cycle 
Step Reference Location Comment 
Web Plate 
Buckling 0.1% 11 Figure 8.88 
Floor 2 & 
Floor 3  
Minor, elastic 
waves 
VBE Flexural 
Hinge 1% 489 Figure 8.89 
East exterior 
VBE  
CB Shear 
Yielding 1.5% 692 Figure 8.90 Floor 2  
HBE Flexural 
Hinge 1.5% 694 Figure 8.91 Floor 2 
Near shear 
tab 
CB FLB 2% 994 Figure 8.92 Floor 2  
HBE FLB 2.5% 1388 Figure 8.93 Floor 2 In RBS region 
Web Plate 
Puncture 3% 1945 Figure 8.94 
East Pier, 
Floor 1 
Due to 
interference 
with bracing 
HBE Fracture 3.5% 2517 Figure 8.95 East Pier, Floor 2 
In region of 
repeated 
FLB. 
VBE Fracture 4% 2951 Figure 8.96 East exterior VBE 
Above VBE 
fins 
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8.3.1 Lateral Force Envelope 
The peak force for each cycle is presented in Figure 8.97.  In general there was limited 
strength degradation between the first and second cycle.  During the second negative 4% lateral 
drift cycle, the east exterior VBE fractured through the web and outside flange, with an 
accompanying drop in force.  This accounts for the drop in load in the negative direction for the 
second cycle at 4% as shown in Figure 8.97.   
 
Figure 8.97 – Peak lateral force of each cycle. 
8.3.2 Step versus Continuous Data 
As with the FLEX specimen, data was continuously collected at 0.5 Hz.  However, after 
the completion of each step, an additional set of step data was collected.  The step data did not 
capture the transient behavior as the several control loops achieved convergence.   However, 
these intermediate states were considered inconsequential.  Therefore, the step data was 
considered inclusive of the pertinent specimen behavior.  The continuous and step data for the 
lateral force versus lateral drift is presented in Figure 8.98. 
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Figure 8.98 – Continuous and step data lateral force versus lateral drift. 
The step data and continuous data trace a very similar path.   The step data is slightly 
smoother than the continuous data.  The continuous data generally has a vertical line at each step 
as the force control algorithms converged on the appropriate lateral force for the target lateral 
drift.  However, the step data is considered to adequately capture the behavior without transient 
data points.  Therefore, it is used throughout for comparison purposes. 
8.3.3 Energy Dissipated 
The energy dissipated by the specimen can be broken down into the direction of the load 
that was applied.  The majority of the energy was dissipated in the primary loading direction, 
laterally.  The lateral force versus drift is presented in Figure 8.2.  The energy dissipated is the 
area enclosed by the hysteresis curves.   The hysteretic response is broken down by each drift 
level in section 8.1.  The energy dissipated during each cycle and equivalent viscous damping is 
summarized in Table 8.4.  For each drift level, the energy dissipated during the first and second 
cycle is presented in Figure 8.99.   
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Table 8.4 – Energy dissipation for each cycle. 
Peak Lateral Drift Floor 1 Floor 2 Floor 3
Total Energy 
Dissipated ( DE  ) 
Equivalent Viscous 
Damping ( eq  ) 
 kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in  
0.1% 1.7 0.4 0.3 2.4 5.8% 
0.1% 1.2 0.3 0.2 1.7 4.4% 
0.25% 8.6 3.1 1.9 13.6 5.3% 
0.25% 6.9 2.1 1.2 10.2 4.1% 
0.5% 43.0 21.6 11.3 75.9 8.8% 
0.5% 33.8 16.4 7.7 57.9 6.8% 
1.0% 151.4 107.0 53.8 312.2 12.3% 
1.0% 114.1 74.0 35.7 223.8 8.7% 
1.5% 317.3 219.1 112.6 649.0 14.4% 
1.5% 269.6 182.1 91.7 543.4 12.1% 
2.0% 527.8 359.3 185.4 1,072.5 16.7% 
2.0% 479.1 321.5 161.6 962.2 14.9% 
2.5% 777.1 530.4 284.3 1,591.9 18.8% 
2.5% 689.6 470.7 247.6 1,407.8 16.7% 
3.0% 941.2 658.9 369.1 1,969.2 19.0% 
3.0% 910.4 630.4 346.3 1,887.1 18.5% 
3.5% 1,210.7 864.4 516.8 2,591.8 21.0% 
3.5% 1,168.0 834.5 495.0 2,497.5 20.6% 
4.0% 1,451.3 1,067.8 640.8 3,159.9 22.5% 
4.0% 1,423.6 988.2 579.3 2,991.1 21.8% 
4.0% 1,195.9 873 527.4 2,596.3 19.3% 
4.0% 499.1 333.8 178.9 1,011.8 8.2% 
Total 12,221 8,559 4,849 25,629  
 
As expected, the energy dissipation is negligible for the elastic 0.1% elastic drift cycles.  
The energy dissipated during the second cycle is always less than the first cycle.  This can be 
observed in the pinched hysteretic response.  The ratio of the energy dissipated in the second 
cycle to the energy dissipated in the first cycle is presented in Figure 8.100.  For the lower drift 
levels, the ratio of energy dissipation is approximately 80%.  However, in the higher inelastic 
cycles the ratio approaches 96%. 
A higher amount of energy was dissipated in the higher drift level cycles (Figure 8.99) 
due to the larger hysteresis curves.   
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Figure 8.99 – Energy dissipated per cycle. 
 
Figure 8.100 – Ratio of energy dissipated during second cycle to first cycle. 
The lateral energy dissipation can be estimated for each floor (Table 8.4).  Since the 
LBCB was the only source of applied force, the story shear was constant for all floors.  However, 
the deformations of each floor can be measured using the string potentiometers at the top and 
bottom of each floor.  The energy dissipated by each floor is presented in Figure 8.101.  Floor 1 
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had the largest height, therefore it was the most flexible and dissipated the most energy.  During 
the elastic cycles the majority of the small amount of energy dissipated was in the first floor.  
However, as the specimen plasticized the first floor dissipated approximately 50% of the energy.  
By contrast, floor 3 had a short story height and was also connected to the stiff platen at the top.  
Therefore, the boundary condition for floor 3 was stiffener than would be anticipated in the 
prototype structure.  Floor 2 fell between floor 1 and 3 in energy dissipation.  It had the same 
story height as floor 3, but had accurate boundary conditions at the top and bottom with HBEs 
that underwent significant deformation. 
 
Figure 8.101 – Proportion of energy dissipated by floor. 
8.3.4 Degree of Coupling 
The degree of coupling at the top of the specimen was targeted to 0.9 by the derived 
control algorithms presented in Chapter 6.  The target degree of coupling was estimated based on 
the prototype geometry and section sizes using the analytical expressions in Chapter 4 and 
verified with numerical analyses.   The degree of coupling at the top of the experimental 
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specimen can be calculated using the specimen geometry and the loads imposed by the LBCBs 
as described in Chapter 7 for the FLEX specimen.   
Figure 8.102 – Degree of coupling at the top 
of the INT specimen. 
Figure 8.103 – Degree of coupling with steps 
with lateral force less than 25k filtered. 
The degree of coupling over the duration of the test is presented in Figure 8.102.  The 
dashed red line indicates the target degree of coupling (0.90).  In general the degree of coupling 
throughout the test is near the target.  However, there are numerous spikes that deviate 
significantly. These spikes are in region of low lateral force and the degree of coupling 
calculation breaks down.   
Figure 8.103 presents the degree of coupling with steps with lateral force less than 25k 
removed.  The large spikes are no longer present and the clear trend towards the target is present.  
The deviation from the target at the end of the test (Figure 8.103) is when the force control 
algorithms were disabled after the east exterior VBE fractured, allowing the test to continue to 
unloading.  Therefore, for a few steps at the end of the test the DC was not controlled. 
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8.3.5 Vertical Forces 
The vertical force of the west and east pier versus lateral drift is presented in Figure 
8.104a and Figure 8.104b, respectively.  The vertical force is positive when the piers are in 
compression.  Therefore the west pier (Figure 8.104a) has a negative stiffness since it was pulled 
into tension when the specimen was loaded in the positive direction.  
The initial response is linear elastic.  However, as the specimen yielded in the lateral 
direction, the control algorithms limited the application of the vertical force to each pier.  The 
vertical force was proportional to the lateral force.  Therefore the softening shown in Figure 
8.104 is due to the softening of the lateral strength, not the vertical.  The vertical force is larger in 
compression (positive) due to the superimposed dead load of 53 kips on each pier.  Therefore, 
the sum of the vertical force on both piers is a constant 106 kips.   
Figure 8.104 – Vertical force versus lateral drift of each pier. 
The vertical force versus vertical displacement is presented in Figure 8.105a and Figure 
8.105b for the west and east pier, respectively.  The response is initially linear elastic.  However, 
both piers appear to yield at approximately 300 kips in compression.  As the test progresses, the 
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vertical force versus vertical displacement develops hysteretic curves in compression.  In the 
vertical direction, 1971 kip-in of energy was dissipated, approximately 7.7% of the lateral energy 
dissipation.   
Figure 8.105 – Vertical force versus vertical displacement of each pier. 
At approximately -4% lateral drift, the base of the east exterior VBE fractured through 
the majority of the section, as indicated by the red circle in Figure 8.104b and Figure 8.105b.  
After another cycle, the east exterior VBE completely fractured, disconnecting it from the base 
of the structure.  This event lead to a large drop in tension in the pier with an associated sudden 
increased in vertical displacement as indicated by the red circles.  The specimen was unloaded 
from this point with the force control algorithms disabled.  Therefore the vertical force and 
displacement were free to respond as desired.  At zero lateral force, the force control algorithms 
were enabled, as indicated by the red diamond in Figure 8.104b and Figure 8.105.  The force 
control algorithms reestablished the vertical load and the testing continued.   
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8.3.6 Pier Moments 
The individual pier moments versus lateral drift of each pier is presented in Figure 8.106.  
As the specimen was pushed in the positive lateral displacement direction, a negative moment 
was applied, giving Figure 8.106 a negative stiffness.  The pier moment was proportional to the 
lateral force as determined by the control algorithms.  Therefore the plot of pier moment versus 
lateral drift has a similar shape to the lateral force versus lateral drift.  Each pier reached a 
maximum moment of approximately 125 kip-ft.   
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Figure 8.106 – Pier moment versus lateral drift of each pier. 
Figure 8.107 – Pier moment versus rotation for each pier. 
The pier moment versus pier rotation of each pier is shown in Figure 8.107.  The 
relationship is initially linear elastic.  However, as the rotation increase a small amount of energy 
dissipation occurs.  A total of 25 kip-in of energy was dissipated through rotation at the top of 
the pier, or approximately 0.1% of the energy dissipated in the lateral direction.   
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The moment spikes out of range in Figure 8.106 and Figure 8.107correspond with the 
fracture of the east external VBE.  The force control algorithms were initially disabled for both 
piers.  While the force algorithms were disabled, the pier moment deviated from the expected 
pattern.  After 5 steps, they were enabled for the west pier (Figure 8.106a).  The force algorithms 
for the east pier were not enabled until 0% lateral drift was reached (Figure 8.106b).  In the 
transition region the moment ranged from -303 kip-ft to 412 kip-ft. 
8.3.7 Story Drift 
 The measurements of the string potentiometers are presented in Figure 8.108.  The string 
potentiometers are grouped together for a single VBE.  The string potentiometers were ordered 
increasing over the height of the VBE.  Therefore, string potentiometer “1” is at the base of the 
specimen and string potentiometer “9” is at the top of the specimen near the LBCB.  String 
potentiometers “4” were omitted due to friction between the sensor and the bracing system, 
providing inconsistent data.  On the west pier, the “3” string potentiometer went out of range 
during positive extension as demonstrated by the clipped peaks.   
The string potentiometers were electrically connected to record positive readings for 
extension.  However, the west pier string potentiometers were to the west of the specimen and 
the east pier string potentiometers were to the east of the specimen.  Therefore, for displacement 
in the same direction, the east and west string potentiometers recorded opposite signs.  The 
measurements of the east string potentiometers have been reversed to maintain a positive to the 
east sign convention. 
Since the base of the specimen was stationary, and the maximum displacement was at the 
top, the displacements of the string potentiometers were also related to their number.  This 
behavior is evident by the gradient observed in Figure 8.108.  The top string potentiometer, “9”, 
 360 
is an estimate of the lateral displacement imposed by the LBCBs and the average of the internal 
and external “9” string potentiometer was consistent with the measurements of the control 
sensors. 
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Figure 8.108 – String potentiometer measurements versus step. 
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The measurement of the east pier, external string potentiometers for a 3.5% lateral drift 
cycle are shown in Figure 8.109 (with the same legend as Figure 8.108).  There is limited 
movement from the “1” string potentiometer since it is near the base.  The higher string 
potentiometers measure larger displacements.  The readings are cyclic and proportional to the 
applied lateral displacement.   
 
Figure 8.109 – East pier, external string potentiometers for 3.5% lateral drift cycle. 
The displacement profiles of the VBEs versus height is presented in Figure 8.110.  As 
expected, the displacement of the VBEs increases with height.  The displacement at the top of 
Figure 8.110 represents the lateral drift.  The increased slope at the top indicates less story drift 
was concentrated in the upper stories. 
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Figure 8.110 – VBE displacement profiles at 
peak of each cycle. 
Figure 8.111 – VBE story drift at peak of 
each cycle. 
The drift of the VBEs versus height is presented in Figure 8.111.  The measurement of 
the string pots were divided by their height above the base do calculate the normalized drift.  The 
drift profile is generally uniform over the height of the structure. 
The only load input to each pier was from the LBCB at the top.   Therefore, the story 
shear of each floor was the same.  However, due to the varying geometry and boundary 
conditions, the story drift of each pier was unique.  The story drift was calculated by subtracting 
the displacement of the string potentiometer connected to the external VBE at the bottom HBE 
connection from the string potentiometer connected to the external VBE at the top HBE 
connection.   
The story drift for each of the six floors is presented in Figure 8.112.  For low lateral 
displacements, such as the 0.1% and 0.25% lateral drift cycles, the story drift of each floor was 
approximately the same.  However, as the loading continued, the floor 1 and 2 story drift 
exceeded the floor 3 drift.  As mentioned earlier, floor 3 had the stiffest combination of boundary 
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conditions and story height.  The story drift is cyclic, similar to the applied lateral displacement 
at the top of the pier.  The story drift was similar between the west and east pier. 
 
Figure 8.112 – Story drift versus step of each pier. 
The story drift versus story shear is presented in Figure 8.113.  The area enclosed by the 
floor 3 hysteresis curves is significantly smaller than floor 1 and 2, consistent with the energy 
dissipated by each floor as presented in Table 8.4. 
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Figure 8.113 – Story shear versus story drift of each pier. 
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8.3.8 Member Rotations 
Inclinometers were placed on the boundary elements and coupling beams on floor 2 and 
floor 3.  The inclinometers measured the rotation of these elements as shown in Figure 8.114.  
The attachment of the inclinometers failed prematurely for several sensors.  Therefore, data is 
truncated for sensors out of range.  Additionally, after the large energy releases of the VBE 
fractures, the remaining inclinometers fell off the specimen.  Therefore, data is only present up to 
step 2930.  The inclinometers measured the rotation of an element relative to the vertical 
direction.  Shear deformations, which are commonly expressed as a rotation, were not captured 
by the inclinometers.  Therefore, the rotations presented in this section underestimate the 
rotations of the coupling beams. 
The rotation of the internal and external VBEs were similar.  Additionally, their rotations 
were proportional to the applied lateral drift.  The maximum rotation was approximately 0.04 
rad, consistent with the maximum lateral drift of 4%.  The inclinometer on the east exterior VBE 
on floor 2 measured opposite rotations than the rest of the inclinometers.  Therefore, it was 
assumed that the electrical connection was inconsistent and the data was multiplied by -1 for 
analysis.   
The rotations of the HBEs are similar on each end.  However, they have a limited rotation 
compared to the VBEs.  The inclinometer measurements for single cycles are presented in Figure 
8.115.  At low drift levels, the VBE and HBE rotations are similar (Figure 8.115a).  However, at 
a certain point, the rotation of the HBEs does not increase with increasing lateral displacement 
(Figure 8.114).  In general, the rotation of the HBEs is absorbed through inelastic rotation of the 
RBS connections, limiting the rotation transferred to the HBE inclinometer. 
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The coupling beam rotated in the opposite direction as the remainder of the specimen.  
This can visibly be observed in the displaced shape of the specimen.  This is primarily due to the 
vertical movement of the two ends of the coupling beams due to the lengthening and shortening 
of the internal VBEs.   
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Figure 8.114 – Inclinometer rotation versus step. 
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Figure 8.115 – Inclinometer rotations for individual cycles. 
The rotations of the individual members, grouped together by proximity to a connection 
are presented in Figure 8.116.  The difference between the VBE and HBE rotations is very 
evident.  The rotation accommodated by the RBS region is the difference between the VBE and 
HBE rotation.  The rotation of the coupling beam is significantly more than the HBE.   
The relative rotation of the connections is presented in Figure 8.117.  For the elastic 
cycles, the relative rotation of the HBEs is very small.  However, at larger drift levels, the VBEs 
continue to rotate and the rotation of the HBEs plateaued.  As plastic hinges develop the rotation 
of the RBS regions continues to grow.  Similarly the rotation of the coupling beams relative to 
the VBEs continues to grow as the lateral drift increases. 
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Figure 8.116 – Rotations of members meeting at a connection. 
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Figure 8.117 – Relative rotation of connections. 
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Figure 8.118 – Envelope of connection relative rotations. 
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The envelope of the connection rotations versus lateral drift are presented in Figure 
8.118.  The rotation of the coupling beam relative to the interior VBE begins immediately during 
the elastic cycles (Figure 8.118e-f).  The coupling beams predominately responded in a shear 
deformation mode, therefore their deformations are not entirely captured by the inclinometers.  
The relative rotation of the HBEs to the VBEs was small during the elastic cycles.  However, at 
approximately 1% lateral drift, flexural hinges develop in the RBS regions and relative rotation 
develops. 
8.3.9 Coupling Beam Rotation 
Linear potentiometers were connected to the north side of the coupling beams to capture 
the overall rotation of the coupling beam and the distribution of rotation along the length of the 
member.  The sensors were connected in an “x” pattern between stiffeners, connected to the top 
and bottom flange.  The sensors were labeled based on their section number, increasing to the 
east.  For a positive rotation, the “1” sensors measured retraction (negative) and the “2” sensors 
measured extension (“2”).  The measurement of the coupling linear potentiometers are presented 
in Figure 8.119. 
The long linear potentiometers that spanned the entire length of the coupling beams did 
not capture reliable data (Figure 8.119e-f).  Therefore the measurements of the small individual 
section inclinometers is more indicative of the behavior of the coupling beams.  The “1” sensor 
in S5 of the floor 3 coupling beam experienced electrical issues and was omitted (Figure 8.119b). 
In general, the sensors at each location tracked a similar path (Figure 8.119a-d).   
Additionally, the magnitude of the sensors at each section is the same.   Therefore, the 
deformation of the coupling beams was well distributed over the length.  The deformations of the 
floor 2 coupling beam were greater than the deformations of the floor 3 coupling beam. 
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Figure 8.119 – Coupling beam linear potentiometers. 
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The measurements from the two linear potentiometers in each section can be used to 
determine the rotation of the relative rotation of the section and horizontal displacement as 
shown in Figure 8.120.  The horizontal displacement was negligible between the individual 
sections (Figure 8.120c-d).  This is not surprising since the lateral displacement of the two piers 
was constant. 
The rotation of each section is presented in Figure 8.120a-b.  The rotation of each section 
is approximately the same, with the sections at the ends showing slightly less rotation.  The 
rotation of the floor 2 coupling beam was greater than the floor 3 coupling beam. 
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Figure 8.120 – Relative rotation and horizontal displacement of coupling beam sections. 
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8.3.10 VBE Internal Forces 
Strain gages were applied to the VBEs in order to estimate the internal forces.  The strain 
gages were placed in two sections for floor 1 and three sections for floor 2 and floor 3.  The 
internal axial force and major bending moment can be calculate assuming a linear elastic 
constitutive relationship with a modulus of elasticity of 29,000 ksi.  Since this relationship breaks 
down as the members yield, strains above the yield strain (50 ksi / 29,000 ksi = 0.0017 in/in) 
were discarded.   
The estimated VBE axial forces for the west and east piers are presented in Figure 8.121 
and Figure 8.122 respectively. Individual strain gages are susceptible to damage and erroneous 
readings.  Therefore, this data should be used to determine general trends.   
The axial force was initially proportional to lateral force, but plateaued at higher drift 
levels.  This is likely due to the over plateau of lateral force. 
The axial force in the exterior VBE is significantly higher than the internal VBEs.  The 
external force in the VBEs approached 500 kips on all floors, while the interior VBEs did not 
exceed 300 kips.  The general trend appears to be the same on the west and east pier.   
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Figure 8.121 – West pier VBE axial force. 
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Figure 8.122 – East pier VBE axial force. 
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The envelope of the VBE axial forces during each cycle are presented in Figure 8.123 
and Figure 8.124 for the west and east pier, respectively.   Note, erroneous readings of the strain 
gages were carried over to the envelope curves.  The envelopes clearly note that the axial force in 
the internal VBEs was significantly less than the external VBEs.  For both the external and 
internal VBEs, the axial force plateaued for the higher drift cycles. 
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Figure 8.123 – Envelope of west pier VBE axial forces. 
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Figure 8.124 – Envelope of east pier VBE axial forces. 
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The internal major axis bending force for the west and east pier VBEs is presented in 
Figure 8.125 and Figure 8.126 respectively.  There is a slight bias towards larger bending 
moments in the exterior VBEs than the interior VBEs.  In general, the maximum bending 
moment was approximately 100 kip-ft.  The measurement was greater at the bottom of floor 1 
than the top.  
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Figure 8.125 – West pier VBE bending moments. 
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Figure 8.126 – East pier VBE bending moments. 
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8.4 Test Validation 
These measurements are presented to validate the load protocol and boundary conditions 
of the specimen.  Their response are not pertinent to the behavior of the specimen.  The data 
collected during the testing of the INT specimen is available in Appendix E. 
8.4.1 Out-of-Plane Behavior 
The focus of this discussion is on the primary degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the plane of 
the specimen; lateral displacement (Dx), vertical displacement (Dz), and pier moment (Ry).  
However, each LBCB was capable of 6 DOF control.  The displacements and forces of the out-
of-plane DOFs are presented in Figure 8.127.   
The out-of-plane force, Fy, on the west pier never exceeded 5 kips and was not corrected 
(Figure 8.127a).  However,  Dy on the east pier was adjusted throughout the test to limit Fy to 5 
kips (Figure 8.127b).  This correction limited the demands on the bracing system and limited the 
friction between the bracing system and the specimen.   
Out-of-plane moments can arise when the control center is not coincident with the center 
of stiffness of the pier.  However, the out-of-plane moments, My and Mz, were cyclic and less 
than 30 kip-ft (Figure 8.127a-b).  Therefore, they were consider negligible and the control center 
was near the center of stiffness of the pier.   
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Figure 8.127 – Displacement and forces of out-of-plane DOFs. 
The out-of-plane displacements were not directly controlled during the loading 
procedure.  Therefore, they remained at their previous value.  However, when the LBCB 
Operations Manager was restarted, the commands for each DOF were set to the current values.  
Therefore, the out-of-plane DOFs assume the values that the specimen naturally came to rest at 
overnight.  For the west pier, the out-of-plane displacements and rotations were small (Figure 
8.127c).  However, the east pier accumulated torsional rotation, Rz, after every shutdown (Figure 
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8.127d).  This behavior was not corrected to avoid developing additional torsion in the specimen.  
This is behavior was likely due to fabrication imperfections observed during assembly.  The 
torsion was considered incidental and did not influence the behavior. 
8.4.2 Floor Sensors 
A series of floor sensors were used to measure the movement of the VBEs relative to the 
floor plate, and the movement of the floor plate relative to the strong floor.  Sensors were 
oriented to capture the two horizontal and vertical directions.   
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Figure 8.128 – Vertical movement of floor plate versus step. 
 
Figure 8.129 – Vertical movement of floor plate versus lateral drift. 
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presented in Figure 8.128.  The vertical movement of the floor plate versus lateral drift is 
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Figure 8.131 – Horizontal movement of floor 
plate relative to strong floor. 
Figure 8.132 – Vertical movement of VBE 
base plate relative to floor plate. 
Figure 8.133 – Horizontal movement of VBE 
base plates relative to floor plate for the 
west pier. 
Figure 8.134 – Horizontal movement of VBE 
base plates relative to floor plate for the east 
pier. 
The vertical movement of the VBE base plates relative to the floor plate is presented in 
Figure 8.132.  The relative movements have a bias towards the positive direction (uplift), since 
any negative movement would solely be due to compression of the 2” thick base plates.  The 
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exterior VBEs experienced the largest uplift, however it was limited to less than 0.02”.  Again, 
the sudden spike at step 2951 was due to the jostling of the sensor during the energy release 
resulting from the fracture of the east exterior VBE.   
The relative horizontal movement of the VBE base plates of the west and east pier are 
presented in Figure 8.133 and Figure 8.134 respectively.  The deformations are under 0.04” and 
contributed to elastic deformation of the base plates.   Therefore the base plates were well 
connected to the floor plate. 
8.5 INT Summary 
The INT specimen further demonstrated the SPSW-WC system’s desirable characteristics 
under heavy cyclic loading.  The ductility of the INT specimen exceeded the loading capability 
of the NEES facility.  A large amount of energy was dissipated during testing.   
The specimen demonstrated redundancy through several limit states prior to failure.  
Punctures of the web plates did not significantly reduced the performance.  Plastic hinges 
developed at the end of the HBEs, leading to fracture. 
The coupling beams demonstrated distributed shear yielding over their length.  The 
coupling beams provided a robust source of energy dissipation.  Additionally, the coupling 
beams reduced the demands on the internal VBE compared to the external VBE, consistent with 
the proposed design recommendations.   
Therefore, the use of stocky coupling beams in SPSW-WC provides excellent 
performance.  The SPSW-WC demonstrated desirable behavior when subjected to seismic-like 
loading.  The response of the FLEX and INT specimens was used to explore the influence of the 
degree of coupling on the SPSW-WC system, explored in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR OF SPSW-WC 
SPECIMENS 
Two SPSW-WC specimens, FLEX and INT, were tested at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign in the MUST-SIM NEES Facility.  The two different specimens were 
representative of a 6-story prototype structure with different levels of coupling.  The coupling 
beams of the INT specimen had twice the plastic flexural strength as the FLEX specimen.  The 
boundary elements were proportioned to account for the higher level of coupling, leading to 20% 
lighter internal and external VBEs.  The response of the FLEX and INT specimens was presented 
in Chapter 7 and 8, respectively. 
This chapter examines the behavior of the SPSW-WC system through the context of the 
two experimental specimens.  The global and local behavior are investigated to evaluate the 
internal mechanisms.  The two specimens are compared to evaluate the influence of coupling on 
the behavior.   
9.1 Global Behavior 
Overall lateral force-deformation behavior is of primary interest when evaluating 
seismic-resisting structural systems.  The lateral force versus drift behavior, where lateral force is 
the total applied horizontal force (base shear) and drift is the top deflection divided by the height, 
of the FLEX and INT specimens is presented in Figure 9.1.  The load protocol was similar for 
both specimens, allowing direct comparison.  There was an extra half cycle at 1.5% lateral drift 
for the FLEX specimen prior to the VBE base connection retrofit.   
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Figure 9.1 – Lateral force versus drift. 
 
Figure 9.2 – Lateral force versus drift for 0.1% drift cycles. 
  The initial stiffness, calculated during the 0.1% lateral drift cycles (Figure 9.2), was 137 
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cycles, as shown in Figure 9.2.  This was likely due to a small amount of friction within the 
loading and bracing apparatus.  The energy dissipated during these cycles was approximately 2 
kip-in, approximately 0.01% of the energy dissipated overall. 
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Figure 9.3 – Peak lateral force envelope.   
 
Figure 9.4 – Ratio of INT peak strength to FLEX strength for each cycle. 
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between 10% and 25% stronger than the FLEX specimen.  The specimens responded largely 
elastically in this region, therefore this increased strength is related to the stiffness of the 
specimen.  Additionally, the INT specimen had better anchorage to the strong floor in this region 
than the FLEX specimen.  Therefore, some of this strength increase, could be attributed to the 
initial rocking of the FLEX floor plate on the strong floor (see Chapter 7).   
After the floor plate was connected to the strong floor with additional pretension (second 
1% cycle) for the FLEX specimen, the strength of the INT specimen was less than 10% stronger 
than the FLEX specimen, as shown in Figure 9.4.  As the specimen plasticized and the loading 
continued, the strength premium of the INT specimen remained under 10%.  However, during 
the second 4% lateral drift cycle for the FLEX specimen, the west exterior VBE fractured at the 
base, significantly lowering the peak strength for this cycle.  Therefore, the INT specimen was 
approximately 25% stronger than the FLEX specimen for the last cycle before the end of the test.   
9.2 Individual Pier Response 
The lateral force versus drift of the west and east pier of each specimen is presented in 
Figure 9.5.  The absolute value of the lateral force versus the lateral drift is presented in Figure 
9.6 to allow comparison of the positive and negative peaks.   
For the FLEX specimen, the compression and tension piers were similar strength.  
However, for the INT specimen the tension pier (west pier when loaded in the positive direction 
[east]) was slightly stronger than the compression pier.  The reduced shear strength of the 
compression pier is due to two factors.  Firstly, the overturning vertical force is superimposed 
with the constant 53 kip gravity load.  Therefore, the vertical force was greater when the pier was 
in compression.  Secondly, compression induces a geometric softening of the pier.  Conversely, 
tension typically stiffens members.   
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Figure 9.5 – Lateral force versus drift of each pier. 
Figure 9.6 – Absolute value of lateral force versus drift of each pier. 
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9.3 Energy Dissipation 
The energy dissipated is the area enclosed by the hysteresis loops presented in Figure 9.1.  
The energy dissipated for each cycle is summarized in Figure 9.7.  The energy for repeated 
cycles is stacked, with the two specimens shown in blue and orange.  For each cycle, the INT 
specimen dissipated more energy than the FLEX specimen.   
The ratio of the energy dissipated by the INT specimen to the energy dissipated by the 
FLEX specimen is shown in Figure 9.8.  For the cycles less than 1% lateral drift, INT specimen 
dissipated greater than 50% more energy than the FLEX specimen.  However, this was likely due 
to the insufficient connection between the FLEX specimen and the strong floor prior to 
retensioning after the 1% lateral drift cycles.  Additionally, the energy dissipated during these 
cycles is negligible compared to the overall energy dissipation as shown in Figure 9.7, so it is of 
little interest. 
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Figure 9.7 – Energy dissipated per cycle. 
 
Figure 9.8 – Ratio of energy dissipated by INT to FLEX per cycle. 
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The web plates and HBEs were the same size for both specimens.  The VBEs were 
lighter for the INT specimen than the FLEX specimen.  Therefore, the additional energy 
dissipation could be a result of two factors.  Firstly, the coupling beams were twice as heavy for 
the INT specimen than the FLEX specimen.  Their additional flexural capacity resulted in 
distributed shear yielding over the coupling beam length rather than concentrated flexural hinges 
at the ends.   
Secondly, the degree of coupling imposed at the top of each pier was a function of the 
degree of coupling of the top three stories of the prototype structure.  Therefore, the imposed 
vertical force and pier moment on the bottom three stories were different for each specimen.  The 
INT specimen had a higher degree of coupling, resulting in higher vertical forces but lower pier 
moments than the FLEX specimen.  Therefore, the vertical force and pier moment demands on 
the INT specimen may have led to increased energy dissipation. 
9.4 Vertical Force and Pier Moment Demands 
The vertical force and pier moment applied to the top of each pier was a function of the 
lateral force and the degree of coupling (0.5 for FLEX; 0.9 for INT).  The vertical force and pier 
moment applied at the top of each pier for each specimen is presented in Figure 9.9.  The force 
demands are plotted with respect to the step.   Note, with exception of the 0.1% lateral drift 
cycles, the step number between the two specimens does not correspond to the same lateral drift.   
Each pier was loaded with 53k vertical force to represent the gravity load.  Therefore, the 
vertical force is symmetrical around 53k (Figure 9.9a).  For all cycles, the magnitude of the 
vertical force is greater for the INT specimen than the FLEX specimen.  This is expected since 
the lateral force between the two specimens was similar, and the degree of coupling at the top 
was greater for the INT specimen.   
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Figure 9.9 – Vertical force and pier moment applied to the top of each pier. 
The vertical force for both specimens reaches a peak value and does not grow once the 
lateral force begins to level off.  The FLEX specimen reaches a peak vertical force of 
approximately 178k and -72k in the positive and negative direction, respectively.  The INT 
specimen reaches a peak vertical force of approximately 300k and -196k in the positive and 
negative direction, respectively.   
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An opposite trend is observed in the pier moment (Figure 9.9b).  The pier moment at the 
top of each pier was the same for each pier, and null for zero lateral force.  The pier moment was 
greater for the FLEX specimen than the INT specimen.  Once again, the pier moment reached a 
maximum value once the lateral force reached a maximum value.  The slightly lower lateral 
force of the FLEX specimen compared to the INT specimen (Figure 9.4) does not compensate 
for the lower degree of coupling.  The peak pier moment is approximately 555 kip-ft and 116 
kip-ft for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.   
The influence of the applied degree of coupling on the VBEs can be estimated by 
assuming that the pier moment is solely resisted by the internal and external VBEs.  This 
neglects the contribution of the web plates and HBEs.  Additionally, the pier vertical force can be 
assumed to be equally distributed to the two VBEs.  The compression VBE was observed to be 
critical during testing.  Therefore, the force applied at the top of the pier to the compression VBE 
can be estimated as 
 
2
PIER PIER
VBE
P MP
L
    (9.1) 
where PIERP  is the pier vertical force, PERM  is the pier moment, and L  is the bay width.  
Substituting in the derived equations for PIERP  and PIERM  from Chapter 6, 
 
 
 
 
(1 )
2 2 2
1 1 1
2 2 2 2
1
2 2 2
GRAVITY
VBE
GRAVITY
VBE
GRAVITY
VBE
PV h DC V h DCP
L e L
PP V h DC
L e L L
PeP V h DC
L L e L
 


   
           
          
  (9.2) 
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where e  is the coupling length.  Since the degree of coupling (DC), bay width, and 
coupling length are always positive, the vertical force on the VBE is negatively linearly 
correlated with the degree of coupling.  Therefore, the higher the degree of coupling, the lower 
the axial demand on the VBE.   
Substituting in the geometry of the specimens, and assumed load pattern, 
 
 
       
1
2 2 2
48 1 530.88 135.1
2 57 57 48 2 57 2
1.04 0.48 26.5
GRAVITY
VBE
VBE
VBE
PeP V h DC
L L e L
in kP V in DC
in in in in
P V DC V k
           
          
  
  (9.3) 
Therefore, the estimated demands on the VBE include a constant gravity term, a term 
proportional to the applied load, and a term negatively related to the applied load and the degree 
of coupling.  The relationship between the estimated axial force on the VBE is presented in 
Figure 9.10.  The lateral force was assumed to be 230 k, similar to the peak lateral force of both 
specimens.  As expected, it is a linear relationship with a constant offset.  The degree of coupling 
of the two specimens is indicated by red markers.  The estimated VBE axial demand at the top of 
the pier is 27% higher for the FLEX specimen than the INT specimen.   
However, it should be noted that the axial demand was critical at the base, contrary to 
these calculations for the top of the specimen.   However, the forces imposed on the VBEs over 
the height of the specimen should have been similar for both specimens since the HBEs and web 
plates were the same size and fully plasticized.   
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Figure 9.10 – Estimated VBE axial force versus degree of coupling. 
9.5 Story Drift 
It is useful to break down the behavior of the specimens to the response of the individual 
floors on each pier.  The story drift is a good way to identify localized behavior.  The story shear 
versus story drift for each floor is presented in Figure 9.11 for each specimen.  The story shear 
was equal to the lateral force applied by the LBCB at the top of each pier.  The story drift was 
calculated as the difference between the string potentiometers at the top and bottom of the story, 
normalized by the story height.  The large loop on the FLEX west pier represents the unloading 
after the west exterior VBE fractured.  The sudden drop on the INT east pier occurred when the 
force control algorithms were re-enabled. 
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Figure 9.11 – Story shear versus story drift for each floor. 
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Both specimens demonstrate similar behavior.  Floor 3 experienced the least amount of 
story drift in both specimens.  Floor 1 and floor 2 had similar story drifts.   
On the tension side (west pier when loading in the positive direction, east pier when 
loading in the negative direction), the INT specimen had a higher story shear for a similar story 
drift as the FLEX specimen.  However, on the tension side, the strength of the FLEX and INT 
specimens were similar.  Therefore, the additional strength of the INT specimen (Figure 9.1) is a 
result of the extra lateral strength of the compression pier.   
The story drift versus lateral drift for each floor is presented in Figure 9.12.  The 
relationship appears to be linear, and does not deviate during the test.  The slope of each story 
drift versus the lateral drift is presented in Table 9.1.  The slope was similar for the FLEX and 
INT specimens.  For a uniform displacement profile, the slope would be approximately unity.  
However, for floor 3, the slope is less than floor 2 and 3.  This is consistent with previous data 
indicating that floor 3 was stiffer than floor 2 and floor 3.  The slope of floor 1 and floor 2 were 
similar.   
  
Table 9.1 – Linear regression of story drift to lateral drift. 
Floor FLEX INT 
 West Pier East Pier West Pier East Pier 
3 0.80 0.82 0.71 0.75 
2 1.2 1.23 1.21 1.18 
1 1.05 1.02 1.09 1.11 
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Figure 9.12 – Story drift versus lateral drift of each floor. 
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9.6 VBE Rotation 
The VBEs of the INT specimen were approximately 20% lighter than the VBEs of the 
FLEX specimen.  They were subjected to a similar lateral displacement load history.  However, 
due to the different vertical force and pier moment demands, the rotation and displacement were 
different at the top.  The rotation of the external VBEs and internal VBEs at the HBE connection 
versus lateral drift is presented in Figure 9.13 and Figure 9.14, respectively. 
The relationship between lateral drift and VBE rotation is linear and constant over the 
duration of the test.  It is approximately 1:1, indicating a uniform drift profile.  The rotation of 
the floor 2 VBEs and floor 3 external VBEs are similar for the FLEX and INT specimens, as 
shown by the overlapping line in Figure 9.13a-d and Figure 9.14a-b.  However, the rotation of 
the internal VBEs on floor 3 of the FLEX specimen exceeded those of the INT specimen (Figure 
9.14c-d).  The reduced rotation of the internal VBEs of the INT specimen is likely due to the 
larger coupling beams.  The coupling beams restrained the rotation of the VBEs.   
 410 
Figure 9.13 – External VBE rotation versus lateral drift. 
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Figure 9.14 – Internal VBE rotation versus lateral drift. 
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9.7 VBE Internal Demands 
The strain gages can be used to estimate the axial force in the VBEs.  The estimated axial 
force in the west and east pier VBEs are presented in Figure 9.15 and Figure 9.16 respectively.  
The FLEX VBEs are presented in blue and the INT VBEs are presented in orange.  Two sections 
are presented for floor 1, and three sections for floor 2 and floor 3.  Noncyclic data or spurious 
readings are indicative of malfunctioning strain gages rather than the overall behavior.  Although 
the specimen state (lateral drift, applied load, etc.) is not related to the step number, several 
conclusions can be drawn by the general trend and force peaks between the FLEX and INT 
specimens.   
The axial force in the exterior VBEs was similar for the two specimens (Figure 9.15a,c 
and Figure 9.16a,c).  Although the external VBEs were lighter for the INT specimen, the peak 
axial force appears to be similar to the FLEX specimen.  Therefore, it is likely that the demands 
on the external VBEs were limited by the applied load, which was approximately the same for 
each specimen, and not the section strength.   
The axial force in the interior VBEs was less for the INT specimen than the FLEX 
specimen.  The reduced axial force cannot be accounted for by the 20% lighter sections.  The 
increased shear from the INT W8x25 coupling beams reduced axial demand on the internal VBE 
compared to the FLEX W8x12 coupling beams.  Therefore, the proposed design procedure that 
accounts for the axial force reduction in the internal VBEs resulting from the coupling beam 
shear is justified.    
 413 
Figure 9.15 – West pier VBE axial force. 
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Figure 9.16 – East pier VBE axial force. 
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The estimated major axis bending moments in the VBEs is presented in Figure 9.17 and 
Figure 9.18 for the west and east pier, respectively.  The bending moment in the exterior VBEs is 
approximately the same for the FLEX and INT specimens.   
However, there is a bias towards a higher bending moment in the interior VBEs of the 
INT specimen compares to the FLEX specimen.  This increased bending moment is contrary to 
the use of larger internal VBEs.  The bending moment required to yield the INT coupling beams 
was higher than the FLEX coupling beams.  Therefore, the moment imposed on the internal VBE 
by the coupling beam was higher.  This is consistent with the proposed design procedure to 
account for the demands imposed on the internal VBEs by the coupling beams.   
 416 
Figure 9.17 – West pier VBE bending moments. 
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Figure 9.18 – East pier VBE bending moments. 
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9.8 Experimental Summary 
Both SPSW-WC specimens demonstrated excellent performance.  They had good initial 
stiffness, a high level of ductility, were able to reach 4% lateral drift, and dissipated a large 
amount of energy.  The INT specimen was more heavily coupled than the FLEX specimen.  
However, the additional coupling allowed lighter VBEs to be used.   
The INT specimen achieved a slightly higher strength than the FLEX specimen.  
Therefore, the proposed design procedures are providing a consistent strength design.  The 
additional strength of the lighter INT specimen compared to the FLEX specimen indicates the 
introduction of coupling increases the material efficiency.   
The INT coupling beams demonstrated distributed shear yielding over their length 
compared to the development of flexural plastic hinges at the ends of the FLEX coupling beams.  
The coupling beams in both specimens were able to achieve large rotations prior to fracture.  
Therefore, the coupling beams provide another source of reliable energy dissipation.  The INT 
specimen dissipated more energy than the FLEX specimen, again demonstrating the benefits of 
the coupled system.   
Therefore, the SPSW-WC experimentally demonstrated excellent characteristics for a 
seismic lateral force resisting system.  Additionally, the strength, energy dissipation and material 
efficiency increase with the degree of coupling (up to an optimum point, as discussed in Chapter 
4).   
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CHAPTER 10 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF 
EXPERIMENTAL RESPONSE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
DESIGN 
The behavior of the SPSW-WC system was explored using numerical models in Chapter 
5.  The numerical models were validated in two primary steps: 1) the individual SPSW pier 
modelling approach was compared with previous conventional SPSW test data; 2) the coupling 
beam modelling approach was compared with experimental tests of link beams used in a 
configuration that is similar to a coupled wall.  However, these two validation steps neglected 
potential interaction between the two primary components of the coupled wall system.  
Additionally, the only vertical load on uncoupled SPSWs is from gravity, and this load is 
typically modest.  Therefore, the influence of the vertical force in the coupled configuration on 
SPSWs was largely unknown. 
Therefore, the numerical models were further validated by comparing the global and 
local behavior of the numerical model to the experimental specimens.   The numerical models 
developed in Chapter 5 with slight modification were used to model the experimental test 
specimens, as explained below. The agreement between the experimental and numerical 
response further validates the numerical model for analyzing SPSW-WC behavior. 
10.1 Numerical Model of Experimental Specimens 
10.1.1 Model Geometry 
The numerical model framework presented in Chapter 5 was used to model the 
experimental specimens, with minor modification.  The model framework presented in Chapter 5 
used a spreadsheet with the SPSW-WC geometry and member sizes as input.  Additionally, a 
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parameter file was provided that included analysis parameters (type of analysis, load protocol, 
etc.).  Therefore, a model of a SPSW-WC could be generated easily based on the pertinent input 
parameters. 
The input spreadsheet was used unmodified for the experimental specimens, as shown in 
Figure 10.1.  There are several geometry parameters for the overall model, and a table of the 
member sizes for each story.  However, for these analyses, the scale factor, scale story, Ry 
factor, shear force, gravity load, and leaning column parameters were not utilized.   
Figure 10.1 – Model input spreadsheet for FLEX specimen. 
The model configuration of the FLEX specimen is presented schematically in Figure 
10.2. The coupling beams and boundary elements were represented by nonlinear beam columns.  
The web plates were idealized using the strip model.  See Chapter 5 for a more detailed 
explanation of the modeling techniques. 
The boundary condition at the base of the VBEs was assumed to be fixed.  The LBCB 
platens was idealized as a 4 1/4" thick plate, 77” wide.  The LBCB was represented by beam-
columns with the appropriate section properties.  The top nodes at the top of the VBEs and the 
nodes along the top HBE were connected to the LBCB by rigid links.   The LBCB platen was 
modeled to account for the boundary condition of the LBCB platen imposed on the top of floor 
3. 
Bay Width 4.75 ft Ry
Coupled Length 4.00 ft Beams 60 ksi 1.1
Fixed Base TRUE Columns 60 ksi 1.1
# Strips 15 Web Plate 27 ksi 1.3
Scale Factor 0.430
Scale Story 99
Neighbor Bay Width 12.9 ft
Model Parameters
Story Height Mass tw VBEEXT VBEINT HBE Coupling Beam Restrainer NrestrainerShear Force Gravity Load Leaning Column
ft k‐s2/ft in kips kips
4 18.92 3.14 W8X40 OFF 0 1.0 106.0 136
3 13.33 3.14 0.0447 W8X58 W8X48 W6X12 W6X12 0 0.0 0.0 136
2 7.75 3.19 0.0447 W8X58 W8X48 W6X12 W6X12 0 0.0 0.0 136
1 0.00 0.00 0.0447 W8X58 W8X48 W8X40 HSS2X2X1/8 1 0.0 0.0 136
Material Properties
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The numerical model did not capture material fracture.  Therefore, the numerical model 
was not sufficient to predict the end of testing of the specimens.  However, fracture was not 
present for the majority of the testing protocol.  Therefore, the numerical model was assumed to 
be sufficient to examine the overall behavior. 
Figure 10.2 – Elevation of FLEX model. 
10.1.2 Material Properties 
The yield strength of the boundary elements, coupling beams, and web plates were inputs 
to the model.  Additionally, the ultimate strength of the web plates was provided. 
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Ancillary testing of the web plate material is presented in Appendix B.  For the web plate 
material used for both the FLEX and INT specimens, the yield strength was 27.4 ksi with an 
ultimate strength of 47.9 ksi.  These values were used for the numerical models.     
Unfortunately, at the time of writing, ancillary test data of the boundary elements and 
coupling beams was not available.  The material specification for these elements was ASTM 
A992 Gr. 50.  However, the actual material strength often exceeds the specified minimum.  
Therefore, a yield strength of 60 ksi was assumed for these members.   
10.1.3 Load Pattern 
The load protocol and control algorithms used for the experimental testing were 
replicated in the numerical model as closely as possible.  The loads were imposed at a “control 
node” at the top of each pier.  Two load patterns were applied to the numerical models. 
The first load pattern represented the constant gravity load.  A vertical load down of 53 
kips was applied to each pier.  This load pattern was constant and not influenced by the lateral 
load.   
The second load pattern represented the lateral load, pier moment and vertical load due to 
overturning effects at the top of each pier.  These loads were proportional to the “time” analysis 
parameter.  The lateral load was distributed with half (0.5) applied to the top of each pier.   
The pier moment and vertical force were each proportional to the total applied lateral 
load.  Since the load pattern was adjusted as a unit, these quantities could be defined simply as 
their ratio to the applied lateral load, unity in this case.  From Chapter 6, the pier moment was 
given by 
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(1 )
2PIER
PIER
h DCM V
M V





   (10.1) 
where   represents the relationship between the pier moment and the lateral load, with 
dimension of length, and the other terms as previously defined.  Similarly, the vertical force is 
given by, 
 
PIER
PIER
h DCP V
L e
P V



 

   (10.2) 
where   represents the relationship between the vertical force and the lateral load, and 
the other terms as previously defined.   
 
Figure 10.3 – Summary of numerical load pattern. 
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The load parameters   and   are presented in Table 10.1 for the specimen geometry, 
assumed load profile and imposed degree of coupling.  The appropriate sign was added to the 
applied loads to account for different coordinate systems between the experimental setup and the 
numerical model, as shown in Figure 10.3. 
Table 10.1 – Summary of load pattern parameters. 
Specimen Degree of Coupling (DC) 
Pier Moment 
Factor ( ) 
Vertical Force 
Factor (   ) 
FLEX 0.50 29.66 in 0.565 
INT 0.90 5.93 in 1.017 
 
Half of the shear force was applied to each pier.  Therefore, the lateral force in each pier 
was identical.  This deviates from the experimental setup where the lateral force of each pier was 
allowed to naturally develop.  In the numerical model, the displacement of the two piers was not 
constrained to be the same.  However, due to the similar stiffness of the two piers, this was 
determined to be an acceptable simplification that eliminated introducing another convergence 
loop to the analysis. 
The analysis was conducted under displacement control.  Therefore, the load pattern was 
adjusted until the desired displacement was achieved.  The top left node was used as the monitor 
point for the displacement control.  The cyclic lateral displacement protocol described in Chapter 
6 was also used for the numerical model with a constant displacement increment of 0.1”.   
10.2 Numerical and Experimental Behavior 
10.2.1 Global Behavior 
The lateral force versus drift of the numerical and experimental specimens is presented in 
Figure 10.4 and Figure 10.5 for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.  The lateral drift of 
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the numerical model was calculated as the average displacement of the control node of each pier 
divided by the height.  The lateral force is the sum of the lateral force applied to the top of each 
pier.   
Figure 10.4 – Lateral force versus drift of 
FLEX specimen. 
Figure 10.5 – Lateral force versus drift of 
INT specimen. 
 
The numerical and experimental specimens have good agreement in the elastic region, as 
described below.  However, the numerical model underestimated the peak force.   
The experimental and numerical response for the 3% lateral drift cycles is presented in 
Figure 10.6 and Figure 10.7 for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.  Near the peak 
strength, the paths of the experimental specimens and numerical models deviate.  The 
experimental response consists of a gradual stiffening as the web plates are reengaged.  
However, the numerical model suddenly stiffens as the diagonal web strips are reengaged.  This 
is most evident near 2% lateral drift in Figure 10.6.  The web strips in the numerical model did 
not provide any resistance until the previous inelastic drift was exceeded.  Therefore, the web 
plates do not reengage until near the peak displacement.  This idealization leads to a more 
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sudden stiffening as the web plate strips reengage.  However, in actuality, the web plates began 
reengaging gradually as the lateral displacement was increased, due to the corrugations 
introduced from buckling and tension field action in the prior half cycle.   
However, in the regions between a force/drift peak and zero drift (after unloading), the 
paths traced by the experimental specimens and numerical models were similar.  Therefore, the 
primary discrepancy is in the region between zero drift and peak force/drift.  Therefore, the 
energy dissipated by the numerical model is slightly smaller than the experimental specimen.   
Figure 10.6 – Lateral force versus drift for 
3% cycles of FLEX specimen. 
Figure 10.7 – Lateral force versus drift for 
3% cycles of INT specimen. 
10.2.2 Applied Forces 
The forces applied at the top of the experimental specimen and numerical models are 
presented in Figure 10.8 and Figure 10.9, for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.  Since 
the step numbers do not correspond between the experimental and numerical models, the step 
numbers are normalized by the total number of steps (0 at the beginning, unity at the end).   
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For both specimens, the lateral force is slightly underestimated by the numerical model 
(Figure 10.8a-b and Figure 10.9a-b).  However, the peaks of the experimental (blue) and 
numerical (orange) models are similar.   
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Figure 10.8 – Applied loads at the top of the experimental and numerical models for the 
FLEX specimen. 
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Figure 10.9 – Applied loads at the top of the experimental and numerical models for the 
INT specimen. 
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The vertical force and pier moment were derived based on the lateral force for both the 
experimental specimens and numerical models.  Therefore, the similar lateral force between the 
experimental and numerical led to similar vertical forces and pier moments.  For both specimens, 
a similar vertical force was applied to the experimental specimens and numerical models (Figure 
10.8c-d and Figure 10.9c-d).  Additionally, the pier moment was similar between the 
experimental specimens and the numerical models, as shown in Figure 10.8e-f and Figure 10.9e-
f.   
Therefore, the slight discrepancies between the theoretical load patterns of the 
experimental and numerical models did not significantly affect the applied loads.  The agreement 
between the loads applied to the experimental specimens and numerical models validates the use 
of the response of the numerical analysis for comparison with the experimental behavior.   
10.2.3 Stiffness 
The elastic stiffness of the experimental specimens was calculated as the average slope 
during the 0.1% lateral drift cycles.  The elastic stiffness of the numerical models was calculated 
as the slope of the first two points.  The stiffness of the experimental and numerical specimens is 
presented in Table 10.2.   
Table 10.2 – Elastic stiffness of experimental and numerical specimens. 
Specimen Experimental Numerical
FLEX 137 kip/in 135 kip/in 
INT 154 kip/in 133 kip/in 
 
The numerical model accurately captured the elastic stiffness of the FLEX specimen to 
within 2%.  However, it underestimated the elastic stiffness of the INT specimen by 16%.  
Interestingly, while the experimental testing demonstrated that the INT specimen was 12% stiffer 
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than the FLEX specimen, the numerical model predicted the INT specimen would be slightly 
softer than the FLEX specimen.  Therefore, in the numerical model, the heavier coupling beams 
did not offset the lighter VBEs as far as the stiffness of the specimen was concerned.  However, 
the numerical model was considered sufficiently accurate to estimate the elastic stiffness. 
10.2.4 Peak Strength 
The experimental and numerical peak lateral force during each cycle is summarized in 
Figure 10.10 and Figure 10.11 for the FLEX and INT specimens respectively.  The shape of this 
backbone curve is similar for the experimental and numerical.  For both the experimental and 
numerical models, the lateral force is similar for the first and second cycle.   Additionally, the 
response is generally symmetric about the positive and negative direction. 
Figure 10.10 – Peak lateral force of FLEX 
specimen. 
Figure 10.11 – Peak lateral force of INT 
specimen. 
For the cycles under 1% lateral drift, the peak strength is well estimated for both 
specimens.  However, at the higher drift levels, the numerical model underestimates the peak 
strength by approximately 10% and 15% for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.  
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Therefore, the numerical model adequately captured the peak strength of the system subjected to 
a heavy cyclic load profile.   
10.2.5 Energy Dissipation 
The energy dissipated during each cycle of the experimental testing and numerical 
analysis is presented in Figure 10.12 and Figure 10.13 for the FLEX and INT specimens, 
respectively. The energy dissipated was calculated as the area enclosed by the lateral force 
versus lateral drift hysteric curve for that drift level.  Due to the discrepancy in the region where 
the web plates are engaging, the numerical model included less energy dissipation than observed 
in the experimental specimens.  This can be visibly observed by examining a single cycle, as 
shown in Figure 10.6 and Figure 10.7 for the FLEX and INT specimen, respectively.  
Figure 10.12 – Energy dissipation per cycle 
for FLEX specimen. 
Figure 10.13 – Energy dissipation per cycle 
for INT specimen. 
As expected, the energy dissipation increases for larger lateral drift cycles.  The INT 
specimen dissipated more energy than the FLEX specimen.  The numerical model 
underestimates the energy dissipated for all cycles except for 4% lateral drift of the FLEX 
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specimen.  During the last 4% lateral drift cycle of the FLEX specimen the west exterior VBE 
fractured, reducing the amount of energy dissipated during this cycle.   
Therefore, the numerical model was considered adequate to capture the energy 
dissipation of the experimental specimens.  Additionally, the numerical model slightly 
underestimated the energy dissipation, a conservative assumption. 
Figure 10.14 – Energy dissipation per floor 
for FLEX specimen. 
Figure 10.15 – Energy dissipation per floor 
for INT specimen. 
The proportion of the energy dissipated per floor versus lateral drift cycle is presented in 
Figure 10.14 and Figure 10.15 for the FLEX and INT specimens, respectively.  For the FLEX 
specimen, the numerical model accurately captured the distribution of energy dissipation through 
the entire loading history (Figure 10.14).  However, for the INT specimen at lower drift levels, 
the numerical model overestimated the amount of energy dissipated by floor 2 at the expense of 
the energy dissipated by floor 3 (Figure 10.15).  However, as the INT specimen plasticized, the 
energy dissipation is accurately captured by the numerical model.  Since the majority of the 
energy is dissipated in these higher drift cycles, the discrepancies at the lower drift level were 
considered negligible.   
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10.2.6  VBE Demands 
As shown in Chapter 5, the VBEs comprise the majority of the weight of the SPSW-WC 
system.  The selection of the VBE members is driven by the axial force demands resulting from 
the capacity design requirements, including the vertical reaction from the HBEs and web plates.  
During selection of the VBE, over 80% of the axial-moment interaction factor was from the axial 
term.  The axial force in the VBEs from the experimental specimens and the numerical models is 
presented in Figure 10.16 through Figure 10.19 for the west pier and east pier of the FLEX and 
INT specimens.  The step numbers were normalized by the maximum number of steps.  For the 
numerical model, the axial force in the VBE at the middle of the floor was used. 
The axial force measured in the experimental specimens can be compared to the 
numerical model by observing the blue peaks versus the orange peaks for each VBE.  For both 
specimens, the axial force in the external VBEs was greater than in the internal VBEs.  For the 
FLEX specimen, the axial force observed in the experimental specimen is similar to the axial 
force reported by the numerical model for both the external and internal VBEs.   
For the INT specimen, the axial force in the VBEs is slightly underestimated by the 
numerical model.  However, this is likely due to the underestimated lateral force of the INT 
specimen.   
The numerical model was sufficiently accurate at capturing the VBE axial force.   
Therefore, the demands from the numerical model can be used during the design phase to select 
the appropriate VBE sections. 
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Figure 10.16 – FLEX west pier VBE axial forces. 
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Figure 10.17 – FLEX east pier VBE axial forces. 
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Figure 10.18 – INT west pier VBE axial forces. 
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Figure 10.19 – INT east pier VBE axial forces. 
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10.2.7 System Overstrength 
The peak lateral force and design lateral force of the FLEX and INT specimens are 
presented in Table 10.3.  The design lateral force of both specimens was the same, 94.4 kips.  
They achieved an average peak lateral force of 236.1 kips.  Therefore, the average system 
overstrength was 2.5.  According to ASCE 7 – Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other 
Structures, the overstrength factor, (Ω0), for steel plate shear walls is 2.0 (ASCE 2010).   
Table 10.3 – Summary of specimen overstrength. 
Specimen Design Force Peak Force System Overstrength 
FLEX 94.4 kips 228.3 kips 2.4 
INT 94.4 kips 243.8 kips 2.6 
Average 94.4 kips 236.1 kips 2.5 
 
It is instructive to note that the boundary elements of a SPSW comprise a moment frame, 
typically conforming to the special moment frame (SMF) provisions.  If the boundary element 
frame resists 25% of the prescribed seismic forces, it could be viewed roughly as a dual system, 
with a distinct set of seismic response coefficients.  Due to the increased frame action of the 
coupled SPSW system, they boundary element frame generally resists more than 25% of the 
design base shear and the system overstrength of the SPSW-WC is close to the overstrength 
factor specified for the SPSW dual system.  The overstrength factor, (Ω0), for the SPSW dual 
system is 2.5.   
10.3 Numerical Analysis and Design Overview 
The numerical models used to explore the behavior of the SPSW-WC system in Chapter 
5 were used to model the experimental specimens.  The numerical model adequately predicted 
the specimen stiffness, peak strength and energy dissipation.  Therefore, the numerical model is 
considered accurate to explore the SPSW-WC system response. 
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CHAPTER 11 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the 1970s, the Steel Plate Shear Wall (SPSW) system was recognized as a viable 
seismic lateral force resisting structural system.  A SPSW is composed of a steel frame with web 
plates connected to the beams and columns.  In North America, the infill web plates are typically 
slender and unstiffened, and they provide significant stiffness and dissipate energy 
predominately through diagonal tension field action.  The SPSW system has been studied 
extensively through experimental test programs and numerical simulations.  The SPSW system 
has demonstrated characteristics ideal for a lateral force resisting system in high seismic regions, 
including, good stiffness, high ductility, and the ability to dissipate a large amount of energy. 
The Steel Plate Shear Wall with Coupling (SPSW-WC) configuration links a pair of 
conventional SPSWs together with coupling beams at the floor levels.  The SPSW-WC 
configuration retains the benefits of the conventional SPSW system while introducing another 
source of energy dissipation, improving material efficiency, and increasing architectural 
flexibility.  However, limited research has been conducted on the SPSW-WC configuration. 
The goal of this work was to fill this knowledge gap, enabling wider-spread adoption of 
the SPSW-WC configuration.  The design procedure for the conventional SPSW system was 
extended for the SPSW-WC configuration.  The internal mechanisms of the SPSW-WC 
configuration were examined in order to provide estimates of important quantities during the 
design phase and give additional insight into the behavior.  The behavior was further explored 
through time history analysis of a suite of a prototype structures. 
A large-scale experimental test program was developed to explore the influence of 
coupling on SPSW behavior.  Two three-story SPSW-WC test specimens, with different degrees 
of coupling and characteristic coupling beam inelastic response, were loaded with an increasing 
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amplitude symmetric cyclic displacement protocol that revealed the full range of behavior from 
linear elastic up through large drifts, development of plastic mechanisms, and ultimately fracture 
of key components.  The experimental test program was used to further validate the design 
procedure assumptions and numerical models.  The following sections succinctly summarize the 
key findings and conclusions that are drawn from this research. 
11.1 SPSW-WC Mechanisms 
 Analytical expressions were derived for the ultimate strength and degree of 
coupling (DC) of the SPSW-WC system.  The analytical expressions were 
validated using nonlinear numerical models of prototype multi-story SPSW-WC 
systems.  The ultimate strength and degree of coupling (DC) can be accurately 
predicted during the design phase based on the geometry and member sizes. 
 Thirty-two prototype structures, which were either six or twelve stories tall, were 
designed to explore the influence of the degree of coupling on system weight.    
The DC is a fundamental parameter of the SPSW-WC configuration that 
describes the effectiveness of the coupling of the two piers.  The DC was 
invariant to the geometry of the system.  Increasing the degree of coupling 
increases the material efficiency, up to an optimal region.  The SPSW-WC 
configuration achieves a maximum efficiency with a DC between 0.4 and 0.6.  
Therefore, a DC around 0.5 is a good target for design.  
11.2 Seismic behavior of SPSW-WC frames 
 The seismic response of the conventional SPSW system and the SPSW-WC 
configuration were explored through nonlinear time history analysis.  Fourteen 
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prototype structures, which were either six or twelve stories tall, were studied 
under different design level shaking.  The prototypes were designed using either 
the Equivalent Lateral Force (ELF) procedure or Inelastic Lateral Force (ILF 
procedure. 
 The SPSW-WC configuration has similar stiffness and strength as the 
conventional SPSW system. 
 All prototypes designed using the ELF load profile failed to meet seismic story 
drift limits during earthquake response history analysis using design-level seismic 
input.  The ILF load profile greatly improved the story drift performance.  The 
ELF load profile failed to account for higher-mode structural response in the 12-
story building, exemplified by large story drifts in the upper stories.  The ILF 
procedure provides a better estimate of the inelastic demands for conventional 
SPSWs and SPSW-WCs. 
 Web plate ductility demands of SPSW-WCs are similar to SPSWs.  Based on 
prior experimental research, the web plates are expected to have sufficient 
ductility to satisfy the inelastic demands in SPSW-WCs. 
 Coupling beam rotation demands in SPSW-WCs may exceed EBF link limits.  
However, recent Linked Column Frame (LCF) experimental research has 
identified detailing to provide additional coupling beam rotation capacity that is 
adequate for SPSW-WCs 
 Further study of code-based design parameters for the SPSW-WC configuration is 
required, but the parameters that are currently used for the SPSW system (R = 7, 
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Cd = 6, Ω0 = 2) appear to be a reasonable starting point.  However, the 
experimental specimens achieved an overstrength, of approximately 2.5.   
11.3 Experimental Test Program 
 A large-scale experimental test program was developed to further study the 
SPSW-WC system.   
 Two half-scale specimens were used to examine the response of a six-story 
prototype structure.  The bottom three stories of the prototype structures were 
tested at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the Multi-Axial Full 
Scale Sub-Structured Testing & Simulation NEES facility.  The degree of 
coupling (DC) and the characteristic inelastic behavior of the coupling beams 
were the primary parameters differentiating the two specimens.  One specimen 
had coupling beams with flexural yielding and a DC equal to 0.5, whereas the 
other specimen had coupling beams with combined flexural/shear yielding and a 
DC equal to 0.9. 
 Control algorithms were developed to impose on the experimental sub-assembly 
the demands consistent with the bottom three stories of the six-story prototype. 
 The specimens were subjected to a cyclic lateral displacement protocol.  Both 
specimens reached 4% lateral drift, the maximum that could be imposed by the 
facility. 
 Both specimens demonstrated excellent performance with high initial stiffness, 
good ductility and dissipated a large amount of energy.  At the maximum drift 
level of 4%, both specimens exhibited equivalent viscous damping over 20%. 
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 The lateral strength of both specimens was similar.  Since both specimens were 
based on prototype structures that were proportioned for the same design base 
shear, the test results confirm that the design procedure accurately accounted for 
the SPSW-WC configuration strength. 
 The specimens did not show significant strength degradation during web plate 
puncture (induced by lateral bracing), horizontal boundary element fractures, or 
coupling beam fractures.  Therefore, the SPSW-WC is a redundant system that is 
able to redistribute the load when localized failure occurs. 
 Ultimate failure of both specimens occurred when the vertical boundary elements 
(VBEs) fractured above the base plate.  Although these failures occurred late in 
the loading protocol, detailing at the base of the columns is an important 
consideration for steel plate shear walls. 
 The axial force in the VBEs was consistent between the experimental specimens 
and the numerical models.   
 The FLEX specimen coupling beams developed flexural plastic hinges at their 
ends.  These coupling beams achieved rotations in excess of 0.08 rad in the 
connection region. 
 The INT specimen coupling beams demonstrated distributed shear yielding over 
their length and significant inelastic rotation.  Their ultimate rotation capacity was 
not determined since they remained intact at the end of the test. 
11.4 Recommendations 
 The proposed design procedure can be used to design SPSW-WCs.  The web 
plates can be proportioned to resist the story shear not resisted by frame action.   
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 A DC of approximately 0.50 should be targeted during preliminary design. 
 The analytical expressions for the DC can be used to calculate the DC from the 
SPSW-WC geometry and member sizes. 
 The coupling beam connection should be detailed for high inelastic demand.  The 
bolted end plate connection with parallel web stiffeners in the connection regions 
demonstrated excellent performance. 
 The VBE base connection should be designed to allow for development of a 
plastic hinge. 
11.5 Directions for Future Research 
 The SPSW-WC seismic response coefficients should be more thoroughly 
explored through an Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA) using the FEMA P-695 
framework.  Study of the behavior of the SPSW-WC configuration in prototype 
structures with different geometry and heights is warranted.   
 Investigate the effect of different design lateral force distributions.  The improved 
performance may be worth the added complexity. 
 Examine the relative contribution of the frame and the web plates to the initial 
stiffness and energy dissipation.   
 Quantify the ductility demands on the web plates and coupling beams.  The 
rotation limits of the EBF links are not directly applicable to the SPSW-WC 
coupling beams. 
 Develop a suite of coupling beam connection details.  Establish a qualification 
procedure for coupling beams. 
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 Test VBE base connections.  Fracture at the base of the VBE is an undesirable, 
brittle failure.  Validate existing and develop new base connection details. 
 Explore the use of replaceable elements.  Replaceable web plates and coupling 
beams, combined with flexible HBE connections, would enable rapid repair after 
an earthquake.   
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APPENDIX A DESIGN CALCULATIONS FOR SELECT 
PROTOTYPE STRUCTURES 
Design calculations for the FLEX-6I and INT-6I prototype structures are presented in this 
appendix.  These prototype structures were six-stories tall and designed using the ILF procedure.  
These two prototypes were the basis for the experimental test specimens.   
A summary of each prototype design is presented.  Additionally, the appropriate limit 
state calculations are shown for the web plates, boundary elements, and coupling beams of each 
floor.  These spreadsheets were the basis for all prototype designs.   
Prototype FLEX‐6I
Bay Width 11 ft Ry
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Beams 50 ksi 1.1 Midstory Splices TRUE
Fixed Base TRUE Columns 50 ksi 1.1
# Strips 15 Web Plates 36 ksi 1.3
Coupling 100%
CB Depth 18
Model Parameters
Story Height Mass tw VBEEXT VBEINT HBE Restrainer α Shear Force Gravity Load Nrestrainer
ft k‐s 2 /ft in deg kips kips
7 83 18.275 0 W18X35 W18X35 202 143 0
6 70 16.965 0.0375 W24X94 W24X103 W18X40 W18X46 41.8 109 143 0 FALSE
5 57 16.965 0.0703 W24X94 W24X103 W18X46 W18X46 40.5 80 143 0 TRUE
4 44 16.965 0.0938 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W18X50 40.0 58 143 0 FALSE
3 31 16.965 0.1094 W24X162 W24X146 W18X50 W18X50 39.7 39 143 0 TRUE
2 18 17.26 0.1250 W24X279 W24X229 W18X50 W18X50 39.2 23 143 0 FALSE
1 0 0 0.1250 W24X279 W24X229 W18X211 HSS8X8X1/8 39.6 0 0 1
Shear Distribution Deflection
Story Story Shear Frame Shear Web Shear Story Elastic Disp (δxe) Deflection (δx)
kips kips kips in in in % Deflection Analysis
7 0 7 3.92 17.08 Tanalysis 1.02 s
6 202 140 62 31% 6 3.21 13.98 3.10 2.0% OK Sa_design 1.07 g
5 311 170 141 45% 5 2.48 10.79 3.19 2.0% OK Sa_deflection 0.78 g
4 391 149 241 62% 4 1.77 7.71 3.08 2.0% OK Ratio 0.73
3 448 157 291 65% 3 1.13 4.92 2.79 1.8% OK
2 488 152 336 69% 2 0.56 2.43 2.50 1.6% OK
1 510 184 327 64% 1 0.00 0.00 2.43 1.1% OK
OK
Design
Story Story h hc α VHBE ΣVHBE VCB ΣVCB 1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 2RyFysin(2α) M*pb(HBE) M*pb(CB) Nstrut
in in deg kips kips kips kips kips kips kip‐ft kip‐ft
7 0 W18X35 OK W18X35 OK 7 109 97 375 446 0
6 0.0375 OK W24X94 OK W24X103 OK W18X40 OK W18X40 OK OK 6 156 138 41.8 109 109 114 97 120 120 389 528 0
5 0.0703125 OK W24X94 OK W24X103 OK W18X46 OK W18X46 OK OK 5 156 138 40.5 98 218 132 211 224 345 376 612 0
4 0.09375 OK W24X162 OK W24X146 OK W18X50 OK W18X50 OK OK 4 156 138 40.0 90 316 148 343 298 643 368 685 0
3 0.109375 OK W24X162 OK W24X146 OK W18X50 OK W18X50 OK OK 3 156 138 39.7 86 405 148 491 347 990 346 685 0
2 0.125 OK W24X279 OK W24X229 OK W18X50 OK W18X50 OK OK 2 156 138 39.2 67 491 152 639 395 1385 320 701 0
1 0.125 OK W24X279 OK W24X229 OK W18X211 OK HSS8X8X1/8 OK 1 216 198 39.6 640 558 #N/A 791 569 1954 0 #N/A 1
OK OK OK OK DIFFS OK OK
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
Material Properties
% Resisted by 
Web
tw Restrainer
Coupling 
Beam
Column 
Splice
in
VBEEXT VBEINT HBE
Interstory Drift
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Model
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Debug
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Design
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Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 7 Number of Stories 7
tw 0 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 0.0 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.0375 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 41.8 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X94 #DIV/0! hc above 0 in
VBEINT W24X103 #DIV/0! hc below 138 in
HBE W18X35 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above #N/A Coupling Beam W18X35 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 0 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 0 NG Vu(web) 0 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 6.00 in
tf 0.43 in
bf/2tf 7.06 OK λps 7.22
A 10.30 in 2
Py 515 kips
Ca 0.22
h/tw 53.50 OK λps 57.0
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.30 OK min tw 0.035 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 54 kips Lcf 8.97 ft
PHBE(web) 94 kips
Pu MIN 7 kips
Pu MAX 101 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 11.70 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.4 in
db 17.7 in
sh 21.05 in
Mu 82.1 kip‐ft Lh 7.5 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 8378 kips Cm 1.0
455
B1 1.01 KL 132 in
Ibx 510 in
4
Pr 101 kips
Mr 83.1 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.04 in
KL/rx 18.8
f 48.7 ksi Fe 814.1 ksi
Qa 0.88 be 11.9 in
Fcr 42.9 ksi
Pc 398 kips Pr/Pc 0.25
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.22 in
KL/ry 108.2
f 21.2 ksi Fe 24.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.1 in
Fcr 21.2 ksi
Pc 197 kips Pr/Pc 0.51
Flexure Strength
Lp 51.7 in Sx 58 in
3
Lr 148.6 in Iy 15 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.28 in
Cw 1140 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 0.51 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 277 kip‐ft rts 1.51 in
Me 277 kip‐ft
Mn 277 kip‐ft Fcr 98 ksi
Mc 249 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.33
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.55 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.62 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 224 kip‐ft Zx 66.5 in 3
M*pr Max 222 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.01
M*pr Min 202 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.20
M*pb 375 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 57 kips VPL 52 kips
Vu 109 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.30 in
456
φVn 159 OK Aw 5.3 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 6.00 in
tf 0.43 in
bf/2tf 7.06 OK λps 7.22
A 10.30 in 2
Py 515 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 53.50 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X35 Zb 66.5 in
3
CB W18X35 Zcb 66.5 in
3
Zcb/Zb 100% OK Coupling 100%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 5.06 in
2 dcb 17.7 in
3
Vp 152 kips tf 0.43 in
tw 0.30 in
Mp 277 kip‐ft Zx 66.5 in 3
e 5.74 ft sh 21.1 in
2Mp/e 97 kips
Vp 97 kips Mpr 277 kip‐ft
Mpb 446 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 2700 OK Ic min 0 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 9.07 in dc 24.3 in
tf 0.88 in
bf/2tf 5.18 OK λps 7.22
A 27.70
Py 1385
Ca 0.00
h/tw 41.90 OK λps 75.6
457
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 0 kips Atrib 0 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 0 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 0 kips
PVBE 0 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 0 kip‐ft w 0.0 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 375 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE #N/A kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 375 kip‐ft
Mu 375 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 #DIV/0! kips Cm 1.0
B1 #DIV/0! KL 0 in
Ix 2700 in
4
Pr 0 kips
Mr #DIV/0! kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.87 in
KL/rx 0.0
f #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa #DIV/0! be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 1.98 in
KL/ry 0.0
f #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa #DIV/0! be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Flexure Strength
Lp 83.9 in Sx 222 in
3
Lr 254.5 in Zx 254 in
3
Lb 0 in Iy 109 in
4
h0 23.43 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 15000 in
6
J 5.26 in 4
Mp 1058 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me #DIV/0! kip‐ft rts 2.40 in
Mn 1058 kip‐ft Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Mc 953 kip‐ft Mr/Mc #DIV/0!
458
Interaction Check H1‐1 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Interaction Check H1‐2 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 0 kips
VVBE(HBE) #N/A kips
VVBE(analysis) 0 kips
Vu #N/A kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.52 in
φVn 375 #N/A Aw 12.5 in 2
Member Check #DIV/0!
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 3000 OK Ic min 0 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 9.00 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.98 in
bf/2tf 4.59 OK λps 7.22
A 30.30 in 2
Py 1515
Ca 0.00
h/tw 39.20 OK λps 75.6
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 0 kips Atrib 0 ft 2
ΣCB 0 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 0 kips
Pg 0 kips
PVBE 0 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 0 kip‐ft w 0.0 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 375 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE #N/A kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 375 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE #N/A kip‐ft
Mu 375 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 446 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 #DIV/0! kips Cm 1.0
B1 #DIV/0! KL 0 in
459
Ix 3000 in
4
Pr 0 kips
Mr #DIV/0! kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.87 in
KL/rx 0.0
f #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa #DIV/0! be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.99 in
KL/ry 0.0
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa #DIV/0! be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Flexure Strength
Lp 84.3 in Sx 245 in
3
Lr 262.4 in Zx 280 in
3
Lb 0 in Iy 119 in
4
h0 23.52 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 16600 in
6
J 7.07 in 4
Mp 1167 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me #DIV/0! kip‐ft rts 2.40 in
Mn 1167 kip‐ft Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Mc 1050 kip‐ft Mr/Mc #DIV/0!
Interaction Check H1‐1 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Interaction Check H1‐2 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 0 kips
VVBE(HBE) #N/A kips
VVBE(analysis) 0 kips
Vu #N/A kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.55 in
φVn 404 #N/A Aw 13.5 in 2
Member Check #DIV/0!
460
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq #DIV/0! in 4 a 0 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j #DIV/0!
Axial Demand
Pboth 0 kips w 0.0 kip/ft
Psingle 0 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
461
Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 6 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.0375 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 41.8 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.0703125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 40.5 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X94 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X103 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X40 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X35 Coupling Beam W18X40 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 55 OK Vu(web) 31 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 6.02 in
tf 0.53 in
bf/2tf 5.73 OK λps 7.22
A 11.80 in 2
Py 590 kips
Ca 0.36
h/tw 50.90 OK λps 53.2
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.32 OK min tw 0.066 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 150 kips Lcf 8.97 ft
PHBE(web) 81 kips
Pu MIN 109 kips
Pu MAX 190 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 11.12 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.4 in
db 17.9 in
sh 21.15 in
Mu 77.7 kip‐ft Lh 7.5 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 10053 kips Cm 1.0
462
B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 612 in
4
Pr 190 kips
Mr 79.2 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.21 in
KL/rx 18.3
f 48.8 ksi Fe 853.9 ksi
Qa 0.90 be 12.3 in
Fcr 44.1 ksi
Pc 468 kips Pr/Pc 0.41
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.27 in
KL/ry 103.9
f 22.7 ksi Fe 26.5 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 22.7 ksi
Pc 241 kips Pr/Pc 0.79
Flexure Strength
Lp 53.8 in Sx 68 in
3
Lr 157.0 in Iy 19 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.38 in
Cw 1440 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 0.81 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 327 kip‐ft rts 1.56 in
Me 327 kip‐ft
Mn 327 kip‐ft Fcr 106 ksi
Mc 294 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.27
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.65 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.86 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 264 kip‐ft Zx 78.4 in 3
M*pr Max 239 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.19
M*pr Min 201 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.32
M*pb 389 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 59 kips VPL 50 kips
Vu 109 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.32 in
463
φVn 169 OK Aw 5.6 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 6.02 in
tf 0.53 in
bf/2tf 5.73 OK λps 7.22
A 11.80 in 2
Py 590 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 50.90 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X40 Zb 78.4 in
3
CB W18X40 Zcb 78.4 in
3
Zcb/Zb 100% OK Coupling 100%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 5.31 in
2 dcb 17.9 in
3
Vp 159 kips tf 0.53 in
tw 0.32 in
Mp 327 kip‐ft Zx 78.4 in 3
e 5.73 ft sh 21.2 in
2Mp/e 114 kips
Vp 114 kips Mpr 327 kip‐ft
Mpb 528 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 2700 OK Ic min 517 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 9.07 in dc 24.3 in
tf 0.88 in
bf/2tf 5.18 OK λps 7.22
A 27.70
Py 1385
Ca 0.22
h/tw 41.90 OK λps 56.8
464
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 109 kips Atrib 308 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 120 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 48 kips
PVBE 277 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 103 kip‐ft w 9.4 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 195 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 375 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 389 kip‐ft
Mu 298 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 31755 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 2700 in
4
Pr 277 kips
Mr 301 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.87 in
KL/rx 15.8
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1145.7 ksi
Qa 0.96 be 19.3 in
Fcr 47.0 ksi
Pc 1173 kips Pr/Pc 0.24
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 1.98 in
KL/ry 78.8
f 31.8 ksi Fe 46.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 31.8 ksi
Pc 792 kips Pr/Pc 0.35
Flexure Strength
Lp 83.9 in Sx 222 in
3
Lr 254.5 in Zx 254 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 109 in
4
h0 23.43 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 15000 in
6
J 5.26 in 4
Mp 1058 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1058 kip‐ft rts 2.40 in
Mn 1058 kip‐ft Fcr 178 ksi
Mc 953 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.32
465
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.52 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.45 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 54 kips
VVBE(HBE) 33 kips
VVBE(analysis) 35 kips
Vu 87 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.52 in
φVn 375 OK Aw 12.5 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 3000 OK Ic min 517 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 9.00 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.98 in
bf/2tf 4.59 OK λps 7.22
A 30.30 in 2
Py 1515
Ca 0.11
h/tw 39.20 OK λps 62.3
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 109 kips Atrib 152 ft 2
ΣCB 97 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 120 kips
Pg 24 kips
PVBE 156 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 103 kip‐ft w 9.4 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 459 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 375 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 389 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 446 kip‐ft
Mu 562 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 528 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 35283 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
466
Ix 3000 in
4
Pr 156 kips
Mr 571 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.87 in
KL/rx 15.8
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1145.7 ksi
Qa 0.98 be 20.3 in
Fcr 48.0 ksi
Pc 1308 kips Pr/Pc 0.12
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.99 in
KL/ry 78.4
Fcr 31.9 ksi Fe 46.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 31.9 ksi
Pc 870 kips Pr/Pc 0.18
Flexure Strength
Lp 84.3 in Sx 245 in
3
Lr 262.4 in Zx 280 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 119 in
4
h0 23.52 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 16600 in
6
J 7.07 in 4
Mp 1167 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1167 kip‐ft rts 2.40 in
Mn 1167 kip‐ft Fcr 182 ksi
Mc 1050 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.54
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.60 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.48 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 54 kips
VVBE(HBE) 76 kips
VVBE(analysis) 35 kips
Vu 129 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.55 in
φVn 404 OK Aw 13.5 in 2
Member Check OK
467
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.00 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 108 kips w 9.4 kip/ft
Psingle 54 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 5 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.0703125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 40.5 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.09375 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 40.0 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X94 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X103 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X46 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X40 Coupling Beam W18X46 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 102 OK Vu(web) 70 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 6.06 in
tf 0.61 in
bf/2tf 5.01 OK λps 7.22
A 13.50 in 2
Py 675 kips
Ca 0.41
h/tw 44.60 OK λps 51.7
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.088 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 221 kips Lcf 8.97 ft
PHBE(web) 58 kips
Pu MIN 192 kips
Pu MAX 250 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 8.03 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.4 in
db 18.1 in
sh 21.25 in
Mu 55.9 kip‐ft Lh 7.5 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 11696 kips Cm 1.0
469
B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 712 in
4
Pr 250 kips
Mr 57.1 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.25 in
KL/rx 18.2
f 48.8 ksi Fe 863.4 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.7 in
Fcr 45.8 ksi
Pc 557 kips Pr/Pc 0.45
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.29 in
KL/ry 102.3
f 23.3 ksi Fe 27.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.1 in
Fcr 23.3 ksi
Pc 283 kips Pr/Pc 0.88
Flexure Strength
Lp 54.7 in Sx 79 in
3
Lr 164.4 in Iy 23 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.50 in
Cw 1720 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.22 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 378 kip‐ft rts 1.58 in
Me 378 kip‐ft
Mn 378 kip‐ft Fcr 113 ksi
Mc 340 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.17
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.60 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.91 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 305 kip‐ft Zx 90.7 in 3
M*pr Max 245 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.28
M*pr Min 216 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.37
M*pb 376 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 62 kips VPL 36 kips
Vu 98 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
470
φVn 195 OK Aw 6.5 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 6.06 in
tf 0.61 in
bf/2tf 5.01 OK λps 7.22
A 13.50 in 2
Py 675 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 44.60 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X46 Zb 90.7 in
3
CB W18X46 Zcb 90.7 in
3
Zcb/Zb 100% OK Coupling 100%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 6.08 in
2 dcb 18.1 in
3
Vp 182 kips tf 0.61 in
tw 0.36 in
Mp 378 kip‐ft Zx 90.7 in 3
e 5.71 ft sh 21.3 in
2Mp/e 132 kips
Vp 132 kips Mpr 378 kip‐ft
Mpb 612 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 2700 OK Ic min 968 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 9.07 in dc 24.3 in
tf 0.88 in
bf/2tf 5.18 OK λps 7.22
A 27.70
Py 1385
Ca 0.53
h/tw 41.90 OK λps 48.6
471
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 218 kips Atrib 615 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 345 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 96 kips
PVBE 658 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 184 kip‐ft w 16.7 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 195 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 389 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 376 kip‐ft
Mu 378 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 31755 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 2700 in
4
Pr 658 kips
Mr 383 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.87 in
KL/rx 15.8
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1145.7 ksi
Qa 0.96 be 19.3 in
Fcr 47.0 ksi
Pc 1173 kips Pr/Pc 0.56
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 1.98 in
KL/ry 78.8
f 31.8 ksi Fe 46.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 31.8 ksi
Pc 792 kips Pr/Pc 0.83
Flexure Strength
Lp 83.9 in Sx 222 in
3
Lr 254.5 in Zx 254 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 109 in
4
h0 23.43 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 15000 in
6
J 5.26 in 4
Mp 1058 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1058 kip‐ft rts 2.40 in
Mn 1058 kip‐ft Fcr 178 ksi
Mc 953 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.40
472
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.92 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.99 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 96 kips
VVBE(HBE) 33 kips
VVBE(analysis) 43 kips
Vu 129 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.52 in
φVn 375 OK Aw 12.5 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 3000 OK Ic min 968 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 9.00 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.98 in
bf/2tf 4.59 OK λps 7.22
A 30.30 in 2
Py 1515
Ca 0.29
h/tw 39.20 OK λps 55.0
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 218 kips Atrib 304 ft 2
ΣCB 211 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 345 kips
Pg 47 kips
PVBE 399 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 184 kip‐ft w 16.7 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 494 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 389 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 376 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 528 kip‐ft
Mu 678 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 612 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 35283 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
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Ix 3000 in
4
Pr 399 kips
Mr 691 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.87 in
KL/rx 15.8
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1145.7 ksi
Qa 0.98 be 20.3 in
Fcr 48.0 ksi
Pc 1308 kips Pr/Pc 0.31
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.99 in
KL/ry 78.4
Fcr 31.9 ksi Fe 46.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 31.9 ksi
Pc 870 kips Pr/Pc 0.46
Flexure Strength
Lp 84.3 in Sx 245 in
3
Lr 262.4 in Zx 280 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 119 in
4
h0 23.52 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 16600 in
6
J 7.07 in 4
Mp 1167 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1167 kip‐ft rts 2.40 in
Mn 1167 kip‐ft Fcr 182 ksi
Mc 1050 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.66
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.89 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.89 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 96 kips
VVBE(HBE) 83 kips
VVBE(analysis) 43 kips
Vu 179 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.55 in
φVn 404 OK Aw 13.5 in 2
Member Check OK
474
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.02 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 192 kips w 16.7 kip/ft
Psingle 96 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 4 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.09375 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 40.0 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.109375 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 39.7 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X162 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X146 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X50 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X46 Coupling Beam W18X50 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 135 OK Vu(web) 121 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.44
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 51.1
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.102 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 269 kips Lcf 8.93 ft
PHBE(web) 38 kips
Pu MIN 250 kips
Pu MAX 288 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 5.51 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.85 in
db 18 in
sh 21.425 in
Mu 38.0 kip‐ft Lh 7.4 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 13141 kips Cm 1.0
476
B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 800 in
4
Pr 288 kips
Mr 38.9 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.38 in
KL/rx 17.9
f 48.8 ksi Fe 894.7 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.6 in
Fcr 46.0 ksi
Pc 608 kips Pr/Pc 0.47
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.65 in
KL/ry 80.0
f 31.3 ksi Fe 44.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 31.3 ksi
Pc 414 kips Pr/Pc 0.70
Flexure Strength
Lp 69.9 in Sx 89 in
3
Lr 203.5 in Iy 40 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.43 in
Cw 3040 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.24 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 421 kip‐ft rts 1.98 in
Me 421 kip‐ft
Mn 421 kip‐ft Fcr 165 ksi
Mc 379 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.10
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.57 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.71 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 339 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
M*pr Max 252 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.34
M*pr Min 232 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.39
M*pb 368 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 65 kips VPL 25 kips
Vu 90 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
477
φVn 192 OK Aw 6.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X50 Zb 101 in
3
CB W18X50 Zcb 101 in
3
Zcb/Zb 100% OK Coupling 100%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 5.99 in
2 dcb 18 in
3
Vp 180 kips tf 0.57 in
tw 0.36 in
Mp 421 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
e 5.68 ft sh 21.4 in
2Mp/e 148 kips
Vp 148 kips Mpr 421 kip‐ft
Mpb 685 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 5170 OK Ic min 1291 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.00 in dc 25 in
tf 1.22 in
bf/2tf 5.33 OK λps 7.22
A 47.70
Py 2385
Ca 0.51
h/tw 30.60 OK λps 49.0
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λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 316 kips Atrib 923 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 643 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 144 kips
PVBE 1102 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 240 kip‐ft w 21.8 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 188 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 376 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 368 kip‐ft
Mu 428 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 60805 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 5170 in
4
Pr 1102 kips
Mr 431 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 2111 kips Pr/Pc 0.52
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.05 in
KL/ry 51.1
f 41.3 ksi Fe 109.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.3 ksi
Pc 1773 kips Pr/Pc 0.62
Flexure Strength
Lp 129.3 in Sx 414 in
3
Lr 428.8 in Zx 468 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 443 in
4
h0 23.78 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 62600 in
6
J 18.50 in 4
Mp 1950 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1950 kip‐ft rts 3.57 in
Mn 1950 kip‐ft Fcr 384 ksi
Mc 1755 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.25
479
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.74 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.68 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 125 kips
VVBE(HBE) 32 kips
VVBE(analysis) 37 kips
Vu 158 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.71 in
φVn 529 OK Aw 17.6 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4580 OK Ic min 1291 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.7 in
tf 1.09 in
bf/2tf 5.92 OK λps 7.22
A 43.00 in 2
Py 2150
Ca 0.35
h/tw 33.20 OK λps 53.3
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 316 kips Atrib 456 ft 2
ΣCB 343 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 643 kips
Pg 71 kips
PVBE 686 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 240 kip‐ft w 21.8 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 527 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 376 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 368 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 612 kip‐ft
Mu 767 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 685 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 53866 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
480
Ix 4580 in
4
Pr 686 kips
Mr 778 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 1903 kips Pr/Pc 0.36
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 3.01 in
KL/ry 51.8
Fcr 41.1 ksi Fe 106.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.1 ksi
Pc 1590 kips Pr/Pc 0.43
Flexure Strength
Lp 127.6 in Sx 371 in
3
Lr 404.0 in Zx 418 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 391 in
4
h0 23.61 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 54600 in
6
J 13.40 in 4
Mp 1742 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1742 kip‐ft rts 3.53 in
Mn 1742 kip‐ft Fcr 369 ksi
Mc 1568 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.50
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.80 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.68 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 125 kips
VVBE(HBE) 89 kips
VVBE(analysis) 37 kips
Vu 214 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.65 in
φVn 482 OK Aw 16.1 in 2
Member Check OK
481
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.06 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 251 kips w 21.8 kip/ft
Psingle 125 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 3 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.109375 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 39.7 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 39.2 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X162 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X146 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X50 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X50 Coupling Beam W18X50 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 157 OK Vu(web) 146 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.49
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 49.6
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.117 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 305 kips Lcf 8.93 ft
PHBE(web) 37 kips
Pu MIN 287 kips
Pu MAX 324 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 5.78 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.85 in
db 18 in
sh 21.425 in
Mu 39.9 kip‐ft Lh 7.4 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 13141 kips Cm 1.0
483
B1 1.03 KL 132 in
Ibx 800 in
4
Pr 324 kips
Mr 40.9 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.38 in
KL/rx 17.9
f 48.8 ksi Fe 894.7 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.6 in
Fcr 46.0 ksi
Pc 608 kips Pr/Pc 0.53
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.65 in
KL/ry 80.0
f 31.3 ksi Fe 44.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 31.3 ksi
Pc 414 kips Pr/Pc 0.78
Flexure Strength
Lp 69.9 in Sx 89 in
3
Lr 203.5 in Iy 40 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.43 in
Cw 3040 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.24 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 421 kip‐ft rts 1.98 in
Me 421 kip‐ft
Mn 421 kip‐ft Fcr 165 ksi
Mc 379 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.11
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.63 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.79 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 339 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
M*pr Max 233 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.39
M*pr Min 213 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.44
M*pb 346 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 60 kips VPL 26 kips
Vu 86 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
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φVn 192 OK Aw 6.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X50 Zb 101 in
3
CB W18X50 Zcb 101 in
3
Zcb/Zb 100% OK Coupling 100%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 5.99 in
2 dcb 18 in
3
Vp 180 kips tf 0.57 in
tw 0.36 in
Mp 421 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
e 5.68 ft sh 21.4 in
2Mp/e 148 kips
Vp 148 kips Mpr 421 kip‐ft
Mpb 685 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 5170 OK Ic min 1507 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.00 in dc 25 in
tf 1.22 in
bf/2tf 5.33 OK λps 7.22
A 47.70
Py 2385
Ca 0.74
h/tw 30.60 OK λps 42.9
485
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 405 kips Atrib 1230 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 990 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 192 kips
PVBE 1587 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 276 kip‐ft w 25.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 184 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 368 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 346 kip‐ft
Mu 460 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 60805 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 5170 in
4
Pr 1587 kips
Mr 464 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 2111 kips Pr/Pc 0.75
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.05 in
KL/ry 51.1
f 41.3 ksi Fe 109.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.3 ksi
Pc 1773 kips Pr/Pc 0.90
Flexure Strength
Lp 129.3 in Sx 414 in
3
Lr 428.8 in Zx 468 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 443 in
4
h0 23.78 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 62600 in
6
J 18.50 in 4
Mp 1950 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1950 kip‐ft rts 3.57 in
Mn 1950 kip‐ft Fcr 384 ksi
Mc 1755 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.26
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.99 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.97 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 144 kips
VVBE(HBE) 31 kips
VVBE(analysis) 39 kips
Vu 175 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.71 in
φVn 529 OK Aw 17.6 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4580 OK Ic min 1507 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.7 in
tf 1.09 in
bf/2tf 5.92 OK λps 7.22
A 43.00 in 2
Py 2150
Ca 0.52
h/tw 33.20 OK λps 48.9
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 405 kips Atrib 608 ft 2
ΣCB 491 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 990 kips
Pg 95 kips
PVBE 999 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 276 kip‐ft w 25.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 527 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 368 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 346 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 685 kip‐ft
Mu 803 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 685 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 53866 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
487
Ix 4580 in
4
Pr 999 kips
Mr 815 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 1903 kips Pr/Pc 0.52
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 3.01 in
KL/ry 51.8
Fcr 41.1 ksi Fe 106.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.1 ksi
Pc 1590 kips Pr/Pc 0.63
Flexure Strength
Lp 127.6 in Sx 371 in
3
Lr 404.0 in Zx 418 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 391 in
4
h0 23.61 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 54600 in
6
J 13.40 in 4
Mp 1742 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1742 kip‐ft rts 3.53 in
Mn 1742 kip‐ft Fcr 369 ksi
Mc 1568 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.52
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.99 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.90 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 144 kips
VVBE(HBE) 91 kips
VVBE(analysis) 39 kips
Vu 235 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.65 in
φVn 482 OK Aw 16.1 in 2
Member Check OK
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Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.09 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 288 kips w 25.1 kip/ft
Psingle 144 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 2 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 39.2 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 39.6 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X279 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X229 OK hc below 198 in
HBE W18X50 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X50 Coupling Beam W18X50 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 1
Plate Design
φVn 176 OK Vu(web) 168 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.42
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 51.5
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.117 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 279 kips Lcf 8.80 ft
PHBE(web) 1 kips
Pu MIN 279 kips
Pu MAX 279 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 0.49 kip/ft dc(ave) 26.35 in
db 18 in
sh 22.175 in
Mu 3.2 kip‐ft Lh 7.3 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 13141 kips Cm 1.0
490
B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 800 in
4
Pr 279 kips
Mr 3.3 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.38 in
KL/rx 17.9
f 48.8 ksi Fe 894.7 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.6 in
Fcr 46.0 ksi
Pc 608 kips Pr/Pc 0.46
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.65 in
KL/ry 80.0
f 31.3 ksi Fe 44.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 31.3 ksi
Pc 414 kips Pr/Pc 0.67
Flexure Strength
Lp 69.9 in Sx 89 in
3
Lr 203.5 in Iy 40 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.43 in
Cw 3040 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.24 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 421 kip‐ft rts 1.98 in
Me 421 kip‐ft
Mn 421 kip‐ft Fcr 165 ksi
Mc 379 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.01
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.47 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.68 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 339 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
M*pr Max 237 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.38
M*pr Min 237 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.38
M*pb 320 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 65 kips VPL 2 kips
Vu 67 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
491
φVn 192 OK Aw 6.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X50 Zb 101 in
3
CB W18X50 Zcb 101 in
3
Zcb/Zb 100% OK Coupling 100%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 5.99 in
2 dcb 18 in
3
Vp 180 kips tf 0.57 in
tw 0.36 in
Mp 421 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
e 5.55 ft sh 22.2 in
2Mp/e 152 kips
Vp 152 kips Mpr 421 kip‐ft
Mpb 701 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 9600 OK Ic min 1722 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.30 in dc 26.7 in
tf 2.09 in
bf/2tf 3.18 OK λps 7.22
A 82.00
Py 4100
Ca 0.57
h/tw 18.60 OK λps 47.4
492
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 491 kips Atrib 1538 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1385 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 240 kips
PVBE 2116 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 309 kip‐ft w 28.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 173 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 346 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 320 kip‐ft
Mu 482 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 112907 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.00 KL 156 in
Ix 9600 in
4
Pr 2116 kips
Mr 484 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.80 in
KL/rx 14.4
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1371.8 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 3634 kips Pr/Pc 0.58
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.17 in
KL/ry 49.2
f 41.9 ksi Fe 118.2 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.9 ksi
Pc 3091 kips Pr/Pc 0.68
Flexure Strength
Lp 134.4 in Sx 718 in
3
Lr 640.6 in Zx 835 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 823 in
4
h0 24.61 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 125000 in
6
J 90.50 in 4
Mp 3479 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 3479 kip‐ft rts 3.76 in
Mn 3479 kip‐ft Fcr 490 ksi
Mc 3131 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.15
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.72 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.71 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 161 kips
VVBE(HBE) 29 kips
VVBE(analysis) 38 kips
Vu 190 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 1.16 in
φVn 929 OK Aw 31.0 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 7650 OK Ic min 1722 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.10 in dc 26 in
tf 1.73 in
bf/2tf 3.79 OK λps 7.22
A 67.20 in 2
Py 3360
Ca 0.45
h/tw 22.50 OK λps 50.8
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 491 kips Atrib 759 ft 2
ΣCB 639 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1385 kips
Pg 118 kips
PVBE 1356 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 309 kip‐ft w 28.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 516 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 346 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 320 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 685 kip‐ft
Mu 825 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 701 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 89973 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
494
Ix 7650 in
4
Pr 1356 kips
Mr 832 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.80 in
KL/rx 14.4
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1371.8 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 2978 kips Pr/Pc 0.46
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 3.11 in
KL/ry 50.2
Fcr 41.6 ksi Fe 113.8 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.6 ksi
Pc 2516 kips Pr/Pc 0.54
Flexure Strength
Lp 131.8 in Sx 588 in
3
Lr 542.0 in Zx 675 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 651 in
4
h0 24.27 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 96100 in
6
J 51.30 in 4
Mp 2813 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 2813 kip‐ft rts 3.67 in
Mn 2813 kip‐ft Fcr 441 ksi
Mc 2531 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.33
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.75 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.65 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 161 kips
VVBE(HBE) 89 kips
VVBE(analysis) 38 kips
Vu 251 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.96 in
φVn 749 OK Aw 25.0 in 2
Member Check OK
495
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.13 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 323 kips w 28.1 kip/ft
Psingle 161 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype FLEX‐6I
Story 1 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 39.6 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 0.0 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X279 OK hc above 198 in
VBEINT W24X229 OK hc below 0 in
HBE W18X211 OK Restrainer HSS8X8X1/OK
HBE above W18X50 Coupling Beam 0 #N/A
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 18 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 1
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 177 OK Vu(web) 163 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 11.60 in
tf 1.91 in
bf/2tf 3.04 OK λps 7.22
A 62.10 in 2
Py 3105 kips
Ca 0.10
h/tw 15.10 OK λps 64.4
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 1.06 OK min tw 0.117 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 118 kips Lcf 8.80 ft
PHBE(web) 304 kips
Pu MIN ‐34 kips
Pu MAX 270 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 41.66 kip/ft dc(ave) 26.35 in
db 20.7 in
sh 23.525 in
Mu 261.0 kip‐ft Lh 7.1 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 71128 kips Cm 1.0
497
B1 1.00 KL 132 in
Ibx 4330 in
4
Pr 270 kips
Mr 262.0 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 8.35 in
KL/rx 15.8
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1145.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 49.1 ksi
Pc 2744 kips Pr/Pc 0.10
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.82 in
KL/ry 46.8
f 42.6 ksi Fe 130.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 42.6 ksi
Pc 2381 kips Pr/Pc 0.11
Flexure Strength
Lp 119.5 in Sx 419 in
3
Lr 668.8 in Iy 493 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 18.79 in
Cw 43400 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 58.60 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 2042 kip‐ft rts 3.32 in
Me 2042 kip‐ft
Mn 2042 kip‐ft Fcr 570 ksi
Mc 1838 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.14
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.19 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.13 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 1647 kip‐ft Zx 490 in 3
M*pr Max 1656 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min ‐0.01
M*pr Min 1575 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.09
M*pb 2623 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 456 kips VPL 183 kips
Vu 640 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 1.06 in
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φVn 658 OK Aw 21.9 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf #N/A in
tf #N/A in
bf/2tf #N/A #N/A λps 7.22
A #N/A in 2
Py #N/A kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw #N/A #N/A λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X211 Zb 490 in
3
CB 0% Zcb #N/A in
3
Zcb/Zb #N/A #N/A Coupling 100%
Member Check #N/A
Link Capacity
Aw #N/A in
2 dcb #N/A in
3
Vp #N/A kips tf #N/A in
tw #N/A in
Mp #N/A kip‐ft Zx #N/A in 3
e #N/A ft sh #N/A in
2Mp/e #N/A kips
Vp #N/A kips Mpr #N/A kip‐ft
Mpb #N/A kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 9600 OK Ic min 6328 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.30 in dc 26.7 in
tf 2.09 in
bf/2tf 3.18 OK λps 7.22
A 82.00
Py 4100
Ca 0.76
h/tw 18.60 OK λps 42.4
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λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 558 kips Atrib 1845 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1954 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 287 kips
PVBE 2800 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 324 kip‐ft w 28.5 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 160 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 320 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 0 kip‐ft
Mu 484 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 235571 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.00 KL 108 in
Ix 9600 in
4
Pr 2800 kips
Mr 485 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.80 in
KL/rx 10.0
f 49.6 ksi Fe 2862.2 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.6 ksi
Pc 3663 kips Pr/Pc 0.76
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.17 in
KL/ry 34.1
f 45.9 ksi Fe 246.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 45.9 ksi
Pc 3390 kips Pr/Pc 0.83
Flexure Strength
Lp 134.4 in Sx 718 in
3
Lr 640.6 in Zx 835 in
3
Lb 216 in Iy 823 in
4
h0 24.61 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 125000 in
6
J 90.50 in 4
Mp 3479 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 3479 kip‐ft rts 3.76 in
Mn 3479 kip‐ft Fcr 300 ksi
Mc 3131 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.15
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.90 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.85 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 235 kips
VVBE(HBE) 10 kips
VVBE(analysis) 46 kips
Vu 245 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 1.16 in
φVn 929 OK Aw 31.0 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 7650 OK Ic min 6328 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.10 in dc 26 in
tf 1.73 in
bf/2tf 3.79 OK λps 7.22
A 67.20 in 2
Py 3360
Ca 0.62
h/tw 22.50 OK λps 46.2
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 558 kips Atrib 911 ft 2
ΣCB 791 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1954 kips
Pg 142 kips
PVBE 1864 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 324 kip‐ft w 28.5 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 510 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 320 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 0 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 701 kip‐ft
Mu 834 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 0 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 187720 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.00 KL 108 in
501
Ix 7650 in
4
Pr 1864 kips
Mr 838 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.80 in
KL/rx 10.0
f 49.6 ksi Fe 2862.2 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.6 ksi
Pc 3002 kips Pr/Pc 0.62
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 3.11 in
KL/ry 34.7
Fcr 45.8 ksi Fe 237.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 45.8 ksi
Pc 2769 kips Pr/Pc 0.67
Flexure Strength
Lp 131.8 in Sx 588 in
3
Lr 542.0 in Zx 675 in
3
Lb 216 in Iy 651 in
4
h0 24.27 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 96100 in
6
J 51.30 in 4
Mp 2813 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 2813 kip‐ft rts 3.67 in
Mn 2813 kip‐ft Fcr 263 ksi
Mc 2531 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.33
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.91 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.78 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 235 kips
VVBE(HBE) 31 kips
VVBE(analysis) 46 kips
Vu 266 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.96 in
φVn 749 OK Aw 25.0 in 2
Member Check OK
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Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.47 in 4 a 99 in
Ix 37.40 in 4 h 132 in
Itotal 74.8 OK j 2.444444
Axial Demand
Pboth 235 kips w 28.5 kip/ft
Psingle 118 kips
Compressive Strength
ry 3.21 in
Fcr 44.2 ksi KL/ry 41.1
A 3.62 in
2 Fe 169.3 ksi
Pc 144 OK Pr/Pc 0.82
Member Check OK
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Prototype INT‐6I
Bay Width 11 ft Ry
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Beams 50 ksi 1.1 Midstory Splices TRUE
Fixed Base TRUE Columns 50 ksi 1.1
# Strips 15 Web Plates 36 ksi 1.3
Coupling 200%
CB Depth 18
Model Parameters
Story Height Mass tw VBEEXT VBEINT HBE Restrainer α Shear Force Gravity Load Nrestrainer
ft k‐s 2 /ft in deg kips kips
7 83 18.275 0 W18X35 W18X86 200 143 0
6 70 16.965 0.0313 W24X76 W24X131 W18X35 W18X86 42.1 109 143 0 FALSE
5 57 16.965 0.0438 W24X76 W24X131 W18X40 W18X86 41.5 80 143 0 TRUE
4 44 16.965 0.0703 W24X162 W24X131 W18X50 W18X97 40.7 58 143 0 FALSE
3 31 16.965 0.1094 W24X162 W24X131 W18X50 W18X97 39.7 40 143 0 TRUE
2 18 17.26 0.1250 W24X250 W24X207 W18X50 W18X97 39.2 23 143 0 FALSE
1 0 0 0.1250 W24X250 W24X207 W18X211 HSS8X8X1/8 39.4 0 0 1
Shear Distribution Deflection
Story Story Shear Frame Shear Web Shear Story Elastic Disp (δxe) Deflection (δx)
kips kips kips in in in % Deflection Analysis
7 0 7 3.62 16.47 Tanalysis 0.98 s
6 200 147 53 27% 6 3.02 13.73 2.73 1.8% OK Sa_design 1.07 g
5 309 188 122 39% 5 2.32 10.55 3.19 2.0% OK Sa_deflection 0.81 g
4 390 206 183 47% 4 1.64 7.47 3.08 2.0% OK Ratio 0.76
3 448 172 276 62% 3 1.06 4.84 2.63 1.7% OK
2 488 171 317 65% 2 0.54 2.47 2.37 1.5% OK
1 510 200 311 61% 1 0.00 0.00 2.47 1.1% OK
OK
Design
Story Story h hc α VHBE ΣVHBE VCB ΣVCB 1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 2RyFysin(2α) M*pb(HBE) M*pb(CB) Nstrut
in in deg kips kips kips kips kips kips kip‐ft kip‐ft
7 0 W18X35 OK W18X86 OK 7 100 243 359 1123 0
6 0.03125 OK W24X76 OK W24X131 OK W18X35 OK W18X86 OK OK 6 156 138 42.1 71 100 243 243 100 100 293 1123 0
5 0.04375 OK W24X76 OK W24X131 OK W18X40 OK W18X86 OK OK 5 156 138 41.5 98 172 243 486 140 241 364 1123 0
4 0.0703125 OK W24X162 OK W24X131 OK W18X50 OK W18X97 OK OK 4 156 138 40.7 130 269 271 728 225 465 465 1252 0
3 0.109375 OK W24X162 OK W24X131 OK W18X50 OK W18X97 OK OK 3 156 138 39.7 86 399 271 999 347 812 345 1252 0
2 0.125 OK W24X250 OK W24X229 OK W18X50 OK W18X97 OK OK 2 156 138 39.2 66 485 271 1270 395 1208 318 1252 0
1 0.125 OK W24X250 OK W24X229 OK W18X211 OK HSS8X8X1/8 OK 1 216 198 39.5 640 552 #N/A 1540 569 1776 0 #N/A 1
OK OK DIFFS OK OK OK OK
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Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 7 Number of Stories 7
tw 0 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 0.0 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.03125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 42.1 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X76 #DIV/0! hc above 0 in
VBEINT W24X131 #DIV/0! hc below 138 in
HBE W18X35 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above #N/A Coupling Beam W18X86 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 0 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 0 NG Vu(web) 0 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 6.00 in
tf 0.43 in
bf/2tf 7.06 OK λps 7.22
A 10.30 in 2
Py 515 kips
Ca 0.18
h/tw 53.50 OK λps 57.9
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.30 OK min tw 0.029 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 45 kips Lcf 8.98 ft
PHBE(web) 78 kips
Pu MIN 6 kips
Pu MAX 85 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 9.66 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.2 in
db 17.7 in
sh 20.95 in
Mu 68.1 kip‐ft Lh 7.5 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 8378 kips Cm 1.0
505
B1 1.01 KL 132 in
Ibx 510 in
4
Pr 85 kips
Mr 68.8 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.04 in
KL/rx 18.8
f 48.7 ksi Fe 814.1 ksi
Qa 0.88 be 11.9 in
Fcr 42.9 ksi
Pc 398 kips Pr/Pc 0.21
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.22 in
KL/ry 108.2
f 21.2 ksi Fe 24.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.1 in
Fcr 21.2 ksi
Pc 197 kips Pr/Pc 0.43
Flexure Strength
Lp 51.7 in Sx 58 in
3
Lr 148.6 in Iy 15 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.28 in
Cw 1140 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 0.51 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 277 kip‐ft rts 1.51 in
Me 277 kip‐ft
Mn 277 kip‐ft Fcr 98 ksi
Mc 249 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.28
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.46 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.51 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 224 kip‐ft Zx 66.5 in 3
M*pr Max 222 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.01
M*pr Min 205 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.16
M*pb 359 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 57 kips VPL 43 kips
Vu 100 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.30 in
506
φVn 159 OK Aw 5.3 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 11.10 in
tf 0.77 in
bf/2tf 7.21 OK λps 7.22
A 25.30 in 2
Py 1265 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 33.40 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X35 Zb 66.5 in
3
CB W18X86 Zcb 186 in
3
Zcb/Zb 280% OK Coupling 200%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 8.09 in
2 dcb 18.4 in
3
Vp 243 kips tf 0.77 in
tw 0.48 in
Mp 775 kip‐ft Zx 186 in 3
e 5.70 ft sh 21.3 in
2Mp/e 272 kips
Vp 243 kips Mpr 692 kip‐ft
Mpb 1123 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 2100 OK Ic min 0 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 8.99 in dc 23.9 in
tf 0.68 in
bf/2tf 6.61 OK λps 7.22
A 22.40
Py 1120
Ca 0.00
h/tw 49.00 OK λps 75.6
507
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 0 kips Atrib 0 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 0 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 0 kips
PVBE 0 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 0 kip‐ft w 0.0 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 359 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE #N/A kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 359 kip‐ft
Mu 359 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 #DIV/0! kips Cm 1.0
B1 #DIV/0! KL 0 in
Ix 2100 in
4
Pr 0 kips
Mr #DIV/0! kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.69 in
KL/rx 0.0
f #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa #DIV/0! be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 1.92 in
KL/ry 0.0
f #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa #DIV/0! be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Flexure Strength
Lp 81.4 in Sx 176 in
3
Lr 234.1 in Zx 200 in
3
Lb 0 in Iy 83 in
4
h0 23.22 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 11100 in
6
J 2.68 in 4
Mp 833 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me #DIV/0! kip‐ft rts 2.33 in
Mn 833 kip‐ft Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Mc 750 kip‐ft Mr/Mc #DIV/0!
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Interaction Check H1‐1 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Interaction Check H1‐2 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 0 kips
VVBE(HBE) #N/A kips
VVBE(analysis) 0 kips
Vu #N/A kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.44 in
φVn 315 #N/A Aw 10.5 in 2
Member Check #DIV/0!
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4020 OK Ic min 0 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.96 in
bf/2tf 6.72 OK λps 7.22
A 38.50 in 2
Py 1925
Ca 0.00
h/tw 35.60 OK λps 75.6
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 0 kips Atrib 0 ft 2
ΣCB 0 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 0 kips
Pg 0 kips
PVBE 0 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 0 kip‐ft w 0.0 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 359 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE #N/A kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 359 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE #N/A kip‐ft
Mu 359 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 1123 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 #DIV/0! kips Cm 1.0
B1 #DIV/0! KL 0 in
509
Ix 4020 in
4
Pr 0 kips
Mr #DIV/0! kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.69 in
KL/rx 0.0
f #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa 1.00 be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.97 in
KL/ry 0.0
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi Fe #DIV/0! ksi
Qa 1.00 be #DIV/0! in
Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Pc #DIV/0! kips Pr/Pc #DIV/0!
Flexure Strength
Lp 125.9 in Sx 329 in
3
Lr 382.0 in Zx 370 in
3
Lb 0 in Iy 340 in
4
h0 23.54 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 47100 in
6
J 9.50 in 4
Mp 1542 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me #DIV/0! kip‐ft rts 3.49 in
Mn 1542 kip‐ft Fcr #DIV/0! ksi
Mc 1388 kip‐ft Mr/Mc #DIV/0!
Interaction Check H1‐1 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Interaction Check H1‐2 #DIV/0! #DIV/0!
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 0 kips
VVBE(HBE) #N/A kips
VVBE(analysis) 0 kips
Vu #N/A kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.61 in
φVn 445 #N/A Aw 14.8 in 2
Member Check #DIV/0!
510
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq #DIV/0! in 4 a 0 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j #DIV/0!
Axial Demand
Pboth 0 kips w 0.0 kip/ft
Psingle 0 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
511
Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 6 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.03125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 42.1 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.04375 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 41.5 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X76 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X131 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X35 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X35 Coupling Beam W18X86 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 46 OK Vu(web) 27 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 6.00 in
tf 0.43 in
bf/2tf 7.06 OK λps 7.22
A 10.30 in 2
Py 515 kips
Ca 0.27
h/tw 53.50 OK λps 55.7
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.30 OK min tw 0.041 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 107 kips Lcf 8.98 ft
PHBE(web) 31 kips
Pu MIN 92 kips
Pu MAX 123 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 4.14 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.2 in
db 17.7 in
sh 20.95 in
Mu 29.2 kip‐ft Lh 7.5 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 8378 kips Cm 1.0
512
B1 1.01 KL 132 in
Ibx 510 in
4
Pr 123 kips
Mr 29.6 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.04 in
KL/rx 18.8
f 48.7 ksi Fe 814.1 ksi
Qa 0.88 be 11.9 in
Fcr 42.9 ksi
Pc 398 kips Pr/Pc 0.31
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.22 in
KL/ry 108.2
f 21.2 ksi Fe 24.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.1 in
Fcr 21.2 ksi
Pc 197 kips Pr/Pc 0.62
Flexure Strength
Lp 51.7 in Sx 58 in
3
Lr 148.6 in Iy 15 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.28 in
Cw 1140 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 0.51 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 277 kip‐ft rts 1.51 in
Me 277 kip‐ft
Mn 277 kip‐ft Fcr 98 ksi
Mc 249 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.12
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.41 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.64 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 224 kip‐ft Zx 66.5 in 3
M*pr Max 204 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.18
M*pr Min 191 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.24
M*pb 293 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 53 kips VPL 19 kips
Vu 71 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.30 in
513
φVn 159 OK Aw 5.3 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 11.10 in
tf 0.77 in
bf/2tf 7.21 OK λps 7.22
A 25.30 in 2
Py 1265 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 33.40 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X35 Zb 66.5 in
3
CB W18X86 Zcb 186 in
3
Zcb/Zb 280% OK Coupling 200%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 8.09 in
2 dcb 18.4 in
3
Vp 243 kips tf 0.77 in
tw 0.48 in
Mp 775 kip‐ft Zx 186 in 3
e 5.70 ft sh 21.3 in
2Mp/e 272 kips
Vp 243 kips Mpr 692 kip‐ft
Mpb 1123 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 2100 OK Ic min 430 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 8.99 in dc 23.9 in
tf 0.68 in
bf/2tf 6.61 OK λps 7.22
A 22.40
Py 1120
Ca 0.25
h/tw 49.00 OK λps 56.2
514
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 100 kips Atrib 308 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 100 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 48 kips
PVBE 249 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 87 kip‐ft w 7.9 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 179 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 359 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 293 kip‐ft
Mu 266 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 24698 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 2100 in
4
Pr 249 kips
Mr 269 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.69 in
KL/rx 16.1
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1104.3 ksi
Qa 0.91 be 17.1 in
Fcr 44.8 ksi
Pc 903 kips Pr/Pc 0.28
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 1.92 in
KL/ry 81.3
f 30.9 ksi Fe 43.4 ksi
Qa 0.98 be 20.4 in
Fcr 30.5 ksi
Pc 615 kips Pr/Pc 0.40
Flexure Strength
Lp 81.4 in Sx 176 in
3
Lr 234.1 in Zx 200 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 83 in
4
h0 23.22 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 11100 in
6
J 2.68 in 4
Mp 833 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 833 kip‐ft rts 2.33 in
Mn 833 kip‐ft Fcr 161 ksi
Mc 750 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.36
515
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.59 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.53 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 45 kips
VVBE(HBE) 28 kips
VVBE(analysis) 37 kips
Vu 74 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.44 in
φVn 315 OK Aw 10.5 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4020 OK Ic min 430 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.96 in
bf/2tf 6.72 OK λps 7.22
A 38.50 in 2
Py 1925
Ca 0.04
h/tw 35.60 OK λps 71.2
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 100 kips Atrib 152 ft 2
ΣCB 243 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 100 kips
Pg 24 kips
PVBE 66 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 87 kip‐ft w 7.9 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 741 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 359 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 293 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 1123 kip‐ft
Mu 828 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 1123 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 47280 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
516
Ix 4020 in
4
Pr 66 kips
Mr 843 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.69 in
KL/rx 16.1
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1104.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 49.1 ksi
Pc 1700 kips Pr/Pc 0.04
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.97 in
KL/ry 52.5
Fcr 40.9 ksi Fe 103.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 40.9 ksi
Pc 1416 kips Pr/Pc 0.05
Flexure Strength
Lp 125.9 in Sx 329 in
3
Lr 382.0 in Zx 370 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 340 in
4
h0 23.54 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 47100 in
6
J 9.50 in 4
Mp 1542 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1542 kip‐ft rts 3.49 in
Mn 1542 kip‐ft Fcr 354 ksi
Mc 1388 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.61
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.63 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.42 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 45 kips
VVBE(HBE) 126 kips
VVBE(analysis) 37 kips
Vu 171 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.61 in
φVn 445 OK Aw 14.8 in 2
Member Check OK
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Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.00 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 91 kips w 7.9 kip/ft
Psingle 45 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 5 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.04375 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 41.5 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.0703125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 40.7 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X76 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X131 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X40 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X35 Coupling Beam W18X86 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 64 OK Vu(web) 61 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 6.02 in
tf 0.53 in
bf/2tf 5.73 OK λps 7.22
A 11.80 in 2
Py 590 kips
Ca 0.36
h/tw 50.90 OK λps 53.1
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.32 OK min tw 0.066 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 159 kips Lcf 8.98 ft
PHBE(web) 66 kips
Pu MIN 126 kips
Pu MAX 191 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 8.89 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.2 in
db 17.9 in
sh 21.05 in
Mu 62.3 kip‐ft Lh 7.5 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 10053 kips Cm 1.0
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B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 612 in
4
Pr 191 kips
Mr 63.6 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.21 in
KL/rx 18.3
f 48.8 ksi Fe 853.9 ksi
Qa 0.90 be 12.3 in
Fcr 44.1 ksi
Pc 468 kips Pr/Pc 0.41
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.27 in
KL/ry 103.9
f 22.7 ksi Fe 26.5 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 22.7 ksi
Pc 241 kips Pr/Pc 0.79
Flexure Strength
Lp 53.8 in Sx 68 in
3
Lr 157.0 in Iy 19 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.38 in
Cw 1440 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 0.81 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 327 kip‐ft rts 1.56 in
Me 327 kip‐ft
Mn 327 kip‐ft Fcr 106 ksi
Mc 294 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.22
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.60 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.84 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 264 kip‐ft Zx 78.4 in 3
M*pr Max 233 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.21
M*pr Min 200 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.32
M*pb 364 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 58 kips VPL 40 kips
Vu 98 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.32 in
520
φVn 169 OK Aw 5.6 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 11.10 in
tf 0.77 in
bf/2tf 7.21 OK λps 7.22
A 25.30 in 2
Py 1265 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 33.40 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X40 Zb 78.4 in
3
CB W18X86 Zcb 186 in
3
Zcb/Zb 237% OK Coupling 200%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 8.09 in
2 dcb 18.4 in
3
Vp 243 kips tf 0.77 in
tw 0.48 in
Mp 775 kip‐ft Zx 186 in 3
e 5.70 ft sh 21.3 in
2Mp/e 272 kips
Vp 243 kips Mpr 692 kip‐ft
Mpb 1123 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 2100 OK Ic min 603 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 8.99 in dc 23.9 in
tf 0.68 in
bf/2tf 6.61 OK λps 7.22
A 22.40
Py 1120
Ca 0.50
h/tw 49.00 OK λps 49.3
521
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 172 kips Atrib 615 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 241 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 96 kips
PVBE 508 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 119 kip‐ft w 10.8 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 182 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 293 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 364 kip‐ft
Mu 301 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 24698 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 2100 in
4
Pr 508 kips
Mr 305 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.69 in
KL/rx 16.1
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1104.3 ksi
Qa 0.91 be 17.1 in
Fcr 44.8 ksi
Pc 903 kips Pr/Pc 0.56
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 1.92 in
KL/ry 81.3
f 30.9 ksi Fe 43.4 ksi
Qa 0.98 be 20.4 in
Fcr 30.5 ksi
Pc 615 kips Pr/Pc 0.83
Flexure Strength
Lp 81.4 in Sx 176 in
3
Lr 234.1 in Zx 200 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 83 in
4
h0 23.22 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 11100 in
6
J 2.68 in 4
Mp 833 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 833 kip‐ft rts 2.33 in
Mn 833 kip‐ft Fcr 161 ksi
Mc 750 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.41
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.92 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.99 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 62 kips
VVBE(HBE) 29 kips
VVBE(analysis) 47 kips
Vu 91 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.44 in
φVn 315 OK Aw 10.5 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4020 OK Ic min 603 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.96 in
bf/2tf 6.72 OK λps 7.22
A 38.50 in 2
Py 1925
Ca 0.07
h/tw 35.60 OK λps 67.5
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 172 kips Atrib 304 ft 2
ΣCB 486 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 241 kips
Pg 47 kips
PVBE 121 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 119 kip‐ft w 10.8 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 744 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 293 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 364 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 1123 kip‐ft
Mu 862 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 1123 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 47280 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
523
Ix 4020 in
4
Pr 121 kips
Mr 878 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 9.69 in
KL/rx 16.1
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1104.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 49.1 ksi
Pc 1700 kips Pr/Pc 0.07
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.97 in
KL/ry 52.5
Fcr 40.9 ksi Fe 103.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 40.9 ksi
Pc 1416 kips Pr/Pc 0.09
Flexure Strength
Lp 125.9 in Sx 329 in
3
Lr 382.0 in Zx 370 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 340 in
4
h0 23.54 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 47100 in
6
J 9.50 in 4
Mp 1542 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1542 kip‐ft rts 3.49 in
Mn 1542 kip‐ft Fcr 354 ksi
Mc 1388 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.63
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.67 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.49 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 62 kips
VVBE(HBE) 126 kips
VVBE(analysis) 47 kips
Vu 188 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.61 in
φVn 445 OK Aw 14.8 in 2
Member Check OK
524
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.01 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 124 kips w 10.8 kip/ft
Psingle 62 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
525
Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 4 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.0703125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 40.7 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.109375 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 39.7 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X162 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X131 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X50 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X40 Coupling Beam W18X97 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 101 OK Vu(web) 92 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.44
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 51.1
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.102 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 241 kips Lcf 8.94 ft
PHBE(web) 95 kips
Pu MIN 193 kips
Pu MAX 288 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 13.68 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.75 in
db 18 in
sh 21.375 in
Mu 94.6 kip‐ft Lh 7.4 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 13141 kips Cm 1.0
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B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 800 in
4
Pr 288 kips
Mr 96.7 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.38 in
KL/rx 17.9
f 48.8 ksi Fe 894.7 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.6 in
Fcr 46.0 ksi
Pc 608 kips Pr/Pc 0.47
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.65 in
KL/ry 80.0
f 31.3 ksi Fe 44.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 31.3 ksi
Pc 414 kips Pr/Pc 0.70
Flexure Strength
Lp 69.9 in Sx 89 in
3
Lr 203.5 in Iy 40 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.43 in
Cw 3040 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.24 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 421 kip‐ft rts 1.98 in
Me 421 kip‐ft
Mn 421 kip‐ft Fcr 165 ksi
Mc 379 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.26
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.70 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.76 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 339 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
M*pr Max 282 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.26
M*pr Min 232 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.39
M*pb 465 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 69 kips VPL 61 kips
Vu 130 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
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φVn 192 OK Aw 6.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 11.10 in
tf 0.87 in
bf/2tf 6.38 OK λps 7.22
A 28.50 in 2
Py 1425 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 30.00 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X50 Zb 101 in
3
CB W18X97 Zcb 211 in
3
Zcb/Zb 209% OK Coupling 200%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 9.02 in
2 dcb 18.6 in
3
Vp 271 kips tf 0.87 in
tw 0.54 in
Mp 879 kip‐ft Zx 211 in 3
e 5.64 ft sh 21.7 in
2Mp/e 312 kips
Vp 271 kips Mpr 763 kip‐ft
Mpb 1252 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 5170 OK Ic min 968 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.00 in dc 25 in
tf 1.22 in
bf/2tf 5.33 OK λps 7.22
A 47.70
Py 2385
Ca 0.41
h/tw 30.60 OK λps 51.8
528
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 269 kips Atrib 923 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 465 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 144 kips
PVBE 878 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 185 kip‐ft w 16.8 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 232 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 364 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 465 kip‐ft
Mu 417 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 60805 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 5170 in
4
Pr 878 kips
Mr 420 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 2111 kips Pr/Pc 0.42
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.05 in
KL/ry 51.1
f 41.3 ksi Fe 109.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.3 ksi
Pc 1773 kips Pr/Pc 0.50
Flexure Strength
Lp 129.3 in Sx 414 in
3
Lr 428.8 in Zx 468 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 443 in
4
h0 23.78 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 62600 in
6
J 18.50 in 4
Mp 1950 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1950 kip‐ft rts 3.57 in
Mn 1950 kip‐ft Fcr 384 ksi
Mc 1755 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.24
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.63 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.55 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 97 kips
VVBE(HBE) 36 kips
VVBE(analysis) 52 kips
Vu 133 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.71 in
φVn 529 OK Aw 17.6 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4020 OK Ic min 968 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.96 in
bf/2tf 6.72 OK λps 7.22
A 38.50 in 2
Py 1925
Ca 0.04
h/tw 35.60 OK λps 70.4
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 269 kips Atrib 456 ft 2
ΣCB 728 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 465 kips
Pg 71 kips
PVBE 77 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 185 kip‐ft w 16.8 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 858 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 364 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 465 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 1123 kip‐ft
Mu 1043 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 1252 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 47280 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
530
Ix 4020 in
4
Pr 77 kips
Mr 1067 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 1704 kips Pr/Pc 0.05
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.97 in
KL/ry 52.5
Fcr 40.9 ksi Fe 103.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 40.9 ksi
Pc 1416 kips Pr/Pc 0.05
Flexure Strength
Lp 125.9 in Sx 329 in
3
Lr 382.0 in Zx 370 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 340 in
4
h0 23.54 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 47100 in
6
J 9.50 in 4
Mp 1542 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1542 kip‐ft rts 3.49 in
Mn 1542 kip‐ft Fcr 354 ksi
Mc 1388 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.77
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.79 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.65 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 97 kips
VVBE(HBE) 139 kips
VVBE(analysis) 52 kips
Vu 236 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.61 in
φVn 445 OK Aw 14.8 in 2
Member Check OK
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Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.02 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 193 kips w 16.8 kip/ft
Psingle 97 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
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Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 3 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.109375 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 39.7 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 39.2 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X162 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X131 OK hc below 138 in
HBE W18X50 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X50 Coupling Beam W18X97 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 157 OK Vu(web) 138 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.49
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 49.6
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.117 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 305 kips Lcf 8.94 ft
PHBE(web) 38 kips
Pu MIN 287 kips
Pu MAX 324 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 5.78 kip/ft dc(ave) 24.75 in
db 18 in
sh 21.375 in
Mu 39.9 kip‐ft Lh 7.4 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 13141 kips Cm 1.0
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B1 1.03 KL 132 in
Ibx 800 in
4
Pr 324 kips
Mr 41.0 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.38 in
KL/rx 17.9
f 48.8 ksi Fe 894.7 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.6 in
Fcr 46.0 ksi
Pc 608 kips Pr/Pc 0.53
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.65 in
KL/ry 80.0
f 31.3 ksi Fe 44.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 31.3 ksi
Pc 414 kips Pr/Pc 0.78
Flexure Strength
Lp 69.9 in Sx 89 in
3
Lr 203.5 in Iy 40 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.43 in
Cw 3040 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.24 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 421 kip‐ft rts 1.98 in
Me 421 kip‐ft
Mn 421 kip‐ft Fcr 165 ksi
Mc 379 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.11
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.63 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.79 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 339 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
M*pr Max 233 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.39
M*pr Min 213 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.44
M*pb 345 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 60 kips VPL 26 kips
Vu 86 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
534
φVn 192 OK Aw 6.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 11.10 in
tf 0.87 in
bf/2tf 6.38 OK λps 7.22
A 28.50 in 2
Py 1425 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 30.00 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X50 Zb 101 in
3
CB W18X97 Zcb 211 in
3
Zcb/Zb 209% OK Coupling 200%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 9.02 in
2 dcb 18.6 in
3
Vp 271 kips tf 0.87 in
tw 0.54 in
Mp 879 kip‐ft Zx 211 in 3
e 5.64 ft sh 21.7 in
2Mp/e 312 kips
Vp 271 kips Mpr 763 kip‐ft
Mpb 1252 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 5170 OK Ic min 1507 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.00 in dc 25 in
tf 1.22 in
bf/2tf 5.33 OK λps 7.22
A 47.70
Py 2385
Ca 0.65
h/tw 30.60 OK λps 45.2
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λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 399 kips Atrib 1230 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 812 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 192 kips
PVBE 1403 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 276 kip‐ft w 25.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 232 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 465 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 345 kip‐ft
Mu 509 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 60805 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
Ix 5170 in
4
Pr 1403 kips
Mr 513 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 2111 kips Pr/Pc 0.66
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.05 in
KL/ry 51.1
f 41.3 ksi Fe 109.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.3 ksi
Pc 1773 kips Pr/Pc 0.79
Flexure Strength
Lp 129.3 in Sx 414 in
3
Lr 428.8 in Zx 468 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 443 in
4
h0 23.78 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 62600 in
6
J 18.50 in 4
Mp 1950 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1950 kip‐ft rts 3.57 in
Mn 1950 kip‐ft Fcr 384 ksi
Mc 1755 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.29
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.92 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.88 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 144 kips
VVBE(HBE) 35 kips
VVBE(analysis) 43 kips
Vu 179 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.71 in
φVn 529 OK Aw 17.6 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 4020 OK Ic min 1507 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 12.90 in dc 24.5 in
tf 0.96 in
bf/2tf 6.72 OK λps 7.22
A 38.50 in 2
Py 1925
Ca 0.18
h/tw 35.60 OK λps 58.1
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 399 kips Atrib 608 ft 2
ΣCB 999 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 812 kips
Pg 95 kips
PVBE 307 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 276 kip‐ft w 25.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 858 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 465 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 345 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 1252 kip‐ft
Mu 1134 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 1252 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 47280 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.02 KL 156 in
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Ix 4020 in
4
Pr 307 kips
Mr 1162 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.40 in
KL/rx 15.0
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1272.1 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 1704 kips Pr/Pc 0.18
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.97 in
KL/ry 52.5
Fcr 40.9 ksi Fe 103.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 40.9 ksi
Pc 1416 kips Pr/Pc 0.22
Flexure Strength
Lp 125.9 in Sx 329 in
3
Lr 382.0 in Zx 370 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 340 in
4
h0 23.54 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 47100 in
6
J 9.50 in 4
Mp 1542 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 1542 kip‐ft rts 3.49 in
Mn 1542 kip‐ft Fcr 354 ksi
Mc 1388 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.84
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.93 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.92 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 144 kips
VVBE(HBE) 144 kips
VVBE(analysis) 43 kips
Vu 288 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.61 in
φVn 445 OK Aw 14.8 in 2
Member Check OK
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Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.09 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 288 kips w 25.1 kip/ft
Psingle 144 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
539
Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 2 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 39.2 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0.125 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 39.5 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X250 OK hc above 138 in
VBEINT W24X229 OK hc below 198 in
HBE W18X50 OK Restrainer 0 OK
HBE above W18X50 Coupling Beam W18X97 OK
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 13 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 0
Nstrut below 1
Plate Design
φVn 176 OK Vu(web) 159 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 7.50 in
tf 0.57 in
bf/2tf 6.58 OK λps 7.22
A 14.70 in 2
Py 735 kips
Ca 0.42
h/tw 45.20 OK λps 51.5
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 0.36 OK min tw 0.117 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 279 kips Lcf 8.82 ft
PHBE(web) 1 kips
Pu MIN 278 kips
Pu MAX 279 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 0.37 kip/ft dc(ave) 26.15 in
db 18 in
sh 22.075 in
Mu 2.5 kip‐ft Lh 7.3 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 13141 kips Cm 1.0
540
B1 1.02 KL 132 in
Ibx 800 in
4
Pr 279 kips
Mr 2.5 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 7.38 in
KL/rx 17.9
f 48.8 ksi Fe 894.7 ksi
Qa 0.94 be 13.6 in
Fcr 46.0 ksi
Pc 608 kips Pr/Pc 0.46
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 1.65 in
KL/ry 80.0
f 31.3 ksi Fe 44.7 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 31.3 ksi
Pc 414 kips Pr/Pc 0.67
Flexure Strength
Lp 69.9 in Sx 89 in
3
Lr 203.5 in Iy 40 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 17.43 in
Cw 3040 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 1.24 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 421 kip‐ft rts 1.98 in
Me 421 kip‐ft
Mn 421 kip‐ft Fcr 165 ksi
Mc 379 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.01
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.46 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.67 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 339 kip‐ft Zx 101 in 3
M*pr Max 237 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min 0.38
M*pr Min 237 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.38
M*pb 318 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 65 kips VPL 2 kips
Vu 66 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.36 in
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φVn 192 OK Aw 6.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf 11.10 in
tf 0.87 in
bf/2tf 6.38 OK λps 7.22
A 28.50 in 2
Py 1425 kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw 30.00 OK λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X50 Zb 101 in
3
CB W18X97 Zcb 211 in
3
Zcb/Zb 209% OK Coupling 200%
Member Check OK
Link Capacity
Aw 9.02 in
2 dcb 18.6 in
3
Vp 271 kips tf 0.87 in
tw 0.54 in
Mp 879 kip‐ft Zx 211 in 3
e 5.52 ft sh 22.4 in
2Mp/e 318 kips
Vp 271 kips Mpr 747 kip‐ft
Mpb 1252 kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 8490 OK Ic min 1722 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.20 in dc 26.3 in
tf 1.89 in
bf/2tf 3.49 OK λps 7.22
A 73.50
Py 3675
Ca 0.58
h/tw 20.70 OK λps 47.1
542
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 485 kips Atrib 1538 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1208 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 240 kips
PVBE 1933 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 309 kip‐ft w 28.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 173 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 345 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 318 kip‐ft
Mu 482 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 99852 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.00 KL 156 in
Ix 8490 in
4
Pr 1933 kips
Mr 484 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.70 in
KL/rx 14.6
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1346.5 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 3256 kips Pr/Pc 0.59
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.14 in
KL/ry 49.7
f 41.7 ksi Fe 116.0 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 41.7 ksi
Pc 2761 kips Pr/Pc 0.70
Flexure Strength
Lp 133.1 in Sx 644 in
3
Lr 583.8 in Zx 744 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 724 in
4
h0 24.41 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 108000 in
6
J 66.60 in 4
Mp 3100 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 3100 kip‐ft rts 3.71 in
Mn 3100 kip‐ft Fcr 462 ksi
Mc 2790 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.17
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.75 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.73 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 161 kips
VVBE(HBE) 29 kips
VVBE(analysis) 43 kips
Vu 190 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 1.04 in
φVn 821 OK Aw 27.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 7650 OK Ic min 1722 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.10 in dc 26 in
tf 1.73 in
bf/2tf 3.79 OK λps 7.22
A 67.20 in 2
Py 3360
Ca 0.18
h/tw 22.50 OK λps 58.0
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 485 kips Atrib 759 ft 2
ΣCB 1270 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1208 kips
Pg 118 kips
PVBE 542 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 309 kip‐ft w 28.1 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 798 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 345 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 318 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 1252 kip‐ft
Mu 1108 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 1252 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 89973 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 156 in
544
Ix 7650 in
4
Pr 542 kips
Mr 1122 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.70 in
KL/rx 14.6
f 49.2 ksi Fe 1346.5 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.2 ksi
Pc 2977 kips Pr/Pc 0.18
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 3.11 in
KL/ry 50.2
Fcr 41.6 ksi Fe 113.8 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 41.6 ksi
Pc 2516 kips Pr/Pc 0.22
Flexure Strength
Lp 131.8 in Sx 588 in
3
Lr 542.0 in Zx 675 in
3
Lb 156 in Iy 651 in
4
h0 24.27 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 96100 in
6
J 51.30 in 4
Mp 2813 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 2813 kip‐ft rts 3.67 in
Mn 2813 kip‐ft Fcr 441 ksi
Mc 2531 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.44
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.53 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.41 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 161 kips
VVBE(HBE) 138 kips
VVBE(analysis) 43 kips
Vu 299 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.96 in
φVn 749 OK Aw 25.0 in 2
Member Check OK
545
Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.13 in 4 a 138 in
Ix #N/A in 4 h 132 in
Itotal #N/A #N/A j 0.5
Axial Demand
Pboth 323 kips w 28.1 kip/ft
Psingle 161 kips
Compressive Strength
ry #N/A in
Fcr #N/A ksi KL/ry #N/A
A #N/A in
2 Fe #N/A ksi
Pc #N/A #N/A Pr/Pc #N/A
Member Check OK
546
Story Parameters Prototype INT‐6I
Story 1 Number of Stories 7
tw 0.125 in Web Fy 36 ksi
α 39.5 deg Web Ry 1.3
tw below 0 in Rolled Fy 50 ksi
α below 0.0 deg Rolledy Ry 1.1
VBEEXT W24X250 OK hc above 198 in
VBEINT W24X229 OK hc below 0 in
HBE W18X211 OK Restrainer HSS8X8X1/OK
HBE above W18X50 Coupling Beam 0 #N/A
Bay Width 11 ft Story Height 18 ft
Coupled Length 9.25 ft Nstrut 1
Nstrut below 0
Plate Design
φVn 177 OK Vu(web) 155 kips
HBE Design
Compactness Checks
bf 11.60 in
tf 1.91 in
bf/2tf 3.04 OK λps 7.22
A 62.10 in 2
Py 3105 kips
Ca 0.10
h/tw 15.10 OK λps 64.4
λp 35.9
Web Thickness Check
tw 1.06 OK min tw 0.117 in
Axial Demand
PHBE(VBE) 117 kips Lcf 8.82 ft
PHBE(web) 304 kips
Pu MIN ‐35 kips
Pu MAX 269 kips
Flexure Demand
wu 41.77 kip/ft dc(ave) 26.15 in
db 20.7 in
sh 23.425 in
Mu 262.9 kip‐ft Lh 7.1 ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 71128 kips Cm 1.0
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B1 1.00 KL 132 in
Ibx 4330 in
4
Pr 269 kips
Mr 263.9 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compression Strength
rx 8.35 in
KL/rx 15.8
f 49.1 ksi Fe 1145.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 49.1 ksi
Pc 2744 kips Pr/Pc 0.10
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 2.82 in
KL/ry 46.8
f 42.6 ksi Fe 130.6 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 16.0 in
Fcr 42.6 ksi
Pc 2381 kips Pr/Pc 0.11
Flexure Strength
Lp 119.5 in Sx 419 in
3
Lr 668.8 in Iy 493 in
4
Lb 132 in h0 18.79 in
Cw 43400 in
6
Cb 2.27 J 58.60 in
4
c 1.00
Mp 2042 kip‐ft rts 3.32 in
Me 2042 kip‐ft
Mn 2042 kip‐ft Fcr 570 ksi
Mc 1838 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.14
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.19 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.13 OK
Plastic Hinges
Mpr 1647 kip‐ft Zx 490 in 3
M*pr Max 1656 kip‐ft Pr/Py Min ‐0.01
M*pr Min 1576 kip‐ft Pr/Py Max 0.09
M*pb 2617 kip‐ft
Shear Demand
Vhinges 455 kips VPL 184 kips
Vu 640 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 1.06 in
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φVn 658 OK Aw 21.9 in 2
Member Check OK
Coupling Beam
Compactness Checks
bf #N/A in
tf #N/A in
bf/2tf #N/A #N/A λps 7.22
A #N/A in 2
Py #N/A kips
Ca 0.00
h/tw #N/A #N/A λps 75.6
Size based on HBE
HBE W18X211 Zb 490 in
3
CB 0% Zcb #N/A in
3
Zcb/Zb #N/A #N/A Coupling 200%
Member Check #N/A
Link Capacity
Aw #N/A in
2 dcb #N/A in
3
Vp #N/A kips tf #N/A in
tw #N/A in
Mp #N/A kip‐ft Zx #N/A in 3
e #N/A ft sh #N/A in
2Mp/e #N/A kips
Vp #N/A kips Mpr #N/A kip‐ft
Mpb #N/A kip‐ft
Exterior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 8490 OK Ic min 6328 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.20 in dc 26.3 in
tf 1.89 in
bf/2tf 3.49 OK λps 7.22
A 73.50
Py 3675
Ca 0.79
h/tw 20.70 OK λps 41.5
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λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 552 kips Atrib 1845 ft 2
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1776 kips qDL 156 psf
Pg 287 kips
PVBE 2616 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 322 kip‐ft w 28.4 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE) 159 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 318 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 0 kip‐ft
Mu 482 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 208333 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.00 KL 108 in
Ix 8490 in
4
Pr 2616 kips
Mr 483 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.70 in
KL/rx 10.1
f 49.6 ksi Fe 2809.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 49.6 ksi
Pc 3283 kips Pr/Pc 0.80
Out‐of‐Plane Compressive Strength
ry 3.14 in
KL/ry 34.4
f 45.9 ksi Fe 241.9 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.5 in
Fcr 45.9 ksi
Pc 3033 kips Pr/Pc 0.86
Flexure Strength
Lp 133.1 in Sx 644 in
3
Lr 583.8 in Zx 744 in
3
Lb 216 in Iy 724 in
4
h0 24.41 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 108000 in
6
J 66.60 in 4
Mp 3100 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 3100 kip‐ft rts 3.71 in
Mn 3100 kip‐ft Fcr 279 ksi
Mc 2790 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.17
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Interaction Check H1‐1 0.95 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.89 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 235 kips
VVBE(HBE) 10 kips
VVBE(analysis) 50 kips
Vu 244 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 1.04 in
φVn 821 OK Aw 27.4 in 2
Member Check OK
Interior VBE Design
Stiffness Criteria
Ic 7650 OK Ic min 6328 in 4
Compactness Check
bf 13.10 in dc 26 in
tf 1.73 in
bf/2tf 3.79 OK λps 7.22
A 67.20 in 2
Py 3360
Ca 0.31
h/tw 22.50 OK λps 54.6
λp 35.9
Axial Demand
ΣHBE 552 kips Atrib 911 ft 2
ΣCB 1540 kips qDL 156 psf
Σ1/2RyFysin(2α)twhc 1776 kips
Pg 142 kips
PVBE 930 kips
Flexure Demand
MVBE(web) 322 kip‐ft w 28.4 kip/ft
MVBE(HBE/CB) 785 kip‐ft M*pb(HBE) ABOVE 318 kip‐ft
M*pb(HBE) BELOW 0 kip‐ft
M*pb(CB) ABOVE 1252 kip‐ft
Mu 1107 kip‐ft M*pb(CB) BELOW 0 kip‐ft
Second‐Order Effects (P‐δ)
Pe1 187720 kips Cm 1.0
B1 1.01 KL 108 in
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Ix 7650 in
4
Pr 930 kips
Mr 1114 kip‐ft
In‐Plane Compressive Strength
rx 10.70 in
KL/rx 10.1
f 49.6 ksi Fe 2809.4 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 49.6 ksi
Pc 3002 kips Pr/Pc 0.31
Out‐of‐Plane Compression Strength
ry 3.11 in
KL/ry 34.7
Fcr 45.8 ksi Fe 237.3 ksi
Qa 1.00 be 21.6 in
Fcr 45.8 ksi
Pc 2769 kips Pr/Pc 0.34
Flexure Strength
Lp 131.8 in Sx 588 in
3
Lr 542.0 in Zx 675 in
3
Lb 216 in Iy 651 in
4
h0 24.27 in
Cb 2.27 Cw 96100 in
6
J 51.30 in 4
Mp 2813 kip‐ft c 1.00
Me 2813 kip‐ft rts 3.67 in
Mn 2813 kip‐ft Fcr 263 ksi
Mc 2531 kip‐ft Mr/Mc 0.44
Interaction Check H1‐1 0.70 OK
Interaction Check H1‐2 0.53 OK
Shear Demand
VVBE(web) 235 kips
VVBE(HBE) 48 kips
VVBE(analysis) 50 kips
Vu 282 kips
Shear Strength
2.24√E/Fy 53.95 OK tw 0.96 in
φVn 749 OK Aw 25.0 in 2
Member Check OK
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Restrainers
Stiffness Criteria
Ireq 0.47 in 4 a 99 in
Ix 37.40 in 4 h 132 in
Itotal 74.8 OK j 2.444444
Axial Demand
Pboth 235 kips w 28.4 kip/ft
Psingle 117 kips
Compressive Strength
ry 3.21 in
Fcr 44.2 ksi KL/ry 41.1
A 3.62 in
2 Fe 169.3 ksi
Pc 144 OK Pr/Pc 0.81
Member Check OK
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APPENDIX B SPECIMEN DRAWINGS AND 
INSTRUMENTATION PLANS 
This appendix includes the University of Illinois specimen drawings, the fabricator’s 
shop drawings, FLEX specimen VBE retrofit drawings, and the instrumentation plans.  The 
University of Illinois specimen drawings were created to aide design and were provided to the 
fabricator.  The fabricator produced shop drawings that were used during fabrication.  The shop 
drawings were verified to ensure consistency with the design intent.  Several additional drawings 
were created to aid assembly of the specimens in Newark Civil Engineering Laboratory.   
After the premature fracture of the VBE connection at the base of the FLEX specimen, 
the VBE base and top connections were retrofitted.  The drawings of the retrofit include the 
individual components and the assembly.  The FLEX specimen was retrofitted in-place by the 
CEE shop.  An identical retrofit was applied to the INT specimen prior to assembly in the 
MUST-SIM facility. 
The instrumentation plans indicate the type of sensor and position on the specimen.  
These drawings were used by the researchers during the instrumentation phase of testing.  
Additional instrumentation information is presented in Chapter 5. 
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UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN
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REV 4/10/2012
NTS
S-00
GENERAL NOTES
QUANTITY SCHEDULE
ITEM QTY. REF.
FLEX PIER 2 S-01
INT PIER 2 S-02
COUPLING BEAM - FLEX 2 S-06
COUPLING BEAM - INT 2 S-07
NOTES:
1.  ALL WELD FILLER MATERIAL MUST BE CAPABLE OF PROVIDING A
MINIMUM CHARPY V-NOTCH (CVN) TOUGHNESS OF 20 FT-LB AT -20F
AND 40 FT-LB AT 70F.
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WEB PLATE SCHEDULE
QTY SPECIMEN STORY WIDTH LENGTH
2 FLEX 1* 3'-10 1/8" 6'-11"
2 FLEX 2 3'-10 1/8" 4'-10"
2 FLEX 3 3'-10 1/8" 4'-9"
2 INT 1* 3'-10 3/8" 6'-11"
2 INT 2 3'-10 3/8" 4'-10"
2 INT 3 3'-10 3/8" 4'-9"
* 1st story plates contain holes for restrainer, see
CS-04
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PLATE B2
PLATE B1 PLATE C1
PLATE C2
PLATE A
PIECE SCHEDULE
PIECE THICKNESS WIDTH QTY
A 1/4" 2 1/2" 16
B1 1/2" 2 3/4" 8
B2 1/2" 2 3/4" 8
C1 1/4" 2 3/4" 16
C2 1/4" 2 3/4" 16
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BILL OF MATERIAL
MARKQTY DESCRIPTION LENGTH WtNote
A 4-5-12 APPROVAL JP
B 4-11-12 APPROVAL JP
1B12 W6X12 3'-1 1/2" 76A992
1B12 BEAM SQ-2
1p24 PL1"X6" 0'-11 1/2" 78A36
1p310 PL3/8"X1 7/8" 0'-5 7/16" 9A36
1p48 PL3/8"X3" 0'-5 1/2" 14A36
1B22 W6X25 3'-0 3/4" 153A992
1B22 BEAM SQ-2
1p48 PL3/8"X3" 0'-5 1/2" 14A36
1p64 PL1 1/2"X8 1/2" 1'-0" 174A36
1p710 PL3/8"X2 7/8" 0'-5 7/16" 15A36
Location:
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Drawn By:
Date:Job No.
CHAMPAIGN, IL
STEEL PLATE SHEAR WALL
04/04/201212-12
1
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Architect:
U of I 
U of I
Checked:
NOTES
1) All holes  13/16 dia. u.n.o.
2) 1-S/C Standard Primer u.n.o.
Issue Date For By
APPROVAL/REVIEW AUTHORITY:
PLEASE REVIEW THE DRAWINGS CAREFULLY
THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS OUR BEST INTERPRETATION
OF THE INTENT OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.  KURLAND
STEEL COMPANY ASSUMES NO RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE
ACCURACY OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
UNLESS NOTED TO THE CONTRARY ON THIS DRAWING,
WHEN IT IS RETURNED FROM APPROVAL,
IT WILL BE ASSUMED THAT ALL INFORMATION,
INCLUDING CONNECTIONS, SHOWN HEREIN HAS THE
AFFIRMATION OF THE APPROVAL AUTHORITY.
SUBSEQUENT CHANGES TO INFORMATION SHOWN ON
THIS DRAWING AFTER APPROVAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED
WILL BE CONSIDERED AS CONTRACT CHANGES.
KURLAND STEEL CO.
510 EAST MAIN ST.
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801
PH: 217-367-2323 FX:  217-328-6758
ZB
3) WF Material A992 u.n.o.
4) All Other Material  A36 u.n.o.
5) Welds E70XX SEE WELD NOTE
WELD NOTE:
FILLER METAL REQUIREMENTS (AWS D1.8 C;AISE 6.3):
YIELD STRENGTH = 58 ksi min
TENSILE STRENTGH = 70 ksi min
ELNOGATION = 22% min
CVN TOUGHNEESS = 20 ft-lbs @ 0 F
                                      40 ft-lbs @ 70 F
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BILL OF MATERIAL
MARKQTY DESCRIPTION LENGTH WtNote
A 4-5-12 APPROVAL JP
B 4-11-12 APPROVAL JP
2B12 W8X58 19'-3 1/4" 2243A992
2B12 BEAM SQ-2
2p64 PL2"X17" 1'-5" 656A36
2p74 PL2"X17" 1'-10" 849A36
2p816 PL3/8"X6 1/2" 0'-7 1/8" 79A36
2p98 PL3/8"X8" 0'-7 1/8" 49A36
2p1016 PL1/4"X1/2" 0'-4" 2A36
2p118 PL1/2"X3 1/2" 0'-4 1/2" 18A36
2p124 PL3/16"X3" 7'-1 7/8" 55A36
2p134 PL3/16"X3" 5'-1" 39A36
2p144 PL3/16"X3" 4'-11 7/8" 38A36
2p1512 PL3/16"X3" 3'-5 7/8" 80A36
2p1624 PL3/16"X2" 0'-4" 10A36
2p178 PL3/8"X2 1/2" 0'-3 5/8" 8A36
2w22 W8X48 19'-3 1/4" 1849A992
2w32 W8X40 3'-11 3/8" 314A992
2w42 W8X40 3'-11 3/8" 314A992
2w54 W6X12 4'-0 3/8" 195A992
8 3/4"Ø A490N_TC BOLT 0'-2" 5
8 3/4"Ø A490N_TC BOLT 0'-2" 5
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APPROVAL/REVIEW AUTHORITY:
PLEASE REVIEW THE DRAWINGS CAREFULLY
THIS DRAWING REPRESENTS OUR BEST INTERPRETATION
OF THE INTENT OF THE CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.  KURLAND
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APPENDIX C ANCILLARY MATERIAL DATA 
Ancillary material testing is presented in this appendix for the web plate material.  The 
ancillary tests were conducted in the Newmark Structural Engineering Laboratory at the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.  Ancillary tests of material not used in the large-
scale experimental test program are omitted. 
C.1 Web Plate Material 
C.1.1 Test Description 
The tension properties of the web plate material is important to the overall behavior of 
SPSWs.  Therefore, ancillary testing of the web plate material was conducted prior to installation 
in the specimens.   A total of three batches of material were tested prior to selection of the 
material used in the specimen.  This section presents the ancillary test data of the material used in 
the large-scale specimens.   
Ancillary testing was conducted on July 23rd, 2012.  The plate material was nominally 18 
Ga (0.0478”) thick and conformed to ASTM A1008 (A01 Committee 2013).  The tension 
coupons were fabricated by the CEE Shop, as shown in Figure C.1.  Six tension coupons were 
cut from the raw plate material, with three transverse to the grain, and three longitudinal to the 
grain.  The coupons were designated by their test group, “C”, orientation, “L” or “T”, and an 
incremental counter, 1 through 4.  For example, the second longitudinal tension coupon was “C-
L-2”.  The measured thickness, width, and calculated cross-sectional area are summarized in 
Table C.1. 
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Table C.1 – Summary of web plate tension coupon geometry. 
Specimen Thickness (in) Width (in) Cross-Sectional Area (in2) 
C-L-2 0.043 0.496 0.021328 
C-L-3 0.045 0.499 0.022455 
C-L-4 0.0445 0.5 0.02225 
C-T-1 0.044 0.5005 0.022022 
C-T-2 0.044 0.5 0.022 
C-T-3 0.0445 0.5005 0.022272 
 
Testing was conducted per ASTM E8 (E28 Committee 2013) and Technical 
Memorandum No. 8: Standard Methods and Definitions for Tests for Static Yield Stress of the 
Structural Stability Research Council (Galambos 1998).  The initial cross-head rate was 0.045 
in/min.  Loading was paused three times to observe the static yield stress.  At 5% strain, the 
cross-head rate was increased to 0.50 in/min.   
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C.1.2 Test Results 
The tension force versus cross-head displacement is presented in Figure C.6.  All six 
coupons traced a similar pattern.  The response was initially elastic, followed by softening 
characteristic of cold-rolled material.  At large displacement, the ultimate strength of the coupon 
was reached followed by a descending branch as the coupon necked.  Finally, the specimen 
fractured and the force dropped to zero. 
Figure C.6 – Web plate tension coupons 
force versus cross-head displacement. 
Figure C.7 – Web plate tension coupons 
stress versus strain. 
The tension stress versus strain is presented in Figure C.7.  The stress was obtained by 
dividing the load cell reading by the cross-sectional area (Table C.1).  The strain was calculated 
from the extensometer measurement.  The loading holds to determine the static yield strength are 
denoted by the vertical drops in stress at a constant strain. 
The stress versus strain response was used to determine the important material properties, 
presented in Table C.2.  In the elastic region, a linear regression was performed to calculate the 
elastic modulus.  The average elastic modulus was 28,187 ksi.  This value is within 3% of the 
traditional value of 29,000 ksi assumed in design. 
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Table C.2 – Summary of web plate tension coupons material properties. 
Specimen Elastic Modulus (ksi) Yield Stress (ksi) Ultimate Stress (ksi)
C-L-2 26,620 26.8 48.0 
C-L-3 27,634 27.0 48.5 
C-L-4 26,749 27.0 48.8 
C-T-1 29,852 28.4 47.8 
C-T-2 29,256 28.0 47.9 
C-T-3 29,010 27.0 46.2 
Mean 28,187 27.4 47.9 
 
The yield stress was calculated using the 0.2% offset method.  The yield stress obtained 
using this method was similar to the static yield stress observed during the loading holds, as 
shown in Figure C.8.  The average yield stress was 27.4 ksi (Table C.2). 
Figure C.8 – Web plate tension coupons 
yield stress. 
Figure C.9 – Web plate tension coupons 
ultimate stress. 
The ultimate strength was determined after the extensometer was removed.  The tension 
stress versus cross-head displacement is shown in Figure C.9.  The ultimate stress was the 
maximum force observed during the test divided by the cross-sectional area, presented in Table 
C.2.  The average ultimate stress was 47.9 ksi.   
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The average material properties outlined in Table C.2 were used for the numerical models 
of the experimental specimens.   
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APPENDIX D FLEX SPECIMEN RAW DATA 
The data from the FLEX specimen test is presented in this appendix.  Each channel 
collected by the DAQ, LBCB Operations Manager, LbcbPlugin, and Coordinate Measurement 
Machines are shown.  The data is presented versus step number.   
The channels are denoted by their raw channel name.  Underscores (“_”) were used to 
separate parameters within the channel name.  The first parameter was the source of the reading, 
“DAQ”, “OM”, “LbcbPlugin”, “CMM1”, or “CMM2”.  The remaining parameters describe the 
sensor type and location.  Chapter 6 and Appendix B present additional information on the 
sensor naming convention.   
The following postprocessing corrections were performed on the presented data: 
 The measurements were offset by the value recorded during the first step.  The 
first step represented the undeformed configuration.  However, the excitation 
voltages and load measurements were not offset. 
 Sensors moved during the VBE retrofit were re-offset at step 578.  A new offset 
was calculated based on the change in measurement between step 577 and step 
578. 
 The LbcbPlugin data was shifted by one step.  A discussion of this bug is 
presented in Chapter 6. 
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Figure D.1 - Channel DAQ_EXT__INC 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.2 - Channel DAQ_EXT__LP 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.3 - Channel DAQ_EXT__LVDT 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.4 - Channel DAQ_EXT__SP 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.5 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__CB_E versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.6 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__CB_W 
versus step. 
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Figure D.7 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.8 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__HBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.9 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.10 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__VBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.11 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__CB_E versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.12 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__CB_W 
versus step. 
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Figure D.13 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.14 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__HBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.15 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.16 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__VBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.17 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.18 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__HBE_I 
versus step. 
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Figure D.19 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.20 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__VBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.21 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.22 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__HBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.23 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.24 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__VBE_I 
versus step. 
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Figure D.25 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S0_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.26 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S0_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.27 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S1_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.28 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S1_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.29 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S2_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.30 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S2_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.31 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S3_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.32 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S3_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.33 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S4_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.34 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S4_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.35 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S5_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.36 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S5_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.37 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S6_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.38 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S6_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.39 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S0_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.40 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S0_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.41 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S1_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.42 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S1_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.43 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S2_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.44 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S2_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.45 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S3_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.46 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S3_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.47 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S4_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.48 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S4_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.49 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S5_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.50 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S5_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.51 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S6_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.52 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S6_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.53 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.54 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__2 versus step. 
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Figure D.55 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__E_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.56 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__E_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.57 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__I_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.58 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__I_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.59 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor2__1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.60 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor2__2 versus step. 
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Figure D.61 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor3__1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.62 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor3__2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.63 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__1 versus step.
 
Figure D.64 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__E_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.65 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__E_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.66 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__I_EW versus 
step. 
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Figure D.67 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__I_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.68 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor2__1 versus step.
 
Figure D.69 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor2__2 versus step.
 
Figure D.70 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor3__1 versus step.
 
Figure D.71 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor3__2 versus step.
 
Figure D.72 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
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Figure D.73 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.74 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.75 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.76 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.77 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.78 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
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Figure D.79 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.80 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.81 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.82 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.83 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.84 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
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Figure D.85 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.86 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.87 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.88 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.89 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.90 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
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Figure D.91 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.92 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.93 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.94 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.95 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.96 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
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Figure D.97 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.98 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.99 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.100 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.101 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.102 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
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Figure D.103 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.104 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.105 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.106 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.107 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.108 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
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Figure D.109 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.110 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.111 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.112 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.113 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.114 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
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Figure D.115 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.116 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.117 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.118 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.119 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.120 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
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Figure D.121 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.122 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.123 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.124 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.125 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.126 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
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Figure D.127 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.128 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.129 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.130 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.131 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.132 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
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Figure D.133 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.134 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure D.135 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure D.136 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.137 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__NT 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.138 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__SB 
versus step. 
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Figure D.139 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.140 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.141 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.142 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_3__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.143 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_3__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.144 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_4__B 
versus step. 
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Figure D.145 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_4__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.146 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.147 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.148 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.149 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__NT 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.150 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__SB 
versus step. 
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Figure D.151 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.152 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.153 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__NT 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.154 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__SB 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.155 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.156 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__B 
versus step. 
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Figure D.157 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.158 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_3__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.159 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_3__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.160 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_4__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.161 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_4__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.162 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__B 
versus step. 
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Figure D.163 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.164 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.165 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__NT 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.166 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__SB 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.167 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.168 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.169 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.170 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.171 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.172 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.173 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.174 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.175 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.176 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.177 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.178 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.179 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.180 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.181 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.182 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.183 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.184 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.185 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.186 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.187 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.188 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.189 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.190 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.191 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.192 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.193 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.194 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.195 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.196 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.197 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.198 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
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Figure D.199 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.200 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.201 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.202 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.203 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.204 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.205 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.206 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.207 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.208 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.209 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.210 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.211 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.212 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.213 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.214 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.215 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.216 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.217 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.218 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.219 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.220 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.221 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.222 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.223 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.224 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.225 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.226 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.227 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.228 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__N
B versus step. 
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Figure D.229 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.230 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.231 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.232 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.233 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.234 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
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Figure D.235 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.236 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.237 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.238 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.239 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.240 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.241 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.242 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.243 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.244 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.245 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.246 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.247 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.248 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure D.249 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.250 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.251 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.252 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
NE versus step. 
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Figure D.253 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.254 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.255 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.256 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.257 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.258 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.259 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.260 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.261 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.262 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.263 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.264 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_REST_N__B 
versus step. 
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Figure D.265 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_REST_N__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.266 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_REST_S__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.267 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_REST_S__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.268 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure D.269 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.270 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.271 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.272 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure D.273 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.274 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.275 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.276 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
NE versus step. 
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Figure D.277 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.278 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.279 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.280 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__
NB versus step. 
 
Figure D.281 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__
NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.282 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
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Figure D.283 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.284 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.285 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.286 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.287 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.288 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.289 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.290 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.291 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.292 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.293 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.294 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.295 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.296 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.297 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.298 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.299 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.300 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
NE versus step. 
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Figure D.301 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.302 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.303 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.304 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure D.305 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.306 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.307 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.308 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure D.309 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure D.310 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.311 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.312 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__
NB versus step. 
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Figure D.313 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__
NT versus step. 
 
Figure D.314 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.315 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.316 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure D.317 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.318 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
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Figure D.319 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure D.320 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.321 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.322 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.323 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.324 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
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Figure D.325 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.326 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.327 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.328 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure D.329 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.330 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
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Figure D.331 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure D.332 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_EE_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.333 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_EI_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.334 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_E_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.335 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_N_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.336 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_S_EW versus 
step. 
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Figure D.337 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_WE_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.338 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_WI_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.339 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_W_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.340 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_EastPier__VBE_E_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.341 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_EastPier__VBE_I_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.342 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_WestPier__VBE_E_Vertical 
versus step. 
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Figure D.343 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_WestPier__VBE_I_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.344 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.345 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.346 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.347 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.348 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.349 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.350 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.351 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.352 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.353 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.354 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.355 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.356 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.357 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.358 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.359 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.360 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.361 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.362 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.363 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.364 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.365 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.366 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.367 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.368 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.369 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.370 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.371 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.372 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.373 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.374 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.375 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.376 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.377 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.378 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.379 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.380 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.381 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.382 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.383 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.384 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.385 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.386 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.387 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.388 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.389 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.390 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.391 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.392 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.393 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.394 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.395 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.396 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.397 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.398 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.399 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.400 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.401 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.402 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.403 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.404 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.405 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.406 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.407 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.408 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.409 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.410 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.411 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.412 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.413 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.414 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.415 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.416 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.417 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.418 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.419 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.420 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.421 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.422 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.423 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.424 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.425 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.426 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.427 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.428 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.429 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.430 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.431 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.432 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.433 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.434 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.435 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.436 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.437 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.438 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.439 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.440 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.441 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.442 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.443 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.444 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.445 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.446 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.447 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.448 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.449 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.450 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.451 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.452 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.453 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.454 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.455 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.456 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.457 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.458 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.459 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.460 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.461 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.462 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.463 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.464 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.465 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.466 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.467 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.468 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.469 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.470 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.471 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.472 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.473 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.474 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.475 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.476 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.477 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.478 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.479 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.480 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.481 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.482 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.483 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.484 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.485 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.486 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.487 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.488 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.489 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.490 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.491 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.492 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.493 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.494 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.495 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.496 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.497 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.498 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.499 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.500 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.501 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.502 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.503 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.504 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.505 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.506 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.507 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.508 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.509 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.510 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.511 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.512 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.513 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.514 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.515 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.516 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.517 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.518 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.519 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.520 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.521 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.522 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
R2 versus step. 
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Figure D.523 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.524 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.525 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.526 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.527 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.528 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.529 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.530 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.531 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.532 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.533 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.534 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.535 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.536 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.537 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.538 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.539 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.540 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R
2 versus step. 
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Figure D.541 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.542 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.543 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.544 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.545 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.546 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R2 
versus step. 
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Figure D.547 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.548 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.549 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.550 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.551 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E5 versus step. 
 
Figure D.552 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E6 versus step. 
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Figure D.553 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E7 versus step. 
 
Figure D.554 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E8 versus step. 
 
Figure D.555 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E9 versus step. 
 
Figure D.556 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.557 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.558 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I3 versus step. 
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Figure D.559 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I4 versus step. 
 
Figure D.560 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I5 versus step. 
 
Figure D.561 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I6 versus step. 
 
Figure D.562 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I7 versus step. 
 
Figure D.563 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I8 versus step. 
 
Figure D.564 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I9 versus step. 
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Figure D.565 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.566 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.567 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E3 versus step. 
 
Figure D.568 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E4 versus step. 
 
Figure D.569 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E5 versus step. 
 
Figure D.570 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E6 versus step. 
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Figure D.571 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E7 versus step. 
 
Figure D.572 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E8 versus step. 
 
Figure D.573 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E9 versus step. 
 
Figure D.574 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I1 versus step. 
 
Figure D.575 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I2 versus step. 
 
Figure D.576 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I3 versus step. 
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Figure D.577 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I4 versus step. 
 
Figure D.578 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I5 versus step. 
 
Figure D.579 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I6 versus step. 
 
Figure D.580 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I7 versus step. 
 
Figure D.581 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I8 versus step. 
 
Figure D.582 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I9 versus step. 
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Figure D.583 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Dx versus step. 
 
Figure D.584 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Dy versus step. 
 
Figure D.585 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Dz versus step. 
 
Figure D.586 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Rx versus step. 
 
Figure D.587 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Ry versus step. 
 
Figure D.588 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Rz versus step. 
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Figure D.589 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Dx versus step. 
 
Figure D.590 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Dy versus step. 
 
Figure D.591 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Dz versus step. 
 
Figure D.592 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Rx versus step. 
 
Figure D.593 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Ry versus step. 
 
Figure D.594 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Rz versus step. 
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Figure D.595 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__XN versus step. 
 
Figure D.596 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__XS versus step. 
 
Figure D.597 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__Y versus step. 
 
Figure D.598 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__ZEN versus step. 
 
Figure D.599 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__ZES versus step. 
 
Figure D.600 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__ZI versus step. 
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Figure D.601 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__XN versus step. 
 
Figure D.602 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__XS versus step. 
 
Figure D.603 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__Y versus step. 
 
Figure D.604 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__ZEN versus step. 
 
Figure D.605 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__ZES versus step. 
 
Figure D.606 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__ZI versus step. 
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Figure D.607 - Channel OM_CS__EXT 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.608 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.609 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.610 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.611 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.612 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.613 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.614 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.615 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.616 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.617 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.618 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
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Figure D.619 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.620 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.621 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.622 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.623 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.624 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.625 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.626 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.627 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.628 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.629 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.630 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
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Figure D.631 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.632 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.633 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.634 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.635 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.636 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.637 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.638 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Fx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.639 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Fy versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.640 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Fz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.641 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Mx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.642 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__My versus 
step. 
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Figure D.643 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Mz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.644 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.645 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.646 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.647 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.648 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.649 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.650 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.651 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.652 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.653 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.654 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
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Figure D.655 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.656 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.657 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.658 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.659 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.660 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.661 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.662 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.663 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.664 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.665 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.666 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
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Figure D.667 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.668 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.669 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.670 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.671 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.672 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
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Figure D.673 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.674 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Fx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.675 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Fy versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.676 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Fz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.677 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Mx versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.678 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__My versus 
step. 
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Figure D.679 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Mz versus 
step. 
 
Figure D.680 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.681 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_100 versus step. 
 
Figure D.682 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_101 versus step. 
 
Figure D.683 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_102 versus step. 
 
Figure D.684 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_103 versus step. 
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Figure D.685 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_104 versus step. 
 
Figure D.686 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_105 versus step. 
 
Figure D.687 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_106 versus step. 
 
Figure D.688 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_107 versus step. 
 
Figure D.689 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_108 versus step. 
 
Figure D.690 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_109 versus step. 
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Figure D.691 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_110 versus step. 
 
Figure D.692 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_111 versus step. 
 
Figure D.693 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_112 versus step. 
 
Figure D.694 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_113 versus step. 
 
Figure D.695 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_114 versus step. 
 
Figure D.696 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_115 versus step. 
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Figure D.697 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_116 versus step. 
 
Figure D.698 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_117 versus step. 
 
Figure D.699 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_118 versus step. 
 
Figure D.700 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_119 versus step. 
 
Figure D.701 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_120 versus step. 
 
Figure D.702 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_121 versus step. 
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Figure D.703 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_122 versus step. 
 
Figure D.704 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_123 versus step. 
 
Figure D.705 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_124 versus step. 
 
Figure D.706 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_125 versus step. 
 
Figure D.707 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_126 versus step. 
 
Figure D.708 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_13 
versus step. 
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Figure D.709 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.710 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_15 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.711 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.712 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_17 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.713 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_18 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.714 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_19 
versus step. 
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Figure D.715 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_20 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.716 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_23 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.717 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.718 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_26 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.719 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_27 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.720 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_28 
versus step. 
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Figure D.721 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_29 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.722 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.723 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.724 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_35 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.725 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_36 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.726 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_37 
versus step. 
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Figure D.727 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.728 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.729 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.730 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_40 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.731 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_41 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.732 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_42 
versus step. 
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Figure D.733 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_43 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.734 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_44 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.735 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_45 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.736 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_46 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.737 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_47 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.738 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_48 
versus step. 
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Figure D.739 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_49 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.740 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.741 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_50 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.742 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_51 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.743 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_52 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.744 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_53 
versus step. 
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Figure D.745 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_54 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.746 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_55 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.747 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_56 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.748 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_57 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.749 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_58 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.750 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_59 
versus step. 
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Figure D.751 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.752 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_60 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.753 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_61 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.754 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_62 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.755 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_63 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.756 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_64 
versus step. 
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Figure D.757 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_65 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.758 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_66 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.759 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_67 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.760 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_68 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.761 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_69 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.762 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_7 
versus step. 
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Figure D.763 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_70 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.764 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_71 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.765 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_72 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.766 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_73 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.767 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_74 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.768 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_75 
versus step. 
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Figure D.769 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_76 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.770 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_77 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.771 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_78 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.772 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_79 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.773 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.774 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_80 
versus step. 
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Figure D.775 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_81 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.776 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_82 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.777 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_83 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.778 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_84 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.779 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_85 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.780 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_86 
versus step. 
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Figure D.781 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_87 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.782 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_88 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.783 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_89 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.784 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.785 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_90 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.786 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_91 
versus step. 
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Figure D.787 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_92 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.788 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_93 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.789 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_94 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.790 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_95 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.791 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_96 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.792 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_97 
versus step. 
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Figure D.793 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_98 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.794 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_99 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.795 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.796 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_100 versus step. 
 
Figure D.797 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_101 versus step. 
 
Figure D.798 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_102 versus step. 
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Figure D.799 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_103 versus step. 
 
Figure D.800 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_104 versus step. 
 
Figure D.801 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_105 versus step. 
 
Figure D.802 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_106 versus step. 
 
Figure D.803 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_107 versus step. 
 
Figure D.804 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_108 versus step. 
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Figure D.805 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_109 versus step. 
 
Figure D.806 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_110 versus step. 
 
Figure D.807 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_111 versus step. 
 
Figure D.808 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_112 versus step. 
 
Figure D.809 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_113 versus step. 
 
Figure D.810 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_114 versus step. 
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Figure D.811 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_115 versus step. 
 
Figure D.812 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_116 versus step. 
 
Figure D.813 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_117 versus step. 
 
Figure D.814 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_118 versus step. 
 
Figure D.815 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_119 versus step. 
 
Figure D.816 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_120 versus step. 
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Figure D.817 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_121 versus step. 
 
Figure D.818 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_122 versus step. 
 
Figure D.819 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_123 versus step. 
 
Figure D.820 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_124 versus step. 
 
Figure D.821 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_125 versus step. 
 
Figure D.822 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_126 versus step. 
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Figure D.823 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_13 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.824 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.825 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_15 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.826 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.827 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_17 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.828 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_18 
versus step. 
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Figure D.829 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_19 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.830 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_20 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.831 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_23 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.832 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.833 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_26 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.834 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_27 
versus step. 
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Figure D.835 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_28 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.836 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_29 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.837 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.838 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.839 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_35 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.840 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_36 
versus step. 
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Figure D.841 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_37 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.842 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.843 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.844 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.845 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_40 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.846 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_41 
versus step. 
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Figure D.847 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_42 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.848 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_43 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.849 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_44 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.850 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_45 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.851 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_46 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.852 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_47 
versus step. 
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Figure D.853 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_48 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.854 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_49 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.855 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.856 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_50 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.857 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_51 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.858 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_52 
versus step. 
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Figure D.859 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_53 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.860 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_54 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.861 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_55 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.862 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_56 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.863 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_57 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.864 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_58 
versus step. 
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Figure D.865 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_59 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.866 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.867 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_60 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.868 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_61 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.869 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_62 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.870 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_63 
versus step. 
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Figure D.871 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_64 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.872 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_65 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.873 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_66 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.874 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_67 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.875 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_68 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.876 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_69 
versus step. 
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Figure D.877 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.878 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_70 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.879 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_71 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.880 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_72 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.881 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_73 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.882 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_74 
versus step. 
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Figure D.883 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_75 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.884 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_76 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.885 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_77 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.886 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_78 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.887 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_79 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.888 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_8 
versus step. 
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Figure D.889 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_80 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.890 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_81 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.891 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_82 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.892 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_83 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.893 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_84 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.894 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_85 
versus step. 
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Figure D.895 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_86 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.896 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_87 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.897 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_88 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.898 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_89 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.899 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.900 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_90 
versus step. 
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Figure D.901 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_91 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.902 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_92 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.903 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_93 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.904 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_94 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.905 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_95 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.906 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_96 
versus step. 
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Figure D.907 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_97 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.908 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_98 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.909 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_99 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.910 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.911 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_100 versus step. 
 
Figure D.912 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_101 versus step. 
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Figure D.913 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_102 versus step. 
 
Figure D.914 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_103 versus step. 
 
Figure D.915 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_104 versus step. 
 
Figure D.916 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_105 versus step. 
 
Figure D.917 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_106 versus step. 
 
Figure D.918 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_107 versus step. 
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Figure D.919 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_108 versus step. 
 
Figure D.920 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_109 versus step. 
 
Figure D.921 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_110 versus step. 
 
Figure D.922 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_111 versus step. 
 
Figure D.923 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_112 versus step. 
 
Figure D.924 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_113 versus step. 
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Figure D.925 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_114 versus step. 
 
Figure D.926 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_115 versus step. 
 
Figure D.927 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_116 versus step. 
 
Figure D.928 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_117 versus step. 
 
Figure D.929 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_118 versus step. 
 
Figure D.930 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_119 versus step. 
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Figure D.931 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_120 versus step. 
 
Figure D.932 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_121 versus step. 
 
Figure D.933 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_122 versus step. 
 
Figure D.934 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_123 versus step. 
 
Figure D.935 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_124 versus step. 
 
Figure D.936 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_125 versus step. 
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Figure D.937 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_126 versus step. 
 
Figure D.938 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_13 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.939 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.940 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_15 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.941 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.942 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_17 
versus step. 
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Figure D.943 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_18 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.944 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_19 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.945 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_20 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.946 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_23 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.947 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.948 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_26 
versus step. 
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Figure D.949 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_27 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.950 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_28 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.951 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_29 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.952 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.953 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.954 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_35 
versus step. 
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Figure D.955 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_36 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.956 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_37 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.957 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.958 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.959 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.960 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_40 
versus step. 
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Figure D.961 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_41 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.962 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_42 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.963 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_43 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.964 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_44 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.965 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_45 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.966 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_46 
versus step. 
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Figure D.967 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_47 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.968 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_48 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.969 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_49 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.970 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.971 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_50 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.972 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_51 
versus step. 
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Figure D.973 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_52 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.974 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_53 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.975 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_54 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.976 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_55 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.977 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_56 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.978 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_57 
versus step. 
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Figure D.979 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_58 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.980 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_59 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.981 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.982 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_60 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.983 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_61 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.984 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_62 
versus step. 
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Figure D.985 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_63 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.986 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_64 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.987 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_65 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.988 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_66 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.989 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_67 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.990 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_68 
versus step. 
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Figure D.991 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_69 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.992 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.993 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_70 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.994 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_71 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.995 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_72 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.996 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_73 
versus step. 
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Figure D.997 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_74 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.998 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_75 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.999 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_76 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1000 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_77 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1001 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_78 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1002 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_79 versus step. 
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Figure D.1003 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1004 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_80 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1005 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_81 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1006 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_82 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1007 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_83 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1008 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_84 versus step. 
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Figure D.1009 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_85 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1010 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_86 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1011 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_87 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1012 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_88 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1013 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_89 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1014 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_9 
versus step. 
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Figure D.1015 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_90 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1016 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_91 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1017 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_92 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1018 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_93 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1019 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_94 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1020 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_95 versus step. 
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Figure D.1021 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_96 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1022 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_97 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1023 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_98 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1024 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_99 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1025 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1026 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_10 versus step. 
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Figure D.1027 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_12 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1028 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_13 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1029 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_14 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1030 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_15 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1031 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_16 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1032 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_17 versus step. 
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Figure D.1033 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_18 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1034 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_19 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1035 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1036 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_20 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1037 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_21 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1038 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_22 versus step. 
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Figure D.1039 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_23 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1040 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_24 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1041 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_25 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1042 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_26 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1043 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_27 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1044 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_28 versus step. 
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Figure D.1045 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_29 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1046 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1047 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_30 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1048 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_32 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1049 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_33 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1050 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_34 versus step. 
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Figure D.1051 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_35 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1052 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_36 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1053 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_37 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1054 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_38 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1055 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_39 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1056 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_4 
versus step. 
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Figure D.1057 - Channel 
CMM2_x_3__3_40 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1058 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1059 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1060 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1061 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1062 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_9 
versus step. 
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Figure D.1063 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1064 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_10 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1065 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_12 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1066 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_13 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1067 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_14 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1068 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_15 versus step. 
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Figure D.1069 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_16 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1070 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_17 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1071 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_18 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1072 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_19 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1073 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1074 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_20 versus step. 
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Figure D.1075 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_21 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1076 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_22 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1077 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_23 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1078 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_24 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1079 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_25 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1080 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_26 versus step. 
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Figure D.1081 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_27 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1082 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_28 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1083 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_29 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1084 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1085 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_30 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1086 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_32 versus step. 
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Figure D.1087 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_33 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1088 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_34 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1089 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_35 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1090 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_36 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1091 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_37 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1092 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_38 versus step. 
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Figure D.1093 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_39 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1094 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1095 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_40 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1096 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1097 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1098 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_7 
versus step. 
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Figure D.1099 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1100 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1101 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1102 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_10 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1103 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_12 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1104 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_13 versus step. 
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Figure D.1105 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_14 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1106 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_15 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1107 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_16 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1108 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_17 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1109 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_18 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1110 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_19 versus step. 
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Figure D.1111 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1112 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_20 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1113 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_21 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1114 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_22 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1115 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_23 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1116 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_24 versus step. 
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Figure D.1117 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_25 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1118 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_26 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1119 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_27 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1120 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_28 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1121 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_29 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1122 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_3 
versus step. 
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Figure D.1123 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_30 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1124 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_32 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1125 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_33 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1126 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_34 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1127 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_35 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1128 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_36 versus step. 
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Figure D.1129 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_37 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1130 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_38 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1131 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_39 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1132 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1133 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_40 versus step. 
 
Figure D.1134 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_5 
versus step. 
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Figure D.1135 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1136 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1137 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure D.1138 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_9 
versus step. 
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APPENDIX E INT SPECIMEN RAW DATA 
The data from the INT specimen test is presented in this appendix.  Each channel 
collected by the DAQ, LBCB Operations Manager, LbcbPlugin, and Coordinate Measurement 
Machines are shown.  The data is presented versus step number.   
The channels are denoted by their raw channel name.  Underscores (“_”) were used to 
separate parameters within the channel name.  The first parameter was the source of the reading, 
“DAQ”, “OM”, “LbcbPlugin”, “CMM1”, or “CMM2”.  The remaining parameters describe the 
sensor type and location.  Chapter 6 and Appendix B present additional information on the 
sensor naming convention.   
The following postprocessing corrections were performed on the presented data: 
 The measurements were offset by the value recorded during the first step.  The 
first step represented the undeformed configuration.  However, the excitation 
voltages and load measurements were not offset. 
 The sign of the measurements from the Inclinometer 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__VBE_E was reversed.  This sensor was 
inadvertently electrically connected with the wrong positive orientation.    
 The LbcbPlugin data was shifted by one step.  A discussion of this bug is 
presented in Chapter 6. 
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Figure E.1 - Channel DAQ_EXT__INC 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.2 - Channel DAQ_EXT__LP 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.3 - Channel DAQ_EXT__LVDT 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.4 - Channel DAQ_EXT__SP 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.5 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__CB_E versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.6 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__CB_W 
versus step. 
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Figure E.7 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.8 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__HBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.9 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.10 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor2__VBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.11 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__CB_E versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.12 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__CB_W 
versus step. 
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Figure E.13 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.14 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__HBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.15 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.16 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_EastPier_Floor3__VBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.17 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.18 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__HBE_I 
versus step. 
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Figure E.19 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.20 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor2__VBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.21 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__HBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.22 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__HBE_I 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.23 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__VBE_E 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.24 - Channel 
DAQ_INC_WestPier_Floor3__VBE_I 
versus step. 
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Figure E.25 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S0_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.26 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S0_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.27 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S1_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.28 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S1_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.29 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S2_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.30 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S2_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.31 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S3_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.32 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S3_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.33 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S4_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.34 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S4_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.35 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S5_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.36 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S5_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.37 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S6_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.38 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor2__S6_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.39 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S0_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.40 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S0_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.41 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S1_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.42 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S1_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.43 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S2_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.44 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S2_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.45 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S3_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.46 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S3_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.47 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S4_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.48 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S4_2 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.49 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S5_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.50 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S5_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.51 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S6_1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.52 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_CBPier_Floor3__S6_2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.53 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.54 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__E_EW versus 
step. 
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Figure E.55 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__E_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.56 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__I_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.57 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor1__I_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.58 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor2__1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.59 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor2__2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.60 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor3__1 versus step. 
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Figure E.61 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_EastPier_Floor3__2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.62 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__1 versus step.
 
Figure E.63 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__2 versus step.
 
Figure E.64 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__E_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.65 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__E_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.66 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__I_EW versus 
step. 
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Figure E.67 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor1__I_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.68 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor2__1 versus step.
 
Figure E.69 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor2__2 versus step.
 
Figure E.70 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor3__1 versus step.
 
Figure E.71 - Channel 
DAQ_LP_WestPier_Floor3__2 versus step.
 
Figure E.72 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
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Figure E.73 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.74 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.75 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.76 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.77 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.78 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
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Figure E.79 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.80 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.81 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.82 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.83 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.84 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_NorthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
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Figure E.85 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.86 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.87 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.88 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.89 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.90 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
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Figure E.91 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.92 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.93 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.94 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.95 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.96 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
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Figure E.97 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.98 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.99 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.100 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor2_SouthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.101 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.102 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
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Figure E.103 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.104 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.105 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.106 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.107 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.108 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
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Figure E.109 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.110 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.111 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.112 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.113 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.114 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
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Figure E.115 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.116 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_NorthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.117 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.118 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.119 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.120 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EE__ST versus step. 
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Figure E.121 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.122 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.123 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.124 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_EI__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.125 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.126 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__NT versus step. 
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Figure E.127 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.128 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WE__ST versus step. 
 
Figure E.129 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.130 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.131 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__SB versus step. 
 
Figure E.132 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_BracePier_Floor3_SouthBrace
_WI__ST versus step. 
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Figure E.133 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.134 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__NT 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.135 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__SB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.136 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_1__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.137 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.138 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__T 
versus step. 
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Figure E.139 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_3__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.140 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_3__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.141 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_4__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.142 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_4__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.143 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.144 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__T 
versus step. 
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Figure E.145 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.146 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__NT 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.147 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__SB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.148 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_6__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.149 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.150 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__NT 
versus step. 
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Figure E.151 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__SB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.152 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_1__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.153 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.154 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.155 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_3__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.156 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_3__T 
versus step. 
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Figure E.157 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_4__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.158 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_4__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.159 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.160 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.161 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__NB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.162 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__NT 
versus step. 
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Figure E.163 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__SB 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.164 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_6__ST 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.165 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.166 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.167 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.168 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.169 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.170 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.171 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.172 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.173 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.174 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__NI 
versus step. 
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Figure E.175 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.176 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.177 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.178 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.179 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.180 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__SI 
versus step. 
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Figure E.181 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_REST_S__B 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.182 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor1_REST_S__T 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.183 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.184 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.185 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.186 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.187 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.188 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.189 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.190 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.191 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.192 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
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Figure E.193 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.194 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.195 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.196 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.197 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.198 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
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Figure E.199 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.200 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.201 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.202 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.203 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.204 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__NI 
versus step. 
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Figure E.205 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.206 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.207 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.208 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.209 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.210 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__SI 
versus step. 
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Figure E.211 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.212 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.213 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.214 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.215 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.216 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
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Figure E.217 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.218 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.219 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.220 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.221 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.222 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.223 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.224 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.225 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.226 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.227 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.228 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__N
T versus step. 
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Figure E.229 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.230 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.231 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.232 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.233 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.234 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
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Figure E.235 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.236 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.237 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.238 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.239 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.240 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__NI 
versus step. 
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Figure E.241 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.242 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__SI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.243 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.244 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__NI 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.245 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.246 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__SI 
versus step. 
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Figure E.247 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.248 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure E.249 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.250 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.251 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.252 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
NI versus step. 
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Figure E.253 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.254 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.255 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.256 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.257 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.258 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.259 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.260 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.261 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.262 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.263 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.264 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
NI versus step. 
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Figure E.265 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.266 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.267 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.268 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure E.269 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.270 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.271 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.272 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure E.273 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.274 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.275 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__
NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.276 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__
NT versus step. 
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Figure E.277 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.278 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.279 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.280 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.281 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.282 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
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Figure E.283 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.284 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.285 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.286 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.287 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.288 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__N
I versus step. 
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Figure E.289 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.290 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.291 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.292 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.293 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.294 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.295 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.296 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure E.297 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.298 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.299 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.300 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
NI versus step. 
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Figure E.301 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.302 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.303 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
NE versus step. 
 
Figure E.304 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
NI versus step. 
 
Figure E.305 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.306 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.307 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__
NB versus step. 
 
Figure E.308 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__
NT versus step. 
 
Figure E.309 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.310 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_EXT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.311 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.312 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__N
T versus step. 
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Figure E.313 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
B versus step. 
 
Figure E.314 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_HB_INT__S
T versus step. 
 
Figure E.315 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.316 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.317 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.318 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__S
I versus step. 
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Figure E.319 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.320 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__N
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.321 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.322 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.323 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__N
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.324 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__N
I versus step. 
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Figure E.325 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__S
E versus step. 
 
Figure E.326 - Channel 
DAQ_LSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__S
I versus step. 
 
Figure E.327 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_EE_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.328 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_EI_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.329 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_E_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.330 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_N_EW versus 
step. 
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Figure E.331 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_S_EW versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.332 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_WE_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.333 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_WI_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.334 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_BasePier__FP_W_NS versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.335 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_EastPier__VBE_E_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.336 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_EastPier__VBE_I_Vertical 
versus step. 
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Figure E.337 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_WestPier__VBE_E_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.338 - Channel 
DAQ_LVDT_WestPier__VBE_I_Vertical 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.339 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.340 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.341 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_2__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.342 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__R1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.343 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.344 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor2_CB_5__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.345 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.346 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.347 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_2__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.348 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__R1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.349 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.350 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_CBPier_Floor3_CB_5__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.351 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.352 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.353 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.354 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.355 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.356 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.357 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.358 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.359 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.360 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.361 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.362 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.363 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.364 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.365 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BEB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.366 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R1 versus step. 
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Figure E.367 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.368 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BET__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.369 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.370 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.371 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIB__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.372 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.373 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.374 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_BIT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.375 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.376 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.377 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TEB__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.378 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R1 versus step. 
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Figure E.379 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.380 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TET__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.381 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.382 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.383 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIB__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.384 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.385 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.386 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor1_WP_TIT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.387 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.388 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.389 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.390 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.391 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.392 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.393 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.394 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.395 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.396 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.397 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.398 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.399 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.400 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.401 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.402 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.403 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.404 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.405 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.406 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.407 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_EB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.408 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.409 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.410 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_ET__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.411 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.412 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.413 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.414 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.415 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.416 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor2_WP_IT__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.417 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.418 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.419 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.420 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.421 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.422 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.423 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.424 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.425 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.426 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.427 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.428 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.429 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.430 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.431 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.432 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.433 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.434 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.435 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.436 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.437 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_EB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.438 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.439 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.440 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_ET__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.441 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.442 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.443 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IB__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.444 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.445 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.446 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_EastPier_Floor3_WP_IT__R3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.447 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.448 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.449 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_BOT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.450 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
R1 versus step. 
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Figure E.451 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.452 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_EV_TOP__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.453 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.454 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.455 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.456 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.457 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.458 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor1_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.459 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.460 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.461 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_BOT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.462 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
R1 versus step. 
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Figure E.463 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.464 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_MID__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.465 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.466 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.467 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_EV_TOP__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.468 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.469 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.470 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.471 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.472 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.473 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.474 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.475 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.476 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor2_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.477 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.478 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.479 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_BOT__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.480 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
R1 versus step. 
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Figure E.481 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.482 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_MID__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.483 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
R1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.484 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
R2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.485 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_EV_TOP__
R3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.486 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.487 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.488 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_BOT__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.489 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.490 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.491 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_MID__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.492 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
1 versus step. 
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Figure E.493 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.494 - Channel 
DAQ_RSG_WestPier_Floor3_IV_TOP__R
3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.495 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.496 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.497 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.498 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E5 versus step. 
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Figure E.499 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E6 versus step. 
 
Figure E.500 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E7 versus step. 
 
Figure E.501 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E8 versus step. 
 
Figure E.502 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__E9 versus step. 
 
Figure E.503 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.504 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I2 versus step. 
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Figure E.505 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.506 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I4 versus step. 
 
Figure E.507 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I5 versus step. 
 
Figure E.508 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I6 versus step. 
 
Figure E.509 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I7 versus step. 
 
Figure E.510 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I8 versus step. 
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Figure E.511 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_EastPier__I9 versus step. 
 
Figure E.512 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.513 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E2 versus step. 
 
Figure E.514 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.515 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E4 versus step. 
 
Figure E.516 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E5 versus step. 
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Figure E.517 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E6 versus step. 
 
Figure E.518 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E7 versus step. 
 
Figure E.519 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E8 versus step. 
 
Figure E.520 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__E9 versus step. 
 
Figure E.521 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I1 versus step. 
 
Figure E.522 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I2 versus step. 
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Figure E.523 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I3 versus step. 
 
Figure E.524 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I4 versus step. 
 
Figure E.525 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I5 versus step. 
 
Figure E.526 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I6 versus step. 
 
Figure E.527 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I7 versus step. 
 
Figure E.528 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I8 versus step. 
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Figure E.529 - Channel 
DAQ_SP_WestPier__I9 versus step. 
 
Figure E.530 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Dx versus step. 
 
Figure E.531 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Dy versus step. 
 
Figure E.532 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Dz versus step. 
 
Figure E.533 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Rx versus step. 
 
Figure E.534 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Ry versus step. 
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Figure E.535 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_EastPier__Rz versus step. 
 
Figure E.536 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Dx versus step. 
 
Figure E.537 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Dy versus step. 
 
Figure E.538 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Dz versus step. 
 
Figure E.539 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Rx versus step. 
 
Figure E.540 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Ry versus step. 
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Figure E.541 - Channel 
LbcbPlugin_WestPier__Rz versus step. 
 
Figure E.542 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__XN versus step. 
 
Figure E.543 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__XS versus step. 
 
Figure E.544 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__Y versus step. 
 
Figure E.545 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__ZEN versus step. 
 
Figure E.546 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__ZES versus step. 
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Figure E.547 - Channel 
OM_CS_EastPier__ZI versus step. 
 
Figure E.548 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__XN versus step. 
 
Figure E.549 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__XS versus step. 
 
Figure E.550 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__Y versus step. 
 
Figure E.551 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__ZEN versus step. 
 
Figure E.552 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__ZES versus step. 
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Figure E.553 - Channel 
OM_CS_WestPier__ZI versus step. 
 
Figure E.554 - Channel OM_CS__EXT 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.555 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.556 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.557 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.558 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.559 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.560 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.561 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.562 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.563 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.564 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
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Figure E.565 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.566 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.567 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.568 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.569 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.570 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.571 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.572 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.573 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.574 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.575 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.576 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
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Figure E.577 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.578 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Disp_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.579 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.580 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.581 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.582 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.583 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.584 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.585 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Fx versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.586 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Fy versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.587 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Fz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.588 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Mx versus 
step. 
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Figure E.589 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__My versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.590 - Channel 
OM_LBCB1_Load_Cartesian__Mz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.591 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.592 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.593 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.594 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.595 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.596 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.597 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.598 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.599 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.600 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
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Figure E.601 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.602 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Cmnd_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.603 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.604 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.605 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.606 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.607 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.608 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.609 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Dx versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.610 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Dy versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.611 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Dz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.612 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Rx versus 
step. 
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Figure E.613 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Ry versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.614 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Disp_Cartesian__Rz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.615 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__X1 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.616 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__X2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.617 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Y versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.618 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Z1 versus 
step. 
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Figure E.619 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Z2 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.620 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Actuator__Z3 versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.621 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Fx versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.622 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Fy versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.623 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Fz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.624 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Mx versus 
step. 
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Figure E.625 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__My versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.626 - Channel 
OM_LBCB2_Load_Cartesian__Mz versus 
step. 
 
Figure E.627 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.628 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.629 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_100 versus step. 
 
Figure E.630 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_101 versus step. 
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Figure E.631 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_102 versus step. 
 
Figure E.632 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_103 versus step. 
 
Figure E.633 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_104 versus step. 
 
Figure E.634 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_105 versus step. 
 
Figure E.635 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_106 versus step. 
 
Figure E.636 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_107 versus step. 
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Figure E.637 - Channel 
CMM1_x_3__3_108 versus step. 
 
Figure E.638 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_11 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.639 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_12 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.640 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_13 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.641 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.642 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_15 
versus step. 
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Figure E.643 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.644 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_17 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.645 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_18 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.646 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_19 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.647 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.648 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_20 
versus step. 
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Figure E.649 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_21 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.650 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_22 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.651 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_23 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.652 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_24 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.653 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.654 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_26 
versus step. 
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Figure E.655 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_27 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.656 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_28 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.657 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_29 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.658 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.659 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.660 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_31 
versus step. 
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Figure E.661 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_32 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.662 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_33 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.663 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_34 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.664 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_35 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.665 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_36 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.666 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_37 
versus step. 
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Figure E.667 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.668 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.669 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.670 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_40 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.671 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_41 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.672 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_42 
versus step. 
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Figure E.673 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_43 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.674 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_44 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.675 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_45 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.676 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_46 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.677 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_47 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.678 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_48 
versus step. 
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Figure E.679 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_49 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.680 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.681 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_50 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.682 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_51 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.683 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_52 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.684 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_53 
versus step. 
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Figure E.685 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_54 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.686 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_55 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.687 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_56 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.688 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_57 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.689 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_58 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.690 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_59 
versus step. 
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Figure E.691 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.692 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_60 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.693 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_61 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.694 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_62 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.695 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_63 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.696 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_64 
versus step. 
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Figure E.697 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_65 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.698 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_66 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.699 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_67 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.700 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_68 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.701 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_69 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.702 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_7 
versus step. 
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Figure E.703 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_70 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.704 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_71 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.705 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_72 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.706 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_73 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.707 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_74 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.708 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_75 
versus step. 
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Figure E.709 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_76 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.710 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_77 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.711 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_78 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.712 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_79 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.713 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.714 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_80 
versus step. 
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Figure E.715 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_81 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.716 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_82 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.717 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_83 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.718 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_84 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.719 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_85 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.720 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_86 
versus step. 
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Figure E.721 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_87 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.722 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_88 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.723 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_89 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.724 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.725 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_90 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.726 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_91 
versus step. 
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Figure E.727 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_92 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.728 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_93 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.729 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_94 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.730 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_95 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.731 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_96 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.732 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_97 
versus step. 
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Figure E.733 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_98 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.734 - Channel CMM1_x_3__3_99 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.735 - Channel CMM1_x_4__4_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.736 - Channel CMM1_x_4__4_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.737 - Channel CMM1_x_4__4_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.738 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.739 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.740 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_100 versus step. 
 
Figure E.741 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_101 versus step. 
 
Figure E.742 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_102 versus step. 
 
Figure E.743 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_103 versus step. 
 
Figure E.744 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_104 versus step. 
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Figure E.745 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_105 versus step. 
 
Figure E.746 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_106 versus step. 
 
Figure E.747 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_107 versus step. 
 
Figure E.748 - Channel 
CMM1_y_3__3_108 versus step. 
 
Figure E.749 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_11 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.750 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_12 
versus step. 
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Figure E.751 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_13 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.752 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.753 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_15 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.754 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.755 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_17 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.756 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_18 
versus step. 
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Figure E.757 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_19 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.758 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.759 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_20 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.760 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_21 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.761 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_22 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.762 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_23 
versus step. 
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Figure E.763 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_24 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.764 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.765 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_26 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.766 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_27 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.767 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_28 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.768 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_29 
versus step. 
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Figure E.769 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.770 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.771 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_31 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.772 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_32 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.773 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_33 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.774 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_34 
versus step. 
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Figure E.775 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_35 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.776 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_36 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.777 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_37 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.778 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.779 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.780 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_4 
versus step. 
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Figure E.781 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_40 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.782 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_41 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.783 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_42 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.784 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_43 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.785 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_44 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.786 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_45 
versus step. 
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Figure E.787 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_46 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.788 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_47 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.789 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_48 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.790 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_49 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.791 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.792 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_50 
versus step. 
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Figure E.793 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_51 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.794 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_52 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.795 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_53 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.796 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_54 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.797 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_55 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.798 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_56 
versus step. 
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Figure E.799 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_57 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.800 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_58 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.801 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_59 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.802 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.803 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_60 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.804 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_61 
versus step. 
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Figure E.805 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_62 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.806 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_63 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.807 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_64 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.808 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_65 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.809 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_66 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.810 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_67 
versus step. 
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Figure E.811 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_68 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.812 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_69 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.813 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.814 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_70 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.815 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_71 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.816 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_72 
versus step. 
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Figure E.817 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_73 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.818 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_74 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.819 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_75 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.820 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_76 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.821 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_77 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.822 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_78 
versus step. 
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Figure E.823 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_79 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.824 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.825 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_80 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.826 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_81 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.827 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_82 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.828 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_83 
versus step. 
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Figure E.829 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_84 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.830 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_85 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.831 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_86 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.832 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_87 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.833 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_88 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.834 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_89 
versus step. 
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Figure E.835 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.836 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_90 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.837 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_91 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.838 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_92 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.839 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_93 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.840 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_94 
versus step. 
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Figure E.841 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_95 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.842 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_96 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.843 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_97 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.844 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_98 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.845 - Channel CMM1_y_3__3_99 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.846 - Channel CMM1_y_4__4_1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.847 - Channel CMM1_y_4__4_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.848 - Channel CMM1_y_4__4_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.849 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.850 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.851 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_100 versus step. 
 
Figure E.852 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_101 versus step. 
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Figure E.853 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_102 versus step. 
 
Figure E.854 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_103 versus step. 
 
Figure E.855 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_104 versus step. 
 
Figure E.856 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_105 versus step. 
 
Figure E.857 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_106 versus step. 
 
Figure E.858 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_107 versus step. 
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Figure E.859 - Channel 
CMM1_z_3__3_108 versus step. 
 
Figure E.860 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_11 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.861 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_12 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.862 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_13 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.863 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.864 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_15 
versus step. 
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Figure E.865 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.866 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_17 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.867 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_18 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.868 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_19 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.869 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.870 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_20 
versus step. 
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Figure E.871 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_21 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.872 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_22 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.873 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_23 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.874 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_24 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.875 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.876 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_26 
versus step. 
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Figure E.877 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_27 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.878 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_28 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.879 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_29 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.880 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.881 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.882 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_31 
versus step. 
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Figure E.883 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_32 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.884 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_33 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.885 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_34 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.886 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_35 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.887 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_36 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.888 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_37 
versus step. 
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Figure E.889 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.890 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.891 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.892 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_40 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.893 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_41 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.894 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_42 
versus step. 
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Figure E.895 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_43 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.896 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_44 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.897 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_45 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.898 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_46 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.899 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_47 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.900 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_48 
versus step. 
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Figure E.901 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_49 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.902 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.903 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_50 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.904 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_51 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.905 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_52 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.906 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_53 
versus step. 
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Figure E.907 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_54 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.908 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_55 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.909 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_56 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.910 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_57 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.911 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_58 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.912 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_59 
versus step. 
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Figure E.913 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.914 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_60 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.915 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_61 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.916 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_62 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.917 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_63 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.918 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_64 
versus step. 
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Figure E.919 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_65 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.920 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_66 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.921 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_67 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.922 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_68 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.923 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_69 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.924 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_7 
versus step. 
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Figure E.925 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_70 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.926 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_71 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.927 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_72 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.928 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_73 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.929 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_74 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.930 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_75 
versus step. 
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Figure E.931 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_76 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.932 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_77 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.933 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_78 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.934 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_79 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.935 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.936 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_80 
versus step. 
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Figure E.937 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_81 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.938 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_82 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.939 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_83 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.940 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_84 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.941 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_85 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.942 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_86 
versus step. 
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Figure E.943 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_87 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.944 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_88 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.945 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_89 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.946 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.947 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_90 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.948 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_91 
versus step. 
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Figure E.949 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_92 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.950 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_93 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.951 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_94 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.952 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_95 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.953 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_96 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.954 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_97 
versus step. 
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Figure E.955 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_98 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.956 - Channel CMM1_z_3__3_99 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.957 - Channel CMM1_z_4__4_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.958 - Channel CMM1_z_4__4_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.959 - Channel CMM1_z_4__4_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.960 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_1 
versus step. 
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Figure E.961 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_10 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.962 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_11 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.963 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_12 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.964 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_13 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.965 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_14 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.966 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_15 
versus step. 
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Figure E.967 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_16 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.968 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_17 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.969 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_18 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.970 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_19 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.971 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.972 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_20 
versus step. 
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Figure E.973 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_21 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.974 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_22 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.975 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_23 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.976 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_24 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.977 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_25 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.978 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_26 
versus step. 
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Figure E.979 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_27 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.980 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_28 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.981 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_29 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.982 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.983 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_30 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.984 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_31 
versus step. 
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Figure E.985 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_32 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.986 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_33 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.987 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_34 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.988 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_35 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.989 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_36 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.990 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_37 
versus step. 
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Figure E.991 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_38 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.992 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_39 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.993 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.994 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_40 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.995 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.996 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_6 
versus step. 
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Figure E.997 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.998 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.999 - Channel CMM2_x_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1000 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1001 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_10 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1002 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_11 versus step. 
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Figure E.1003 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_12 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1004 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_13 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1005 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_14 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1006 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_15 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1007 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_16 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1008 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_17 versus step. 
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Figure E.1009 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_18 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1010 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_19 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1011 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1012 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_20 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1013 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_21 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1014 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_22 versus step. 
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Figure E.1015 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_23 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1016 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_24 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1017 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_25 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1018 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_26 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1019 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_27 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1020 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_28 versus step. 
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Figure E.1021 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_29 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1022 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_3 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1023 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_30 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1024 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_31 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1025 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_32 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1026 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_33 versus step. 
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Figure E.1027 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_34 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1028 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_35 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1029 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_36 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1030 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_37 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1031 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_38 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1032 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_39 versus step. 
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Figure E.1033 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1034 - Channel 
CMM2_y_3__3_40 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1035 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1036 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1037 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1038 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_8 
versus step. 
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Figure E.1039 - Channel CMM2_y_3__3_9 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1040 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_1 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1041 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_10 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1042 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_11 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1043 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_12 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1044 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_13 versus step. 
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Figure E.1045 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_14 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1046 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_15 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1047 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_16 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1048 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_17 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1049 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_18 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1050 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_19 versus step. 
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Figure E.1051 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_2 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1052 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_20 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1053 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_21 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1054 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_22 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1055 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_23 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1056 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_24 versus step. 
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Figure E.1057 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_25 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1058 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_26 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1059 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_27 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1060 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_28 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1061 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_29 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1062 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_3 
versus step. 
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Figure E.1063 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_30 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1064 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_31 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1065 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_32 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1066 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_33 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1067 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_34 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1068 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_35 versus step. 
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Figure E.1069 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_36 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1070 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_37 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1071 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_38 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1072 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_39 versus step. 
 
Figure E.1073 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_4 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1074 - Channel 
CMM2_z_3__3_40 versus step. 
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Figure E.1075 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_5 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1076 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_6 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1077 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_7 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1078 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_8 
versus step. 
 
Figure E.1079 - Channel CMM2_z_3__3_9 
versus step. 
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